
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4195103    24/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468846]
SHIJIAZHUANG TAIHANG TECHNOLOGICAL AND INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD

NO. 18 CHANGSHENG STREET, LUQUAN DISTRICT, SHI JIAZHUANG CITY HEBEI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fixing baths [photography]; photographic developers; photographic imaging agent; photographic paper; fountain solution 
[photography]; retouching cream [photography]; industrial detergent; blueprint paper.

6125



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4208612    17/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1471409]
SHIFANG CHANGFENG CHEMICAL CO., LTD

HEFENG TOWN, SHIFANG CITY SICHUAN China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dyeing assistant auxiliaries being chemicals; fire extinguishing compositions; fire extinguishing powders; acids; 
fireproofing preparations; fire retardants.

6126



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4049240    31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1441952]
NANUM CNC CO., LTD

9F, 15, Saemunan-ro 3-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Multi-functional shampoo; functional cosmetics being skin care preparations; skin milk for men; skin fresheners for men; 
anti-aging cosmetic preparations; cosmetic products for use on hair and the scalp; face mask pack (cosmetics); nail 
polish; make-up; hair colorants; moisturizers (cosmetics); cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; whitening essence; body lotion; body oils; body cleanser; baby oil; baby powder (toiletries); baby 
lotions; non-medicated diaper rash cream; sun creams (not for medicinal use); shampoos; serums (cosmetics); cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; skin cleansing lotions; facial oils; baby soaps; baby bath cleansers; baby body milks; baby 
shampoo; perfumery; oils for perfumes and scents; perfume; hair care preparations; hair tonic for cosmetic use; cosmetic 
soaps; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; cosmetics; laundry detergents for household use; dentifrices.

6127



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4051881    28/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1441991]
TOO FACED COSMETICS, LLC

18231 McDurmott West Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITU SINGH GHUMMAN C/O DUA ASSOCIATES

202-206 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics and make-up.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

6128



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2018; Application No. : 88026695 ;United States of America 

4070237    13/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1445419]
BEBELLA, INC.

1200 S SANTEE STREET, SUITE 403 LOS ANGELES CA 90015 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKITA CHHATANI

LegalForce RAPC 17/3 Streamline Infotech IT Park, Parsodi Nagpur, Maharashtra 440022 India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; lip gloss; lipstick; lip pencils; blush; eyeshadow; artificial eyelashes.

6129



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/09/2018; Application No. : 2104493 ;Mexico 

4191613    19/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1468113]
NATTURA LABORATORIOS, S.A. DE C.V.

Pedro Martínez Rivas 746, Colonia Parque Industrial Belenes 45145 Zapopan, Jalisco Mexico

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair bleaches; hair preparations and treatments; shampoos; permanent waving lotion; neutralizers for permanent waving; 
hair colorants; hair styling gels; hair gels; hair styling waxes; hair strengthening treatment lotions; hydrogen peroxide for 
cosmetic use; hair spray; conditioners for the hair; creams for the hair.

6130



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 88057995 ;United States of America 

4190287    30/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1467722]
Calithera Biosciences, Inc.

343 Oyster Point Blvd, Suite 200 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

6131



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4200885    28/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1470609]
Anhui Chunhe Adhesive Products Co., Ltd.

Wangren Economic Zone, Lixin County, Bozhou City 230022 Anhui China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; babies' diapers [napkins]; preparations for 
destroying noxious animals; fly catching paper; rat poison; fly catching adhesives; fly destroying preparations; 
mothproofing paper; mosquito-repellent incense.

6132



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 01640 ;Denmark 

4201555    14/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471045]
H. Lundbeck A/S

Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations and substances; vaccines; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the 
prevention and treatment of disorders and diseases in, generated by or acting on the central nervous system; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances acting on the central nervous system; central nervous system stimulants; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of psychiatric and neurological disorders 
and diseases; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of dementia, Alzheimer's 
disorder and disease, dizziness, seizures, stroke, depression, cognitive impairment, cognitive disorders and diseases, 
mood disorders, psychosis, anxiety, apathy epilepsy; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and 
treatment of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), sclerosis, porphyria, Huntington's disorder and disease, insomnia, 
Parkinson's disorder and disease, falls, movement disorders and diseases, dyskinesia, poor or absent motor functions, 
tremor, schizophrenia bipolar disorder and disease, mania, ADHD, PTSD, agitation, aggression, autism; melancholy, OCD, 
Tourette's syndrome, progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP); restlessness, akathisia, fatigue, somnolence, nausea, cancer, 
migraine pain alcoholism and dependency; preparations, substances, reagents and agents for diagnostic and medical 
purposes.

6133



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/07/2018; Application No. : 32390918 ;China 

4205902    21/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1471403]
Bio-Thera Solutions, Ltd.

Floor 5, Building A6, Science Enterprise Accelerator, 11 Kaiyuan Avenue, High-tech Industrial Development Zone Science City, 
Guangzhou Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; drugs for medical purposes; biological preparations 
for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; medicines for human purposes; chemical 
preparations for medical purposes; injectable pharmaceuticals; crude drug; biochemicial drug.

6134



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/07/2018; Application No. : 32391180 ;China 

4208221    21/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1471413]
Bio-Thera Solutions, Ltd.

Floor 5, Building A6, Science Enterprise Accelerator, 11 Kaiyuan Avenue, High-tech Industrial Development Zone Science City, 
Guangzhou Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; drugs for medical purposes; biological preparations 
for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; medicines for human purposes; chemical 
preparations for medical purposes; injectable pharmaceuticals; crude drug; biochemicial drug.

6135



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4208239    31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1471707]
Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Germicides; disinfectants; toilet deodorizers; sanitary pads; dental lacquer; disinfectant wipes; air purifying preparations; 
aseptic cotton; sanitary towels; dog washes [insecticides].

6136



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4201999    28/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1470533]
TIANJIN BRIDGE WELDING MATERIALS GROUP CO., LTD.

No. 35, JinGang Road, XiQing Economic Development Zone Tianjin China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Brazing alloys; soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for brazing and welding; rods of metal for 
welding; gold solder; soldering tin; colophony soldering wire; metal welding powder; metal particles for submerged arc 
welding; metal particles for electroslag welding.

6137



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4081006    31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446720]
YUTIAN JUXING PRINTING AND PACKAGING MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

Dongwangzhuang Village, Caitingqiao Town, Yutian County, Tangshan City Hebei Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.

Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata – 700 091, India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Printing machines; bookbinding apparatus and machines for industrial purposes; printing presses.

6138



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4202885    11/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1470604]
Weifang Jinghua Powder Engineering Equipment Co., Ltd.

Yatou Industrial Park, Atuo Town, Changle County, Weifang City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Disintegrators; shredders [machines] for industrial use; fodder mill machines; drug mill machines; tea manufacturing 
machine; mills [machines]; crushing machines; flour mill machines; machinery and equipment for ceramic industry 
[including building ceramics machinery]; sifting installations.

6139



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4206385    11/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471343]
Hu Yudong

No.107, Lane 1, Zhongshan middle road, Shilong town, Dongguan 523000 Guangdong province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Glue guns, electric; knives, electric; electric hand drills; screwdrivers, electric; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; 
welding machines, electric; scissors, electric; papermaking machines; machines for the textile industry; electric hammers.

6140



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4206386    24/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471325]
WENZHOU TIANFOR AUTOMOBILE BEARING CO., LTD.

LUO FENG INDUSTRIAL ZONE, TANG XIA TOWN, RUIAN CITY, WENZHOU 325000 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Self-oiling bearings; ball-bearings; bearings [parts of machines]; bearings for transmission shafts; anti-friction bearings 
for machines; roller bearings; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; adhesive bands for pulleys; bearing 
bush; shaft bearings for land vehicles.

6141



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4206433    28/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1471411]
Xinxiang Hongyang Oil Engineering Co.,Ltd.

Zhisi Road, Economy&Technology Development Zone, Xinxiang City Henan Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Brewing machines; petroleum exploitation equipment; machines for the textile industry; machine tools; oil press; cosmetic 
manufacture equipment; filtering machines; food preparation machines, electromechanical; electromechanical machines 
for pharmaceutical industry; oil refining machines; fertilizer spreading machines.

6142



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4207072    31/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1472114]
ZHUZHOU HUARUI PRECISION CUTTING TOOLS CO., LTD.

NO. 68, CHUANGYE 2ND ROAD, LUSONG DISTRICT, ZHUZHOU CITY HUNAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Blades [parts of machines]; tools [parts of machines]; knives [parts of machines]; turning tools [machine tools]; drilling 
tools [machine tools]; milling cutters; threading machines; gear cutting tools; broaching cutters; circular saws [parts of 
machines].

6143



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 8 
 

 

4193179    21/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468739]
Xu Meihua

Group 3, Laishan Village, Chi'an Town, Yiwu, Jinhua Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; spatulas [hand tools]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]; scissors; 
knives; squares [hand tools]; shovels [hand tools]; instruments and tools for skinning animals; harpoons; reamers; bits 
[parts of hand tools]; jig-saws; dies [hand tools]; chisels; nippers; lifting jacks, hand-operated; ratchets [hand tools]; guns 
[hand tools]; three-jaw gear pullers [hand tools]; swords; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; handles for hand-
operated hand tools.

6144



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4187908    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467959]
HANGZHOU HIKVISION DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

No. 555 Qianmo Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
USB flash drives; readers [data processing equipment]; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer memory 
devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic publications, downloadable; computer software, recorded; 
monitors [computer programs]; processors [central processing units]; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; microprocessors; data processing 
apparatus; monitors [computer hardware]; computer peripheral devices; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart 
glasses; smart watches; computers; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; personal digit assistants; 
face recognition systems; facial recognition devices; computer software used to process, save and extract facial 
information for the purpose of authenticating or verifying the identity of a person or user in the identity authentication and 
verification field; quantity indicators; parking meters; apparatus to check franking; automated teller machines [ATM]; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; voting machines; face recognition equipment; phototelegraphy apparatus; 
weighing machines; measures; electronic notice boards; light-emitting electronic pointers; flashing lights [luminous 
signals]; signals, luminous or mechanical; signal lanterns; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; traffic-light 
apparatus [signalling devices]; optical communication instrument; intercommunication apparatus; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles [on-board computers]; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; radios; network 
communication equipment; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; video telephones; radar apparatus; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry; portable media players; sound recording apparatus; video recorders; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; security surveillance robots; rearview cameras for vehicles; speed measuring apparatus 
[photography]; cameras [photography]; flashlights [photography]; selfie lenses; observation instruments; speed checking 
apparatus for vehicles; pressure gauges; laboratory robots; robots for teaching purposes; ammeters; lasers, not for 
medical purposes; detectors; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; optical lenses; cables, electric; semi-
conductors; integrated circuits; transistors [electronic]; transformers [electricity]; video screens; electronic displays for 
displaying numbers; remote control apparatus; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for 
the remote control of industrial operations; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishing apparatus; radiological 
apparatus for industrial purposes; industrial X-ray apparatus; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; protection 
devices for personal use against accidents; alarms; smoke detectors; acoustic alarms; fire alarms; locks, electric; buzzers; 
anti-theft warning apparatus; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; accumulators, electric; animated cartoons.

6145



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4189077    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468072]
Yukon Advanced Optics Worldwide, UAB

Ateities g. 21C LT-06326 Vilnius Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spotting scopes and telescopes, binoculars, night vision digital cameras.

6146



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4200808    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470552]
Zhenjiang Rende new energy technology Co., Ltd.

Ganglong road, Economic Development Zone, Yangzhong City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Single-crystal silicon wafers; polycrystalline silicon wafers.

6147



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4201958    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470902]
SICHUAN TIANYI COMHEART TELECOM CO. LTD.

NO.198, XUESHAN AVENUE, JINYUAN TOWN, DAYI COUNTY, 610000 CHENGDU CITY, SICHUAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus to check franking; electronic chip; fluorescent screens; slide projectors; electronic collars to train animals; 
counterfeit coin detectors; sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for medical use; optical fibers [light conducting 
filaments]; electrolysers; fire extinguishers; eyeglasses; decorative magnets; electrified fences; lottery machine (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); handprints testing machine; 
protective masks; alarms; egg-candlers; portable remote control car stop; ticket dispensers; electron tubes; home used 
remote controler; cameras [photography].

6148



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4202012    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470551]
Zhenjiang Rende new energy technology Co., Ltd.

Ganglong road, Economic Development Zone, Yangzhong City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Single-crystal silicon wafers; polycrystalline silicon wafers.

6149



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 01654 ;Denmark 

4202596    27/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469773]
H. Lundbeck A/S

Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Magnetic, electronic and optical data carriers containing information relating to medicine; software; software for medical 
purposes; computer software; computer software and hardware for medical purposes; computer application software for 
medical purposes for mobile phones and tablets; application software; application software for mobile devices (for 
medical purposes); mobile Apps; mobile Apps (for medical purposes); smart watches (data processing); smart rings (data 
processing); wearable computers; downloadable images for use on mobile phones; electronic information management 
systems in the medical sector; recorded computer software, including software for medical and pharmaceutical 
information, education and sales activities; software for websites, intranet and internet; data processing equipment and 
computers; application software for mobile devices and apps for information and interaction; application software for 
social networking services via internet; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing 
information on health and medicine; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for facilitating 
communication, namely, allowing patients and healthcare professionals to access and share information in the medical, 
pharmaceutical, and health fields.

6150



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4205918    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471407]
BetterPower Battery Co., Ltd.

1F, Bldg. 11, Tongfucun Industrial Zone, Shiao, Dalang Sub-district, Dalang Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Battery jar; battery boxes; batteries for lighting; batteries, electric; galvanic batteries; accumulators, electric; solar 
batteries; chargers for electric batteries; electrical batteries; battery, for pocket lamp.

6151



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 33771170 ;China 

4206434    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471418]
SS INNOVATIONS CHINA CO., LTD.

Unit 12-17, 10th Floor, Building 5, No.2. Science Park Road, Baiyang Street, Hangzhou Economic and Technological Development Zone 
100052 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Monitors [computer programs]; Image, chart and word processing software; Computer software for processing digital 
images; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; Computer programs for editing 
images, sounds and videos; software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs.

6152



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4208262    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472300]
ZHEJIANG ZUCH TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Chongshi Village, Panshi Town, Yueqing City, Wenzhou 325602 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Branch boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; transformers 
[electricity]; high and low voltage switch board; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; bus duct; 
electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; computer peripherals and accessories.

6153



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : 306587 ;Israel 
4209236    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472163]
PHOTURO 3D LTD.

34 Hahagana st. 6772137 Tel Aviv Israel Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Photographic and measuring apparatuses and instruments; computer operating programs; computer peripheral devices; 
computer software; computer programs; computer games; computer software applications; data processing apparatuses; 
downloadable 3D image files; downloadable graphics and animation for smart phones, tablets, tablets and personal 
computers.

6154



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 10 
 

 

4193106    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468584]
SHANDONG WEIGAO GROUP MEDICAL POLYMER CO., LIMITED

NO. 18 XINGSHAN ROAD, TORCH HI-TECH INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT ZONE, WEIHAI SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; syringes for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray 
lamps for medical purposes; droppers for medical purposes; galvanic therapeutic appliances; blood transfusion 
apparatus; catheters; mirrors for dentists; dental apparatus and instruments.

6155



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 10 
 

4196397    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468666]
Keystone Heart Ltd.

15 Halamish Street, P.O. Box 3170, Caesarea Business Park 3088900 Caesarea Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices for use in the treatment of cardiovascular disease.

6156



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 10 
 

4196432    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469011]
MICRO-TECH (NANJING) CO., LTD.

NO.10, GAOKE 3RD ROAD, HI-TECH ZONE, NANJING 210032 JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Needles for medical purposes; catheters; surgical probe; cannulae for medical purposes; drainage tubes for medical 
purposes; probes for medical purposes; pumps for medical purposes; forceps; gastroscopes; urological apparatus and 
instruments; cases fitted for medical instruments; puncture trocar for medical purposes; injectors for medical purposes; 
brushes for cleaning body cavities; testing apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; 
guidewires for medical purposes; stents; endoscopic camera for medical purposes; hemostasis stitch instrument; 
computed tomography scanners.

6157



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 10 
 

4209215    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471647]
JWICU Medical Limited

No. 68, Dalian Road, Yiyuan Sub-district, Gao District, Weihai Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cannulae; drainage tubes for medical purposes; urological apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and 
instruments; respiratory masks for artificial respiration; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; catheters; 
diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; heart rate monitoring apparatus; surgical apparatus and instruments.

6158



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 12 
 

3469056    29/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323515]
VEGA S.R.L.

Viale Piave, 35 I-20129 MILANO (MI) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tyres for karting. 

6159



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4195192    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469160]
LIXIN JIANGHUAIYANGTIAN AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD

No. 1, Chuangye Road, Industrial Park, Lixin County, Bozhou City Anhui China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Trucks; trailers [vehicles]; wagons [vehicles]; tilting-carts; automobiles; concrete mixing vehicles; tipping bodies for 
lorries [trucks]; cars for food transport [carriages]; anti-theft devices for vehicles; cycle cars.

6160



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2018; Application No. : 017934856 ;European Union 

4208252    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472330]
Fasching Salzburg GmbH

Hellbrunnerstrasse 11 A-5020 Salzburg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; restraints for use with vehicle seat belts; restraints for use with 
vehicle safety belts; safety restraints for use in vehicles; safety restraints for vehicle seats; head restraints for vehicles; 
safety devices and equipment for vehicles; safety restraints and safety devices for securing patient stretchers and medical 
patient treatment chairs in vehicles; safety belt buckles for vehicles; safety belts for vehicle seats; seat belts for use in 
vehicles; passenger seat belts; two-point and three-point seat belts for vehicles, cars and buses; four-point, five-point and 
six-point harness seat belts for cars, race cars and boats; passenger seat belt presenters; passenger seat belt retractors; 
passenger seat belt pre-tensioners; safety belts and safety belt installations for use in vehicles; safety belt systems for 
vehicles; safety belts supports; safety lap belts for vehicles; central adjuster straps; tether strap assemblies; car seat 
harnesses; security harnesses for vehicle seats; safety harnesses for vehicle seats; baby carriers and travel systems, all 
for infants and children, namely seat pads, neck and head supports, storage compartments, holders for caddies and cups, 
sun and heat protective shields, covers for vehicle seats, car seat head supports, especially adapted for vehicles; baby 
carriages and strollers; accessories for baby carriages and strollers, included in the class; child restraint devices for use 
with vehicle seats; child restraints for vehicle seats; child safety equipment, namely safety harnesses for children vehicle 
seats, children's safety seats for vehicles; children's seat belts; children's safety belts for use in vehicles; accessories for 
children's safety seats for vehicles, child safety seats and cushions for vehicles; shoulder pads for seats; attachment 
systems for child safety seats; arms for attachment systems for child safety seats; bases for attachment systems for child 
safety seats; latch attachments in the nature of connectors used to fasten child seats into vehicles; connectors for 
attachment systems for child safety seats; latch connectors for attachment systems for child safety seats; vehicle safety 
restraints for use with pram bodies; vehicle safety restraints for use with safety seats; vehicle safety restraints for use with 
carry cots; pushchair belts; harnesses for use with pushchairs; harnesses for prams; safety restraints and safety belts for 
use with small wagons for transporting children; safety restraints and safety belts for bicycles; car safety equipment, 
namely buckle adjusters; safety belt buckles; safety belt brackets; safety belt pad clasps; safety belt spreader bars; safety 
belt d-rings; safety belt chest clips; safety belt webbing tension indicators; safety belt adjusters, central adjusters and tilt 
lock adjusters; safety belt retractors and locking retractors; safety belt hooks and snap hooks; luggage carriers for 
vehicles, luggage nets for vehicles, latch attachments used to fasten luggage in vehicles; fittings, parts and components 
for vehicles; mobility conveyances; wheelchairs; safety restraints for use in wheelchairs; opening and closing 
mechanisms for safety restraints for wheelchairs; belts and safety belts for wheelchairs; safety belt buckles for 
wheelchairs, buckle adjusters for safety belts for wheelchairs, safety belts for wheelchairs; parachute harnesses; seats, 
belts, safety belts, seat belts and harnesses for military transports; seats, chairs and chair parts for buses; safety 
restraints and safety belts for buses; chairs and chair parts for helicopters; seats, belts, safety belts, seat belts, harnesses, 
slings and lifting slings for helicopter transports; safety restraints and safety belts for lifting and hoisting goods and 
people by helicopter.

6161



Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 14 
 

4201573    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469955]
Casio Keisanki Kabushiki Kaisha (Casio Computer Co., Ltd.)

6-2, Hon-machi 1-chome, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 151-8543 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals; jewellery ornaments, other than cuff links; cuff links; semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; 
unwrought precious stones; wrist watches; watch bands and straps; dials for clock- and watchmaking; cases for clock and 
watchmaking; clocks and watches; electric watches and clocks; electronic watches and clocks; parts and fittings for 
watches, clocks and wrist watches; autonomous radio controlled watches; chronographs [watches]; stopwatches; 
timekeeping instruments; clock and watch hands; watch faces; watch movements; watch glasses; watch chains; watch 
boxes; watch pouches; table clocks; pocket watches; automobile clocks; wall clocks; alarm clocks; watch and clock 
springs; watch crystals; watch back covers; pendulums [clock and watchmaking].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 15 
 

4207149    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471880]
GUANGZHOU ROMANCE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD.

NO.13, YUCAI ROAD, SHILING TOWN, HUADU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY 510860 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stringed instruments; cases for musical instruments; piano string; guitar; zither; tuners for musical instruments; pegs for 
musical instruments; strings for musical instruments; plucked stringed instrument; parts of musical instruments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 16 
 

4195152    13/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468898]
GUANGZHOU SHIRUI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

192 KEZHU ROAD, SCIENCE PARK, Economic and Technical Development District 510663 GUANGZHOU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper; carbon paper; paper for recording machines; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; copying paper 
[stationery]; towels of paper; pads [stationery]; pamphlets; writing or drawing books; note books; cards; charts; index 
cards [stationery]; paper sheets [stationery]; perforated cards for jacquard looms; catalogues; tags for index cards; letter 
trays; graphic prints; envelopes [stationery]; ledgers [books]; indexes; forms, printed; printed matter; manuals 
[handbooks]; writing paper; booklets; manifolds [stationery]; sealing wafers; bookmarkers; stickers [stationery]; French 
folio; business cards; announcement cards [stationery]; books; printed publications; posters; newspapers; periodicals; 
magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; paper staplers; staples; clips for offices; stapling presses; stapling presses [office 
requisites]; fabrics for bookbinding; binding strips [bookbinding]; bookbinding material; bookbinding cloth; sealing 
machines for offices; letter openers; punches [office requisites]; envelope sealing machines for offices; paper shredders 
for office use; paper cutters [office requisites]; paper knives [office requisites]; bookbinding apparatus and machines 
[office equipment]; document laminators for office use; hole punchers for office use; mimeograph apparatus and 
machines; open envelope tool; clips for offices; rubber erasers; bookends; document files [stationery]; writing slates; 
loose-leaf binders; drawing pins; folders for papers; jackets for papers; files [office requisites]; correcting fluids [office 
requisites]; covers [stationery]; wrappers [stationery]; paper clasps; erasing products; pen wipers; office requisites, 
except furniture; paperweights; paper-clips; folders for papers [stationery]; desk mats; elastic bands for offices; stands for 
pens and pencils; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; writing cases [stationery]; writing cases [sets]; holders for 
checkbooks; writing board erasers; clipboards; correcting tapes [office requisites]; document holders [stationery]; page 
holders; paper clips; stationery; corkboard pins; address stamps; stamps [seals]; sealing stamps; inking pads; seals 
[stamps]; numbering apparatus; stamp pads; holders for stamps [seals]; cases for stamps [seals]; stamp stands; stamp 
pad inks; steel pens; pen clips; pencils; pencil leads; crayons; propelling pencils; nibs; boxes for pens; writing materials; 
charcoal pencils; drawing pens; fountain pens; pens [office requisites]; balls for ball-point pens; paintbrushes; writing 
instruments; marking pens [stationery]; retractable pencils; fountain pen; refills for ball-point pens; broad brush 
(stationery); curve pen as drawing instruments; pencil caps; whiteboard pens; adhesive tape dispensers [office 
requisites]; gummed tape [stationery]; adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; sealing compounds for 
stationery purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; adhesive bands for stationery or 
household purposes; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; glue for stationery or household 
purposes; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; addressing 
machines; franking machines for office use; duplicators; typewriters, electric or non-electric; printing sets, portable [office 
requisites]; inking ribbons; spools for inking ribbons; postage meters for office use; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-
electric; pencil holders; pen cases; chalk holders; writing cases; decals; telephone directories; almanacs; calendars.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 16 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 021 175 ;Germany 

4208237    15/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471759]
STAEDTLER Mars GmbH & co. KG

Moosäckerstr. 3 90427 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper, paper goods; card boards; works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, and architects' models; filtering 
materials of paper; printed paper invitations; cardboard boxes; printed matter; pamphlets; newspapers; periodicals; 
books; bookbinding material; bookmarkers; pads [stationery]; booklets; exercise books; calendars; office binders; note 
books; files [office requisites]; appointment books; photographs (printed); stationery and office requisites except 
furniture; office machines; writing instruments; watercolour pencils; pencils; coloured pencils; crayons; mechanical 
pencils; pencil leads; coloured pencil leads; mechanical pencil leads; fibre-tip pens; fibre-tip pen cartridges; highlighting 
markers; permanent markers; whiteboard markers; flipchart markers; penholders; fountain pens; nibs; foil pens; fountain 
pen cartridges; rollerball pens; ink sticks; inks; gel pens; gel pen cartridges; graphite pencils; bail-point pens; ball point 
refills; marking pens; pastels [crayons]; eraser pencils; technical pens; technical pen tips; technical pen clips; pencil 
toppers; drawing inks; clutch pencils; pens with twist mechanism; pens with push-button; pens with sliding function; 
multi-functional pens; slate pencils; seals; sealing wax; pencil sharpeners; pencils sharpening machines; inkwells; erasing 
products; scrapers (erasers) for offices; erasers; rulers; protractors as drawing instruments; triangular rulers; compasses 
for drawing; compass attachments for technical pens; squares for drawing; French curves; stencil plates; drafting 
templates; drawing templates; marking templates; painting templates; modelling materials; air-drying modelling materials; 
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permanent plastic modelling materials; kneadable and heat-hardenable modelling materials; modelling materials arranged 
in model craft kits, craft kits or teaching kits; painting crayons; writing crayons; engravings; adhesives for paper goods 
and stationery or for household purposes; decals; stickers [stationery]; drawing materials; artists' materials; decorating 
materials for artists; materials for artists; artist's articles; children's paint boxes; paint brushes; containers or cabinets for 
paper goods and stationery [office requisites]; stands or trays for stationery, writing instruments; writing pens; 
paperweights; bookends; money holders; cases for stationery or writing instruments; rocking blotters; photograph 
stands; pencil tubs; stapling presses (office requisites); punchers; writing cases (sets); desk sets; writing pads; 
instructional and teaching material; transparency films for drawing; foils and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and 
packaging; transparency films for printing; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or 
plastics; plastic cases for writing, drawing, painting and modelling materials; printers' type; printing blocks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 18 
 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 1975076 ;Australia 

4201743    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470771]
Crumpler TM Pty Ltd

L10, 180 Russell St MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather and imitations of leather, and cases, luggage, leads and straps made of these materials; bags, school bags, 
courier bags, rucksacks, bags for campers, beach bags, handbags, shopping bags, satchels, backpacks, brief cases, 
purses, wallets, bags for cameras and camera accessories (not adapted or shaped to fit cameras and camera accessories), 
key purses, bags for mobile phones (not adapted or shaped to contain mobile phones), sling bags for carrying infants, 
suitcases, wheeled shopping bags, travelling bags, trunks, wheeled suitcases, attache bags.
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4205327    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471789]
Crumpler TM Pty Ltd

L10, 180 Russell St MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather and imitations of leather, and cases, luggage, leads and straps made of these materials; bags, school bags, 
courier bags, rucksacks, bags for campers, beach bags, handbags, shopping bags, satchels, backpacks, brief cases, 
purses, wallets, camera and camera accessory bags (not adapted or shaped to fit cameras or camera accessories), key 
purses, bags for mobile phones (not adapted or shaped to fit mobile phones), sling bags for carrying infants, suitcases, 
wheeled shopping bags, travelling bags, trunks, wheeled suitcases, attache bags.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 19 
 

 

4200818    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469947]
Nanan City, Fujian Jiafeng Stone Industry Co., Ltd.

Panlong Development Zone, Shuitou Town, Nanan City, Quanzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Columns (advertisement -), not of metal; granite; asphalt; tombstone; fire resistant floors, namely floor panels and floor 
tiles; stone, concrete or marble statues; gypsum; stone veneers [building materials]; terracotta; fiber cement boards.
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Priority claimed from 01/08/2018; Application No. : 4473569 ;France 

4150984    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460500]
VERALLIA PACKAGING

Tour CARPE DIEM, Place des Corolles, Espanade Nord F-92400 COURBEVOIE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Unworked or semi-worked glass excluding building glass; crystal (glassware); pots; glass jars [carboys]; flasks; bottles; 
glass flasks; spouts; glass stoppers; glass balls; boxes of glass; vases; enameled glass; painted glass; glasses 
(receptacles); perfume sprayers; perfume vaporizers; perfume burners; decanters; siphons for carbonated water; mosaics 
of glass, not for building; opal glass; drinking vessels; containers for household or kitchen use; refrigerating bottles; 
powdered glass for decoration.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 21
 

4195289    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469391]
Silikomart S.r.l.

Via Tagliamento 78, Frazione Mellaredo I-30030 Pianiga (VE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Household, kitchen and pastry utensils and containers; moulds, including silicone moulds for domestic use and 
for kitchen and pastry use; cookware made of silicone or plastic which are exclusively intended for use in microwave, 
fridge, freezer, shock freezer and oven; tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; ice tongs, confectionery tongs and 
chocolate tongs; chocolate spatulas; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; 
articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and 
earthenware; all aforementioned goods, except steam pressure cookers and cooking pots, unless these cooking pots are 
made of silicone or plastic which are exclusively intended for use in microwave, fridge, freezer, shock freezer and oven.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 88227374 ;United States of America 

4195623    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469174]
Can't Live Without It, LLC

Floor 5, 28 West 23rd Street New York NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insulated containers for food or beverages; household containers for food or beverages; portable metal containers for 
food or beverages.
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4206436    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471338]
Linqing Sanhe Textile Group Co., Ltd.

1050 Daqiao Street, Linqing City, Liaocheng City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cloth; non-woven textile fabrics; wall hangings of textile; felt; towels of textile; household linen; bed linen; textile material; 
printed calico cloth; hemp cloth.
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4207146    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471838]
Sunsea (Fujian) Garments CO., Ltd.

Qingmeng Industrial Zone, Quanzhou City 362005 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
T-shirts; sweatshirts; baby suit; waterproof clothing; jacket; windbreak jackets; fur clothing; children's garments; saris.
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Priority claimed from 20/03/2017; Application No. : 87377656 ;United States of America 

3652853    03/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1368555]
Seattle Sport Sciences, Inc.

24066 NE 53rd Place Redmond WA 98053 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sports training apparatus, namely, a manually and automatically fed sports ball feeder and server for accelerating and 
delivering sports balls with user determined trajectory, speed, spin, and distance; sports training apparatus, namely, ball 
launching machine; soccer ball launcher.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 4486002 ;France 

4195179    29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469167]
Francois Bon

Montvenix F-73700 Bourg saint Maurice France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games; toys; play mats; controls for game consoles; party decorations and artificial Christmas trees; apparatus for 
physical education; appliances for gymnastics; fishing tackle; play balls and balloons; card decks; board games; ice 
skates; roller skates; scooters [toys]; sailboards; surfboards; rackets; snowshoes; skis; protective padding (parts of 
sportswear); models [toys]; figurines [toys]; robots as toys; Class 28 in its entirety, particularly paragliders, rescue 
parachutes for paragliders.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 29 
 

4205905    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471396]
Jiangsu Guangyuan oil co., Ltd

3 Ninghuai Avenue, Jinhu County Economic Development Zone, Huai'an City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fish, not live; vegetables, dried; dried lotus seeds; oils for food; nuts, prepared; mushrooms, preserved.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 4486427 ;France 

4185808    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468303]
BRIOCHE PASQUIER CERQUEUX

F-49360 LES CERQUEUX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; artificial coffee; beverages based on cocoa, coffee, chocolate or tea; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; cereal-based snacks; bread; bread-making products; toasted bread; toast; puff pastries; 
crackers; biscuits, cookies; rusks; buns, stuffed buns, chocolate-filled buns, fruit-filled buns, buns stuffed with cream; 
donuts, donuts, whether plain or filled, chocolate donuts, donuts containing fruit; Viennese pastries; pains au chocolat; 
raisin breads; croissants; pains au lait; gingerbread; turnovers (pastries); pastries; mignardises (sweet or savory pastry); 
tarts; cakes; pancakes; waffles; macaroons; croutons, chocolate croutons, flavored croutons; petits fours (sweet or 
savory pastry); reductions (sweet or savory pastry); muffins (pastry); bagels (pastry); crumpets (pastry); breadsticks; 
blinis; fajitas; pita bread; donuts; scones; pancakes (crepes); triangles (pastry); crown-shaped pastry, couronnes des rois 
(pastry); cereal-based preparations; flapjacks, Epiphany cakes (pastry); Chinese pastries; sweet or savory cakes for 
aperitifs; edible decorations for cakes; confectionery products; sugar confectionery; fruit pastes; sandwiches; edible 
ices; chocolate; honey; golden syrup; yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; salad dressings; spices; dried cereal 
flakes; oat flakes; corn flakes; breakfast cereals; muesli; muesli bars; pies; quiches; pizzas; flavorings other than 
essential oils for cakes; aromatic preparations for food; crème brûlée; desserts.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-983 ;Leichtenstein 

4188459    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467656]
NEBES LIMITED

Kirchstrasse 39 FL-9490 Vaduz Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; aerated water; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; cocktails, non-alcoholic; energy drinks; 
essences for making beverages; fruit juices; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; grape must, unfermented; isotonic beverages; 
lemonades; lithia water; mineral water [beverages]; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with 
coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-
alcoholic honey-based beverages; preparations for making aerated water; preparations for making beverages; seltzer 
water; smoothies; soda water; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; table waters; waters [beverages]; tonic 
water; spring water; drinking water; purified bottled drinking water; water beverages; drinking water with vitamins; 
sparkling water; still water; non-alcoholic water-based beverages; carbonated mineral water; carbonated no alcoholic 
beverages; distilled water (beverages); drinking distilled water; pure water (beverages); flavored mineral water; flavored 
water; seasoned water (beverages); powder for effervescing beverages.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2018; Application No. : 180140327 ;Thailand 

4193123    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468610]
SESAMILK FOODS COMPANY LIMITED

4345 Sukhumvit Road, Bang Na Tai, Bang Na 10260 Bangkok Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Grain-based beverages, other than milk substitutes.
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2018; Application No. : 2018753504 ;Russian Federation 

4198963    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470794]
"WINE INTERNATIONAL PROJECT" OOO

M. Eminesku street, 5 MD-2012 Kishinev Republic of Moldova

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aperitifs, non-alcoholic; barley wine [beer]; lithia water; seltzer water; soda water; waters [beverages]; aerated water; 
mineral water [beverages]; table waters; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; cocktails, non-alcoholic; beer-based cocktails; 
lemonades; non-alcoholic beverages; isotonic beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; rice-based beverages, 
other than milk substitutes; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; whey 
beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; soft drinks; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic 
beverages flavored with tea; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; energy drinks; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; orgeat; beer; 
ginger beer; malt beer; powders for effervescing beverages; sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]; syrups for lemonade; 
syrups for beverages; smoothies; tomato juice [beverage]; cider, non-alcoholic; vegetable juices [beverages]; fruit juices; 
preparations for making aerated water; preparations for making liqueurs; preparations for making beverages; must; grape 
must, unfermented; beer wort; malt wort; pastilles for effervescing beverages; sherbets [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit 
extracts; extracts of hops for making beer; essences for making beverages.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 33 
 

Glenallachie 

4138358    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452041]
The Glenallachie Distillers Co Limited

Glenallachie Distillery, Glenallachie Aberlour, Banffshire AB38 9LR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Distilled spirits; scotch whisky; gin; rum; but in so far as whisky and whisky based liqueurs are concerned only Scotch 
whisky and Scotch whisky based liqueurs produced in Scotland.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2018; Application No. : 4020180065276 ;Republic of Korea 

4056003    08/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443543]
Rael Korea, Inc.

4F, 41, Hakdong-ro 97-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul KR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services featuring medicated feminine hygiene wash; retail store services featuring sanitary pads; retail store 
services featuring tampons; retail store services featuring sanitary panties; retail store services featuring tissues 
impregnated with antibacterial preparations; retail store services featuring babies diapers; retail store services featuring 
facial packs, retail store services featuring mask pack for cosmetic purposes; retail store services featuring beauty 
masks; retail store services featuring cosmetics; retail store services featuring perfumery; retail store services featuring 
non-medicated feminine hygiene wash; retail store services featuring pre-moistened cleansing tissues; office 
administration; wholesale ordering services; office functions; comprehensive shopping mall services provided via 
internet: business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 606119 ;Portugal 

4079928    26/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446578]
SONAE SIERRA, SGPS, S.A.

Lugar do espido, Via Norte P-4470-177 Maia PT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; promotion of goods and services of others through an advertising slogan.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 35 
 

4185928    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468146]
Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co.,Ltd.

No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; advertising; business 
management consultancy; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others.
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4196441    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469006]
SICHUAN TIANYI COMHEART TELECOM CO. LTD.

NO.198, XUESHAN AVENUE, JINYUAN TOWN, DAYI COUNTY, CHENGDU CITY, 610000 SICHUAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Personnel management consultancy; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; rental of sales stands; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; retail or wholesale services for medical supplies; 
advertising; marketing; web site traffic optimization; relocation services for businesses; accounting.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2018; Application No. : 88222572 ;United States of America 

4122498    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455167]
GARRETT TRANSPORTATION I INC.

2525 W. 190th Street Torrance CA 90504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automotive maintenance and repair services; automotive upgrade services, namely, turbocharging and performance 
upgrades of automobiles; automotive conversion services, namely, installing specialty automotive equipment.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 01655 ;Denmark 

4185947    27/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467877]
H. Lundbeck A/S

Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; providing of training; entertainment; organisation and carrying out of seminars, courses and symposia within 
the field of medicine and pharmaceuticals; on-line training programs; arranging and conducting of expert forums, 
including on-line, in the form of seminars, conferences, symposia, workshops (education) and courses; arranging and 
conducting of expert forums, including on-line, in the field of research and development, science, clinical tests and trials, 
diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, disorders, diseases, treatment and prevention; educational and training services 
in the field of research and development, science, clinical tests and trials, diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, 
disorders, diseases, treatment and prevention provided electronically, on-line, via cable or internet or other electronic 
media; providing on-line publications (not downloadable), including of books, reports, brochures, booklets, leaflets, 
patient information leaflets, magazines, journals, teaching and educational material in the field of research and 
development, science, clinical tests and trials, diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, disorders, diseases, treatment and 
prevention; educational and entertainment services in the nature of providing non-downloadable videos and images 
featuring health and medicine content via the Internet; educational and entertainment services in the nature of providing 
non-downloadable videos and images featuring health and medicine content through a website, social media platforms 
and apps.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2018; Application No. : 87956975 ;United States of America 

4195544    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469475]
ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGIES INSTITUTE, L.L.C.

11161 Overbrook Road Leawood KS 66211 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Physical fitness consultation; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness training of individuals and groups; physical 
fitness training services; providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness (term considered too vague 
by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing an interactive website featuring 
information and links relating to fitness (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the 
Common Regulations); providing an on-line computer database featuring information regarding exercise and fitness (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations).
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4195568    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469520]
Rhode Island School of Design

Two College Street Providence RI 02903 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction in liberal arts, design, art, print making, photography, 
architecture and industrial design and art museum services.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2018; Application No. : 88010017 ;United States of America 

4200864    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470329]
101 Studios, LLC

10250 Constellation Blvd., Suite 100 Los Angeles CA 90067 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Entertainment services in the nature of the development, production, and distribution of movies and television shows; 
providing non-downloadable movies and television shows via a video-on-demand transmission service; providing 
entertainment information via a website; publication of books and screenplays; production of audio and audiovisual 
recordings.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : 88114485 ;United States of America 

4202582    09/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470168]
OsteoReady, LLC

150 Baker Ave Ext., Suite 110 Concord MA 01742 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Training in the clinical use of dental implants and implant kits, dental instruments used in implant surgery, and dental 
prosthetics associated with dental implants.
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4208312    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471337]
CHARM PRESS INTERCONTINENTAL GUANGZHOU MARKETING CO LTD

Uint 106, Huanhua Road No. 105, Liwan District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Arranging of beauty contests; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; organization of fashion shows for 
entertainment purposes; production of radio programmes; production of television programmes; television 
entertainment; news reporters services; translation; entertainment information; presentation of live performances; 
providing on-line electronic publications [not downloadable].
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4187928    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468356]
FORTINET, INC.

899 Kifer Road Sunnyvale CA 94086 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer consulting services; computer software and network security research and development services; computer 
software and network security management and analysis; technical support services related to the provision of antivirus, 
anti-spam, anti-spyware, anti-malware, web-content filtering and/or intrusion detection and prevention for network and 
computer security; troubleshooting of computer software and hardware problems and monitoring of network systems; 
maintenance, upgrading, and updating of computer software; computer services, namely, providing a web-based system 
comprised of the temporary use of non-downloadable software to be used by others in the monitoring of computer 
systems for security purposes.
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4200803    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471065]
TK OPEN SYSTEMS LTD.

28 General Pierre Koenig Jerusalem Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Open source software development and consulting.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2018; Application No. : 87913574 ;United States of America 

4208387    08/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471470]
Inteva Products, LLC

1401 Crooks Road Troy MI 48084 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Product testing services; provision of specialist analysis and consultation services in the field of component light-
weighting; research in the field of light-weighting of metals; light-weighting of materials, namely, plastics (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); development of new 
technology for others in the field of light-weighting of metals; scientific and technological services, namely, development 
of new technologies for others in the field of efficient and flexible light-weighting of materials.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2018; Application No. : 40201814527X ;Singapore 

4186105    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468430]
STARTRIGHT ENTERPRISE PTE. LTD.

190 Clemenceau Avenue, 04-02 Singapore Shopping Centre Singapore 239924 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nurseries and day care centers; child day-care center services; providing child care centers.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2018; Application No. : 87957234 ;United States of America 

4199002    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470892]
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd.

1050 Caribbean Way Miami FL 33132 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Restaurant services.
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2762683    21/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1206265]
XIAMEN CCRE GROUP CO., LTD.

24/F-28/F Tower B, CCRE Building, 668 Xiahe Road, Xiamen 361004 Fujian China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S. A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; capital investments; real estate management; real estate agency services relating to the 
purchase and sale of buildings; brokerage; financial guarantees; charitable fund raising; factoring; lending against 
security; lease-purchase financing; art appraisal.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision; rental of construction equipment; construction; construction of residential 
buildings; mining extraction; upholstering; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; electric appliance installation 
and repair; air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance 
and repair; computer hardware installation, maintenance and repair; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; 
medical apparatus installation, maintenance and repair; lighting facility installation, maintenance and repair; motor 
vehicle maintenance and repair; strong-room maintenance and repair; rustproofing; retreading of tires; pump repair; hand 
tools repair.

Cl.39;Transport; stevedoring; car transport; car parking; storage of goods; distribution of energy; rental of diving suits; 
sightseeing (tourism); courier services (messages or merchandise); transport by pipeline.
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2786224    06/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1210179]
ASOCIACION ESPAÑOLA DE FABRICANTES DE AZULEJOS Y PAVIMENTOS CERAMICOS

Ginjols, 3 E-12003 CASTELLON DE LA PLANA ES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, namely, mosaics and borders; materials for covering walls and paving floors, 
using ceramic material, sandstone and porcelain (not metal); raw materials for ceramics, all from Spain.

Cl.35;Sales promotion for third parties, including the organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; advertising, including the presentation of goods by all means of communication for retail purposes, as well as 
the distribution of publicity material, namely leaflets, brochures, printed matter and samples; business management; 
business administration; office functions; commercial or industrial company management or operation assistance 
services; import-export and commercial representation agencies; market study and analysis services, including the 
search for markets, business and sponsors; carrying out studies on business organization; planning, monitoring and 
management and appraisal of companies; account auditing services; retail sale, wholesale or sale services via global 
computer networks, for non-metallic building materials; exclusive sales services for non-metallic building materials.
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Priority claimed from 16/06/2014; Application No. : 012998241 ;European Union 

2984697    15/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1241682]
ORION ENGINEERED CARBONS GMBH

Hahnstraße 49 60528 Frankfurt am Main Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, in 
particular chemical preparations comprising carbon black; fillers for rubber; synthetic resin fillers; soot for industrial or 
agricultural purposes; carbon; carbon black for industrial purposes; carbon black for use in the manufacture of industrial 
products and for use in metallurgical processes; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, in particular resins 
and plastics comprising carbon black; adhesives used in industry, in particular industrial adhesives comprising carbon 
black

Cl.2;Carbon black as pigment; soot as colorant.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2014; Application No. : T201450612 ;Finland 

2999429    11/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1242975]
Supercell Oy

Itämerenkatu 11 FI-00180 Helsinki FI

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2856823

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer game software; downloadable computer software and computer game software; 
data storage media; game software adapted for use with television receivers; pre-recorded motion pictures, television and 
animation films.

Cl.28;Electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; action skill games; action figures as toys; toys, 
games and playthings; game cards; non-electric hand-held action skill games.

Cl.41;Electronic game services; providing on-line computer games; providing information on-line relating to computer 
games; provision of games by means of computer based systems; providing entertainment information relating to 
computer games via information network; entertainment services in the nature of development of films, animation, 
animated films and television programs.
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3101371    02/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257056]
INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY S.P.A.

338, viale Monza, I-20128 MILANO Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical reagents for clinical chemical analysis and for diagnostics.

Cl.9;Scientific, monitoring, electric (including cordless electric), optical, checking (supervision) apparatus and 
instruments; calculating machines; equipment for information processing; computers.

Cl.10;Apparatus for clinical chemical analysis and for diagnostics and fittings and parts therefor.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 014228936 ;European Union 

3336043    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293568]
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
The mark to be used as a whole.

Cl.9;Software, in particular for constructing, equipping and operating industrial, energy generating and process 
engineering installations.

Cl.37;Installation, assembly, maintenance and repair of industrial installations and process engineering installations, 
products and equipment for electrical engineering, electronics and machine construction; construction of industrial 
installations and process engineering installations, namely structural and civil engineering.

Cl.42;Planning, research and development of installations and equipment in the field of energy generation and process 
engineering, and monitoring thereof; engineering and architecture, technical consultancy, surveying, creation and rental 
of data processing and process engineering programmes, in particular for constructing, equipping and operating 
industrial, energy generating and process engineering installations; materials testing; monitoring of industrial 
installations and process engineering installations, products and equipment for electrical engineering, electronics and 
machine construction.
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Priority claimed from 13/10/2015; Application No. : 2015-098433 ;Japan 

3364344    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302894]
SUMITOMO CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8260 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN & KRISHME ATTORENEYS AT LAW

B, 2/47-C, LAWRENCE ROAD, DELHI - 110 035, ( INDIA ).

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of herbicides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture 
of insecticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of fungicides except for detoxification of fungis and 
fungitoxins for food and feed; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of insect repellents; plant growth 
regulating preparations.

Cl.5;Herbicides; insecticides for agricultural use; fungicides for agricultural use except for detoxification of fungis and 
fungitoxins for food and feed; insect repellents for agricultural use; preparations for killing weeds.

Cl.31;Live insects.
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Priority claimed from 28/04/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 012 713 ;Germany 

3563370    05/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1346024]
J.G. Weisser Söhne GmbH & Co. KG

Bundesstraße 1 78112 St. Georgen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mechanical handling apparatus, workpiece pallets, manually and numerically controlled dividing apparatus, 
consisting of circular dividing apparatus, dividing plates, dividing heads and rotary tables; tools and tool holders for 
machine tools; handling machines and apparatus for handling semi- finished products, work pieces, tools and work piece 
fixings for use in connection with machine tools; parts for the aforesaid goods (included in this class); metal working 
machines and tools; machine elements; housings [parts of machines]; tables for machines; individual parts and fittings 
for machine tools, in particular control devices (included in this class); assemblies for machine tools, in particular for 
milling machines and/or lathes; handling machines and mechanical handling apparatus for workpieces or tools; 
mechanical equipment and machines for the automated handling of tools and workpieces; radial cams; parts for the 
aforesaid goods; none of the aforementioned goods to include door hardware of all types, locking devices of all types, 
key blanks and related products, door trim, decorative trim, cabinet hardware, and parts, fittings, and installation tools for 
all of the foregoing.

Cl.9;Electromagnetic and electronic controllers for machine tools; data processing, data input and data output 
apparatus for use in connection with industrial production; parts for all the aforesaid goods (included in this class); 
programs for industrial production and production planning; electrical communication machines and instruments; 
electrical distribution or control machines and instruments; measuring and testing machines and instruments; regulating, 
controlling, measuring, recording and monitoring apparatus, in particular regulating, controlling, measuring, recording 
and monitoring apparatus for numerically controlled machine tools; installations consisting of a combination of the 
aforesaid apparatus and equipment; parts for all the aforesaid apparatus, instruments and equipment (included in this 
class); digital, electromechanical, electric and electronic control devices and/or data processing equipment for controlling 
and operating machine tools and/or lathes and/or for assemblies for machine tools and/or lathes; software for use in 
connection with industrial manufacturing, namely operating and control software for operating and control consoles of 
machine tools for processing and forwarding of cad/cam and nc data to machines tools; special fittings for machine tools 
for working metals and plastics, namely electric, electronic and digital control devices; none of the aforementioned goods 
to include door hardware of all types, locking devices of all types, key blanks and related products, door trim, decorative 
trim, cabinet hardware, and parts, fittings, and installation tools for all of the foregoing. 

Cl.37;Repair of, and error elimination in, machine tools, machine tool accessories and machine tool control 
mechanisms.

Cl.41;Training for users relating to machine tools, machine tool accessories, machine tool control mechanisms and 
programs for machine tools.
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Cl.42;Programming for industrial manufacture and production planning, design of machine tools and equipment or 
apparatus relating thereto, including parts therefor, and devices consisting of the aforesaid goods; testing or research in 
relation to machine tools and associated equipment or apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2016; Application No. : 1331789 ;Benelux 

3593591    31/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1355594]
SCHREDER

Rue de Lusambo 67 Bruxelles B-1190

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.

Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata – 700 091

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic control gears [ECGs] for LED lamps and light fixtures; motion sensors for security lights; light 
regulators; light dimmers; flashing lights [luminous signals]; signal lanterns; exposure meters [light meters]; lighting 
ballasts; antennas for wireless communications apparatus; antennas for telecommunications networks; antennas/ aerials; 
masts for wireless aerials; radar apparatus; air analysis apparatus; power controllers; remote controls; biometric access 
control systems; electrical charge controllers; electronic control circuits; infrared remote controls; remote control 
apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; remote control receivers; remote control 
transmitters; remote control apparatus and instruments; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic 
signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of electronic 
devices, other than controllers for gaming apparatus; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function 
and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems; monitoring apparatus; power supplies for 
lights, sirens and public address systems; closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, 
switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, 
cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; telecommunication equipment; computer hardware and 
software systems for remotely controlling outdoor lighting devices; computer hardware for remotely controlling outdoor 
lighting devices; accessories for lighting fixtures, namely, plastic pole with electrical source in protective cover; electric 
control devices for outdoor lighting fixtures; LED lighting controls for outdoor lighting fixtures; lighting control 
apparatus; lighting control panels; occupancy sensors, namely, electronic devices which detect the presence of 
occupants and control the lighting system accordingly; radio transmitters, receivers, and controllers for monitoring and 
controlling public lighting; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of lighting 
systems [excluding gaming apparatus]; illumination regulators; video surveillance cameras; intercommunication 
apparatus; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; alarm sensors; infrared sensors; distance 
sensors; motion sensors; optical sensors; level sensors; pollutant sensor; position sensors; proximity sensors; 
temperature sensors; timing sensors; ultrasonic sensor; vibration sensors; velocity sensors; automatic solar tracking 
sensors; camera with linear image sensors; electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; oxygen sensors, other than 
for medical use; detectors; motion detectors; ultrasonic detectors; smoke detectors; fire detectors; fire alarms; radiation 
detectors; gas detectors; heat detectors; acceleration sensors; sensors for determining position; safety sensors, namely, 
carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, and combination carbon monoxide and smoke detectors; remote sensors 
for use in measuring thermal and infrared radiation energy waves; photoelectric sensors; passive infrared sensors; 
oxygen sensors, not for medical use; movement sensors; mass flow sensors; magnetic sensors; magnetic resistance 
sensors; magnetic flux sensors; light systems comprising light sensors and switches; light sensors; impact sensors; 
humidity sensors; humidity sensor with integrated digital and analogue output circuitry used in automotive, appliance 
and light industrial applications to sense both relative humidity and temperature environmental conditions; heat sensors; 
gas sensors; fire sensors; flame sensors; environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that 
measure pressure, humidity, temperature and includes alarm and reporting functions; electronic sensors specifically 
excluding air-pressure gauges, fluid power system control valves, fluid-pressure gauzes, fluid-pressure indicators, fluid-
pressure regulator: electronic proximity sensors and switches; day and night vision systems primarily comprising day 
and night sensors, day and night cameras, power sources, communication means, monitors and operating software; 
electric, electronic, or electrochemical oxygen monitors and sensors for environmental use; electric smoke sensors; 
electro-optical sensors; electrical sensor apparatus for sensing the presence or absence of individuals or objects by 
contact or pressure; air temperature sensors; active infra-red sensors; sensors for determining position, velocity, 
acceleration and temperature; sensors for determining temperature; sensors for determining velocity; sensors for 
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measuring speed; sensors for use with machine tools; sensors used in meteorology; sensors for measuring depth; 
sensors for the determination of temperatures, positions and distances; shock sensors; smoke sensors; surface acoustic 
wave sensors; thermal sensors; vehicle detection equipment specifically excluding air-pressure gauges, fluid power 
system, control valves, fluid-pressure gauges, fluid-pressure indicators, fluid-pressure regulator: ultrasonic sensors; 
ultrasonic wave type intruder sensors; microwave type intruder sensors; public-address systems consisting of 
loudspeakers; LED lighting controls for remote monitoring and remote control of outdoor lighting fixtures and for the 
control of illumination systems; electric or electronic sensors for sensing motion; sensors for measuring air pollution.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lanterns for lighting; led lights; light fittings; light fixtures; lighting fittings; lighting 
apparatus; light diffusers; lighting fixtures; lighting installations; light panels; light projectors; mood lights; solar lights; 
wall lights; light-emitting diode [led] lights; light-emitting diode lighting apparatus; light-emitting diode lighting fixtures; 
light-emitting diode lighting installations; light-emitting diode [led] lighting apparatus; light-emitting diode [led] lighting 
installations; light-emitting diode [led] mood lights; light-emitting diodes [led] lighting apparatus; electric lights for 
Christmas trees; fairy lights for festive decoration; Christmas tree ornaments for illumination [electric lights]; lamp 
reflectors; ceiling light; ceiling light fittings; ceiling lights fixtures; electric light fittings; electric light fixtures; electric 
lighting fittings; electric lighting fixtures; led lighting apparatus; led lighting fixtures; led lighting installations; led mood 
lights; light-emitting diode luminaires; lighting apparatus and installations; light post luminaires; luminous tubes for 
lighting; outdoor light fittings; outdoor light fixtures; outdoor lighting fittings; outdoor lighting fixtures; outdoor solar 
lights; wall light fixtures; wall light fittings; light-emitting diode [led] luminaires; lighting apparatus incorporating optical 
fibres; luminaires; electric luminaires; electric lamps; lamps; led luminaires; light-emitting diode [led] luminaires; outdoor 
lamps; street lamps; wall lamps; lamps for outdoor use; infrared lighting fixtures; landscape lighting installations; led 
(light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent 
lighting applications; led (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; led light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial 
lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; led lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting 
applications; led lighting systems, namely, led modules, power supplies, and wiring; lighting apparatus for sports arenas; 
lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; lighting fixtures with motion detection; luminaires, using light emitting 
diodes (leds) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; solar light fixtures, 
namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; illumination fittings; illumination installations; 
appliances for illumination; highway illumination assemblies; filters for illumination appliances; filters for illumination 
apparatus; red led flashlights for illumination purposes; security lighting incorporating a heat activated sensor; security 
lighting incorporating a movement activated sensor; security lighting incorporating an infra-red activated sensor; 
decorative lighting in the nature of electrically illuminated for building and monuments embellishment.

Cl.37;Installation of lightning apparatus; maintenance of lightning apparatus; repair of lightning apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of street lights; installation, maintenance and repair of lighting apparatus; installation of electric 
light and power systems; advisory services relating to the installation of lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
electric lighting apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of led lighting apparatus; providing information relating to 
the repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; provision of information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus and providing information relating thereto; 
installation of photovoltaic cells and modules; antenna installation and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of 
street lamps; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic control apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of 
regulating, monitoring and control apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of computer network and information technology equipment; electric appliance 
installation and repair; technical consultation in the field of installation of lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and 
lighting systems; installation of closed circuit television systems; installation, maintenance and repair of computer 
hardware.

Cl.42;Lighting design; design of lighting systems; industrial design; landscape lighting design; landscape lighting 
design services; lighting design services; technical consultancy in the field of light engineering; technical planning and 
consulting in the field of light engineering; technical planning and consultancy in the field of light engineering; computer 
software design; software as a service [saas]; configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and 
maintenance of computer software; maintenance of database software; maintenance of software; software installation 
and maintenance; software maintenance services; consultancy relating to software maintenance; maintenance and repair 
of software; maintenance of data processing software; maintenance of software for communication systems; design, 
updating and maintenance of computer software; design, programming and maintenance of computer software; 
development and maintenance of computer database software; development and maintenance of computer software; 
installation of computer software; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; computer 
programming; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation and maintenance of database software; 
installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; installation, maintenance and updating of software; 
installation, maintenance and updating of database software; maintenance and upgrading of computer software; 
maintenance of computer software for data processing; rental and maintenance of computer software; design, 
development, installation and maintenance of computer software; design, development, maintenance and updating of 
computer software; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for data processing; design, 
development, maintenance and updating of computer software for process control; development, updating and 
maintenance of software and database systems; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer software; 
development of computer software for use with programmable controllers; development of computer software for use 
with computer-controlled switching systems; design and development of software for control, regulation and monitoring 
of solar energy systems; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; outsource service providers in the field of 
information technology; engineering; engineering services in the field of energy technology; server hosting; hosting 
computer sites (web sites); creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting computer databases; hosting 
customized web pages; hosting of databases; hosting computer software applications for others; hosting computerized 
data, files, applications and information; computerized data storage services; electronic data storage; electronic data 
storage services; online data storage services; electronic data storage and data backup services; off-site data backup; 
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computer services concerning electronic data storage; design and development of data storage systems; electronic 
monitoring of air pollution degree, temperature, atmospheric pressure, noise level, light level using computers and 
sensors [electronic data collection]; electronic monitoring and reporting of air pollution degree, temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, noise level, light level using computers or sensors (electronic data collection).
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3748366    14/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386229]
NON-STOP MODETEXTIL-VERTRIEBS GMBH

Hindenburgstraße 160 22297 Hamburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 
091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers; napkins, of cloth, for removing 
make-up; bath linen (except clothing); fabric, impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; banners; dimity; cotton 
fabrics; bed covers; bed covers of paper; bed clothes and blankets; bed clothes and blankets; pillowcases [pillow slips]; 
billiard cloth; brocades; chenille fabric; cheviots [cloth]; cotton fabrics; crepon; damask; tick [linen]; drugget; printers" 
blankets of textile; shower curtains of textile or plastic; bunting; bolting cloth; labels; flags, not of paper; continental 
quilts; filtering materials of textile; felt; flax fabrics; flannel [fabric]; frieze [cloth]; linings [textile]; lining fabric for shoes; 
curtains of textile or plastic; curtain holders of textile material; gauze [cloth]; sanitary flannel; fabrics; fiberglass fabrics, 
for textile use; haircloth [sackcloth]; gummed cloth, other than for stationery; trellis [cloth]; hemp fabric; hemp fabric; 
linens; household textiles; hat linings, of textile, in the piece; calico; ticks [mattress covers]; jersey [fabric]; hemp fabric; 
canvas for tapestry or embroidery; textile coasters; cheese cloth; calico; pillowcases [pillow slips]; pillowcases [pillow 
slips]; crepe [fabric]; rayon fabric; fabric of imitation animal skins; shrouds; material for screens, namely fabric; 
marabouts [cloth]; mattress covers; furniture coverings made of plastic materials; upholstery fabrics; furniture coverings 
of textile; moleskin [fabric]; mosquito nets; place mats, not of paper; door curtains; ramie fabric; glass cloths [towels]; 
rugs (travelling -) [lap robes]; velvet; curtains; sleeping bags [sheeting]; coverings for furniture; silk [cloth]; silk fabrics 
for printing patterns; esparto fabric; buckram; bed covers; fabrics; curtains of textile or plastic; knitted fabric; taffeta 
[cloth]; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; face towels [made of textile materials]; towels; textile napkins; fabrics; 
fabric for boots and shoes; handkerchiefs of textile; place mats, not of paper; tablecloths, not of paper; table runners; 
table cloths not made of paper; table linen, not of paper; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; bed sheets; tulle; non-woven 
textile fabrics; curtains of textile or plastic; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; wall hangings of textile; lingerie fabric; 
diapered linen; washing mitts; traced cloths for embroidery; elastic woven material; adhesive fabric for application by 
heat; woollen fabric; zephyr [cloth].

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; heelpieces for footwear; heelpieces for footwear; suits; layettes [clothing]; babies" 
pants; swimming costumes; bathing trunks; bath robes; swimming caps; bath sandals; bath shoes; bandanas (scarves); 
berets; clothing of imitations of leather; motorists" clothing; clothing; paper clothing; boas [necklets]; tights; brassieres; 
bodices (lingerie); chasubles; gowns; shower caps; soles for footwear; pocket squares; masquerade costumes; mittens; 
fishing vests; football boots; footmuffs, not electrically heated; gabardines [clothing]; goloshes; gaiters; belts (money -) 
[clothing]; non-slipping devices for boots; belts [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; gymnastic shoes; ankle boots; 
scarves; gloves; slippers; slips [undergarments]; chemisettes [shirt fronts]; shirt yokes; shirts; detachable collars; shirt 
fronts; wooden shoes; pants (am.); trouser straps; garters; girdles; headgear; frames (hat -) [skeletons]; jackets 
[clothing]; jumpers; jackets (stuff -) [clothing]; skull caps; hoods [clothing]; linings (ready-made -) [parts of clothing]; 
pockets for clothing; ready-to-wear clothing; wimples; headgear; camisoles; corsets; shoulder wraps; ties; ascots; bibs, 
not of paper; clothing of leather; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; liveries; maniples; cuffs; jackets; pelisses; 
mantillas; corsets; miters [hats]; dressing gowns; muffs [clothing]; caps [headwear]; cap peaks; outerclothing; ear muffs 
[clothing]; combinations [clothing]; slippers; hats (paper -) [clothing]; parkas; pelerines; furs [clothing]; petticoats; 
pullovers; pyjamas; cyclists" clothing; rainsuits; skirts; sandals; saris; collar protectors for wear; sashes for wear; 
pyjamas, sleeping masks; veils [clothing]; knickers; lace boots; fittings of metal for shoes and boots; footwear; shoes 
(welts for); soles for footwear; footwear uppers; tips for footwear; footwear; overalls; aprons [clothing]; dress shields; ski 
gloves; ski boots; pants (am.); socks; sock suspenders; sports shoes; sports shoes; boots; footwear uppers; headbands 
[clothing]; espadrilles; shawls; fur stoles; studs for football boots; beachwear; beach shoes; garters; stockings; 
stockings (sweat-absorbent -); heelpieces for stockings; garters; tights; pullovers; tee-shirts; togas; knitwear [clothing]; 
singlets; turbans; topcoats; uniforms; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; pants (am.); underwear; leggings; 
underwear; wetsuits for water-skiing; waistcoats; hosiery; top hats.
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Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for supply and usage of gas; regulators and pressure regulators [parts of machines]; 
pressure regulators; regulators [valves] being parts of machines; high flow regulators; cylinder pressure regulators; line 
pressure regulators; point of use regulators; pressure controllers [regulators and valves] being parts of machines; valves, 
check valves; pressure valves [parts of machines]; control valves [parts of machines]; regulating valves [parts of 
machines]; safety valves [parts of machines]; metal safety valves [parts of machines]; high pressure valves; shut off 
valves and non-return valves; gas evacuation valve kits; hydraulic valves; valves operated automatically by hydraulic 
control; valves operated automatically by pneumatic control; ball valves being parts of machines; cylinder valves and 
cylinder combination valves; intake and distributor manifolds; compressors, compressors for gases, rotary compressors; 
machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines, metal cutting 
tools, soldering apparatus and equipment, burners, nozzles and parts and fittings for torch welding and cutting 
equipment, torch welding and cutting apparatus and burners and other fittings therefore, welding and soldering torches, 
gas torches, cutting torches, cutting machines, electrodes for welding machines, arrestors; arc welding and cutting 
instruments; cutting and welding sets; combination torches and combination cutters; mechanical hose reels, nozzle 
cleaners; couplings for machines, clamp connectors for piping; adaptors for pipes [parts of machines], adaptor fittings; 
extension bars; filters for machines; pressure filters; diaphragm valves, diaphragm shut off valves, diaphragm regulating 
valves; check valves of metal [parts of machines]; pressure release screws being parts of machines; manifolds [parts of 
machines]; distributor manifolds being part of machines; mechanical seals [parts of machines], pressurized seals; purge 
blocks; air suction machines, suction cups.

Cl.9;Measuring apparatus and instruments, pressure measuring and flow measuring apparatus, flow measuring 
devices, flowmeters, flow selectors, pressure meters and indicators; safety regulators, manometers, contact manometers, 
pressure sensors and piezoelectronic pressure sensors; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators 
and controllers, pressure monitoring instruments, flow monitoring instruments; pressure monitors and pressure 
transmitters; gas flow monitors; display terminals and display terminal units; pressure regulators; pressure gauges, 
bourdon gauges, contact gauges; gas supply panels; solenoid valves; flow meters, flow controllers and mass flow 
controllers, gas flow meters; flow switches; alarm systems for gas and gas insufficiency; control devices, signal devices, 
signaling transmitters and receivers; cylinder scales; vacuum generators; software; apparatus, instruments and 
installations for connecting to, monitoring and controlling medical apparatus and instruments; sensors and detectors, 
wireless sensors; sensors and detectors for monitoring and obtaining of information; monitors, receivers, remote control 
receivers, electric and electronic devices for monitoring and controlling the function, performance, status and location of 
other electrical or electronic devices or systems, apparatus or instruments; devices for transmission of clinical 
information; screens, helmets and goggles for torch welding, protective helmets, welding helmets, autodarkening welding 
helmets, hand shields, protective workwear; parts and fittings for torch welding and cutting equipment; earthing clamps, 
cables and cable connectors, copper cables; electrical control panels and terminal units; gas savers, gas alarms and gas 
leak alarm systems; signalling apparatus for the optical and accoustic indication of gas limit warnings.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, apparatus for supplying medical gas, medical gas apparatus 
and instruments, including central gas distribution units, stabilisers, pressure monitors, regulators, flow measuring 
devices, gas outlets, cut-off valves, speed couplings, vacuum regulators, medical valves, gas source switches; oxygen 
concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use; 
respiratory therapy instruments, medical masks, respiratory masks, oxygen inhalers and oxygen masks.
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Cl.11;Gas cleaners and purifiers, gas purifying apparatus and installations, regulating and safety apparatus and 
accessories for gas installations, safety valves for gas apparatus, stop valves for regulating gas, pressure relief valves; 
pressure controllers, namely pressure flow valves, gas supply panels, supply pressure regulators, gas pipe pressure 
regulators, gas bottle pressure regulators, console pressure regulators; installations for controlling the flow of gases, 
pressure controllers, pressure controllers [regulators] for gas pipes; outlets, gas regulators, line regulators; central gas 
distribution units, including gas regulators, control and safety apparatus for gas apparatus; cryogenic valves; level 
control valves; safety valves for gas apparatus and gas pipes; stop valves being safety apparatus for gas apparatus; 
valves with pipe threads and welded threaded joints, namely membrane check valves, expansion bellow control valves, 
pneumatic valves, stuffing box control valves; auxiliary fittings for gas supply installations and gas systems, namely 
welded threaded joints, reducing adapters, connector cables, consoles, safety valves, check valves, bottle connector 
double valves, filters, quantity indicators, check valves with integrated filters, double valves and three-way valves; gas 
supply installations and systems; installations for controlling the flow of gases; first stage gas flow regulators; second 
stage gas flow regulators; stop valves being safety apparatus fo gas appartus; ball valves; flame arrestors; gas heaters; 
regulating accessories for gas pipes and lines; lighters and safe lighters, humidifiers.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; 
telecommunications for distribution of data, telecommunications for providing access to information and data; 
telecommunications for distribution of data, telecommunications for providing access to information and data for 
monitoring medical apparatus and instruments, and gas apparatus.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture and assembly services, custom manufacture of goods, custom construction of machines; 
all of the aforesaid for machines and machine tools for supply and usage of gas, machines and machine tools for cutting 
and welding, measuring apparatus and instruments, pressure measuring and flow measuring apparatus, medical 
apparatus and instruments and apparatus for supplying medical gas, gas cleaners and purifiers, gas purifying apparatus 
and installations, installations for controlling the flow of gases, central gas distribution units.

Cl.42;Development and design of databases; development and design of software and hardware for monitoring and 
control of apparatus and instruments; providing virtual computer systems and computer environments, for monitoring 
and controlling apparatus and instruments, via cloud services; monitoring services relating to medical apparatus and 
instruments, including on-line, including in the form of action management and feedback; cloud computing services, 
hosting of application software for cloud computing services; infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; platform as a service 
[PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS].
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Cl.9;Measuring apparatus and instruments, pressure measuring and flow measuring apparatus, flow measuring 
devices, flowmeters, flow selectors, pressure meters and indicators; safety regulators, manometers, contact manometers, 
pressure sensors and piezoelectronic pressure sensors; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators 
and controllers, pressure monitoring instruments, flow monitoring instruments; pressure monitors and pressure 
transmitters; gas flow monitors; display terminals and display terminal units; pressure gauges, bourdon gauges, contact 
gauges; gas supply panels; solenoid valves; flow meters, flow controllers and mass flow controllers, gas flow meters; 
flow switches; alarm systems for gas and gas insufficiency; control devices, signal devices, signaling transmitters and 
receivers; cylinder scales; vacuum generators; software; apparatus, instruments and installations for connecting to, 
monitoring and controlling medical apparatus and instruments; sensors and detectors, wireless sensors; sensors and 
detectors for monitoring and obtaining of information; monitors, receivers, remote control receivers, electric and 
electronic devices for monitoring and controlling the function, performance, status and location of other electrical or 
electronic devices or systems, apparatus or instruments; devices for transmission of clinical information; screens, 
helmets and goggles for torch welding, protective helmets, welding helmets, auto darkening welding helmets, hand 
shields, protective workwear; parts and fittings for torch welding and cutting equipment; earthing clamps, cables and 
cable connectors, copper cables; electrical control panels and terminal units; gas savers, gas alarms and gas leak alarm 
systems; signalling apparatus for the optical and acoustic indication of gas limit warnings.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, apparatus for supplying medical gas, medical gas apparatus 
and instruments, including central gas distribution units, stabilisers, pressure monitors, regulators, flow measuring 
devices, gas outlets, cut-off valves, speed couplings, vacuum regulators, medical valves, gas source switches; oxygen 
concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use; 
respiratory therapy instruments, medical masks, respiratory masks, oxygen inhalers and oxygen masks.
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Cl.11;Gas cleaners and purifiers, gas purifying apparatus and installations, regulating and safety apparatus and 
accessories for gas installations, safety valves for gas apparatus, stop valves for regulating gas, pressure relief valves; 
pressure controllers, namely pressure flow valves, gas supply panels, supply pressure regulators, gas pipe pressure 
regulators, gas bottle pressure regulators, console pressure regulators; installations for controlling the flow of gases, 
pressure controllers, pressure controllers [regulators] for gas pipes; outlets, gas regulators, line regulators; central gas 
distribution units, including gas regulators, control and safety apparatus for gas apparatus; cryogenic valves; level 
control valves; safety valves for gas apparatus and gas pipes; stop valves being safety apparatus for gas apparatus; 
valves with pipe threads and welded threaded joints, namely membrane check valves, expansion bellow control valves, 
pneumatic valves, stuffing box control valves; auxiliary fittings for gas supply installations and gas systems, namely 
welded threaded joints, reducing adapters, connector cables, consoles, safety valves, check valves, bottle connector 
double valves, filters, quantity indicators, check valves with integrated filters, double valves and three-way valves; gas 
supply installations and systems; installations for controlling the flow of gases; first stage gas flow regulators; second 
stage gas flow regulators; stop valves being safety apparatus for gas apparatus; ball valves; flame arrestors; gas heaters; 
regulating accessories for gas pipes and lines; lighters and safe lighters, humidifiers.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; 
telecommunications services for distribution of data, telecommunications services for providing access to information 
and data; telecommunications services for distribution of data, telecommunications services for providing access to 
information and data for monitoring medical apparatus and instruments, and gas apparatus.

Cl.42;Development and design of databases; development and design of software and hardware for monitoring and 
control of apparatus and instruments; providing virtual computer systems and computer environments, for monitoring 
and controlling apparatus and instruments, via cloud services; monitoring services relating to medical apparatus and 
instruments, including on-line, including in the form of action management and feedback; cloud computing services, 
hosting of application software for cloud computing services; infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; platform as a service 
[PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS].
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Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, measuring, detecting and monitoring devices and measuring, 
detecting and monitoring regulators for preparing, processing and evaluating diagnostic samples, for detecting allergies, 
neurological diseases, infectious diseases, autoimmune diseases and cancer, sensors and detectors, in particular UV 
fluorescence and chemiluminescence detectors for preparing, processing and evaluating diagnostic samples; apparatus 
for recording, transmission and reproduction of diagnostic data, sound and images, in particular cameras, microscopes, 
in particular fluorescence microscopes, photometers, microplate photometers, Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay- 
Reader, photomultipliers, microplate readers, software, in particular laboratory software and immunofluorescence 
positioning software.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for medical examinations and medical diagnosis; microscopes for medical 
examinations and medical diagnosis, in particular fluorescence microscopes.

Cl.11;Microscopic illumination devices, such as LED light sources, in particular fluorescence LED light sources.
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Cl.7;Machine tools for electrical machining with control and data processing, data input and output and data exchange 
software, in particular electrical discharge machining, electrolytic machining or electrochemical machining, or a 
combination thereof; wire electrical discharge machines for electrical machining, die sinking machines for electrical 
machining, drilling machines for electrical machining, milling machines for electrical machining, machine tools for 
electrical machining with rotary electrodes; milling machines, high-power milling machines, high-speed milling machines, 
all of the aforesaid with control and data processing, data input and output and data exchange software; machine tools 
for the laser machining of workpieces for additive and subtractive laser processes, in particular with numerical control; 
control devices for numerically controlled machines for laser machining, all of the aforesaid with control and data 
processing, data input and output and data exchange software; workpiece clamping devices for use in securing 
workpieces and tool clamping devices for use in securing electrodes, clamping cylinders and clamp fasteners for 
workpieces, pallets containing workpieces, tool chucks, all of the aforesaid with automatic data detection systems, in 
particular optical code readers, RFID chips; tool changers for exchanging tools between a tool magazine and a tool 
spindle, workpiece magazines (parts of machines), pallet changers for exchanging pallets between a workpiece magazine 
and a machining area, all of the aforesaid with automatic data detection systems, in particular optical code readers, RFID 
chips; tool spindles, high-speed tool spindles, high-frequency tool spindles, all of the aforesaid with automatic data 
detection systems, in particular optical code readers, RFID chip; transmission devices, namely reducers, motion 
converters, splitters, rotary tables, tilting tables (parts of machines), all of the aforesaid with automatic data detection 
systems, in particular optical code readers, RFID chips; machine tools for additive manufacture, in particular with 
numerical control; control devices for numerically controlled machine tools for additive manufacture, all of the aforesaid 
with control and data processing, data input and output and data exchange software.

Cl.9;Electronic controllers for machine tools; computers and software for machine tool controllers for exchanging data 
between machine tools, devices, computers and control centres; software for operating machine tools for exchanging 
data between machine tools, devices, computers and control centres; data carriers for controller, operating parameter or 
operating program software; computers and software for CAD/CAM; testing devices (software) for measuring the 
temperature, pressure, position or shape of workpieces in a machine tool; data exchange and data processing software 
for machine tools and devices for preparing operational plans; software for communication between machine tools; 
process automation and integration, machine monitoring and maintenance forecasting software.
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Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, namely fountain solution additives, consisting predominantly of alcohol and/or alcohol 
substitutes for printing in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing 
machines; photoresists.

Cl.2;Printing inks, inks for printing in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary 
sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines; varnish, varnish, dyestuffs and/or pigments; inks, in particular printing inks and pastes, 
in particular electrically conductive or semi-conductive inks, electrically insulating inks, inks with magnetic or 
magnetisable properties, inks with piezoelectric properties, optically variable inks, dirt-repellent inks, inks with biocidal 
properties, olfactory inks, pharmacological and/or active substance-releasing inks, and siccatives for printing inks and 
pastes, binding agents for printing inks and pastes, engraving ink; printing inks for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; binding 
agents for printing colours, inks and pastes; engraving ink; primers; shellac; primary resist lacquers; metals in foil form 
for printing; mordants.

Cl.3;Laundry preparations; industrial cleaning agents; aids, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for 
use in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus; auxiliary preparations, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in installations, 
equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for air-technology cleaning, dust removal and air 
separation from machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre separators, air compressors and air 
ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing 
particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; auxiliary preparations, namely washing preparations and cleaning 
preparations for use in ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and 
ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air conveying devices, 
in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for 
humidifying; auxiliary preparations, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in drying ovens, 
drying apparatus, heat stores, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular catalytically active coatings, heat 
exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for 
exhaust air purification installations, thermal energy stores, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, regulation 
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and safety accessories for gas appliances; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor.

Cl.4;Lubricants (consisting predominantly of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricating agents for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus; lubricating agents (mainly with industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for installations, equipment, 
apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air 
separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air 
compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling 
and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; lubricating agents (mainly with industrial oils and greases) 
and/or lubricants for ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and 
ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in 
particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for 
humidifying; lubricants (mainly with industrial oils and fats) and/or lubricating agents for drying ovens, drying apparatus, 
heat stores, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular catalytically active coatings, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purification 
installations, thermal energy stores, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation and regulation and safety 
accessories for gas appliances; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor.

Cl.7;Printing machines; offset printers; web fed rotary printing machines; sheet fed rotary printing machines; screen 
printing machines; pad printing machines; flexographic printing machines; intaglio printing machines; printing machines 
for use on sheet metal; printing machines for use on cans; printing machines for use on hollow bodies; printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard; inkjet printing machines and apparatus; laser marking machines and apparatus; laser printing 
machines and apparatus; marking machines; lacquering machines; packing machines; coating machines, in particular 
working rotationally, for web-type and separate materials; digital printing and marking machines based on 
electrophotography, magnetography, xerography, ink jet; exposure apparatus, being parts for printing machines for 
contact printing or creating circuit and print templates; numbering, imprinting and marking machines, in particular for the 
graphics sector, the packaging sector and data processing; labellers [machines]; engraving machines; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials; pallet changing and transfer machines; stacking machines; machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal; foodstuff distribution machines; machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals; hot 
stamping machines and apparatus; thermal transfer machines and apparatus; rotary die-cutters for punching of printed 
matter or paper or plastics; sheet metal punches for stamping printed matter or paper or plastics; addressing and 
marking machines for printed matter; machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, 
punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, 
stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; printing plates; flexographic printing plates; accessories, included in this class, 
for the aforesaid printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing 
machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, 
printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, namely control apparatus, printing mechanisms, inking apparatus, damping units, lacquering units, 
reel changers, folding apparatus; machines and mechanical apparatus for storing printed matter or printing materials or 
printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for 
printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
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apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; conveyors (machines), belts for conveyors, conveying apparatus for conveying 
printed matter or printing materials or printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal 
or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary 
sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the folding of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines 
and mechanical devices for changing and/or bending and/or punching printing plates and/or flexographic printing plates; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the storing of printing plates for printing machines; conveying machines, 
conveyor belts, conveying apparatus for conveying printing plates for printing machines; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for cleaning rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or lacquering units and/or inkjet 
print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary 
sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for 
storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or lacquering units and/or 
inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing 
machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of 
printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for adjustment, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders and/or 
for lacquering units in printer engines and/or in lacquering units and/or for inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems; 
parts for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems and cylinders in 
tempering machines, included in this class; machines and mechanical apparatus for adjusting cutting equipment and/or 
cutting cylinders in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing 
machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, 
printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one 
or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing 
machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials 
or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for adjusting 
registers and/or register marks in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality 
control of printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, 
screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing 
machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing 
machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more 
inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for adjusting web tension settings in 
printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
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for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; filters (parts of machines or engines); separators; suction and conveying 
machines for ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith; filters for 
cleaning cooling air, for engines; blowing engines; fibre separators (machines); air compressors and air ejectors for 
machines; collecting machines for compacting, filling and pressing of particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; 
air conveying devices (air conditioning), namely compressors; air power-operated blowers; blowing machines; air 
compressors; accessories, included in this class, for the aforesaid printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary 
web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on 
cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines 
and apparatus, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, 
engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking 
machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for 
the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; 
accessories, included in this class, for the aforesaid filters, separators, suction and conveying machines for ventilation 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting machines, for compacting, filling and pressing 
machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; machines and mechanical apparatus for producing security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for applying security labels 
and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for packaging product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for quality control of machines for producing security labels, securities, banknotes, and/or components 
therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control of machines for applying security labels, and/or 
components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control in machines for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control of security labels, securities, banknotes, and/or components 
therefor; parts for the aforesaid goods and accessories for the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Electronic checking (supervision), controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, and consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software, included in this class, for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus; laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labellers (machines), engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; electronic checking (supervision), 
controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, and consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software, included in this class, for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, extraction and conveying 
devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air 
filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, 
equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; 
electronic checking (supervision), controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, and consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), and software, included in this class, for ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air-
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, 
air treatment installations, air conveying devices, in particular fans, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air 
coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; electronic checking (supervision), controlling, displaying and 
measuring apparatus, and consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software, included in this 
class, for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active 
coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; electronic 
checking (supervision), controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, and consultancy software (recorded), sales 
software (recorded), and software, included in this class, for producing product security means, authentication features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic checking (supervision), 
controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, and consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software, included in this class, for applying product security means, authentication features, security features, security 
labels and/or components therefor; electronic checking (supervision), controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, 
and consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software, included in this class, for packaging 
product security means, authentication features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; electronic checking (supervision), controlling, displaying and measuring apparatus, and 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software, included in this class, in the form of and/or for 
product security means, authentication features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
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components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded) and software for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, 
punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, 
stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), and software for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature 
monitoring apparatus, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for ventilation 
installations, ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and 
dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, 
blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking 
machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web 
tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for machines for producing 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), and software for machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web 
tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing 
and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution 
machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal 
transfer machines and apparatus; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, 
exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces 
equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, 
capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, 
dust and fibres; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and 
preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments 
for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, 
heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying 
installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety 
accessories for gas apparatus; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment 
and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification 
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features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded) 
and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web 
printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on 
cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines 
and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser 
marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying 
machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and 
plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; consultancy software (recorded) and/or 
sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and 
preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and 
conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped 
therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture 
devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and 
fibres; consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for ventilation installations, 
ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying 
installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines 
and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; consultancy software 
(recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments 
for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, 
heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying 
installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety 
accessories for gas apparatus; consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for 
electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies 
and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software for remotely controlling, remotely operating, remotely monitoring, controlling and/or regulating ink slides, ink 
rollers, damping rollers, register adjustment devices in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing 
machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of 
printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remotely controlling, remotely operating, remotely monitoring, 
controlling and/or regulating devices for transporting and/or storing printed matter or printing materials or printing 
material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating of devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of 
printing plates; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remotely controlling, 
remotely operating, remotely monitoring, controlling and/or regulating devices for cleaning rollers in inking apparatus or 
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damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing 
machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remotely controlling, remotely operating, 
remotely monitoring, controlling and/or regulating devices for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or 
damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing 
machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating of inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer 
engines; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of devices for tempering of inking apparatus or damping units 
and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printer engines; consultancy software (recorded), sales 
software (recorded), and software for remotely controlling, remotely operating, remotely monitoring, controlling and/or 
regulating cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing 
machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of 
printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remotely controlling, remotely operating, remotely monitoring, 
controlling and/or regulating registers and register marks in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web 
printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on 
cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines 
and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser 
marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulation for the purposes of quality control in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines 
for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing 
machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating, for quality control in installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, 
exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces 
equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, 
capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, 
dust and fibres; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating, for quality control in ventilation installations, ventilation 
apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations 
and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and 
compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating, for quality control in drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, 
in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger 
surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy 
accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for remotely controlling, remotely 
operating, remotely monitoring, controlling and/or regulating web tension settings in printing machines, offset printing 
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machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), software for data processing devices for pre-press, for the 
printing of printed matter, for the further processing of printed matter, for production control, production planning; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), software for data processing devices for printing machines, 
for the printing of printed matter, for the further processing of printed matter, for production control, production planning; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus and parts therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded) and software for interfaces 
and/or data transfer for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for air-
technology cleaning, dust removal and air separation from machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing of particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, 
air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and de-aerating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and 
apparatus, air treatment installations, air conveying devices, in particular fans, blowers and compactors, air heaters, air 
coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), 
software for interfaces and/or data transfer, drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and 
parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, 
heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal 
energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, 
for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for 
interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; software (recorded) for for remotely 
controlling, remotely operating, remotely monitoring, controlling and/or regulating devices for transporting and/or storing 
printed matter or printing materials or printed material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing 
and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution 
machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal 
transfer machines and apparatus; software (recorded) for the transport, packaging and storage of remote controls, remote 
operators, remote monitoring apparatus, controllers and/or regulators for devices for the transport, packaging and 
storage of printed matter or printing materials or printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; electronic data carriers being product security means, identification 
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features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes; magnetic data carriers being product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes; rfid systems (radio frequency 
identification); encoded identification chips and cards; apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services and/or bills, in 
particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular by payment means in the form of banknotes and/or 
coins and/or tokens of value and/or cashless payment by debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular contactless 
and/or contact cards and/or nfc (near field communication) apparatus, including in particular with return of change; 
automated teller machines [atm]; money-receiving apparatus; money-dispensing and -receiving apparatus; fittings for the 
aforesaid apparatus, included in this class, in particular cartridges for collecting payment means, in particular bank notes 
and/or coins and/or tokens of value; electric apparatus, namely data processing equipment for communication with 
recording media, in particular for communication with recording media with integrated circuits and recording media with 
contactless interfaces, and in particular data processing equipment for writing data in or on recording media, for reading 
data from or on recording media and for displaying data from recording media on a display; data processing equipment 
for personalising recording media; machine-readable recording media, in particular recording media with integrated 
circuits for storing, encrypting and decrypting, processing and providing data and programs; cards having an integrated 
circuit (chip cards), in particular cards having microprocessors for communication with external data processing devices 
or with mobile radio terminals; coded telecommunication cards; coded and uncoded digital recording media with 
contactless interfaces; integrated circuits with characteristic physical properties for protection against forgery; memories 
for data processing installations, in particular non-volatile memories (digital storage media); digital recording media 
containing memories, in particular non-volatile memories (digital storage media); electric apparatus for processing, in 
particular encryption and decryption, data for both online and offline operation; software for computer network 
applications, in particular for internet, intranet and extranet applications; data processing software, in particular for 
telecommunications with chip card-activated mobile telephones and in particular for associated chip cards and mobile 
telephones, and computer programs for activating, modifying, testing and displaying data and software structures stored 
in these telecommunications cards; software for the encryption and decryption and the signing of data; operating system 
software and application software for digital recording media with integrated circuits, in particular for hardware tokens 
and chip cards, and for data processing equipment for communication with these digital recording media; computer 
programs for the development, management and maintenance of all the aforesaid types of software; digital recording 
media featuring the aforesaid software; electronically/optically stored pre-recorded advertising and communications 
media, included in this class, in particular films, videos, included in this class; inkjet printers, in particular with one or 
more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers; accessories, included in this class, for inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers; encoding machines, in particular for the 
graphics sector, the packaging sector and data processing; parts for the aforesaid goods and accessories for the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and 
apparatus; air handling installations; air delivery devices (air-conditioning), in particular ventilators; air heating 
apparatus; air coolers; filters for air conditioning; nozzle chambers for humidifying; ventilating installations and 
apparatus for air conditioning; air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and 
dehumidifying installations and apparatus, and parts therefor, in particular for rooms, buildings, trains, ships and 
vehicles; fans, air heaters, air cooling apparatus and filters for air conditioning, included in this class; nozzle chambers 
for humidifying and washing out air; spray nozzles, air-flow control valves and shut-off valves being parts for air-
conditioning installations; individual air treatment systems, air ducts, air outlets, nozzles, induction devices and fan coil 
units for heating and cooling rooms, room cooling devices with fans; air outlets and inlets being parts for ventilating 
installations, including in combination with fume cupboards; facade air-conditioning modules for decentral heating, 
cooling, fresh-air supplying, air recirculating and ventilating, for rooms and buildings; air filters for process air 
technology, for filtering dust, fibres, chips, granules and paper; drier cabinets; desiccating apparatus; heat accumulators; 
heat exchangers and parts therefor (included in this class), in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat 
exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for 
exhaust air purifying installations; thermal energy accumulators; solar panels and plates (heating); solar modules for heat 
generation; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus (included in this class); parts for the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printers" blankets, not of textile, rubber blankets for offset printing machines, all the aforesaid 
goods included in this class; printing blocks, printing type and printers" blankets for duplicators; goods of paper, namely 
product security means, security labels, securities, banknotes; goods of paper and cardboard, namely stickers and labels, 
printed and/or embossed cards; graphic representations; advertising and communications material, included in this 
class, in particular printed matter on internal and external communications in the form of brochures, invitations, flyers, 
customer magazines, company presentations, newsletters, advertisements and printed matter on objects in the 
construction of exhibition stands (class 16); numbering machines, in particular for the graphics sector, the packaging 
sector and data processing.

Cl.35;Advertising and business administration; arranging of contracts, for others, in relation to the buying and selling 
of printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
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apparatus and parts therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of installations, equipment, 
apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying machines for ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of 
machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors 
for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-
separated particles, dust and fibres; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of ventilation 
installations, ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and 
dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, 
blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; arranging 
of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers 
and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger 
stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, 
thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories 
for gas apparatus; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, 
for the buying and selling of machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; sales promotion for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and parts therefor; sales promotion for installations, equipment, 
apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air 
separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air 
compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling 
and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; sales promotion for ventilation installations, ventilation 
apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations 
and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and 
compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; sales promotion for drying ovens, 
drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic 
properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and 
integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules 
for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; sales promotion for machines for producing 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; sales promotion for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels and/or components therefor; sales promotion for machines for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales 
promotion for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; professional consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus and parts therefor; professional business consultancy within the framework of the sale of goods, in particular 
the sale of installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and 
fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; professional business consultancy within 
the framework of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air-
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, 
air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, 
air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; professional business consultancy within the framework of 
the sale of goods, in particular the sale of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts 
therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat 
exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy 
accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
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apparatus; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in 
particular the sale of product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, 
business management information in relation to pre-press printing, data preparation, including continuous data 
preparation, variable data printing, including from databases, printing of printed matter, further processing of printed 
matter, production control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or in relation to devices for transport and/or 
storage of printed matter or printing materials or printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; business organisational consultancy, professional business 
consultancy, business management information in relation to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls being parts or fittings for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, 
punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, 
stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, 
business management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or 
accessories for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying machines for ventilation 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; business organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring 
apparatus being parts or accessories of ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, 
business management information relating to electronic regulating equipment, control equipment, monitoring equipment, 
quality control equipment, production control equipment and/or temperature monitoring equipment being parts or 
accessories for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular 
active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas equipment; business 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus 
and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; business 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus 
and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, and/or components therefor; business organisational 
consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or 
temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; business 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus and/or production control 
apparatus being parts or accessories of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; business organisational consultancy, professional 
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business consultancy, business management information in relation to electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset 
printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; business organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment for subassemblies and parts for installations, 
equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air 
separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors 
and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and 
pressing particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; business organisational consultancy, professional business 
consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for the buying and selling of ventilation 
installations, ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and 
dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, 
blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; business 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information with regard to electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment for subassemblies 
and parts for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active 
coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; business 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies 
and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; business organisational consultancy, professional business 
consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; business organisational 
consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, 
business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments 
for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; business organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information in relation to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink slides, ink rollers, damping rollers, register 
adjustment devices, devices for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, 
devices for cleaning rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, cutting equipment and/or cutting 
cylinders, registers and/or register marks, web tension settings and/or for quality control for and/or in printing machines, 
offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated 
cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling 
machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management 
information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or 
damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for tempering for inking apparatus or 
damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines and/or inkjet printing heads and/or laser systems; business 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information in relation to remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing machines, 
offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated 
cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling 
machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
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inorganic materials; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management 
information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment, for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for air-technology 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation from machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre separators, 
air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, 
filling and pressing of particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; business organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for air-technology installations, air-technology 
equipment, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aeration and de-aeration, humidifying and dehumidifying installations 
and equipment, air treatment installations, air conveying devices, in particular fans, blowers and compressors, air 
heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle chambers for humidification; business organisational consultancy, professional 
business consultancy, business management information with regard to remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, 
heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying 
installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety 
accessories for gas apparatus; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; business organisational consultancy, professional 
business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying and/or for product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; business organisational 
consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; business organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; advertising in relation to printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and parts therefor; advertising for installations, equipment, 
apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air 
separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air 
compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling 
and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; advertising for ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; advertising for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat 
exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying 
installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety 
accessories for gas equipment; advertising for machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; advertising for machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
advertising for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; advertising for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; computerized file management; 
presentation of goods and services, included in this class.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; financial consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, financial investment consultancy in 
relation to printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, 
screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing 
machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing 
machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more 
inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machinery and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus, and parts therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, 
separators, suction and conveying devices for air-technology cleaning, dust removal and air separation from machines 
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and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting 
devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing of particles, dust and fibres separated 
from machines; financial investment consultancy relating to air-technology installations, air-technology equipment, air 
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aeration and de-aeration, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and equipment, 
air treatment installations, air conveying devices, in particular fans, blowers and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air 
filters and relating to nozzle chambers for humidification; financial investment consultancy relating to drying ovens, 
drying apparatus, heat stores, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular catalytically active coatings, heat 
exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for 
exhaust air purification installations, thermal energy stores, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation and 
regulation and safety accessories for gas appliances; financial investment consultancy relating to machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to and/or for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; financial investment consultancy in relation to pre-press printing, data preparation, including continuous data 
preparation, variable data printing, including from databases, printing of printed matter, further processing of printed 
matter, production control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or in relation to devices for transporting 
and/or storing printed matter or printing materials or printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics 
reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing 
machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of 
printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, 
drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of 
metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping 
machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; financial investment consultancy in relation to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or in relation to web tension controls, being parts or fittings for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus, namely for transporting, cutting, punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, 
scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; financial investment consultancy with 
regard to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for installations, equipment, apparatus, 
filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of 
machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air 
ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing 
machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; financial investment consultancy with regard to electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature 
monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, 
aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air 
delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and 
nozzle chambers for humidifying; financial investment consultancy with regard to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, being parts or accessories for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts 
therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat 
exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy 
accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension 
controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, 
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being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories of and/or for product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
financial investment consultancy in relation to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments 
for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary 
web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on 
cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines 
and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser 
marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying 
machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and 
plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; financial investment consultancy with 
regard to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices 
for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, 
blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, 
equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; financial 
investment consultancy with regard to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; financial investment consultancy with regard to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with 
catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures 
and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar 
modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; financial investment consultancy 
relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy in relation to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
machines for packaging product security means, authentication features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes, and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; financial investment consultancy in relation to remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink slides, ink rollers, damping rollers, register 
adjustment devices, devices for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, 
devices for cleaning rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser 
systems, cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, registers and/or register marks, web tension settings and/or for 
quality control for and/or in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing 
and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution 
machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal 
transfer machines and apparatus; financial investment consultancy with regard to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting 
and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer 
engines, and/or for devices for tempering, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines 
or ink-jet print heads and/or laser systems; financial investment consultancy in relation to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
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machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; financial investment consultancy with 
regard to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, 
dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; financial investment consultancy with 
regard to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying 
installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines 
and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; financial investment 
consultancy with regard to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active 
coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; financial 
investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment of and/or for 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; real estate management, and brokerage, rental and leasing of real estate; financial transactions, in 
particular receiving and/or processing of payments by means of apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services 
and/or bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular by payment means in the form of 
banknotes and/or coins and/or tokens of value and/or cashless payment by debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular 
contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC (near field communication) apparatus, including in particular with return of 
change.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and parts therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of 
installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, 
dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; installation, maintenance and repair of air-
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, 
air treatment installations, air conveying devices, namely fans, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air 
coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; installation, maintenance and repair of drying ovens, drying 
apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, 
heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated 
catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat 
generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for 
producing security labels, securities, banknotes; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for applying security 
labels; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair 
(included in this class) of pre-printing data processing equipment, parts or fittings for pre-printing data processing 
equipment, data processing equipment for data preparation, including continuous data preparation, variable data printing, 
including database printing, further processing of printed matter, production controls, parts and fittings for interfaces 
and/or parts or fittings for data transfer for devices for transport and/or storage of printed matter or printing materials or 
printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for 
printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
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machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension 
controls, being parts or fittings for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary 
sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, 
punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, 
stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, being parts or accessories for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying 
devices for the air-technology cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped therewith, air 
filters, blowers and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, 
equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; 
installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for 
ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying 
installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines 
and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; installation, maintenance and 
repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat 
accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger 
ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust 
air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and 
regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature 
monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, 
being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, 
control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, 
maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control 
apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or 
accessories of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, 
offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated 
cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling 
machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines 
for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface 
treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and 
preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and 
conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped 
therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture 
devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and 
fibres; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for drying ovens, 
drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic 
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properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and 
integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules 
for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of 
electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair 
of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, 
ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or 
damping units and/or cylinders, devices for cleaning rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, and/or 
inkjet print heads and/or laser systems, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, registers and/or register marks, 
web tension settings, being parts or fittings for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing 
machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of 
printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, 
maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or 
damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for tempering, for inking apparatus 
and/or damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for installations, 
equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for the air-technology cleaning, dust removal 
and air separation of machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, blowers and fibre separators, air compressors 
and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and 
pressing particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ventilation apparatus, air-
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, 
air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, 
air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat 
accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger 
ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust 
air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and 
regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and devices of and/or for product security means, authentication features, security features, security 
labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; rebuilding 
machines; commissioning of machines within the framework of installation; commissioning of machines in the context of 
maintenance; cleaning of machines; cleaning of buildings; vehicle cleaning; installation and/or maintenance of apparatus 
for the payment of goods and/or services and/or bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in 
particular by payment means in the form of banknotes and/or coins and/or tokens of value and/or cashless payment by 
debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC (near field communication) 
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apparatus, including in particular with return of change; installation and/or maintenance of money-dispensing apparatus; 
installation and/or maintenance of money-receiving apparatus; installation and/or maintenance of money-dispensing and 
money-receiving apparatus; installation and/or maintenance of vending machines; installation and/or maintenance of 
accessories for the aforesaid apparatus, in particular cash boxes for receiving payment means, in particular banknotes 
and/or coins and/or tokens of value.

Cl.38;Providing of access to data on computer networks, transmission of data on computer networks.

Cl.39;Transport, packaging and storage of goods; transport, packaging and storage of printing machines, offset 
printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and parts therefor; transport, packaging and 
storage of installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and 
fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; transport, packaging and storage of 
ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying 
installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines 
and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; transport, packaging and 
storage of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active 
coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; transport, 
packaging and storage of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment, being parts for devices for the transport and/or storage of printed matter or printing materials or printing 
material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus; transport, packaging and storage of machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of machines for packaging product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and 
storage of product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of consumables used for the operation of printing machines, 
offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated 
cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling 
machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines 
for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface 
treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and parts therefor; 
transport, packaging and storage of consumables for operating installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, 
exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces 
equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, 
capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, 
dust and fibres; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for operating ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, 
heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for operating drying 
ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with 
catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures 
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and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar 
modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; transport, packaging and storage 
of consumables for the operation of machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of 
consumables for the operation of machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of 
machines for packaging mechanical product security means, mechanical identification features, mechanical security 
features, mechanical security labels and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of material for the 
maintenance of printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing 
machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, 
printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one 
or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing 
machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials 
or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and 
transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, 
machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer 
machines and apparatus and parts therefor; transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of 
installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, 
dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; transport, packaging and storage of 
materials for the maintenance of ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, 
humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular 
ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; 
transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, 
heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying 
installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety 
accessories for gas apparatus; transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; transport, 
packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of machines for packaging product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; rental of warehouse; 
vehicle hire; physical storage of electronically stored data.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of metal parts for others; metal processing services; assembling of materials for others; 
millworking; soldering; grinding; sawing of materials; cutting; blacksmithing; metal casting; galvanizing; burnishing by 
abrasion; chromium plating; metal tempering; rental of printing machines, machines for the graphics industry, and 
machines for the further processing of printed matter.

Cl.41;Providing of electronic publications and publication of printed matter in electronic form, including on the internet 
and intranets, included in this class.

Cl.42;Design services; IT programming services; testing, authentication and quality control; scientific and 
technological services; provision of technical consultancy, computer software consultancy, computer systems design, 
creation of software in relation to planning of printing houses and installations for the further processing of printed matter 
or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy in relation 
to printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and 
apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and 
apparatus and parts therefor; design and updating of software for the aforesaid machines; technological consultancy with 
regard to installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and 
fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; technological consultancy with regard to 
ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying 
installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines 
and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; technological consultancy 
with regard to drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active 
coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
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collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; technological 
consultancy relating to machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security 
labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
technological consultancy relating to machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; technological consultancy in relation to pre-press printing, data preparation, including continuous data 
preparation, variable data printing, including from databases, printing of printed matter, further processing of printed 
matter, production control, production planning, management information, for interfaces and/or for data transfer, for 
devices for transport and/or storage of printed matter or printing materials or printing material reels or paper or paper 
reels or plastics or plastics reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets 
and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and parts therefor; designing and updating 
of software for the aforesaid processes; technological consultancy in relation to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus and/or web tension controls being parts or fittings for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web 
printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on 
cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines 
and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser 
marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely 
for transporting, cutting, punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, scanning, 
checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; creating and updating of software for the aforesaid 
goods; technological consultancy with regard to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or 
accessories for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the 
ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing 
machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and 
apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; technological consultancy 
with regard to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for ventilation apparatus, air-
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, 
air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, 
air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; technological consultancy with regard to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, 
heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat 
exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying 
installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety 
accessories for gas apparatus; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for 
machines of an/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy in relation to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, 
offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated 
cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
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multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling 
machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines 
for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface 
treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; technological 
consultancy with regard to electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and 
preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and 
conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped 
therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture 
devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and 
fibres; technological consultancy with regard to electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment 
installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; technological consultancy with regard to electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for drying ovens, 
drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic 
properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and 
integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules 
for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; technological consultancy relating to 
electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy regarding 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, 
ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking 
apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units 
and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems, cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, registers 
and/or register marks, web tension settings in printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; technological consultancy relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or 
transporting and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printing works cylinders 
in printing works, and/or for devices for tempering, for inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet 
print heads and/or laser systems in printing works; technological consultancy in relation to consumables used during the 
operation of printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, 
screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing 
machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing 
machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more 
inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy relating to consumables during the operation of 
installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust 
removal and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air 
compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, 
filling and pressing particles, dust and fibres separated from machines; technological consultancy with regard to 
consumables during the operation of ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and 
ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in 
particular ventilators, blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for 
humidifying; technological consultancy with regard to consumables during the operation of drying ovens, drying 
apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, 
heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated 
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catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat 
generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; technological consultancy relating to consumables 
required during the operation of machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to 
consumables required during the operation of machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to consumables 
required during the operation of machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy in relation to 
material for the maintenance of printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing 
and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution 
machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal 
transfer machines and apparatus; technological consultancy with regard to materials for the maintenance of installations, 
equipment, apparatus, filters, separators, exhausting and conveying devices for the ventilation cleaning, dust removal 
and air separation of machines and spaces equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines and fibre separators, air 
compressors and air ejectors for machines, capture devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling 
and pressing machine-separated particles, dust and fibres; technological consultancy with regard to materials for the 
maintenance of ventilation apparatus, air-conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and 
dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air delivery devices, in particular ventilators, 
blowing machines and compactors, air reheaters, air coolers, air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; 
technological consultancy with regard to materials for the maintenance of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat 
accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger 
ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust 
air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and 
regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance 
of machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines 
for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components 
therefor; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
construction drafting, in particular relating to metal structures; technical planning; conducting technical project studies; 
technical research; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for apparatus for the payment of goods and/or 
services and/or bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular by payment means in the 
form of banknotes and/or coins and/or tokens of value and/or cashless payment by debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in 
particular contactless and/or contact cards and/or nfc (near field communication) apparatus, including in particular with 
return of change; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for money-dispensing apparatus; development, 
creation and/or maintenance of software for money-receiving apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of 
software for money-dispensing and -receiving apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for 
vending machines; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for accessories for the aforesaid apparatus, in 
particular boxes for receiving payment means, in particular banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers; technological 
process analysis, in particular of processes for receiving and/or processing payments for goods and/or services and/or 
bills; development, programming, installation and maintenance of software, and consultancy relating to the use of 
software; rental of software; developing of technical concepts for and technical consultancy relating to the securing of 
data against counterfeiting, forgery and unauthorised spying-out in electronic communications systems; services of a 
certifying authority (trust center), namely issuing and management of digital keys, encryption algorithms and/or digital 
signatures; digital storage of data on computer networks; configuration of telecommunications hardware through 
software and remote maintenance; electronic data back-up; configuration of software for telecommunications terminals; 
quality control consultancy in relation to pre-press printing, data preparation, including continuous data preparation, 
variable data printing, including from databases, printing of printed matter, further processing of printed matter, 
production control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or in relation to devices for transport and/or storage 
of printed matter or printing materials or printing material reels or paper or paper reels or plastics or plastics reels or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, 
rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet 
changing and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff 
distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and 
apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; quality control consultancy in relation to electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature 
monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls being parts or fittings for printing machines, offset printing machines, 
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rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines 
for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing 
machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, 
namely for transporting, cutting, punching, folding, collecting, tacking, packaging, compiling, sorting, binding, scanning, 
checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, bundling, bookbinding; quality control consultancy relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus 
and/or temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, 
separators, suction and conveying devices for air-technology cleaning, dust removal and air separation from machines 
and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting 
devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing of particles, dust and fibres separated 
from machines; quality control consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts 
or accessories for air-technology installations, air-technology equipment, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aeration 
and de-aeration, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and equipment, air treatment installations, air conveying 
devices, in particular fans, blowers and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle chambers for 
humidification; quality control consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts 
or accessories for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat stores, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular 
catalytically active coatings, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb 
structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purification installations, thermal energy stores, solar collectors, solar 
modules for heat generation, regulation and safety accessories for gas appliances; quality control consultancy relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; quality control consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or 
accessories for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels 
and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy in relation to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus, 
being parts or fittings for machines for packaging product security means, authentication features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy in relation to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus 
and/or temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or fittings of and/or for product security means, authentication 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy 
in relation to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing 
materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, drying machines, drying ovens, pallet changing 
and transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets and plates of metal, foodstuff distribution 
machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal 
transfer machines and apparatus; quality control consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment for subassemblies and parts of installations, equipment, 
apparatus, filters, separators, suction and conveying devices for air-technology cleaning, dust removal and air separation 
from machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for 
machines, collecting devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing of particles, dust 
and fibres separated from machines; quality control consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment for subassemblies and parts of air-technology 
installations, air-technology equipment, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aeration and de-aeration, humidifying and 
dehumidifying installations and equipment, air treatment installations, air conveying devices, in particular fans, blowers 
and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle chambers for humidification; quality control consultancy 
relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment for 
subassemblies and parts of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in 
particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger 
surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy 
accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; quality control consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
quality control consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy in 
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relation to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, authentication features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy relating to 
electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels 
and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, 
devices for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, devices for cleaning 
rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, registers and/or 
register marks, web tension settings and/or for quality control for and/or in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines 
for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing 
machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
quality control consultancy regarding remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transport and/or storage of printing plates, inking apparatus 
and/or damping units and/or printer cylinders in printers and/or devices for tempering for inking apparatus or damping 
units and/or cylinders in printers and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems; quality control consultancy in relation to 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, rotary web printing machines, rotary sheet printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and 
apparatus, marking machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for installations, equipment, apparatus, filters, 
separators, suction and conveying devices for air-technology cleaning, dust removal and air separation from machines 
and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, fans, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collecting 
devices, machines, equipment and apparatus for compacting, filling and pressing of particles, dust and fibres separated 
from machines; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ventilation installations, ventilation equipment, air conditioning, heating, 
refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and equipment, air treatment 
installations, air conveying devices, in particular ventilators, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, 
air filters, and nozzle chambers for humidifying; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat 
accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings with catalytic properties, heat exchanger 
ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust 
air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation, and 
regulating and safety accessories for gas equipment; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels and/or components therefor; quality control consultancy relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor.
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4095289    13/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1233015]
R. Seelig & Hille oHG

Kevelaerer Strasse 21-23 40549 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply; 
electric coffee machines and tea machines; electric machines, equipment and apparatus for preparing hot beverages and 
cold beverages; vending machines for hot and cold beverages (freshly prepared); apparatus for heating milk (including 
function for making milk froth); electric percolators and components therefor; water heaters; filters for drinking water; 
components, accessory parts, including refillable containers, capsules and cartridges (unfilled) and replacement parts (as 
far as included in this class) for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.30;Tea and tea-like products (herbal teas/herbal infusions and fruit teas/fruit infusions) for consumption, also 
enriched with vitamins and/or flavored and/or in instant form and/or enriched with minerals; tea extracts; iced tea; 
beverages on the basis of tea, herbal tea, fruit tea (also in ready-to-drink form and/ or with added fruit drinks and/or fruit 
juices); preparations mainly consisting of tea extracts and/or extracts of tea-like products, in powdered form and/or 
granulated form and/or in instant form, also flavored and/or enriched with vitamins and/or minerals and/or spices and/or 
milk components and/or further ingredients; beverage powders and prepared beverages (as far as included in class 30) 
on the basis of tea and/or tea extracts; cocoa; cocoa extracts for food and consumption; cocoa mixes; chocolate powder 
(including mixed with milk powder), in particular being drinking chocolate powder; coffee; artificial coffee; confectionery; 
chocolate goods; bread and pastry products; sugar; candy. 
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4131110    20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1456606]
Juventus Football Club S.p.A.

Via Druento, 175 I-10151 Torino Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; room fragrancing preparations; cosmetic oils; essential oils; cosmetics; 
creams for the treatment of the body; sun creams; soaps; detergents for the body; scented towels; wipes impregnated 
with cleaning preparations; cotton for cosmetic use; cotton wool balls for cosmetic use; lipstick; deodorants and 
antiperspirants for personal use; shampoos and lotions; bath salts; shower gel; shaving creams; preparations for hair 
removal and for shaving; toothpaste; oral hygiene preparations; mouthwashes.

Cl.5;Food and dietetic substances adapted for medical purposes; dietary supplements for humans; food supplements; 
materials for dressings; adhesive plasters; nappies.

Cl.8;Knives, forks and spoons; razors; knife holders; tweezers for nails; hair-removing tweezers; scissors, nail scissors.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; video and/or sound 
recordings; audio and/or video CDs; audio and/or video tapes and cassettes; DVD; optical discs containing sound 
recordings and/or video; audio and video film clips made for the purposes of teaching, training and information; PC 
games; downloadable application software for smartphones and tablets; electronic publications; downloadable 
publications and multimedia content in digital format; eyewear; glasses; sun glasses; spectacle frames; protective 
glasses; eyeglass cases; safety clothing for protection against accident or injury; protective work gloves; head 
protection; protective glasses; helmets; cases for telephones; cases for smartphones; tablet cases; cell phone straps; 
smartphone straps; tablet straps; shoulder straps for smartphones; acoustic headphones; headsets for mobile phones; 
headphones for smartphones and tablets.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; precious chains; necklaces; bracelets; rings; pendants and charms; Pins being 
jewelry; earrings; cufflinks; tie clips; precious stones; jewellery; alarm clocks; watches; watch bands; chain watches; 
fancy keyrings of precious metal.

Cl.18;Luggage; briefcases; trunks; bags; purses; backpacks; backpacks for schoolchildren; bags for sport; all-purpose 
athletic bags; shoulder bags; beach bags; travel bags; beauty case; school satchels; straps for luggage; baby carriers; 
wallets; coin purses; briefcases (leather goods); keyring cases; parasols; walking sticks.

Cl.20;Furniture; armchairs and sofas; beds; mirrors; picture frames; articles of furniture; non-metallic baskets; pillows; 
baby cradles; changing tables; plastic decorations for parties; storage boxes (not of metal).

Cl.21;Utensils and containers for household or kitchen use; containers for household use; cups; coffee cups; bowls; 
basins; dishes; glasses; knife blocks; cutlery trays; kitchen utensils; non-electric coffee makers; brushes.

Cl.24;Bed blankets and table covers; linens; bed clothes; linens for the kitchen and the table; linens for the bathroom; 
bed covers; furniture coverings of textile; textile tissues; towels; beach towels; non-woven fabric articles; curtains; labels 
of textile; iron-on cloth labels; duvets; pennants (not of paper); sleeping bags; textile flags and banners; plastic flags and 
banners.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons; hooks and eyelets; pins and needles; buckles; hair accessories 
and ornaments; patches for clothing; festoons.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; balls and balloons for sports; soccer balls; guards for sports 
including elbow guards, knee pads, shin guards; goalkeeper gloves; soccer ball goal nets; soccer goals; Christmas tree 
decorations.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; 
pastry and confectionery; ice cream; sugar; honey; treacle; yeast; baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
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(condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit based beverages and fruit juices; 
syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Business management and organisation consultancy; marketing services; advertising; public relations; 
arranging, conducting and organisation of events, conventions, exhibitions, meetings and communications events (press 
conferences, presentations and demonstrations) for commercial and advertising purposes; consultancy in the marketing, 
public relations, advertising and/or promotional sector; arranging of contracts, for others, for the provision of services; 
business management services relating to franchising; organisation, management and supervision of loyalty schemes 
and incentive schemes, loyalty cards services; promoting the sale of goods and services of others by awarding purchase 
points for credit card use; selection, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding and transport thereof) 
and/or services, enabling consumers to view and purchase those goods and choose those services, provided by a 
number of accredited and affiliated providers of goods and services in relation to perfumes, air fresheners, cosmetics, 
creams, deodorants, shampoos and lotions, shower foam, shaving cream, dentifrices, candles, dietary supplements, 
mouthwashes, diapers, key rings, cutlery (knives, forks and spoons), razors, apparatus and media for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images, computer games, software, application software, spectacles, spectacle 
frames, cases for mobile telephones, cases for smartphones and tablet, smartphones and tablet, straps for mobile 
telephones, straps for smartphones, straps for tablet computers, headsets for mobile telephones, headsets for 
smartphones and tablet computers, lighting apparatus, refrigerating apparatus, ventilating apparatus, heating apparatus, 
electric coffee machines, vehicles, pushchairs, strollers, precious metals, jewellery, bracelets, pins, earrings, cufflinks, tie 
clips, alarm clocks, clocks and watches, watch straps, musical instruments, stationery, photographs, printed 
publications, books, newspapers, magazines, greeting cards, writing or drawing books, diaries, agendas, sketchbooks, 
posters, calendars, figurines, handkerchiefs of paper, suitcases, bags, purses, backpacks, beauty cases, belt bags, 
pocket wallets, coin purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, furniture, furnishings, bassinettes, baby changing mats, party 
decorations of plastic, sleeping bags, storage boxes, household or kitchen utensils and containers, mugs, bowls, table 
plates, drinking glasses, coffeepots, textiles and textile goods, towels, blankets, flags, clothing, footwear, headgear, 
carpets, floor coverings, games, gymnastic and sporting articles, balls for sports, protective articles for sports, football 
goal nets, decorations for Christmas trees, food, beverages, smokers' articles; retail or wholesale services via mobile 
telephone networks (mobile commerce), namely services, for others, for the selection, reservation, ordering and 
purchasing of goods and services by means of access to electronic commerce platforms in relation to perfumes, air 
fresheners, cosmetics, creams, deodorants, shampoos and lotions, shower foam, shaving cream, dentifrices, candles, 
dietary supplements, mouthwashes, diapers, key rings, cutlery (knives, forks and spoons), razors, apparatus and media 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, computer games, software, application software, 
spectacles, spectacle frames, cases for mobile telephones, cases for smartphones and tablet computers, smartphones 
and tablet computers, straps for mobile telephones, straps for smartphones, straps for tablet computers, headsets for 
mobile telephones, headsets for smartphones and tablet computers, lighting apparatus, refrigerating apparatus, 
ventilating apparatus, heating apparatus, electric coffee machines, vehicles, pushchairs, strollers, precious metals, 
jewellery, bracelets, pins, earrings, cufflinks, tie clips, alarm clocks, clocks and watches, watch straps, musical 
instruments, stationery, photographs, printed publications, books, newspapers, magazines, greeting cards, writing or 
drawing books, diaries, agendas, sketchbooks, posters, calendars, figurines, handkerchiefs of paper, suitcases, bags, 
purses, backpacks, beauty cases, belt bags, pocket wallets, coin purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, furniture, furnishings, 
bassinettes, baby changing mats, party decorations of plastic, sleeping bags, storage boxes, household or kitchen 
utensils and containers, mugs, bowls, table plates, drinking glasses, coffeepots, textiles and textile goods, towels, 
blankets, flags, clothing, footwear, headgear, carpets, floor coverings, games, gymnastic and sporting articles, balls for 
sports, protective articles for sports, football goal nets, decorations for Christmas trees, food, beverages, smokers' 
articles; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes.

Cl.36;Leasing of space in shopping centres; real estate management services relating to shopping malls; fund 
investments; real estate services; rental of apartments and offices; rental of business premises; commercial real estate 
agency services; insurance services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; dissemination and transmission of radio and television programs; electronic transmission, 
streaming and distribution of audio, audiovisual and digital contents on global and local computer networks, including the 
Internet, computers, laptops, portable computers, tablets and smartphones; web broadcast services; electronic 
transmission of messages; providing access to electronic communication networks and mobile-commerce networks and 
platforms (e-commerce), through mobile devices connected to the network; providing on-line forums for the transmission 
and sharing of messages and information among computer users concerning a wide range of topics, including 
entertainment, music, concerts, videos, radio, television, film, news, sports, games and cultural events.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangements.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; restaurants; cafeterias; canteens; bars; self-service restaurants; temporary 
accommodation; holiday camp services [lodging]; hotel services.
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4142890    16/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1405464]
Rambøll Gruppen A/S

Hannemanns Allé 53 DK-2300 København S Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying and optical apparatus and instruments and apparatus and instruments for weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) and teaching; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; computer programs (recorded), computers and parts and 
accessories hereto.

Cl.35;Business management and business administration, business information and intelligence, organization 
consultancy services.

Cl.37;Building construction, repair, installation services, including such services relating to construction of bridges, 
tunnels, ships, harbours and marine installations, roads and motorways, airports, railways, dams, waste water disposal 
systems, offshore oil and gas production facilities, oil and gas terminals and refineries, oil and gas treatment plants, 
energy plants, storage facilities and distribution systems, engineering construction services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services.

Cl.41;Education and instruction.

Cl.42;Engineering, including engineering services within the field of construction; computer programming; 
technological services in the form of consultancy, planning and project management; architecture, design, data 
conversion other than physical conversion; computer system design, industrial design.

Cl.45;Legal services.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 030 597 ;Germany 

4174510    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465998]
Berger S2B GmbH

Hans-Thoma-Straße 49-51 68163 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal hardware.

Cl.17;Flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor (including valves), and fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic; 
seals, sealants and fillers; insulation and barrier articles and materials; unprocessed and semi-processed materials 
included in the class, not specified for use, namely polyester, mineral fivers, elastomers, cellulose, with fibres 
impregnated with synthetic resins, namely carbon fibre, cellulose acetate, glass fibre and glass wool, cast nylon for use in 
manufacture, chemical fibres not for textile use, microporous synthetic sheets for the manufacture of protective clothing, 
protective work clothing, protective rainwear, and for use in manufacture, microporous synthetic strips for the 
manufacture of protective clothing, self-lubricating cast nylon for use in manufacture, synthetic fibres, other than for 
textile use, viscose sheets, other than for wrapping and packaging, viscose sheets [semi-finished product], yarns of 
ceramic fibres [other than for use in textiles], resins in extruded form; semi-worked plastic substances; shock-absorbing 
buffers of rubber; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics, vibration dampers of rubber or plastics, 
rubber moulded or extruded parts for industrial use, gaskets, mountings made of rubber, couplings, not of metal for 
hoses, membranes and semi-processed synthetic filtering materials of rubber and plastic, adhesive tapes for industrial 
use, non-metallic sealing strips, protective rubber products for industrial use, rubber grips and tops for industrial use, 
plastic stoppers for industrial use; parts and fittings for all above-mentioned goods, included in the class.

Cl.40;Custom 3D printing for others; cutting of fabric; stamping [pressing].
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 112 543 ;Germany 

4179156    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467081]
AlpaSuri GbR (vertretungsberechtigte Gesellschafter: Barbara Bruns, Wolfgang Stamp, 21423 Winsen)

Elbuferstraße 12 21423 Winsen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Raw textile fibers and substitutes; alpaca hair; padding and stuffing materials; shorn wool; ropes; carded wool; 
combed wool; textile fibres; animal hair; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; raw or treated wool; 
upholstery wool [stuffing].

Cl.23;Yarns and threads; chenille yarn; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; yarn; sewing thread and yarn; 
embroidery thread and yarn; spun thread and yarn; spun wool; woollen thread and yarn.

Cl.24;Bed linen and blankets; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; bed blankets; bed valances; bed clothes 
and blankets; covers for cushions; brocades; chenille fabric; cheviots [cloth]; cotton fabrics; crepon; damask; blankets 
for household pets; tick [linen]; drugget; printers' blankets of textile; elastic woven material; labels of textile; filtering 
materials of textile; felt; flannel [fabric]; frieze [cloth]; linings [textile]; lining fabric for footwear; curtains of textile or 
plastic; curtain holders of textile material; gauze [cloth]; sanitary flannel; fabrics for textile use; household linen; hat 
linings, of textile, in the piece; ticks [mattress covers]; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; coasters of textile; pillow 
shams; pillowcases; crepe [fabric]; mattress covers; upholstery fabrics; furniture coverings of textile; moleskin [fabric]; 
cot bumpers [bed linen]; place mats, not of paper; door curtains; ramie fabric; travelling rugs [lap robes]; sleeping bag 
liners; coverings for furniture; bed covers; textile material; knitted fabric; piece goods made of textile materials bonded 
with rubbers; piece goods made of textile materials bonded with plastics; textile materials for use in the manufacture of 
blinds; fabric; tablecloths, not of paper; table runners, not of paper; table linen, not of paper; fitted toilet lid covers of 
fabric; cloth; sheets [textile]; coasters of textile; diapered linen; non-woven textile fabrics; curtains of plastic; curtains 
made of textile fabrics; wall hangings of textile; lingerie fabric; traced cloths for embroidery; woollen cloth; zephyr [cloth].

Cl.25;Layettes [clothing]; bath robes; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; berets; leggings [leg warmers]; motorists' clothing; 
clothing; teddies [underclothing]; boxer shorts; chasubles; ladies' dresses; panties; mittens; scarfs; gloves [clothing]; 
slippers; trousers; hats; jackets [clothing]; skull caps; headgear; leggings [trousers]; underwear; coats; dressing gowns; 
muffs [clothing]; caps [headwear]; footmuffs, not electrically heated; outerclothing; ear muffs [clothing]; combinations 
[clothing]; slippers; parkas; petticoats; ponchos; sweaters; pyjamas; cyclists' clothing; skirts; neck scarves [mufflers]; 
sashes for wear; pajamas; sweat-absorbent underwear; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-absorbent stockings; socks; 
esparto shoes or sandals; stockings; tights; togas; tee-shirts; overcoats; underwear; vests.

Cl.27;Carpets; yoga mats.

Cl.28;Toys, games, playthings and novelties; plush toys with attached comfort blanket; plush toys; dolls; toys for pets; 
toy figures.

Cl.31;Living creatures for breeding; alpacas; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; bedding and litter for animals; live 
animals.

Cl.41;Training; training in the keeping, breeding, nurture and care of alpacas; providing recreation facilities; providing 
animal exercise services; providing alpaca exercise services; educational and teaching services; teaching; animal 
exhibitions [arranging of -]; organisation of animal exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; exhibiting of animals; 
exhibiting of alpacas; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services; animal shows; hire of animals for 
recreational purposes; hire of alpacas for recreational purposes; rental of objects in connection with the providing of the 
aforesaid services, included in this class; rental of alpacas in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; the aforesaid services in particular relating to keeping, breeding, nurture and care of alpacas, 
included in this class.
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4179653    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467054]
AQUAFORTUS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

Level 1, 57 Symonds Street, Grafton Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in science (other than medical or veterinary); purification 
chemicals; filtering materials (chemical preparations); water purifying chemicals; water treatment preparations 
(chemical); chemicals for treating water; chemicals for use in purifying water; chemicals for use in the purification of 
water; chemicals for the purification of water; chemical products for the purification of water; chemical preparations for 
use in water purification; chemical preparations for the treatment of water; chemical preparations for use in water 
treatment; chemical products for the treatment of water; chemical products for use in the treatment of water; chemical 
products for use as filter media; chemicals for use in clarifying water; chemicals for use in cleaning water; chemicals for 
use in clearing water; chemical additives for use in the cleaning of water; filtering materials (chemical) for water; filter aids 
for liquid purification.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus for filtering water; water filtration apparatus; membranes for the filtration of water; filter 
apparatus for water supply installations; installations for water filtering; appliances for water filtration (other than 
machines); water treatment filters; water purification filters; water filters for industrial purposes; installations for water 
filtration; filtration apparatus for industrial purposes; machines for water filtering (purifying); filter boxes for water 
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purification; filter installations (household or industrial) for the separation of solids and liquids; filtering apparatus 
(industrial) for fluids; water, gas and air filtering installations (household or industrial); filters being parts of industrial 
installations for lighting, heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary 
purposes; filters for drinking water; filters for use with apparatus for water supply; filters for water purifiers; domestic 
water filtering apparatus; domestic water filtering units; drinking water filters; portable filtration apparatus for filtering 
water (other than machines).

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; chemical processing of liquids; treatment of chemical waste; chemical treatment of waste 
products; chemical recycling of waste products; demineralisation of water; water purification treatment (purification) of 
water; treatment of liquids; treatment of water; treatment of waste water; waste water treatment; water treatment; 
treatment of effluent; industrial treatment of effluents; treatment of industrial waste; rental of water treatment equipment; 
consultancy, information and advisory services in relation to all of the aforementioned.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2018; Application No. : 87931679 ;United States of America 

4185643    21/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468267]
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, LLC

394 Pacific Avenue, 2nd Floor San Francisco CA 94111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promoting public awareness in the fields of health, medical and scientific research, computer technology, 
literacy, immigration reform, child welfare, sustainability, and community building by means of public advocacy; 
promoting the exchange of information and resources within the scientific and medical research community and the 
technology industry to achieve advances in the field of health, medical and scientific research, computer technology, 
literacy, immigration reform, child welfare, sustainability, and community building; consultation services in the field of 
philanthropic services relating to administering, and coordinating non-monetary contributions (terms too vague in the 
opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.36;Philanthropic services, namely, providing investment management services to support advancements in the 
fields of health, medical and scientific research, computer technology, literacy, immigration reform, child welfare, 
sustainability, and community building; financing services; capital investment services; consultation services in the field 
of philanthropic services relating to raising, accepting, administering, and coordinating monetary contributions.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2018; Application No. : 017933089 ;European Union 

4187937    05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468319]
KNORR BREMSE AG

Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Vibration dampers for machines and engines (other than for land vehicles) and individual parts therefor; torsional 
vibration dampers for machines and engines (other than for land vehicles) and individual parts therefor; filling devices, 
machines and installations, in particular for filling damping fluids and/or for filling vibration dampers; the aforesaid goods 
included in this class.

Cl.9;Vibration monitoring systems, devices and apparatus.

Cl.12;Vibration dampers for motor vehicles, for engines for motor vehicles, for rotating shafts for motor vehicles, for 
vibrating shafts for motor vehicles, and individual parts therefor; torsional vibration dampers for motor vehicles, for 
engines for motor vehicles, for rotating shafts for motor vehicles, for vibrating shafts for motor vehicles, and individual 
parts therefor; the aforesaid goods for vehicles.
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4188204    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468512]
JIANGSU WORLD AGRICULTURE MACHINERY CO., LTD.

PICHENG XIGOUDANG, DANBEI TOWN, DANYANG CITY, ZHENJIANG CITY 212300 JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tilling machines for agricultural purposes; transplanters being machines; agricultural machines; agricultural 
elevators; ploughs; mowing and reaping machines; harvesting machines; binding apparatus for hay; corn and grain 
husking machines; cultivators (machines); agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; spraying machines; 
reapers; reapers and binders; reapers and threshers; sowers (machines); lawnmowers (machines).

Cl.12;Remote control vehicles, other than toys; civilian drones; garden tractors for transport; tractors; driving motors 
for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; aeroplanes; aircraft; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 030 598 ;Germany 

4188307    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468492]
Berger S2B GmbH

Hans-Thoma-Straße 49-51 68163 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal hardware.

Cl.17;Flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor (including valves), and fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic; 
seals, sealants and fillers; insulation and barrier articles and materials; unprocessed and semi-processed materials 
included in the class, not specified for use, namely polyester, mineral fivers, elastomers, cellulose, with fibres 
impregnated with synthetic resins, namely carbon fibre, cellulose acetate, glass fibre and glass wool, cast nylon for use in 
manufacture, chemical fibres not for textile use, microporous synthetic sheets for the manufacture of protective clothing, 
protective work clothing, protective rainwear, and for use in manufacture, microporous synthetic strips for the 
manufacture of protective clothing, self-lubricating cast nylon for use in manufacture, synthetic fibres, other than for 
textile use, viscose sheets, other than for wrapping and packaging, viscose sheets [semi-finished product], yarns of 
ceramic fibres [other than for use in textiles], resins in extruded form; semi-worked plastic substances; shock-absorbing 
buffers of rubber; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics, vibration dampers of rubber or plastics, 
rubber moulded or extruded parts for industrial use, gaskets, mountings made of rubber, couplings, not of metal for 
hoses, membranes and semi-processed synthetic filtering materials of rubber and plastic, adhesive tapes for industrial 
use, non-metallic sealing strips, protective rubber products for industrial use, rubber grips and tops for industrial use, 
plastic stoppers for industrial use; parts and fittings for all above-mentioned goods, included in the class.

Cl.40;Custom 3D printing for others; cutting of fabric; stamping [pressing].
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-144829 ;Japan 

4190150    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467600]
JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy Corporation

1-2 Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyodaku Tokyo 100-8162 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Transmission oils; transmission fluid; brake fluid; fluids for hydraulic circuits; chemical additives for motor fuel; 
chemical additives for oils; anti-boil preparations for engine coolants; anti-knock substances for internal combustion 
engines; detergent additives to gasoline [petrol]; coolants for vehicle engines; power steering fluid; fuel saving 
preparations; oil-purifying chemicals; chemicals; unprocessed plastics [plastics in primary form].

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; engine oil; liquid fuels; mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes (not for fuel); non-mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel); lubricating oils; industrial 
lubricants; fuel gas; fuel oil; lubricating grease; coal; cutting fluids; gas oil; gasoline; industrial grease; kerosene; motor 
oil; oil-gas; petrol; petroleum, raw or refined; non-chemical additives for motor fuel; non-chemical additives for oils.

Cl.35;Advertising; retail services or wholesale services for transmission oils, transmission fluid, brake fluid, fluids for 
hydraulic circuits, chemical additives for motor fuel, chemical additives for oils, anti-boil preparations for engine coolants, 
anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines, detergent additives to gasoline [petrol], coolants for vehicle 
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engines, power steering fluid, fuel saving preparations, oil-purifying chemicals, chemicals, unprocessed plastics [plastics 
in primary form]; retail services or wholesale services for anti-corrosion paints; retail services or wholesale services for 
oils for cleaning purposes; retail services or wholesale services for industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing 
wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting, engine 
oil, liquid fuels, mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel), non-mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes (not for fuel), lubricating oils, industrial lubricants, fuel gas, fuel oil, lubricating grease, coal, cutting fluids, gas 
oil, gasoline, industrial grease, kerosene, motor oil, oil-gas, petrol, petroleum (raw or refined), non-chemical additives for 
motor fuel, non-chemical additives for oils; retail services or wholesale services for adhesive plasters, dietary 
supplements for humans, nutritional additives to foodstuffs for animals for medical purposes; retail services or wholesale 
services for steel drums sold empty, cans of metal, metal chests; retail services or wholesale services for hand tools 
(hand-operated), nail nippers; retail services or wholesale services for cell phone straps, downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones and/or smart phones, spectacle wipes as accessories of spectacles, blank USB flash drives, comparators 
for engine oil viscosity (non-electronic), sports whistles; retail services or wholesale services for hand-held spotlights, 
refrigerators, electric fans, air conditioners, portable electric fans; retail services or wholesale services for key rings, 
ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry, wristwatches, alarm clocks; retail services or wholesale services for 
stickers [stationery], stationery, tissue paper, pocket memorandum books, posters, prospectuses, magazines 
[periodicals], adhesive tapes for stationery purposes, calendars, ink stamps; retail services or wholesale services for 
insulating oils; retail services or wholesale services for waist pouches, bags, umbrellas, pouches and the like, carry-on 
bags; retail services or wholesale services for hand-held flat fans, personal compact mirrors, packaging containers of 
plastic, chests (not of metal); retail services or wholesale services for mugs, services [dishes], carving boards, tooth 
brushes, fitted vanity cases, lunch boxes, drinking vessels, dishes, water bottles sold empty, vacuum bottles; retail 
services or wholesale services for towels [of textile], handkerchiefs of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, blanket throws; 
retail services or wholesale services for T-shirts, polo shirts, ponchos, liveries, headgear for wear, gloves [clothing], 
jackets [clothing], raincoats, mufflers [neck scarves]; retail services or wholesale services for sewing kits; retail services 
or wholesale services for vinyl floor coverings, floor mats, personal exercise mats; retail services or wholesale services 
for dolls, toys, golf balls, punching balls, balloons, coloring [toys], stuffed toys, exercise balls; retail services or 
wholesale services for milk products; retail services or wholesale services for candy, cookies, confectionery; retail 
services or wholesale services for animal foodstuffs; retail services or wholesale services for drinking water, non-
alcoholic beverages; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of transmission oils, transmission fluid, brake fluid, 
fluids for hydraulic circuits, chemical additives for motor fuel, chemical additives for oils, anti-boil preparations for engine 
coolants, anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines, detergent additives to gasoline [petrol], coolants for 
vehicle engines, power steering fluid, fuel saving preparations, oil-purifying chemicals, chemicals, unprocessed plastics 
[plastics in primary form], anti-corrosion paints, oils for cleaning purposes, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust 
absorbing wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting, 
engine oil, liquid fuels, mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel), non-mineral oils and greases for 
industrial purposes (not for fuel), lubricating oils, industrial lubricants, fuel gas, fuel oil, lubricating grease, coal, cutting 
fluids, gas oil, gasoline, industrial grease, kerosene, motor oil, oil-gas, petrol, petroleum (raw or refined), non-chemical 
additives for motor fuel, non-chemical additives for oils, adhesive plasters, dietary supplements for humans, nutritional 
additives to foodstuffs for animals for medical purposes, steel drums sold empty, cans of metal, metal chests, hand tools 
(hand-operated), nail nippers, cell phone straps, downloadable graphics for mobile phones and/or smart phones, 
spectacle wipes as accessories of spectacles, blank USB flash drives, comparators for engine oil viscosity (non-
electronic), sports whistles, hand-held spotlights, refrigerators, electric fans, air conditioners, portable electric fans, key 
rings, ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry, wristwatches, alarm clocks, stickers [stationery], stationery, 
tissue paper, pocket memorandum books, posters, prospectuses, magazines [periodicals], adhesive tapes for stationery 
purposes, calendars, ink stamps, insulating oils, waist pouches, bags, umbrellas, pouches and the like, carry-on bags, 
hand-held flat fans, personal compact mirrors, packaging containers of plastic, chests (not of metal), mugs, services 
[dishes], carving boards, tooth brushes, fitted vanity cases, lunch boxes, drinking vessels, dishes, water bottles sold 
empty, vacuum bottles, towels [of textile], handkerchiefs of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, blanket throws, T-shirts, 
polo shirts, ponchos, liveries, headgear for wear, gloves [clothing], jackets [clothing], raincoats, mufflers [neck scarves], 
sewing kits, vinyl floor coverings, floor mats, personal exercise mats, dolls, toys, golf balls, punching balls, balloons, 
coloring [toys], stuffed toys, exercise balls, milk products, candy, cookies, confectionery, animal foodstuffs drinking 
water, non-alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 112 542 ;Germany 

4190152    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467595]
AlpaSuri GbR

Elbuferstraße 12 21423 Winsen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Raw textile fibers and substitutes; alpaca hair; padding and stuffing materials; shorn wool; ropes; carded wool; 
combed wool; textile fibres; animal hair; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; raw or treated wool; 
upholstery wool [stuffing].

Cl.23;Yarns and threads; chenille yarn; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; yarn; sewing thread and yarn; 
embroidery thread and yarn; spun thread and yarn; spun wool; woollen thread and yarn.

Cl.24;Bed linen and blankets; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; bed blankets; bed valances; bed clothes 
and blankets; covers for cushions; brocades; chenille fabric; cheviots [cloth]; cotton fabrics; crepon; damask; blankets 
for household pets; tick [linen]; drugget; printers' blankets of textile; elastic woven material; labels of textile; filtering 
materials of textile; felt; flannel [fabric]; frieze [cloth]; linings [textile]; lining fabric for footwear; curtains of textile or 
plastic; curtain holders of textile material; gauze [cloth]; sanitary flannel; fabrics for textile use; household linen; hat 
linings, of textile, in the piece; ticks [mattress covers]; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; coasters of textile; pillow 
shams; pillowcases; crepe [fabric]; mattress covers; upholstery fabrics; furniture coverings of textile; moleskin [fabric]; 
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cot bumpers [bed linen]; place mats, not of paper; door curtains; ramie fabric; travelling rugs [lap robes]; sleeping bag 
liners; coverings for furniture; bed covers; textile material; knitted fabric; piece goods made of textile materials bonded 
with rubbers; piece goods made of textile materials bonded with plastics; textile materials for use in the manufacture of 
blinds; fabric; tablecloths, not of paper; table runners, not of paper; table linen, not of paper; fitted toilet lid covers of 
fabric; cloth; sheets [textile]; coasters of textile; diapered linen; non-woven textile fabrics; curtains of plastic; curtains 
made of textile fabrics; wall hangings of textile; lingerie fabric; traced cloths for embroidery; woollen cloth; zephyr [cloth].

Cl.25;Layettes [clothing]; bath robes; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; berets; leggings [leg warmers]; motorists' clothing; 
clothing; teddies [underclothing]; boxer shorts; chasubles; ladies' dresses; panties; mittens; scarfs; gloves [clothing]; 
slippers; trousers; hats; jackets [clothing]; skull caps; headgear; leggings [trousers]; underwear; coats; dressing gowns; 
muffs [clothing]; caps [headwear]; footmuffs, not electrically heated; outerclothing; ear muffs [clothing]; combinations 
[clothing]; slippers; parkas; petticoats; ponchos; sweaters; pyjamas; cyclists' clothing; skirts; neck scarves [mufflers]; 
sashes for wear; pajamas; sweat-absorbent underwear; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-absorbent stockings; socks; 
esparto shoes or sandals; stockings; tights; togas; tee-shirts; overcoats; underwear; vests.

Cl.27;Carpets; yoga mats.

Cl.28;Toys, games, playthings and novelties; plush toys with attached comfort blanket; plush toys; dolls; toys for pets; 
toy figures.

Cl.31;Living creatures for breeding; alpacas; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; bedding and litter for animals; live 
animals.

Cl.41;Training; training in the keeping, breeding, nurture and care of alpacas; providing recreation facilities; providing 
animal exercise services; providing alpaca exercise services; educational and teaching services; teaching; animal 
exhibitions [arranging of -]; organisation of animal exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; exhibiting of animals; 
exhibiting of alpacas; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services; animal shows; hire of animals for 
recreational purposes; hire of alpacas for recreational purposes; rental of objects in connection with the providing of the 
aforesaid services, included in this class; rental of alpacas in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; the aforesaid services in particular relating to keeping, breeding, nurture and care of alpacas, 
included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2018; Application No. : 40201816188Q ;Singapore 

4190320    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467803]
MAXI-CASH FINANCIAL SERVICES CORPORATION LTD.

55 Ubi Avenue 1, 07-11 Ubi 55 Building Singapore 408935 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, trinkets, decorative articles for personal use, cuff links, tie bars, tie 
chains, tie clasps, tie clips, tie pins, tie tacks, tie holders, ingots, coins, tokens, ornaments, decorative articles [trinkets or 
jewellery] for personal use, badges, key rings, key chains, key charms, key fobs, key tags, key holders, rods, figurines, 
sculptures, statues, objet d'art, watches, horological and chronometric instruments, cases for horological and 
chronometric instruments and jewels, and boxes, all of the abovementioned in precious metals or coated therewith; 
jewellery; precious stones; cuff links made of precious metals with precious stones; desk top ornaments of precious 
stones; figurines of precious stones; jewellery made of precious stones; objet d'art made of precious stones; watches.

Cl.35;Advertising; direct mail advertising; online advertising; outdoor advertising; radio advertising; TV advertising; 
public relations; publicity; market research; intermediary business services relating to the commercialisation of goods; 
retail services relating to second hand goods; marketing relating to second hand goods; promotional services relating to 
second hand goods; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport 
thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a retail outlet dealing with second 
hand goods; all included in this class.
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Cl.36;Pawnbrokerage; pawnbroking business; antique appraisal; art appraisal; credit bureau services; deposits of 
valuables; electronic funds transfer; financial affairs; financial services; financing services; fiscal valuations; hire-
purchase financing; jewellery appraisal; lease-purchase financing; lending against security; loans (financing); numismatic 
appraisal; stamp appraisal; trusteeship; all included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2018; Application No. : 4492370 ;France 

4190357    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467711]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

New Orchard Road, Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware and software for cognitive computing; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape 
units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical 
disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, computer 
printers, computer interfaces, computer players, software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors 
(hardware), computers, computer memories, computer peripherals; recorded computer programs and software; computer 
adapters; computer components; data processing equipment; computer equipment for information management and for 
data management; semi-conductors; electronic data media that can be processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk 
drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game software; video recorders; 
videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, 
namely, computer communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for computers; computer cables 
and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, computer 
mouse pads, electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches, pagers, 
computer control joysticks, computer mice; electronic publications, namely books, magazines and manuals containing 
information on computer technology; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated circuit adapters and smart card 
adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; 
projectors (projection apparatus); remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power 
supply devices; point-of-sale terminals; computer operating system software; software for accessing a global computer 
network; computer database management software; document management software; software for locating, recovering 
and receiving text, electronic documents, graphic illustrations and audiovisual information on company-scale internal 
computer networks and on local, wide-area and global computer networks; software for developing and software for 
designing websites and user manuals, in electronic format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals 
recorded on electronic data media that can be operated by machine and relating to computers or computer programs; 
computer hardware and computer programs; computer servers; computer storage devices, namely high-speed storage 
subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network; computer 
software for use in controlling the operation and execution of computer systems, programs and networks; computer 
software for use in connecting disparate computer networks and systems, computer servers and storage devices; 
computer operating system software; computer software for linking together computers and for enabling computing 
across a global computer network; computer programs for management systems, software and processes in an 
information technology environment, computer systems combining computer hardware and software for use in the 
management and analysis of data and electronic instruction manuals sold with these products; cloud computing system, 
namely network integrating computer hardware and software for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and consumption 
metering of computer resources; downloadable cloud-computing software for deploying and managing virtual machines 
to a cloud computing platform; computer systems, namely computer hardware and computer software for integrating 
Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) 
and capable of understanding general human queries and formulating responses; electronic publications.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion services (for third parties); commercial business management and business 
management advice; business information; distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper 
subscriptions for others; accounting; document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; business consultancy and business consulting; business 
development services; analysis of market research data and statistics; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions 
in the field of computers, information technology and electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
business consulting services for computer systems that integrate Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational 
Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) and capable of understanding general human 
queries and formulating responses; analyzing and compiling business data; systematization of data in computer 
databases.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic message delivery services; communication by computer terminals; 
electronic mail services; news and information agencies; telecommunication and electronic messaging services via 
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computer networks; computer-aided transmission of data; telecommunication services enabling commercial interaction 
over a global computer network; providing multiple user access to information, data, communications, content, products 
and services via a global network and wireless communications services; electronic transmission of data and documents 
via computer terminals; teleconferencing and web conferencing services; providing multiple user access to global 
computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information; providing access to an 
online forum for the transmission of messages among computer users; providing access to private and secure 
communications in real time on a computer network; providing access to help concerning the use of communication 
equipment.

Cl.42;Computer programming; design and development of computers and computer programs for cognitive computing; 
research, development, programming and computer consultancy for information management; programming of software 
for database management; cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; computer software and 
hardware design for third parties, and support services concerning computers provided by computer specialists, 
computing services, namely the creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; analysis of computer 
systems, integration of computer networks and databases, computer programming for third parties, all relating to 
commercial interactions on global computer networks; technical support services, namely troubleshooting of computer 
program and hardware problems provided by computer experts; design of computer and software interconnection 
systems, namely: electronic interconnection of computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and 
hardware (quality control and technical control); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; 
computer consulting in connection with computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; 
computer advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial 
research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical 
research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, 
scientific research for medical purposes; computer systems integration services; consulting services in the field of 
design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; technical support 
services provided by computer specialists, namely troubleshooting of problems with computer hardware and computer 
programs; computer systems design services for others; design of systems for interconnecting computers, namely 
embedding computer systems and computer networks; computer software and hardware testing services, namely, testing 
of computer software, computers and servers to ensure proper functioning; cloud computing services, namely network 
integrated computer hardware and software services for dynamic provisioning, virtualization and consumption metering 
of computer resources; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems and 
virtual computer environments through cloud computing; design and development of computer software for cloud 
storage of data; computer services, namely cloud hosting provider services; computer services, namely electronic data 
storage and data recovery services; computer services, namely design of computer systems and computer programming.
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4191578    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467480]
Renrendai Business Consulting (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Unit 503, Floor 5, Tower 16, Yard 5, Shuguangxili Jia, Chaoyang Dist. Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programmes [programs], recorded; electronic publications, downloadable; computer software, recorded; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; electronic agendas; cash 
registers; intercommunication apparatus; monitoring apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus.

Cl.35;On-line advertising on a computer network; advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 
and services of others; commercial intermediation services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for 
third parties; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing business 
information via a web site; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for 
businesses; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; compilation of information into computer 
databases; book-keeping; sponsorship search; business appraisal of intangible assets.

Cl.36;Insurance information; financial information; providing financial information via a web site; loans [financing]; 
financial services; organization of collections; financial consultancy; credit card services; art appraisal; real estate 
agency services; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; lending against security.

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; providing user access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; 
streaming of data; message sending; providing online forums; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications 
services]; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission 
of digital files.

Cl.42;Technical research; quality control services for certification purposes; cosmetic research; industrial design; 
design of interior decor; electronic data storage; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer software design; monitoring of computer systems by remote access.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2018; Application No. : 1378599 ;Benelux 

4191606    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468076]
Quint Wellington Redwood Group B.V.

De Oude Molen 1 NL-1184 VW Amstelveen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Management advice; business consulting; business management consultancy and advisory services; business 
process management and consulting; interim business management; personnel placement and recruitment; strategic 
business analysis.

Cl.41;Educational and teaching services; educational testing; developing educational manuals; training in business 
management; training relating to computer techniques; training relating to data processing techniques; training in the 
development and using of software systems; training services relating to the use of information technology; arranging 
and conducting of courses, seminars, conferences and workshops; production of course materials to be distributed at 
seminars for professionals.

Cl.42;Software development, programming and implementation; maintaining and updating of computer software; IT 
consultancy, advisory and information services; analysis of product development; technological analysis services.
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Priority claimed from 05/11/2018; Application No. : AM 52236/2018 ;Austria 

4191624    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467977]
KSR Solution GmbH

Im Wirtschaftspark 15 A-3494 Gedersdorf Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Helmets and protective helmets, particularly for motorcyclists; head protection; goggles, particularly for 
motorcyclists; articles of protective clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; boots for 
protection against accidents and injuries; gloves for protection against accident and injury; batteries for vehicles; battery 
chargers for vehicles; telemetry devices for motor vehicles; driver assistance systems for vehicles; computer 
applications for automotive control; navigation systems for vehicles; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; vehicle 
breakdown warning triangles; flashing safety lights; radios; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed measuring 
apparatus for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land; motorcycles; motor scooters; mopeds; bicycles; electric bicycles; 
two-wheeled vehicles; electric vehicles; parts and fittings for vehicles, motorcycles, motor scooters, mopeds, bicycles, 
electric bicycles, two-wheeled vehicles and electric vehicles; engines for land vehicles, motorcycles, motor scooters, 
mopeds, electric bicycles and automobiles; tyres.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; motorcyclists' clothing of leather; motorcycle riding suits; waterproof suits for 
motorcyclists; motorcycle jackets; motorcycle gloves; boots for motorcycling.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2018; Application No. : 017923802 ;European Union 

4192321    12/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469590]
Dackes Technologies OÜ

Sepapaja tn 6 EE-15551 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data 
processing equipment/apparatus and computers; computer software; electronic sensors, electronic controllers and 
computer peripherals, and parts and fittings therefor; computer software and hardware relating to the operation of 
sensors, controllers and peripherals, and data transmission, included in this class; machine learning software used for 
monitoring and controlling communication between computers and automated machine systems; web application 
software; sensors for measuring gas, liquid, radiation and particles; automatic solar tracking sensors; data collection 
apparatus; detection apparatus; digital measuring apparatus; digital sensory devices; electronic sensors for measuring 
solar radiation; electronic measurement sensors; energy regulators; energy control devices; infrared detectors; testing 
apparatus not for medical purposes; downloadable application software for smart phones; downloadable computer 
software for remote monitoring and analysis; apparatus for measuring, monitoring and analyzing electricity consumption; 
heat sensors; temperature sensors; thermal energy measuring apparatus; material testing apparatus; mobile apps; 
optical sensors; electric control devices for energy management; application software; light sensors; photoelectric 
sensors.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, including research and development relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; advisory services relating to 
computer hardware and software development; advisory services relating to environmental monitoring and control; 
consultancy for developing computer systems, databases and applications; website design and maintenance; providing 
online non-downloadable software from the Internet for monitoring and control of the environment; material testing 
services; materials testing and evaluation; scientific research relating to ecology; advisory services relating to energy 
efficiency; research in the field of energy; laboratory testing; analysis of materials; advisory services relating to material 
testing; scientific and industrial research, in particular in the field of monitoring and control of the environment; scientific 
research and development; product development; product development for others; research and development for others; 
information and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2018; Application No. : AM 51189/2018 ;Austria 

4193629    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469676]
EREMA Group GmbH

Unterfeldstrasse 3 A-4052 Ansfelden Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, installations and devices for processing plastics and plastic waste; recycling and reprocessing 
installations for plastics; machines for recycling treatment of plastics and for reprocessing waste, in particular plastic 
waste, biomass or household waste; cutting, comminuting, compacting and homogenizing devices for plastic materials, 
plastic foils, plastic bottles or plastic waste; machines for plasticizing plastics; machines for agglomerating plastics; 
machines for comminuting plastics; machines for granulating plastics; machines for filtering plastic melts; installations 
for the heat treatment of plastics; installations for the solid phase polycondensation of plastics; extrusion installations; 
intrusion installations; extruders for plastics, extruder screws, plastic melt filters, filtering devices for plastic melts, 
backwashing filters, screen filters, screen changers, screens and filters for extruders; degassing devices, degassing 
devices for extruders for plastic material; all the aforementioned goods being machines and machine parts.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance services, repair, cleaning, construction and assembly of installations, devices and 
machines or machine parts for processing plastics and plastic waste as well as recycling and reprocessing installations 
for plastics; reconditioning, maintenance services, cleaning, repair of used machines or machine parts for the processing, 
reprocessing and recycling of plastics and plastic waste.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and corresponding designer services, industrial analytics and 
research services, design and development of computer hardware and software thereof, all the aforementioned services 
in the field of processing plastics, reprocessing and recycling of plastics, in particular of production waste or household 
waste, commercial or industrial waste; technical planning and consultancy in the field of reprocessing or recycling of 
plastics as well as in the field of plastic and fibre recycling; technical planning and design of installations and installation 
components in the field of processing plastics and plastic recycling; development and production of application-
optimised treatment and recycling solutions for production waste; research and development services regarding new 
plastic processing or recycling installations for third parties; technical project planning in the field of processing and 
recycling, in particular of plastics; inspection of installations, devices and machines or machine parts for processing 
plastics and plastic waste as well as recycling and reprocessing installations for plastics; inspection of used machines or 
machine parts for the processing, reprocessing and recycling of plastics and plastic waste.
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4193660    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469599]
DQPN, LLC

465 Tom Swamp Road Hamden CT 06518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for managing diet and nutrition; computer software for application and database integration; 
computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer software for authorising access 
to databases; computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; downloadable mobile 
applications for managing diet and nutrition; software for processing images, graphics and text.

Cl.44;Consulting services in the fields of health and nutrition; counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and 
lifestyle wellness; dietary and nutritional guidance; providing healthy lifestyle and nutrition services, namely, personal 
health assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; providing information in the field of 
nutrition; providing information on maintaining a healthy lifestyle and losing weight; providing information and 
commentary in the field of nutrition, health and wellness; providing wellness services, namely, personal health 
assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; providing information about health, 
wellness and nutrition, via a website; providing information and advice in the fields of diet, weight loss, diet planning and 
lifestyle wellness, via a website; providing, via a website, medical information for medical professionals and medical 
patients from remote locations via devices that feed information to the website that is processed, exchanged and 
accessed in real-time by users; providing information regarding health and nutrition, via an on-line computer database; 
web-based health assessment services, namely, a series of health-related questions for response from the user that result 
in a report that provides health-related information in the form of recommended educational resources and treatment 
information.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : 88013764 ;United States of America 

4195118    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469731]
Phibro Animal Health Corporation

300 Frank W. Burr Blvd., Ste. 21 Teaneck NJ 07666 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use to aid in ethanol production; fermentation extracts and yeast products used in ethanol 
production; anti-caking agent and pelleting aid for finished animal feed.

Cl.5;Veterinary preparations for animal health and nutrition; dietary supplements for animals; animal health and 
nutrition supplements; medicated supplements for animals; non-medicated supplements for animals; mineral feed 
supplements for animals; chemical reagents for veterinary purposes; vaccines for veterinary purposes; biological 
preparations for veterinary purposes; disinfectants for use in production of food for animals; animal health and nutrition 
supplements and additives for nutritional and therapeutic use, growth promotion, performance enhancement, prevention, 
control and treatment of diseases and infections, and veterinary diagnostics; medicated and non-medicated health and 
nutrition supplements and additives for animals; animal feed supplements in the form of vitamins, minerals, yeasts, 
fermentation byproducts, enzymes, toxin binders, immune modulators, direct-fed microbials, prebiotics, probiotics and 
intestinal competitive exclusion products for animals; nutritional supplements made from plants; veterinary 
pharmaceuticals; veterinary antimicrobials, antibiotics, antibacterials, anti-infectives, anticoccidials, anthelmintics, 
parasiticides, bloat control agents and chemotherapeutic agents for animals; veterinary vaccine products for prevention, 
control and treatment of diseases and infections, and for stimulating immune response to specific virus or bacteria, for 
animals; adjuvants for use in vaccine manufacture; antimicrobials, antibiotics, anti-infectives; animal health and nutrition 
additives to animal feed; nutritional additives for animal foodstuffs; animal health and nutrition feed additives; medicated 
feed additives and supplements for animals; non-medicated feed additives and supplements for animals; medicated 
animal feed; animal health, nutrition and therapeutic feed additives and supplements, namely chemical reagents for 
veterinary purposes; vaccines for veterinary purposes; biological preparations for veterinary purposes; medicated and 
non-medicated supplements for growth promotion, performance enhancement, prevention, control and treatment of 
diseases and infections, and veterinary diagnostics; animal health, nutrition and therapeutic feed additives and 
supplements, namely veterinary pharmaceuticals; antimicrobials, antibiotics, antibacterials, anti-infectives, anticoccidials, 
anthelmintics, parasiticides, bloat control agents and chemotherapeutic agents.

Cl.10;Veterinary apparatus and instruments; devices for administration of vaccines.

Cl.31;Non-medicated animal feed.

Cl.42;Research laboratory services in the field of animal health and nutrition to producers of food animals and 
producers of feed products for animals; analytical laboratory services for animal producers; scientific and technological 
consulting services in the field of animal health and nutrition for producers of food animals and producers of feed 
products for animals; scientific and technological consulting services in the field of ethanol production.
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4195119    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468786]
Tsinghua Unigroup Co., Ltd.

10th Floor, Tsinghua International Science and Technology Exchange Center, outside the east gate of Tsinghua University, Shuangqing 
Road, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; optical data media; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); 
smart watches (data processing); computer programs, recorded; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart 
glasses (data processing); smarty ring (data processing); magnetic data media; wearable computers; semi-conductors; 
wafers for integrated circuits; wafers for semiconductor; chips (integrated circuits); integrated circuits; conductors, 
electric; semi-conductor devices; electronic chip; navigational instruments; cellular phones; optical apparatus and 
instruments; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; optical communication equipment; measuring apparatus; 
galvanic batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; network 
communication equipment; anti-interference devices (electricity); radios; radar apparatus; batteries, electric; security 
surveillance robots; laboratory robots; teaching robots.

Cl.12;Remote control vehicles, other than toys; driverless cars (autonomous cars); steering signals device for 
automobiles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; self balancing scooter; electric vehicles; civilian drones; 
cars; robotic cars; camera drones.
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Cl.42;Cloud computing; computer programming; information technology [IT] consultancy; internet security 
consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; conversion of data or documents from physical to 
electronic media; computer system design; computer technology consultancy; conversion of computer programs and 
data, other than physical conversion; electronic data storage; off-site data backup; creating and designing website-based 
indexes of information for others (information technology services); data encryption services; software development in 
the framework of software publishing; platform as a service [PaaS]; cartography services; technical research; research 
and development of new products for others; telecommunications technology consultancy; material testing; design of 
telecommunications equipment and parts; scientific research; styling [industrial design]; construction drafting.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2018; Application No. : 88001309 ;United States of America 

4195128    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469647]
WARNER MEDIA, LLC

ONE TIME WARNER CENTER NEW YORK NY 10019 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile software applications for mobile communication devices for use in distribution of digital 
video, video files, video, and multimedia content; software for receiving, streaming, searching, accessing and reviewing 
audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet, mobile digital electronic devices, communications networks, satellite 
transmission services, and wireless telecommunications networks; computer programs and software for streaming, 
accessing, and reviewing audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and mobile digital electronic devices; digital 
media, namely, downloadable video recordings, downloadable video files, downloadable multimedia files featuring 
comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, news, documentary and 
animation; prerecorded DVDs containing films and television programs featuring comedy, drama, action, variety, 
adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, news, documentary and animation; downloadable films and 
television programs featuring comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, 
news and entertainment news, documentary and animation; downloadable films, movies, and television programs 
featuring comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, news, documentary and 
animation provided via a video-on-demand service.

Cl.38;Mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission, broadcasting and delivery of audio, video and 
multimedia entertainment content including text, data, images, audio, video and audiovisual files by means of the internet, 
wireless communication, satellite transmission services, electronic communications networks and computer networks; 
video-on-demand transmission services and provision of access to television programs provided via a video-on-demand 
transmission service; providing multiple-user access to data on the internet in the fields of motion picture film, television 
and video entertainment featuring comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, 
news, documentary and animation; pay-per-view television transmission services and subscription television 
broadcasting; cable television broadcasting services; cable television broadcasting in the field of comedy, drama, action, 
variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, news and entertainment news, documentary and 
animation programs; telecommunications services provided via a cable platform, namely, cablecasting services; 
transmission of interactive television program guides.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing multimedia entertainment content 
distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; television and internet protocol television 
(IPTV)television programming services; entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs and licensed 
television programs in the field of comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, 
news and entertainment news, documentary and animation and production of motion pictures; providing television 
programs, not downloadable, via a video on demand service; provision of non-downloadable television programs via pay-
per-view and pay television subscription services; entertainment services, namely, ongoing and licensed series featuring 
comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, news and entertainment news, 
documentary and animation provided through cable broadcast; production of interactive television programs; providing 
non- downloadable audiovisual recordings in the fields of comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and 
musicals, current events, news and entertainment news, documentary and animation via website; production and 
publication of electronic audiobooks in the field of comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, 
current events, news and entertainment news, and documentary; interactive online entertainment in the nature of non-
downloadable photographic, video, audio and prose presentations, videoclips relating to movies and television programs 
in the fields of comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, music and musicals, current events, news and 
entertainment news, documentary and animation and provided via a website; on-line journals, namely, blogs in the fields 
of motion picture films and video entertainment via the internet; providing information relating to television, motion 
picture film, audio, entertainment news and information, and radio production and distribution; video recording services; 
provision of non-downloadable television programmes via a video-on-demand service.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 4473956 ;France 

4195133    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469158]
bioMérieux

F-69280 Marcy l'Etoile France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific analysis apparatus; laboratory apparatus; scientific apparatus and instruments for in-vitro diagnosis (not 
for medical use) for industrial applications in the agri-food, cosmetic, pharmaceutical and environmental fields; computer 
software used in the field of in-vitro diagnosis.

Cl.11;Apparatus for water filtering; water purifying apparatus and machines; apparatus and machines for heating water; 
electric kettles; heating apparatus for laboratory containers; sterilizers for laboratory use; steam generating apparatus; 
laboratory burners; lamps.
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4195171    26/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469066]
Beauren Korea, Inc.

202, 146, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; nail enamel removers; lipsticks; mascara; make-up; hair colorants; beauty creams; body lotion; bathing 
lotions; blush; sun-block lotions; skin lotions; eye liner; liquid perfumes; lip neutralizers; facial lotions; hand lotions; 
cosmetic soaps; shampoos; liquid bath soaps.

Cl.35;Wholesale services for cosmetics; retail services for cosmetics; cosmetics sales agency; sales arranging of 
cosmetics.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 88152128 ;United States of America 

4195202    16/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469048]
PopSockets LLC

5757 Central Ave Boulder CO 80301 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Carabiners.

Cl.9;Electric charging cables; mobile device cables; earphones and head phones; portable battery chargers for mobile 
devices; fitted films known as skins for covering and protecting mobile devices, namely, smartphones, tablet computers, 
cameras, and portable sound and video players; lanyard straps for use with mobile devices; mobile telephone 
accessories, namely, belt clips and holsters adapted for carrying mobile devices.

Cl.14;Keychains.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2018; Application No. : 4464486 ;France 

4195247    24/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469184]
ACCOR

82 rue Henri Farman F-92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; business administration; business management and assistance services and 
administrative services; commercial company management and development assistance; business management and 
organization consultancy; office functions; advertising; efficiency experts and business information; business 
management and organization consultancy; administrative assistance in managing calls for tender; opinion polling; 
business inquiries; business research; business expertise services; economic forecasting; market research; projects 
(business management assistance); accounting; employment agencies; business data search in computer files for 
others; collection and systematization of data in a central file; computerized file management; creation of a photograph 
library, namely collection, compilation and systematic ordering of images in a central file; advertising in relation to the 
organization and management of hotel establishments; dissemination of advertisements and advertising matter; 
publication of publicity texts; rental of advertising space; market research; sales promotion for others; consultancy in the 
field of marketing, advertising and corporate communication; communication agency (public relations), commercial 
information agency; rental of office machines and equipment; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial purposes; advertising material rental; retail services for clothing, 
lighters, travelling bags of leather, pocket wallets of leather, purses of leather, key cases of leather, umbrellas, glasses, 
bath towels, dressing gowns, golf balls, computer accessories, tableware articles, mattresses, beds, bed linen; business 
management of hotels; business management assistance and consultancy in business management and organization, in 
the field of environmental protection and sustainable development; studies, information and consultancy in the field of 
improvement of and compliance of working conditions, namely consultancy in relation to personnel management and 
human resources management; administrative services for establishing, promoting, advancing, coordinating and 
supervising community services and for promoting culture, work integration and mutual humanitarian assistance; 
management of real estate affairs and real estate business management, including administrative management of hotels, 
motels, hotel complexes, apartments and hotel residences; business consultancy and providing of business information, 
business promotion in all forms and on all kinds of media, including via a computer communications network (the internet 
or an intranet), and in particular by providing privileged user cards; organization and management of business customer 
loyalty operations in particular by means of loyalty cards; joint purchasing program management services and other 
rebate programs; conducting and administration of affiliate programs allowing participants to access a range of goods, 
services and benefits provided by affiliated suppliers; providing, conducting and managing of affiliate programs, club 
membership programs and conducting client loyalty programs; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional 
and/or advertising purposes, namely frequent traveller programs; business consulting services in the field of travel and 
travel planning; providing airfare and hotel rate comparison information; business management and organization 
consultancy in relation to franchises; marketing and communications (marketing); consultancy and assistance in the 
management and organization of business affairs within a franchise network; services of a franchiser, namely business 
and industrial operation and management assistance; commercial operation of hotel complexes, motels, holiday homes, 
restaurants, cafeterias, tea rooms, bars (except clubs); organization of competitions for commercial or promotional 
purposes and for employee motivation; concierge services intended to meet people's needs, namely intermediation 
services for clients with service providers; implementing on-site company concierge services, via telephone or the 
Internet, namely commercial intermediation services, administrative information and assistance in administrative 
formalities for others; assistance in accomplishing administrative formalities for installation work and subscribing to 
supply contracts, notably for gas, water, electricity, insurances, telephone and the Internet; administrative management of 
offices and of individual or collective work spaces; providing collective and shared workspace equipment (office 
machines and equipment); office machine and equipment rental; commercial intermediation services (concierge 
services); appointment scheduling services (office functions); relocation services for businesses; home personal 
administrative assistance; optimization of Internet sites.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financing services; financial services relating to the 
holding of loyalty cards; loyalty card payment services; financial services relating to the holding of promotional loyalty 
coupons; payment services by promotional loyalty coupons; issuing and financial management of means of payment, in 
particular purchasing vouchers; issuing of travellers' cheques and tokens of value; provident fund services; issuing of 
travellers' cheques or credit cards; financial analysis; mutual funds and capital investments; financial consulting; 
financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund investment services; stock exchange brokerage; mutual funds; 
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capital investments to assist in the setting up of new companies; charitable fund raising; managing and monitoring of 
charitable funds; organization of collections; organization of fund raising activities and events; philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations; financial services, namely, providing educational scholarships, fellowships and 
humanitarian grants, providing funding for educational, humanitarian, cultural exchange programs; financing services for 
people in need; cultural patronage, namely financial assistance for the development of know-how and intangible local 
heritage; online charitable fund raising services; charity services, namely providing funds to non-profit entities; arranging 
of payment for providing gifts or goods or services of all kinds by the issuing, distribution and reimbursement of 
vouchers, coupons, counterfoils, prepaid, debit or credit cards or any other means of payment; credit card services, debit 
card services and payment card services; real estate affairs; real estate management; real estate administration; 
management of buildings, apartments and residential properties; apartment house management; management of 
apartments; financial and real estate management of housing and accommodation, such as hotels, motels, hotel 
complexes, apartments, hotel residences, tourist homes and other places of residence for holidays and leisure; real 
estate agency services, namely sale and rental of accommodations, apartments, studios, in-hotel rooms, hotel complexes, 
hotel residences and other places of residence for holidays and leisure, as permanent accommodation; rental and 
management of permanent accommodation for others; rental of shared ownership real estate; organization of shared 
ownership real estate exchanges, namely shared ownership real estate management; real estate services based on 
holiday shared ownership; management and rental services for timeshare real estate; consultancy and assistance in the 
field of real estate; rental and provision of commercial properties, offices, office spaces and collective or individual work 
areas; rental and provision of common work areas or of work areas to be shared; rental of equipped offices; rental of real 
estate; management of real estate, commercial properties, offices and collective or individual work areas; real estate 
management services relating to premises or offices; rental of office spaces; rental of offices and collaborative work 
installations; rental of offices for co-working, namely providing collaborative work facilities equipped with private offices, 
office supplies, a mail service, a printing center, a reception office, a kitchen, meeting rooms, telecommunications 
hardware and other office infrastructures.

Cl.39;Travel arrangement; travel guide and traveler escort services; tourism and travel agency services, namely 
booking of stays and tours (except hotel and boarding house reservations); booking of seats for tourism (namely for 
excursions, guided tours, sightseeing tours, cruises, sightseeing travel tours, tourist stays except lodging), transport and 
travel; arranging of sales of tickets for tourism (namely relating to excursions, guided tours, sightseeing tours, cruises, 
sightseeing travel tours, tourist stays except lodging), transport and travel; transport of passengers; car transport; bus 
transport; air transport; railway transport; boat transport; chauffeur services; taxi services; car shuttle services; 
arranging of cruises; pleasure boat transport; arranging of tours and excursions; rental of vehicles and cars, airplanes 
and boats; booking of seats for travel; information on stays, travel, tourism and geographical information, including maps 
and travel itineraries; arranging of stays; vehicle breakdown assistance (towing); repair services (towing).

Cl.43;Hotel services, restaurant services (providing food and drink); temporary accommodation; hotels; cafeteria, tea 
room and bar services (except clubs); travel agency services, namely hotel room and temporary accommodation 
reservations for travelers; travel agency services, namely booking of restaurants and meals; provision of information 
relating to hotels, temporary accommodation and restaurants; butler services; reservation, loan and rental of rooms, halls 
and spaces for conferences and meetings; reservation, loan and rental of rooms, halls and spaces for seminars, 
banquets, cocktails and receptions; consultancy and advice (non-business) in the fields of hotels and restaurants; 
providing of temporary professional offices; rental of meeting or conference rooms and of other collective spaces; rental 
of chairs, tables, indoor furniture, furniture, drinking fountains, lighting apparatus, tableware and furniture for 
conferences; provision of community centers for social gatherings and meetings; provision of facilities for conferences, 
exhibitions and meetings; rental of facilities and rooms for professional and social events; child care services [crèches]; 
preparation of meals to be delivered at home, temporary or permanent accommodation services for the elderly and 
helpless people, namely retirement home services; nurseries; day-nurseries [crèches]; childcare services in an individual 
or collective mode [crèche].
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 017939299 ;European Union 

4195493    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468841]
Armin Nedjat

Champions Platz 1 55237 Flonheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Disinfectants; teeth filling material; dental wax.

Cl.10;Dental instruments and apparatus, in particular dental implants and artificial teeth; medical laser beam apparatus; 
computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) apparatus for medical purposes; medical 
comminution apparatus for biological materials.

Cl.41;Providing of training, in particular in the field of dentistry; practical training [demonstration].

Cl.44;Medical and dental care services, cosmetic and plastic surgery.
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4195644    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468602]
JIANGSU WORLD AGRICULTURE MACHINERY CO., LTD.

PICHENG XIGOUDANG, DANBEI TOWN, DANYANG CITY 212300 JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mowing and reaping machines; agricultural machines; diesel engines (not for land vehicles); gasoline engines 
(except for land vehicles); press machines; controls (pneumatic controls)for machines; foundry machines; paper 
machines; turbocharges for machines; filters for cleaning cooling air for engines; hoisters.

Cl.12;Motor vehicles by land, air, water or railways; tractors; fork lift trucks; concrete mixing vehicles; turbines for land 
vehicles; wheels; automobile wheel axis holders; boats.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2018; Application No. : 1096592 ;New Zealand 

4195651    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469535]
AQUAFORTUS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

Level 1, 57 Symonds Street, Grafton Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in science (other than for medical or veterinary purposes); 
purification chemicals; purification chemicals, namely chemicals for use in the purification of water or chemicals for use 
in the purification of solvents; filtering materials (chemical preparations); chemical preparations in the nature of filtering 
materials for use in water purification or for use in the purification of solvents; water purifying chemicals; water purifying 
chemicals; chemical water treatment preparations; water treatment preparations (chemical); chemicals for treating water; 
chemicals for use in purifying water; chemicals for use in the purification of water; chemicals for the purification of water; 
chemical products, namely, chemicals for the purification of water; chemical preparations for use in water purification; 
chemical preparations for the treatment of water; chemical preparations for use in water treatment; chemical products for 
the treatment of water; chemical products, namely, chemicals for the treatment of water; chemical products for use in the 
treatment of water; chemical products, namely, chemicals for use in the treatment of water; chemical products for use as 
filter media; chemical products for use as filter media, namely, chemical preparations in the nature of filtering materials 
for use in water purification or for use in the purification of solvents; chemicals for use in clarifying water; chemicals for 
use in clarifying water, namely, chemicals for use in water treatment; chemicals for use in cleaning water; chemicals for 
use in cleaning water, namely, chemicals for use in water treatment; chemicals for use in clearing water; chemicals for 
use in clearing water, namely, chemicals for use in water treatment; chemical additives for use in the cleaning of water; 
chemical additives for use in the cleaning of water, namely, chemicals for use in water treatment; filtering materials 
(chemical) for water; chemical filtering materials for use in purifying water or for use in the purification of solvents; filter 
aids for liquid purification; filter aids for liquid purification, namely, chemical preparations for use in water purification or 
for use in the purification of solvents.

Cl.11;Apparatus for water supply purposes; apparatus for sanitary purposes; machines for purifying water; distillation 
machines for purifying solvents; apparatus for purifying water; distillation apparatus for purifying solvents; machines for 
purifying liquids; machines for purifying liquids; apparatus for purifying liquids; apparatus for purifying liquids; apparatus 
for filtering water; water filtration apparatus; membranes for the filtration of water; filter apparatus for water supply 
installations; installations for water filtering; appliances for water filtration (other than machines); water treatment filters; 
water purification filters; water filters for industrial purposes; installations for water filtration; water, gas and air filtration 
apparatus for industrial purposes; machines for water filtering (purifying); filter boxes for water purification; filter 
installations (household or industrial) for the separation of solids and liquids; filtering apparatus (industrial) for fluids; 
water, gas and air filtering installations (household or industrial); filters being parts of industrial installations for lighting, 
heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; filters for drinking 
water; filters for use with apparatus for water supply; filters for water purifiers; domestic water filtering apparatus; 
domestic water filtering units; drinking water filters; portable filtration apparatus for filtering water (other than machines).

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; treatment of materials in the nature of water or solvent treatment; chemical processing of 
liquids; chemical processing of liquids, namely water or solvent treatment; treatment of chemical waste; chemical 
treatment of waste products; chemical recycling of waste products; demineralisation of water; water purification and 
treatment; treatment of liquids; treatment of liquids, namely water or solvent treatment; treatment of water; treatment of 
waste water; waste water treatment; water treatment; treatment of effluent; treatment of effluent, namely, waste water 
treatment services; industrial treatment of effluents; industrial treatment of effluents, namely, water treatment services; 
treatment of industrial waste; rental of water treatment equipment; consultancy, information and advisory services in relation 
to all of the aforementioned.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2018; Application No. : 4464425 ;France 

4195662    24/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469276]
ACCOR

82 rue Henri Farman F-92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; business administration; business management and assistance services and 
administrative services; commercial company management and development assistance; business management and 
organization consultancy; office functions; advertising; efficiency experts and business information; business 
management and organization consultancy; administrative assistance in managing calls for tender; opinion polling; 
business inquiries; business research; business expertise services; economic forecasting; market research; projects 
(business management assistance); accounting; employment agencies; business data search in computer files for 
others; collection and systematization of data in a central file; computerized file management; creation of a photograph 
library, namely collection, compilation and systematic ordering of images in a central file; advertising in relation to the 
organization and management of hotel establishments; dissemination of advertisements and advertising matter; 
publication of publicity texts; rental of advertising space; market research; sales promotion for others; consultancy in the 
field of marketing, advertising and corporate communication; communication agency (public relations), commercial 
information agency; rental of office machines and equipment; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial purposes; advertising material rental; retail services for clothing, 
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lighters, travelling bags of leather, pocket wallets of leather, purses of leather, key cases of leather, umbrellas, glasses, 
bath towels, dressing gowns, golf balls, computer accessories, tableware articles, mattresses, beds, bed linen; business 
management of hotels; business management assistance and consultancy in business management and organization, in 
the field of environmental protection and sustainable development; studies, information and consultancy in the field of 
improvement of and compliance of working conditions, namely consultancy in relation to personnel management and 
human resources management; administrative services for establishing, promoting, advancing, coordinating and 
supervising community services and for promoting culture, work integration and mutual humanitarian assistance; 
management of real estate affairs and real estate business management, including administrative management of hotels, 
motels, hotel complexes, apartments and hotel residences; business consultancy and providing of business information, 
business promotion in all forms and on all kinds of media, including via a computer communications network (the internet 
or an intranet), and in particular by providing privileged user cards; organization and management of business customer 
loyalty operations in particular by means of loyalty cards; joint purchasing program management services and other 
rebate programs; conducting and administration of affiliate programs allowing participants to access a range of goods, 
services and benefits provided by affiliated suppliers; providing, conducting and managing of affiliate programs, club 
membership programs and conducting client loyalty programs; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional 
and/or advertising purposes, namely frequent traveller programs; business consulting services in the field of travel and 
travel planning; providing airfare and hotel rate comparison information; business management and organization 
consultancy in relation to franchises; marketing and communications (marketing); consultancy and assistance in the 
management and organization of business affairs within a franchise network; services of a franchiser, namely business 
and industrial operation and management assistance; commercial operation of hotel complexes, motels, holiday homes, 
restaurants, cafeterias, tea rooms, bars (except clubs); organization of competitions for commercial or promotional 
purposes and for employee motivation; concierge services intended to meet people's needs, namely intermediation 
services for clients with service providers; implementing on-site company concierge services, via telephone or the 
Internet, namely commercial intermediation services, administrative information and assistance in administrative 
formalities for others; assistance in accomplishing administrative formalities for installation work and subscribing to 
supply contracts, notably for gas, water, electricity, insurances, telephone and the Internet; administrative management of 
offices and of individual or collective work spaces; providing collective and shared workspace equipment (office 
machines and equipment); office machine and equipment rental; commercial intermediation services (concierge 
services); appointment scheduling services (office functions); relocation services for businesses; home personal 
administrative assistance; optimization of Internet sites.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financing services; financial services relating to the 
holding of loyalty cards; loyalty card payment services; financial services relating to the holding of promotional loyalty 
coupons; payment services by promotional loyalty coupons; issuing and financial management of means of payment, in 
particular purchasing vouchers; issuing of travellers' cheques and tokens of value; provident fund services; issuing of 
travellers' cheques or credit cards; financial analysis; mutual funds and capital investments; financial consulting; 
financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund investment services; stock exchange brokerage; mutual funds; 
capital investments to assist in the setting up of new companies; charitable fund raising; managing and monitoring of 
charitable funds; organization of collections; organization of fund raising activities and events; philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations; financial services, namely, providing educational scholarships, fellowships and 
humanitarian grants, providing funding for educational, humanitarian, cultural exchange programs; financing services for 
people in need; cultural patronage, namely financial assistance for the development of know-how and intangible local 
heritage; online charitable fund raising services; charity services, namely providing funds to non-profit entities; arranging 
of payment for providing gifts or goods or services of all kinds by the issuing, distribution and reimbursement of 
vouchers, coupons, counterfoils, prepaid, debit or credit cards or any other means of payment; credit card services, debit 
card services and payment card services; real estate affairs; real estate management; real estate administration; 
management of buildings, apartments and residential properties; apartment house management; management of 
apartments; financial and real estate management of housing and accommodation, such as hotels, motels, hotel 
complexes, apartments, hotel residences, tourist homes and other places of residence for holidays and leisure; real 
estate agency services, namely sale and rental of accommodations, apartments, studios, in-hotel rooms, hotel complexes, 
hotel residences and other places of residence for holidays and leisure, as permanent accommodation; rental and 
management of permanent accommodation for others; rental of shared ownership real estate; organization of shared 
ownership real estate exchanges, namely shared ownership real estate management; real estate services based on 
holiday shared ownership; management and rental services for timeshare real estate; consultancy and assistance in the 
field of real estate; rental and provision of commercial properties, offices, office spaces and collective or individual work 
areas; rental and provision of common work areas or of work areas to be shared; rental of equipped offices; rental of real 
estate; management of real estate, commercial properties, offices and collective or individual work areas; real estate 
management services relating to premises or offices; rental of office spaces; rental of offices and collaborative work 
installations; rental of offices for co-working, namely providing collaborative work facilities equipped with private offices, 
office supplies, a mail service, a printing center, a reception office, a kitchen, meeting rooms, telecommunications 
hardware and other office infrastructures.

Cl.39;Travel arrangement; travel guide and traveler escort services; tourism and travel agency services, namely 
booking of stays and tours (except hotel and boarding house reservations); booking of seats for tourism (namely for 
excursions, guided tours, sightseeing tours, cruises, sightseeing travel tours, tourist stays except lodging), transport and 
travel; arranging of sales of tickets for tourism (namely relating to excursions, guided tours, sightseeing tours, cruises, 
sightseeing travel tours, tourist stays except lodging), transport and travel; transport of passengers; car transport; bus 
transport; air transport; railway transport; boat transport; chauffeur services; taxi services; car shuttle services; 
arranging of cruises; pleasure boat transport; arranging of tours and excursions; rental of vehicles and cars, airplanes 
and boats; booking of seats for travel; information on stays, travel, tourism and geographical information, including maps 
and travel itineraries; arranging of stays; home or office delivery services; logistics activities for others, namely packing, 
transport, transit and storage of goods; courier services; flower delivery; courier services [messages or merchandise]; 
vehicle breakdown assistance (towing); repair services (towing).
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Cl.43;Hotel services, restaurant services (providing food and drink); temporary accommodation; hotels; cafeteria, tea 
room and bar services (except clubs); travel agency services, namely hotel room and temporary accommodation 
reservations for travelers; travel agency services, namely booking of restaurants and meals; provision of information 
relating to hotels, temporary accommodation and restaurants; butler services; reservation, loan and rental of rooms, halls 
and spaces for conferences and meetings; reservation, loan and rental of rooms, halls and spaces for seminars, 
banquets, cocktails and receptions; consultancy and advice (non-business) in the fields of hotels and restaurants; 
providing of temporary professional offices; rental of meeting or conference rooms and of other collective spaces; rental 
of chairs, tables, indoor furniture, furniture, drinking fountains, lighting apparatus, tableware and furniture for 
conferences; provision of community centers for social gatherings and meetings; provision of facilities for conferences, 
exhibitions and meetings; rental of facilities and rooms for professional and social events; child care services [crèches]; 
preparation of meals to be delivered at home, temporary or permanent accommodation services for the elderly and 
helpless people, namely retirement home services; nurseries; day-nurseries [crèches]; childcare services in an individual 
or collective mode [crèche].
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 017926093 ;European Union 

4196434    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468971]
TRERE' INNOVATION S.r.l.

Via Modena, 18 I-46041 ASOLA (MN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; waterproof textile fabrics; elastic woven material; breathable waterproof 
fabrics; apparel fabrics; knitted fabric; mixed fiber fabrics; elastic fabrics for clothing; structured fabrics for technical 
sportswear; fabrics for textile use; knitted elastic fabrics for sportswear; textiles impervious to water but permeable to 
moisture; covered fabrics for waterproof clothing; breathable fabrics.

Cl.25;Socks for men, women and children; socks; socks; sports socks for men, women and children; underwear; 
sportswear; rainproof clothing; casualwear; clothing for men, women, and children; articles of sports clothing; articles of 
leisure clothing; coats; jackets [clothing]; heavy jackets; trousers; trousers shorts; sweat shirts; jumpers; sweaters; 
undershirts; tee-shirts; sashes for wear; gloves [clothing]; berets; bonnets; hats; waist belts; shoes; footwear for men 
and women; children's footwear; footwear.

Cl.35;Online retail services in relation to stockings and clothing; commercial information and advice for consumers in 
the choice of products and services; retailing and wholesaling of socks and clothing; online retail services in relation to 
socks and clothing; retail services in relation to socks and clothing; presentation of goods on communications media; 
online retail services in relation to socks and clothing; presentation of socks and clothing on the internet.
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Priority claimed from 05/07/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 016 395 ;Germany 

4196450    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468882]
Wacker Chemie AG

Hanns-Seidel-Platz 4 81737 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery; essential oils; 
bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
artificial and natural fragrances and aromatics, solutions, mixtures and preparations thereof; additives and auxiliaries for 
cosmetic purposes; dental care preparations; chewable dentifrices; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; cosmetic 
dyes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics based on disaccharides, oligosaccharides, 
polysaccharides or derivates or complexes thereof; cosmetics based on cyclodextrins, cyclodextrin derivates or 
complexes thereof; cosmetics based on phenols or phenol derivatives; cosmetics based on antioxidants; cosmetics 
based on silicones, silanes and silica.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters; materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth; dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides; herbicides; additives and auxiliaries for dietetic, medical or veterinary purposes; dietetic beverages 
adapted for medical use; enzymes or enzyme preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; medicated cosmetics; oils 
for medical purposes; medicated animal feed; medicated beverages; nutraceuticals for therapeutic or medical purposes; 
vitamin preparations; antioxidants for medical or veterinary purposes or in the form of dietary supplements; medicines 
and dietary supplements based on disaccharides, oligosaccharides, polysaccharides or derivates or complexes thereof; 
medicines and dietary supplements based on cyclodextrins, cyclodextrin derivates or complexes thereof; medicines and 
dietary supplements based on phenols or phenol derivatives; organic acids and derivatives thereof for dietetic, medical or 
veterinary purposes or in the form of dietary supplements; amino acids or amino acid derivatives for dietetic, medical or 
veterinary purposes or in the form of dietary supplements; biological preparations for medical or veterinary purposes or 
in the form of dietary supplements; medicated dentifrices; chewing gum for medical purposes; medicines and dietary 
supplements based on silicones, silanes and silica; biocides; dental, otoplastic and ophthalmological preparations and 
material for dental prostheses.

Cl.7;Machines for plastics processing and for the treatment of materials; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; magnetic data carriers; recording discs; compact discs; 
DVDs and digital recording media; computer software; data processing programs recorded on data carriers; photovoltaic 
systems; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar power; solar wafers; solar cells; solar modules; 
components for installing photovoltaic modules being parts for the aforesaid photovoltaic installations; solar batteries; 
solar collectors for electricity generation; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; electric and electronic 
components; silicon wafers; semi-conductor wafers; biosensors; printers; contact lenses.

Cl.19;Asphalt; building materials (non-metallic); buildings, not of metal; concrete, shotcrete; concrete components; 
fire-retardant building materials (non-metallic); floors, not of metal; ducts, not of metal; grout; coatings; binding material 
for road repair; materials for making and coating roads; tar; water-pipes, not of metal; lining for use in tunnel 
construction.

Cl.40;Customised manufacture of models, prototypes and small-series production; customised production of 
substances based on amino acids; customised production of proteins; plastics processing; plastics treatment; 
modification of foodstuffs; treatment of foodstuffs; production of 3D prints; rental of 3D printers.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; education information; 
publication and providing of publications; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; training courses; providing of 
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advanced training; providing of further training; educational support; organisation and arranging of conferences; 
organisation and arranging of congresses.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific research, development and consultancy 
related thereof in the chemistry sector; scientific research, development and consultancy related thereof in the 
biotechnology sector; scientific research, development and consultancy related thereof in the technology sector; 
scientific research, development and consultancy related thereof in the foodstuff technology sector; research and 
development of new products, for others; production of technical documentation; chemistry services; biology services; 
biotechnology services; physics (research).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-152977 ;Japan 

4196454    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469087]
BANDO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.

6-6, Minatojima Minamimachi 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 650-0047 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Power transmissions and gearing, machine elements not for land vehicles; power transmission belts, machine 
elements not for land vehicles.

Cl.12;Transmissions and gearings for land vehicles; belts for land vehicle transmissions.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-72593 ;Japan 

4196537    30/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469328]
Sumitomo Mitsui Construction Co., Ltd.

2-1-6, Tsukuda, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0051 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction of viaducts; joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; construction; general 
building contractor services; construction and maintenance services relating to civil engineering; demolition of viaducts; 
demolition of precast concrete column and beam connection; wrecking services; providing information relating to 
construction of viaducts; providing information relating to joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; 
construction information; providing information relating to general building contractor services; providing information 
relating to construction and maintenance services in the field of civil engineering; extension of buildings; reconstruction 
of buildings; repair of buildings; extension of structures; reconstruction of structures; repair of structures; installation of 
electrical wiring work accompanying general building contractor services; construction of parking lots; construction 
supervision relating to construction of viaducts; construction management relating to construction of viaducts; 
construction supervision relating to joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; construction 
management relating to joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; construction supervision relating 
to construction; construction management relating to construction; construction supervision relating to general building 
contractor services; construction management relating to general building contractor services; construction supervision 
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relating to construction and maintenance services in the field of civil engineering; construction management relating to 
construction and maintenance services in the field of civil engineering; advisory and consultancy services relating to 
construction of viaducts; advisory and consultancy services relating joining work of precast concrete column and beam 
connection; advisory and consultancy services relating to construction; advisory and consultancy services relating to 
general building contractor services; advisory and consultancy services relating to construction and maintenance 
services in the field of civil engineering; operation, control, inspection, maintenance and servicing of power supply 
facilities, electrical facilities, power generation facilities, air conditioning facilities, hot water supply facilities, water supply 
and drainage facilities, gas facilities, sanitary facilities, disaster preventing facilities and fire extinguishing facilities for 
buildings and structures; operation, control, inspection, maintenance and servicing of facilities of buildings; operation, 
control, inspection, maintenance and servicing of facilities of structures; repair or maintenance of loading-unloading 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of conveyors; repair or maintenance of construction machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of electric motors; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of power generators; repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines and 
instruments.

Cl.42;Planning and design of viaducts; planning and design of precast concrete column and beam connection; 
architectural services; planning and design of constructions; planning and design of structures and buildings; planning 
and design of construction of viaducts; planning and design of joining work of precast concrete column and beam 
connection; planning and design of building construction; planning and design of construction works; planning and 
design of civil engineering works; renovation design of buildings and structures; provision of information in the field of 
planning and design of viaducts; provision of information in the field of planning and design of precast concrete column 
and beam connection; provision of information in the field of architectural services; provision of information in the field of 
planning and design of constructions; provision of information in the field of planning and design of structures; provision 
of information in the field of planning and design of buildings; provision of information in the field of planning and design 
of construction of viaducts; provision of information in the field of planning and design of joining work of precast 
concrete column and beam connection; provision of information in the field of planning and design of building 
construction; provision of information in the field of planning and design of construction works; provision of information 
in the field of planning and design of civil engineering works; provision of information in the field of renovation design of 
building; provision of information in the field of renovation design of structures; consultancy and advisory services 
relating to planning and design of viaducts; consultancy and advisory services relating to planning and design of precast 
concrete column and beam connection; consultancy and advisory services relating to architectural services; consultancy 
and advisory services relating to planning and design of constructions; consultancy and advisory services relating to 
planning and design of structures; consultancy and advisory services relating to planning and design of buildings; 
consultancy and advisory services relating to planning and design of construction of viaducts; consultancy and advisory 
services relating to planning and design of joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; consultancy 
and advisory services relating to planning and design of building construction; consultancy and advisory planning and 
design of construction works; consultancy and advisory services relating to civil engineering works; consultancy and 
advisory services relating to renovation design of building; consultancy and advisory services relating to renovation 
design of structures; surveying of viaducts; surveying of precast concrete column and beam connection; surveying of 
construction of viaducts; surveying of joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; surveying; 
planning and design of parking lots; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments or systems composed of such 
machines, apparatus and instruments; design of viaducts; design of precast concrete column and beam connection; 
design of construction of viaducts; design of joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; design 
services relating to civil engineering; design services relating to building construction; designing, other than for 
advertising purposes; technological consultancy relating to the performance of computers, automobiles and factory 
automation machines; testing or research services relating to viaducts; testing or research services relating to 
construction of viaducts; testing or research services relating to precast concrete column and beam connection; testing 
or research services relating to joining work of precast concrete column and beam connection; research in the field of 
building construction or city planning; testing or research services in the field of preventing pollution; testing or research 
services in the field of electricity; testing and research services in the field of civil engineering; soil pollution survey; 
testing or research services relating to machines, apparatus and instruments; research and development of new 
products; industrial research, development and testing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/06/2018; Application No. : 88011426 ;United States of America 

4198286    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469465]
Plog Inc.

211 Saint Patrick Street, Unit 304C Toronto ON M5T2Y9

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software and a mobile application for the creation, collection, editing, organizing, 
modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data, audio and visual media, and information; downloadable computer 
software and a mobile application to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic data, audio and visual media or information via computer 
and communication networks; downloadable computer software and a mobile application for use in social networking; 
downloadable computer software and a mobile application that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring 
social networking information and to transfer and share such information among multiple online users.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable uploading, capturing, posting, showing, editing, 
playing, streaming, viewing, displaying, tagging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, and reproducing of 
electronic audio and visual content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, and 
information via the Internet and other communications networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software 
to enable sharing of multimedia content and comments among users; providing a website featuring multimedia content 
for others (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing 
a web site that gives computer users the ability to upload and share user-generated audio and visual media content on a 
wide variety of topics and subjects (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in social networking; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking 
information and to transfer and share such information among multiple online users.
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Priority claimed from 22/06/2018; Application No. : 88011373 ;United States of America 

4198977    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470465]
Plog Inc.

211 Saint Patrick Street, Unit 304C Toronto ON M5T2Y9

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software and a mobile application for the creation, collection, editing, organizing, 
modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data, audio and visual media, and information; downloadable computer 
software and a mobile application to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic data, audio and visual media or information via computer 
and communication networks; downloadable computer software and a mobile application for use in social networking; 
downloadable computer software and a mobile application that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring 
social networking information and to transfer and share such information among multiple online users.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable uploading, capturing, posting, showing, editing, 
playing, streaming, viewing, displaying, tagging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, and reproducing of 
electronic audio and visual content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, and 
information via the Internet and other communications networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software 
to enable sharing of multimedia content and comments among users; providing a website featuring multimedia content 
for others (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing 
a web site that gives computer users the ability to upload and share user-generated audio and visual media content on a 
wide variety of topics and subjects (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in social networking; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking 
information and to transfer and share such information among multiple online users.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 02868 ;Denmark 

4199000    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470963]
H. Lundbeck A/S

Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medical preparations and substances; vaccines; pharmaceutical preparations and substances 
for the prevention and treatment of disorders and diseases in, generated by or acting on the central nervous system; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances acting on the central nervous system; central nervous system stimulants.

Cl.9;Magnetic, electronic and optical data carriers containing information relating to medicine; software; computer 
application software for medical purposes; application software; mobile applications; smart watches and wearable 
electronic apparatus for data processing; downloadable images for use on mobile phones; electronic information 
management systems in the medical sector; recorded computer software, including software for medical and 
pharmaceutical information, education and sales activities; software for websites, intranet and internet; data processing 
equipment and computers; application software for mobile devices and apps for information and interaction; application 
software for social networking services via internet; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for 
providing information on health, health services and medicine; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile 
application for facilitating communication, namely, allowing experts, researchers, patients and healthcare professionals 
to access and share information in the medical, pharmaceutical, and health fields.

Cl.16;Printed publications, including books, reports, brochures, booklets, leaflets, patient information leaflets, 
magazines, journals, teaching and educational material in the field of research and development, science, clinical studies, 
tests and trials, diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, disorders, diseases, treatment and prevention.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; organisation and carrying out of congresses, seminars, courses 
and symposia within the field of medicine and pharmaceuticals; on-line training programs, webinars; arranging and 
conducting of expert forums, including on-line, in the form of webinars, seminars, conferences, symposia, workshops 
(education) and courses; arranging and conducting of expert forums, including on-line, in the field of research and 
development, science, clinical tests and trials, diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, disorders, diseases, treatment and 
prevention; educational and training services in the field of research and development, science, clinical tests and trials, 
diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, disorders, diseases, treatment and prevention provided electronically, on-line, via 
cable or internet or other electronic media; providing on-line publications (not downloadable), including of books, reports, 
brochures, booklets, leaflets, patient information leaflets, magazines, journals, teaching and educational material in the 
field of research and development, science, clinical tests and trials, diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, disorders, 
diseases, treatment and prevention; educational and entertainment services in the nature of providing non-downloadable 
videos and images featuring health and medicine content via the Internet; educational and entertainment services in the 
nature of providing non-downloadable videos and images featuring health and medicine content through a website, social 
media platforms and apps.

Cl.42;Pharmaceutical research and development; scientific and technological services and research and design related 
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thereto related to the central nervous system and central nervous system related disorders and diseases and 
pharmaceuticals; medical research and tests; clinical research and tests; diagnostic research and tests; providing on-line 
non-downloadable screening tools (software) for assessment of cognitive functions and of psychiatric and neurological 
disorders and diseases; providing online non-downloadable screening tools (software) for diagnosing, managing, 
monitoring, assessing, controlling and examining psychiatric and neurological disorders and diseases.

Cl.44;Medical, clinical, therapeutic and healthcare services; medical, clinical, therapeutic and healthcare information 
services; services in the field of psychiatry, psychology and diseases and disorders and other diseases and disorders 
within the central nervous system; advice related to medical and pharmaceutical preparations and substances; healthcare 
and medical services related to central nervous system and psychiatric and brain disorders, diseases and 
pharmaceuticals; providing for medical and medicinal information in the field of diagnostic, medicine, pharmaceuticals, 
disorders, diseases, treatment and prevention; providing on-line medical data and analyses designed to provide patients 
and clients customized information, including regarding medical dose, diagnosis, therapeutic issues and medical 
management.
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Priority claimed from 27/07/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 108 443 ;Germany 

4199005    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471024]
LEONHARD KURZ Stiftung & Co. KG

Schwabacher Straße 482 90763 Fürth Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines as well as their parts [as far as contained in this class] for the application of printed layers, structures, 
stamping foils, transfer foils or laminating foils onto work pieces and substrates; stamping tools, particularly stamping 
dies, stamping plates, embossing rollers and stamping cushions, as machine parts; casting moulds, injection moulds and 
stamping/embossing moulds, deep-drawing moulds, structure rollers as well as matrices and male moulds as machine 
parts; pressing dies as machine parts; compression tools as machine parts; machines for foil processing; machines for 
plastics processing and plastics treatment; machines for extruding/injecting, back- injection moulding, casting, injection 
moulding, drawing, deep-drawing, coating, printing, laminating, pressing, stamping, rolling, extruding, glueing, punching, 
trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting out, fonning/moulding and thermoforming, particularly of plastics and plastic parts, and 
their parts, as far as contained in this class; machines for mould and die production; machines for the packaging 
industry; tools [machine parts] and their parts for extruding/injecting, back-injection moulding, casting, injection 
moulding, drawing, deep-drawing, coating, printing, laminating, pressing, stamping, forming/moulding, glueing, punching, 
trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting out and thermoforming, particularly of plastics and of plastic parts; pattern transferring 
machines for the transfer of patterns, decors and/or structures onto the surfaces of semi-fished products, workpieces and 
substrates; machines for forming patterns, decors and/or structures on the surfaces of semi-fished products, work pieces 
and substrates; forming/moulding machines for performing injection moulding and/or thermo-forming processes and for 
transferring patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures onto the formed articles and/or for forming patterns, 
decors, structures and/or surface structures of the formed articles; forming/moulding machines for performing injection 
moulding processes and/or thermoforming processes and for providing the formed articles or the articles to be formed 
with foils having patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; foil overlaying machines for coating the surfaces 
of articles or substrates with foils having patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures, particularly of articles or 
substrates of plastic; rolling-up mechanisms and/or rolling-off mechanisms [machines], also for use with other machines; 
foil feeding mechanisms [machines] and foil preparation mechanisms [machines], also for use with other machines; 
article feeding mechanisms or substrate feeding mechanisms [machines] and article preparation mechanisms or 
substrate preparation mechanisms [machines], also for use with other machines; all afore-mentioned goods also as parts 
of other machines or for integration as assembly units into other machines; parts and components for all afore-mentioned 
goods [as far as contained in this class]; controls, drives, actuators, regulators, each as part of machines and machine 
tools; forms/moulds for plastic forming/moulding machines [machine parts]; parts and assembly units for all afore-
mentioned goods [as far as contained in this class]; parts of plastic forming/moulding machines and injection moulding 
machines, as far as contained in this class, particularly forms/moulds, mould parts, mould inserts, mounts/supports, 
dies/stamps, nozzles, injector/extruder heads, pistons/plungers, worms, heating devices and cooling devices, apparatus 
for the production of pneumatic negative pressure, particularly vacuum, and pneumatic overpressure, apparatus for the 
hardening/curing of materials, particularly by means of UV-radiation and/or electron beams; injection moulds and casting 
moulds as well as parts and inserts therefor, as machine parts; injection units and clamping units [parts of 
forming/moulding machines and injection moulding machines]; tools [machine parts] and tool inserts [machine parts] for 
forming patterns, decors and/or structures on the surfaces of semi-finished products, work pieces and substrates and for 
punching, trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting out of semi-finished products and work pieces; holders/clamping devices 
[machine parts] for die inserts/mould inserts, dies and other machine parts or assembly units; parts and components for 
all the afore-mentioned goods [as far as contained in this class]; housings, housing parts and parts [as far as contained in 
this class] for machines and machine tools, for motors [not for land vehicles], as well as for non-hand-operated 
agricultural apparatus, particularly of plastic or primarily of plastic.

Cl.16;Stickers, labels, packaging sheaths, of plastics or synthetic materials, the afore-mentioned goods particularly for 
receiving of or already provided with decoration elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, 
structures and/or surface structures; stamping foils, transfer foils and laminating foils, as far as contained in this class, 
all aforementioned goods also for application onto textile materials, for application onto work pieces and substrates or for 
surface decoration and/or surface coating, particularly for surface decoration and/or surface coating of 
wrappings/sheaths, packaging, packaging parts, packaging containers, coverings/panels, containers, closure/locking 
elements, housing parts, injection moulded parts, vehicle parts and other work pieces and substrates; packaging 
materials of paper, synthetic materials and/or plastic [as far as contained in this class]; laminates of synthetic materials 
[packaging purposes]; all afore-mentioned goods particularly for the receiving of or already provided with decor 
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elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; stamping foils, 
particularly hot stamping foils and cold stamping foils, transfer foils and laminating foils for packaging purposes and for 
decoration, finishing and/or coating; paper or plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging for goods, 
laminates of paper and/or plastic, parts and semi-finished products of paper and/or plastic, namely elements, 
formed/moulded parts, cover parts, ornamental elements, trims/decorative strips, decorative parts, coverings/panels, 
covers, lids, coverings, packaging, packaging parts, packaging containers, wrappings/sheaths, containers, 
closure/locking elements and housing parts of paper and/or plastic or primarily of these materials, for receiving of or 
already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface 
structures; labellings/markings, bands as well as sheets and foils of paper as identification means, authentication means 
and money replacement means; housings, housing parts and parts [as far as contained in this class] for stationery and 
office requisites, as well as for drafting supplies and artists'materials, particularly of plastic or primarily of plastic.

Cl.17;Stamping foils, transfer foils, thermal transfer foils and laminating foils, as far as contained in this class; all 
aforementioned goods also for application onto work pieces and substrates or for surface decoration and/or surface 
coating, particularly for surface decoration and/or surface coating of semi-finished products, wrappings/sheaths, 
coverings/panels, containers, closure/locking elements, housing parts, injection-moulded parts, vehicle parts, work 
pieces, packaging and packaging containers; foils [semi-finished products] of plastic or primarily of plastic for application 
onto work pieces, semi-finished products, formed/moulded parts, packaging, packaging containers, containers, 
closure/locking elements and onto substrates or for surface decoration and/or surface coating; laminates [semi-finished 
products] in form of foils of plastic or primarily of plastic, particularly for decoration and/or manufacturing of 
wrappings/sheaths, coverings/panels, containers, closure/locking elements, housing parts, injection moulded parts, 
vehicle parts, work pieces, semi-finished products, formed/moulded parts, packaging, packaging containers and 
closure/locking elements; thin foils of plastics or primarily of plastics with a decor layer with decoration elements for 
decorating various work pieces and substrates, particularly by means of extruding/injecting, back-injection moulding, 
thermo-forming, deep-drawing, hot stamping, cold stamping or by means of foil transfer; plastic parts and other goods of 
plastics [semi-finished products], particularly for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed 
layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; semi-worked plastics; semi-finished products 
of plastic and/or semi-finished products plastic-composite materials, in form of sheetings, strips, laminates, plates or 
rolls, for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, 
structures and/or surface structures; semi-finished products, namely formed/moulded parts of plastic and/or composite 
materials, particularly manufactured by means of injection moulding, deep-drawing and/or thermo-forming, particularly 
for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, 
structures and/or surface structures; plastic foils, except for packaging purposes; formed/moulded parts of plastic [semi-
finished products], particularly for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor 
layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; artificial resins [semi-finished products] and their 
compounds [semi-finished products]; moulds, injection moulds and deep-drawing moulds, as far as contained in this 
class; goods of plastics for further manufacturing in the forms of semi-finished bands, sheetings, foils, sheets, 
sheaths/wrappings and laminating foils of plastic or synthetic materials or primarily of these materials, except for 
packaging purposes, the aforementioned goods particularly for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil 
layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; goods of plastics for further 
manufacturing in the forms of semi-finished stickers, labels, coatings, of plastic or synthetic materials or primarily of 
these materials, except for packaging purposes, the afore-mentioned goods particularly for receiving of or already 
provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface 
structures; stamping foils, transfer foils and laminating foils of plastic or primarily of plastic with decor elements, foil 
layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; laminated, agglomerated 
goods of plastics [semi-finished plastic products]; semi-finished products of plastics or primarily of plastics in form of 
elements, formed/moulded parts, cover parts, ornamental elements, trims/decorative strips, decorative parts, 
coverings/panels, covers, lids, coverings, packaging, packaging parts, packaging containers, wrappings/sheaths, 
containers, closure/locking elements and housing parts of paper and/or plastic, for receiving or already provided with 
decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; laminates 
of plastics and synthetic materials for industrial and commercial purposes [not for packaging purposes]; injection-
moulded parts of plastic or primarily of plastic [semi-finished products]; injection-moulded parts of plastic or primarily of 
plastic [semi-finished products] for vehicles; housings and housing parts of plastic or primarily of plastic [semi-finished 
products]; injection-moulded parts of plastics [semi-finished products] for use as functional parts, housing parts and/or 
cover parts or covers; injection moulded parts of plastic [semi-finished products] for vehicles; semi-finished products of 
plastic or primarily of plastic in form of ornamental elements, trims/decorative strips, decorative parts, coverings/panels, 
covers/screens, lids and coverings, for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, 
decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; technical plastic parts as semi-finished products, 
particularly injection-moulded plastic parts; technical plastic parts as semi-finished products, namely injection-moulded 
plastic parts for vehicles.

Cl.20;Plastic crucibles (plastic containers for packaging), lids, closures, closure/locking elements, cans, not of metal; 
packaging containers, not of metal, particularly of plastics, particularly for transport and sales; transport packaging and 
sales packaging, not of metal; containers as well as closures, closure/locking elements and holders/mounts therefor, not 
of metal; cans, boxes and cases of plastic; all afore-mentioned goods particularly for receiving of or already provided with 
decor elements, foil layers, printed layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures; injection-
moulded parts of plastic or primarily of plastic, namely statues, figurines, works of art, ornaments and decorations of 
plastic, as far as contained in this class; housing parts of plastic or primarily of plastic, as far as contained in this class; 
goods of plastic or primarily of plastic, namely ornamental elements, trims/decorative strips, decorative parts, 
coverings/panels, covers, lids and coverings, for receiving of or already provided with decor elements, foil layers, printed 
layers, decor layers, patterns, decors, structures and/or surface structures.

Cl.37;Installation, customization [installation], maintenance and repair of machines and machine tools, moulds and 
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mould and die production machines; installation services, customization services [installation], set-up services 
[installation], maintenance and repair services concerning machines and their parts, particularly machines for printing, 
stamping, hot stamping, cold stamping, rolling, extruding, laminating, glueing, coating, foiling, heating, cooling, cleaning, 
hardening/curing, forming/moulding, glueing/bonding, punching, trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting-out, 
injecting/extruding, back- injection moulding, casting, injection moulding, drawing, deep-drawing, pressing, stamping and 
thermo-forming and/or decorating, particularly of plastics and goods of plastics and concerning parts of such machines; 
installation services, customization services [installation], set-up services [installation], maintenance and repair services 
concerning machines for the production, the treatment/machining, the injecting/extruding, casting, forming/moulding and 
the decoration of plastic and plastic goods, concerning the plastic processing and plastic treatment, the paper 
processing, the foil processing, as well as for the coating, printing and painting/lacquering; installation services, 
customization services [installation], set-up services [installation], maintenance and repair services concerning printing 
machines, packaging machines as well as pattern transferring machines, foil overlaying machines, roll-up mechanisms 
and roll-off mechanisms [machines], foil feeding mechanisms [machines] and foil preparation mechanisms [machines]; 
installation services, customization services [installation], set-up services [installation], maintenance and repair services 
concerning article feeding mechanisms, substrate feeding mechanisms, article preparation mechanisms or substrate 
preparation mechanisms [machines]; installation services, customization services [installation], set-up services 
[installation], maintenance and repair services and consulting related thereto concerning machines, particularly plastics 
forming/moulding machines and injection moulding machines, and their assembly units and parts, particularly 
concerning tools and tool inserts, forms/moulds, mould parts, mould inserts, dies and die heads/extruder heads, nozzles, 
injection moulds, deep-drawing moulds and casting moulds, holders/mounts, and their parts, heating apparatus and 
cooling apparatus, apparatus for hardening/curing materials, apparatus for the production of negative pressure and/or 
overpressure, apparatus for forming/moulding of patterns, decors and/or structures, apparatus for punching, trimming, 
cutting-to-size, cutting-out, and concerning injection units and clamping units; maintenance and support of data 
processing apparatus.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials and processing of materials for third parties, particularly of plastics, plastic-composite-
materials and parts and semi-finished products thereof, by means of chemical treatment, mechanical treatment, thermal 
treatment and/or thermo-mechanical treatment, particularly by means of drilling, milling/shaping, cutting, punching, 
printing, stamping/embossing, rolling, extruding, laminating, pressing, drawing, deep-drawing, forming/moulding, 
glueing/bonding, punching, trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting-out, blowing, casting, injecting, injection moulding, back-
injection moulding, glueing, grinding, polishing, hardening/curing, cleaning, drying, heating, cooling, laser machining; 
customer-specific contract manufacturing of foils, plastics, plastic laminates, plastic-composite-materials and parts and 
semi-finished products thereof, particularly by means of drilling, milling/shaping, cutting, punching, printing, 
stamping/embossing, rolling, extruding, laminating, pressing, drawing, deep-drawing, forming/moulding, glueing/bonding, 
trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting-out, blowing, casting, injecting, injection moulding, back- injection moulding, glueing, 
grinding, polishing, hardening/curing, cleaning, drying, heating, cooling, laser machining; furnishing of materials, work 
pieces, semi-finished products and goods, each with printings, coatings and/or foils, particularly with stamping foils, 
laminating foils or transfer foils; decorating, printing, marking and/or overlaying of materials, workpieces, semi-finished 
products and of goods with foils, particularly with stamping foils or laminating foils; coating of materials, semi-finished 
products and of goods by means of chemical processes, mechanical processes, thermal processes and/or thermo-
mechanical processes; surface treatment and/or surface coating of materials, work pieces, semi-finished products and of 
goods by means of chemical processes, mechanical processes, thermal processes and/or thermo-mechanical processes; 
plastics processing and foil processing and treatment for third parties; customer-specific machine construction [contract 
manufacture for third parties]; customer-specific contract manufacture of machines, machine parts, forms/moulds, tools 
and apparatus for the plastics processing and plastics treatment; customer-specific tool construction and form/mould 
construction [contract manufacture for third parties], particularly for the manufacturing of plastic parts; consulting 
services related to all afore-mentioned services.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy concerning surface decoration and/or surface coating, particularly by means of 
stamping foils, transfer foils and laminating foils; technological consultancy concerning use and application of foils in the 
surface decoration and/or surface coating; technological consultancy concerning forming/moulding processes and foil 
application processes in the industrial production; technological consultancy concerning plastics forming/moulding 
processes, plastics processing and plastics treatment as well as concerning paper processing and foil processing; 
technological consultancy concerning industrial manufacturing processes by means of extruding/injecting, back-injection 
moulding, casting, injection moulding, drawing, deep-drawing, coating, printing, rolling, extruding, laminating, pressing, 
stamping/embossing, forming/moulding, glueing/bonding, punching, trimming, cutting-to-size, cutting-out and thermo-
forming, particularly concerning plastics and plastic parts; technological consultancy concerning the application of 
stamping foils, transfer foils and laminating foils onto housing parts, injection-moulded parts, vehicle parts, semi-finished 
products, work pieces, packaging, packaging containers, containers, closure/locking elements and substrates; 
technological consultancy concerning the transfer of patterns, decors, structures, printings, foil layers, decor layers, 
and/or surface structures; technological consultancy concerning the transfer and/or forming/moulding of patterns, 
decors, structures, printings, foil layers, decor layers and/or surface structures in industrial manufacturing processes; 
technological consultancy concerning coating processes and concerning transfer processes, particularly foil transfer 
processes; technological consultancy concerning plastics forming/moulding and simultaneous and/or subsequent 
forming/moulding and/or transfer of patterns, decors, structures, printings, foil layers, decor layers and/or surface 
structures and/or overlaying the formed articles with foils; technological consultancy and industrial design consultancy 
about possibilities of use and application of patterns, decors, structures, printings, foil layers, decor layers and/or surface 
structures, particularly onto goods, housing parts, injection moulded parts, vehicle parts, semi-finished products, work 
pieces, packaging, packaging containers, containers, closure/locking elements and substrates; technological consultancy 
about possibilities of use of decor elements, foil layers, decor layers, patterns, structures, printings and surface 
structures, particularly on goods, housing parts, injection moulded parts, vehicle parts, semi-finished products, work 
pieces, packaging, packaging containers, containers, closure/locking elements and substrates; technological 
consultancy, industrial design consultancy and industrial design services concerning forming/moulding machines, 
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plastics forming/moulding machines and injection moulding machines and their parts, particularly concerning tools and 
tool inserts, holders/mounts, forms/moulds, mould parts, form/mould inserts, dies and die heads/extruder heads, deep-
drawing moulds, injection moulds and casting moulds, as well as assembly units and parts therefor; development of 
forms/moulds, tools, machine tools and assembly units and parts thereof for third parties; technological consultancy, 
industrial design consultancy and industrial design services concerning mould making; design services; industrial 
design; design of forms/moulds, products and product parts; packaging design for third parties; consulting services 
concerning product design and packaging design; industrial and technical design; technological services with respect to 
design; engineering; technical development and technical project management as well as technological consultancy 
concerning the set-up, installation, configuration, use and operation of machines for the plastics industry, packaging 
industry, of stamping machines, injection moulding machines, forming/moulding machines, printing machines, packaging 
machines, foil processing machines, foil feeding mechanisms and foil carrying-off mechanisms, material feeding 
mechanisms and material carrying-off mechanisms, rolling-up mechanisms and roll-off mechanisms, material preparation 
mechanisms, foil preparation mechanisms, foil overlaying machines, laminating machines and of assembly units and 
controls for such machines; technical development and technical project management as well as technological 
consultancy concerning set-up, installation, configuration, use and operation of installations/facilities of industrial 
automation technology; installation, maintenance and support of firmware and of control programs for machines.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2018; Application No. : 88039688 ;United States of America 

4199009    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470703]
Zuffa, LLC

6650 South Torrey Pines Drive Las Vegas NV 89118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Apparel and performance apparel, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, headwear, footwear, swimwear, 
undergarments, jackets, warm up suits, gloves, socks, sweatbands, rash guards and Gi robes; loungewear; sleepwear.

Cl.28;Exercise machines; manually-operated exercise equipment; exercise weights; exercise bars; exercise benches; 
exercise and fitness equipment and accessories, namely, exercise gloves; boxing and mixed martial arts equipment, 
namely, bag gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, boxing gloves, focus mitts, punching mitts, shin guards, punching bags, 
heavy bags, free standing bags; pads for use in boxing and mixed martial arts, namely, kick pads, target pads, Thai pads 
and shin pads; chest protectors, and body shields for use in mixed martial arts and boxing; playground balls; sport balls; 
pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, playground balls and sport balls.

Cl.41;Health club services, namely, providing fitness, personal training and exercise facilities; providing instruction in 
the fields of fitness, personal training, exercise and mixed martial arts; providing instructional programs and classes in 
fields of fitness, personal training, exercise and mixed martial arts; providing information in the fields of fitness, personal 
training, exercise and mixed martial arts via a global computer network; providing instruction in the fields of nutrition, 
health and wellness.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2018; Application No. : 017935016 ;European Union 

4199525    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470915]
Aspöck Systems GmbH

Enzing 4 A-4722 Peuerbach Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; flashing lights; blinkers; connections for 
electric lines; beacons, luminous; electrical sockets; dimmers; electric cables; cable harnesses; identification threads for 
electric wires; electric discharge lamps for signalling purposes; printed circuits; optical lanterns; light conducting 
filaments (optical fibres); junction sleeves for electric cables; commutators; commutation (electric apparatus for -); 
electric timer switches; electrical fuses; signalling lamps; electric voltage and current converters; electrical sockets; 
electric couplings; material for electricity mains, namely cable connectors and cable branch boxes; magnetic disks for 
mounting headlights; optical lamps; rotating lights; flashing lights.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus for vehicles of all kinds; bicycle lights, reflectors for vehicles, taillight, number plate lights, 
stop lights, backup lights, fog lights for vehicles of all kinds; sockets for electric lights; electric incandescent and gas 
discharge lamps; interior and exterior lights for vehicles of all kinds; light screens being parts of lamps, namely 
transparent and translucent covers for vehicle lights; housing for luminaries; reflectors for lamps and lights; light-
emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; side lights and outline lights for vehicles of all kinds; holders for vehicle lights; 
front and rear running lights for vehicles of all kinds; parking lights for vehicles of all kinds; floodlights for work; ground 
lights; clear lenses for lamps and lights.

Cl.12;Mirrors for vehicles, reversing alarms for vehicles, direction signals for automobiles; acoustic signalling devices 
for vehicles, bumpers for automobiles.

Cl.17;Semi-finished products and shaped parts of rubber or gum in the form of blanks, profiles, strips, hoses, draught 
excluder strips, extrusions, moulded parts, not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in 
manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; semi-finished moulded plastics for 
use in manufacture, insulating materials for cables and cable bushings, seals for cable bushings.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing, online 
or catalogue mail order, including via the internet, in the fields of signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and 
instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity, blinkers, flashing lights, connections for electric lines, luminous beacons, junction boxes (electricity), electric 
light dimmers, electric cables, cable harnesses, identification threads for electric wires, wire connectors (electricity), 
electric discharge lamps for signalling, printed circuits, optical lamps, light conducting filaments, namely optical fibres, 
junction sleeves for electric cables, commutators, electric apparatus for commutation, electric time switches, fuses 
(electricity), signalling lamps, electric voltage converters and current transformers, plugs, sockets and other contacts 
(electric connections), electric couplings, materials for electricity mains, namely cable connectors and cable branches, 
lighting apparatus for vehicles of all kinds, bicycle lights, vehicle reflectors, rear lights, numberplate lights, brake lights, 
reversing lights, fog lights for vehicles of all kinds, sockets for electric lights, electric incandescent lamps and gas 
discharge lamps, interior lights and exterior lights for vehicles of all kinds, light casings (parts for lamps), namely 
transparent and translucent covers for vehicle lights, lamp housings, lamp and light reflectors, light-emitting diodes, side 
lights and outline lights for vehicles of all kinds, brackets for vehicle lights, front and rear running lights for vehicles of all 
kinds, parking lights for vehicles of all kinds, rotating beacons, strobe lights, working lights, floor lights, rearview mirrors 
for motor vehicles, reversing alarms for vehicles, direction signals for motor vehicles, acoustic signalling devices for 
vehicles, bumpers for automobiles, semi-finished products and mouldings of rubber or gum in the form of cuttings, 
profiles, strips, hoses, draught excluder strips, extrusions, shaped parts, not included in other classes, goods of plastic, 
namely semi-finished products, packing materials, stopping materials and insulating materials, hoses, not of metal, 
plastic injection mouldings (semi-finished products), insulators for cables and cable ducts, seals for cable ducts; 
wholesaling and retailing, online or catalogue mail order, including via the internet, in the fields of signalling and checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, light conducting filaments (optical fibres), electric voltage converters 
and current transformers, materials for electricity mains, namely cable connectors and cable branches, bicycle lights, 
vehicle reflectors, rear lights, numberplate lights, brake lights, reversing lights, fog lights for vehicles of all kinds, electric 
incandescent and gas discharge lamps, interior and exterior lights for vehicles of all kinds, light casings (parts for lamps), 
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namely transparent and translucent covers for vehicle lights, side and outline lights for vehicles of all kinds, front and 
rear running lights for vehicles of all kinds, rearview mirrors for motor vehicles, reversing alarms for vehicles, acoustic 
signalling devices for vehicles, bumpers for automobiles, semi-finished products and mouldings of rubber or gum in the 
form of cuttings, profiles, strips, hoses, draught excluder strips, extrusions, shaped parts, not included in other classes, 
goods of plastic (semi-finished products), packing, stopping and insulating materials, hoses, not of metal, plastic 
injection mouldings (semi-finished products), insulators for cables and cable ducts, seals for cable ducts.

Cl.37;Repair services, namely maintenance services for preserving an object in its original condition without altering its 
properties, in particular for the fields of lighting apparatus for vehicles of all kinds, bicycle lights, vehicle reflectors, rear 
lights, numberplate lights, brake lights, reversing lights, fog lights for vehicles of all kinds, sockets for electric lights, 
electric incandescent lamps and gas discharge lamps, interior lights and exterior lights for vehicles of all kinds, light 
casings (parts for lamps), namely transparent and translucent covers for vehicle lights, lamp housings, lamp and light 
reflectors, light-emitting diodes, side lights and outline lights for vehicles of all kinds, brackets for vehicle lights, optical 
lamps, front and rear running lights for vehicles of all kinds, parking lights for vehicles of all kinds, rotating beacons, 
strobe lights, working lights, floor lights, rearview mirrors for motor vehicles, reversing alarms for vehicles, direction 
signals for motor vehicles, bumpers for automobiles; repair services, namely maintenance services for preserving an 
object in its original condition without altering its properties, in particular for the fields of lighting apparatus for vehicles 
of all kinds, bicycle lights, vehicle reflectors, rear lights, numberplate lights, brake lights, reversing lights, fog lights for 
vehicles of all kinds, electric incandescent and gas discharge lamps, interior and exterior lights for vehicles of all kinds, 
light casings (parts for lamps), namely transparent and translucent covers for vehicle lights, side and outline lights for 
vehicles of all kinds, front and rear running lights for vehicles of all kinds, rearview mirrors for motor vehicles, reversing 
alarms for vehicles, direction signals for motor vehicles, bumpers for automobiles.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2018; Application No. : 017933081 ;European Union 

4199526    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470750]
Oxford VR Limited

Osi King Charles House, Park End Street Oxford United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Virtual reality software; virtual reality software for therapeutic and medical purposes; virtual reality software for 
psychological counselling or treatment purposes; virtual reality software for addiction, medical or psychological 
condition treatment purposes; downloadable computer application software; mobile phone applications; software and 
applications for mobile devices; software for therapy, counselling, training and education; electronic devices for use in 
therapy, counselling, training and education.

Cl.41;Training services; training courses; business training; staff training services; management training services; 
training in communication techniques; vocational skills training; personal development training; business training 
provided via a virtual reality interface; personal development training provided via a virtual reality interface.

Cl.42;Development and providing temporary use of web-based virtual reality software for therapeutic, medical or 
counselling purposes provided on-line from a computer network; development of virtual reality software; design of virtual 
reality software; development services relating to virtual reality software services provided online from a computer 
network; design services relating to virtual reality software services provided online from a computer network; writing of 
computer programs for medical, therapeutic and psychological counselling applications; development of application 
software for delivery of multimedia content; development of computer software application solutions; design and 
development of software in the field of mobile applications; computer programming in the medical, therapeutic and 
psychological counselling fields; design and development of medical, therapeutic and psychological counselling 
technology; design of computer software; development of computer software; research and development services; 
research and development in the field of psychological disorders and their treatment; research and development in the 
field of treating addiction; scientific research and development; research and development in the field of therapeutic and 
psychological counselling applications.

Cl.44;Medical and therapeutic services; psychological counselling and treatment services; addiction treatment 
services; occupational psychology services; psychological therapy; treatment and counselling services in relation to 
phobias, addictions, nervous or psychological conditions.
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4199532    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470823]
GUANGDONG TOP IDEAL SCM TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

RM. 103, 1/F, 8, NO. 988, HUANGPU AVE. E. , HUANGPU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 510070 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; downloadable computer application software; software for optical character 
recognition; computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; data processing apparatus; 
hand-held scanner; barcode scanner; readers [data processing equipment]; memory devices used with computers; chip 
cards; operating system programs; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; electronic publications, 
downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; communications computers; digital input and output 
scanners; computers; scanners [data processing equipment]; gps receivers.

Cl.35;Business management consultation; commercial intermediation services; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; tax preparation; providing business information services through 
the internet; business inquiries; demonstration of products; advertisement for others on the internet; on-line promotion of 
computer networks and websites; advertising by transmission of on-line publicity for third parties through electronic 
communications networks; advertising; business advice; trade information; providing business information via a web 
site; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; tax filing services; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes.

Cl.36;Currency transfer services; mortgage brokerage; trusteeship; insurance agencies; accident insurance 
underwriting; financial management via the internet; bill payment services provided through a website; insurance 
consultancy; processing of cash transactions; brokerage; financing and loan services; capital investment; financial 
customs brokerage services; surety services.

Cl.39;Delivery of goods; rental of warehouses; providing road and traffic information; booking of transportation via a 
website; porterage; freight transportation; transport; transport brokerage; transportation information; wrapping of goods; 
packaging of goods; import and export cargo handling services; parcel delivery; letter delivery; car parking; management 
of vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications network and technology; warehousing services; unloading 
cargo; freight brokerage; transport reservation; freight forwarding; storage of goods; GPS navigation services; courier 
services [messages or merchandise].

Cl.42;Product development for others; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; 
information technology consultation services; scientific research and development; providing scientific information in the 
fields of climate change; product testing; database design and development; research and development of computer 
software; rental of a database server to third parties; computer software design; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; software as a service [SaaS]; providing weather information; testing the functionality of 
apparatus and instruments; creating and maintaining web sites for others; providing search engines for the internet; 
development and creation of computer programs for data processing; electronic data storage; weighing goods for others; 
technical research; outsource service providers in the field of information technology.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2018; Application No. : 88039835 ;United States of America 

4199565    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469768]
Zuffa, LLC

6650 South Torrey Pines Drive Las Vegas NV 89118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Apparel and performance apparel, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, headwear, footwear, swimwear, 
undergarments, jackets, warm up suits, gloves, socks, sweatbands, rash guards and Gi robes; loungewear; sleepwear.

Cl.28;Exercise machines; manually-operated exercise equipment; exercise weights; exercise bars; exercise benches; 
exercise and fitness equipment and accessories, namely, exercise gloves; boxing and mixed martial arts equipment, 
namely, bag gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, boxing gloves, focus mitts, punching mitts, shin guards, punching bags, 
heavy bags, free standing bags; pads for use in boxing and mixed martial arts, namely, kick pads, target pads, Thai pads 
and shin pads; chest protectors, and body shields for use in mixed martial arts and boxing; playground balls; sport balls; 
pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, playground balls and sport balls.

Cl.41;Health club services, namely, providing fitness, personal training and exercise facilities; providing instruction in 
the fields of fitness, personal training, exercise and mixed martial arts; providing instructional programs and classes in 
fields of fitness, personal training, exercise and mixed martial arts; providing information in the fields of fitness, personal 
training, exercise and mixed martial arts via a global computer network; providing instruction in the fields of nutrition, 
health and wellness.
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4199590    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470525]
Sedgwick Claims Management Services, Inc.

3030 N. Rocky Point Drive W, Suite 530 Tampa FL 33607 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for claims and productivity management and the provision of reports; computer software for 
creation and maintenance of claim files; computer software for database management; computer software for loss 
simulation and risk analysis in the fields of business and business management consultation services; computer 
software for insurance services; computer software for reinsurance services; computer software for financial services; 
computer software for healthcare services; computer software for employee benefits services; computer software for 
claims and productivity management and services; computer software for claims and productivity management and 
services in the fields of workers compensation, disability, liability, property, medical and lost time claims.

Cl.35;Administrative processing of insurance claims, namely, compilation of statistical information relating to 
evaluation of insurance claims performance measures for others; risk appraisals, namely, business risk assessment 
services; business appraisals; all provided to clients in the insurance, legal, corporate, and financial sectors; 
administrative services relating to referrals for general building repair contracting; disaster recovery services, namely, 
business planning and business continuity consulting; administrative services relating to referrals regarding cost 
analyses in the form of estimates; administrative processing of warranty claims and repair costs, namely, administrative 
processing of arranging repairs of major home systems, appliances and parts thereof provided by others pursuant to 
service agreements; administrative services relating to building consultations, namely, quantity surveyor services in the 
nature of cost analysis and commercial management of building construction projects for others; business consultancy; 
business management consulting, namely, claims and productivity management consultancy services, and claims and 
productivity management consultancy services in the fields of workers compensation, disability, liability, property, 
medical and lost time claims; business information; business administration; preparation of business reports; promoting 
the services of insurers, through the distribution of printed promotional materials and by rendering sales promotion 
advice; advisory, consultancy services, all relating to business; business management consultation services via 
computer; preparation of business, computerized business administration, record-keeping, information and advisory 
services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Insurance claims adjustment services for others, namely, claims adjustment in the field of auto, marine, property, 
and land reclamation; appraisals for insurance claims for identifying and evaluating damages to structures and property; 
building consultation services, namely, appraisals and valuations for structures and property; investigation services 
related to insurance claims provided to clients in the insurance, legal, corporate, and financial sectors; financial risk 
management services; financial consulting services; financial analysis and financial consultancy services; financial 
valuation services, adjustment and settlement services relating to insurance claims; cash management; information and 
advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.37;Building construction consultation services; roofing services, namely, roof damage assessments; evaluation of 
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems; water damage repair services, namely the removal of surface 
and groundwater to facilitate the construction of structures and building repair and restoration services; restoration of 
buildings, water damage repair to buildings; contracting services, namely contracting repair of roofs, electricity, plumbing 
services and building repairs; disaster recovery services, namely, emergency building repair contracting; restoration of 
fine artwork and furniture.

Cl.41;Education services, namely, training in the field of appraising damage to automobiles, trucks, heavy equipment, 
mobile homes, recreational vehicles and all forms of property; conducting classes; seminars and courses in the fields of 
claims and productivity management services, claims and productivity management and services in the fields of workers 
compensation, disability, liability, property, medical and various lost time claims, business and management consultancy, 
recruitment, insurance, reinsurance, financial services, healthcare services, risk management and employee benefits 
services; conducting training courses in the fields of claims and productivity management services, claims and 
productivity management and services in the fields of workers compensation, disability, liability, property, medical and 
various lost time claims, business and management consultancy, recruitment, insurance, reinsurance, finance, healthcare 
risk management and employee benefits.

Cl.42;Surveying property for purposes of insurance claims or issuance of insurance contracts or agreements 
pertaining to insured property; residential and commercial insurance inspections featuring insurance inspection reports 
for identifying and evaluating damage to structures and property and estimating costs of repair, labor, and materials; 
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surveying services; computer disaster recovery planning; computer service, namely, acting as an application service 
provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for searching and retrieving 
information from databases and computer networks; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information.

Cl.44;Healthcare services and public health care services; medical counselling services; medical treatment and medical 
assistance services; nursing services; health care consultation, examination and analysis services in the field of 
occupational health; health care consultation, examination and analysis services in the field of duration of work-related 
disabilities; health care consultation, examination and analysis services in the field of productivity; health care 
consultation, examination and analysis services in the field of alcohol and drugs related problems and psychiatric 
problems and stress; health care consultation, examination and analysis services all relating to health risk factors in the 
working environment, working patterns, management structures and systems and lifestyle; professional consultancy, 
counselling, assessment and advisory services relating to healthcare consultation; professional consultancy, 
counselling, assessment and advisory services relating to examination and analysis counselling in the field of health 
care; professional consultancy, counselling, assessment and advisory services relating to examination and analysis 
services in the fields of occupational health care; professional consultancy, counselling, assessment and advisory 
services relating to duration of work-related disabilities in the field of occupational health; professional consultancy, 
counselling, assessment and advisory services relating to productivity in the fields of occupational health; professional 
consultancy, counselling, assessment and advisory services relating to alcohol and drugs related problems and 
psychiatric problems and stress; professional consultancy, counselling, assessment and advisory services relating to 
health risk factors in the working environment, working patterns, management structures and systems and lifestyle.

Cl.45;Expert witness services in legal matters in the fields of forensics, accounting, insurance, and fraud; alternative 
dispute resolution services; legal services, namely, litigation services and hearing representation for unemployment 
compensation dispute cases.
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4199604    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469836]
Snatchable Ltd

Maple House, 382 Kenton Road Harrow Middlesex HA3 8DP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application in the field of dating and 
matchmaking; downloadable software in the field of social networking; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile 
application for playing games; software and software applications to enable transmission, access, organization, and 
management of text messaging, instant messaging, web links and images via the Internet and other communications 
networks; computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, streaming, linking, 
sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.35;Online advertising services; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; opinion 
polling.

Cl.38;Email and instant messaging services; chat services; providing access to chat rooms; provision of online chat 
rooms; providing online forums; providing access to online services relating to social networking, social introduction and 
dating; audio, text and video broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks, including 
uploading, posting, displaying and electronically transmitting data, information, audio and video images; providing 
access to an online network service.

Cl.41;Publishing services; entertainment services; providing online games by means of a downloadable mobile 
software application; providing online electronic publications (not downloadable); digital video, audio and multimedia 
entertainment publishing services.

Cl.45;Internet based social networking, introduction and dating services; match making services; online dating, 
friendship, introduction and social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 05/07/2018; Application No. : 017927156 ;European Union 

4200037    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470748]
metaWERK

Fasanenstraße 12 10623 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Development of advertising and marketing concepts; advertising; marketing services; business management; 
operation of businesses [for others]; business project management; marketing studies; conducting of needs analyses 
and commercial utilisation concepts; arranging contacts between buyers and sellers; arranging of contracts for building 
real estate; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; collection of commercial information; 
development of marketing concepts with regard to professional business matters; professional business consulting; 
building contractor services, namely organisational preparation of building projects for others; building promoter 
services, namely professional business preparation of building projects; arranging of contracts for the buying and selling 
of developed and undeveloped land.

Cl.36;Real estate services, namely real estate management, real estate consultancy; real estate agency; real estate 
financing; real estate investment planning, real estate investment; real estate investment advice; capital investment in real 
estate; financial management and trusteeship of real estate; property portfolio management; property fund management; 
real estate fund investment; capital investments with regard to real estate funds; mutual real estate funds; financial 
services for securing of real estate funds; development of real estate investment portfolios being financial services; real 
estate investment services in the nature of purchasing and selling of real estate for others; real property letting and rental 
services for buildings, commercial spaces and offices; rental and leasing of developed and undeveloped properties; 
arranging of shared ownership of real estate.

Cl.37;Building construction; civil engineering construction; advisory services relating to the renovation of property; 
building construction supervision services for building projects; construction of real estate; construction of buildings and 
other structures; repair, renovation, maintenance and restoration of structures; construction on developed and 
undeveloped land; building, construction and demolition; building construction supervision services for building 
projects; building construction supervision; building and construction consultancy.

Cl.42;Building and construction drafting; architecture; preparation of reports relating to technical project studies for 
building projects; technological consultancy with regard to building projects; technical planning and development of 
building projects; engineering and industrial engineering assistance for project management, project development and 
project supervision; technical planning relating to real estate development projects.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 018009212 ;European Union 

4200801    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471066]
OROLIA HOLDING SAS

2405 route des Dolines, Bâtiment Drakkar 2, Sophia-Antipolis F-06560 VALBONNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, research, nautical, marine, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, 
weighing, measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; radio 
apparatus and instruments; telecommunication apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; magnetic data carriers; 
recording discs; optical discs; calculating devices; data processing equipment and computers; computer software; 
computer and computer peripheral devices; computer networking and data communication equipment; electric batteries; 
radio beacons; direction beacons; water distress beacons; beacons, luminous; warning lights (beacons); beacon 
receivers; life buoys; signalling buoys; marking buoys; life belts; life saving apparatus and equipment; safety tarpaulins; 
life jackets; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; maritime rescue apparatus; nautical rescue apparatus and 
instruments; ships logs (electronic); electronic tracking apparatus and instruments; target location apparatus (electric 
and electronic); personnel tracking devices; vehicle tracking apparatus and systems; vehicle control software; vehicle 
control assistance software; instruments for monitoring traffic; traffic control and guidance apparatus (electric); traffic 
management software; map software; Global Positioning System (GPS) apparatus; Global Positioning System (GPS) 
receivers and transmitters; computer software for Global Positioning Systems (GPS); software for GPS navigation; black 
boxes (data recorders); data loggers and recorders; apparatus for recording data; apparatus for recording information; 
digital data recording media; memories for data processing equipment; data terminals; peripheral devices for data 
reproduction; data transmitting apparatus; data storage devices; data storage media; memory devices; apparatus for the 
reproduction of data; data management software; data processing software; data storage programs; database 
synchronization software; big data management software; interface software; monitors (computer programs); server 
software; computer servers; cloud servers; communication servers; networks servers; telecommunications and 
communications networks; data networks; computer networks; networking software; network management software and 
apparatus; network communication equipment; readers (data processing equipment); record playing apparatus and 
instruments; detectors; measuring instruments; measuring devices, electric; precision measuring apparatus; distance, 
time, speed, temperature, images and sound measuring and recording apparatus; timing apparatus; timing sensors; 
timing dials; electronic timing apparatus; automatic timing switches; electronic timing control instruments; timing 
devices for industrial processing apparatus; electrical switch timers; time switches; time control switches; frequency 
synthesizers; frequency counters; frequency diverters; frequency modulators; frequency indicators; frequency 
stabilizers; frequency convertors and transformers; frequency changers; frequency modulation apparatus; high-
frequency switches; regulating apparatus, electric; monitoring apparatus other than for medical purposes; signalling 
apparatus; intercommunication apparatus; devices for wireless radio transmission; radio frequency identification 
devices; satellite communication apparatus; satellite navigational apparatus; satellites; intercommunication satellites; 
satellites for scientific purposes; satellite processors; satellite earth stations; telecommunications base stations; software 
for satellite navigation systems; cases for satellite navigation systems; satellite antennas; receivers, transmitters and 
antennas for satellite broadcasting; aerials; satellite aerials; electric installations for the remote control of industrial 
operations; remote control apparatus; transmitters (telecommunications); satellite transmitters; emergency signal 
transmitters; transmitters for emitting distress signals; transmitters for use in emergency communications; transmitters 
of electronic signals; transponders; transceivers; satellite and radar receivers; radar systems; transmitting and receiving 
apparatus for long-distance transmission; monitors (computer hardware); electric power supply units; switching power 
supply apparatus; remote monitoring apparatus; remote control transmitters; audio interfaces; navigation, guidance, 
tracking, targeting and map making devices; navigational instruments; marine navigation apparatus; navigation software; 
naval signalling apparatus; satellite navigation devices and systems; electronic navigational and positioning apparatus 
and instruments; interactive computer software that provides navigational and travel information; alarms and warning 
equipment; alarm systems; security alarms; security warning apparatus; security control and surveillance apparatus; 
security software; software for network and device security; alarm monitoring systems; alarm signalling receivers and 
transmitters; alarm sensors; alarm central units; electric and electronic security apparatus and instruments; computer 
software for the remote control of security apparatus; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function 
and status of security systems; electronic surveillance apparatus; target surveillance apparatus (satellite); artificial 
intelligence software for surveillance; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; safety monitoring apparatus 
(electric); simulators; simulation software; testing software; electrical test apparatus; testing and quality control devices; 
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electronic testing apparatus for use in the field of telecommunications; electronic measurement sensors; calibration 
devices; telecommunication switches; data switches; amplifiers; signal amplifiers; receiving terminals for signals; 
switchers for routing audio, video and digital signals; signal processors; micro-processors; communication processors; 
data processors; system boards (mother cards); integrated circuits boards; integrated circuit boards; integrated circuit 
cards; integrated circuit modules; integrated circuit chips; emergency and rescue flares; emergency warning lights; fuel 
consumption measuring apparatus; fuel regulating apparatus; sonars; sounding apparatus and machines; marine depth 
finders.

Cl.14;Horological and chronometric instruments; atomic clocks; control clocks (master clocks); oscillators for clocks.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; sales management and administration; stock management 
services; stock control services; commercial management and information; commercial information and advice for 
consumers in the choice of products and services; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods and services; 
arranging of demonstrations for commercial purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; providing commercial information to consumers; providing consumer information relating to goods and 
services; online advertising on a computer network; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; sales promotion; promotion services; promotion of goods and services for others; export 
promotion services; import-export agencies; advisory and consultancy services relating to import-export agencies; 
compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; registration of written communications and 
data; systemization of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
database management services; data processing management; provision of information relating to data processing; 
compilation of statistical data for use in scientific research.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2018; Application No. : 3746729 ;Spain 

4200809    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470037]
BIOIBERICA, S.A.U.

Ctra. Nacional II, Km. 680,6. Pol. Ind. Mas Puigvert E-08389 Palafolls Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; chemicals for preserving foodstuffs; chemical products used for the 
manufacture of drugs; chemical products for use in agriculture; chemical products used for horticulture; chemical 
products used for keeping fresh and preserving foodstuffs; chemical products used for preserving and conserving 
foodstuffs; active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical substances; antioxidants for 
manufacturing food supplements; antioxidants for use in preparing food supplements; proteins for manufacturing food 
supplements; vitamins for the manufacture of food supplements; chemical fertilizers; fertilizers; chemical products used 
in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals products used for the manufacture of insecticides; wetting agents for 
use with agrochemical products.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; food for babies; 
medicinal food supplements; food supplements without a medical purpose; dietetic supplements for humans; dietetic 
foods for medical use; preparations and mineral substances for medical purposes; protein-based food supplements; 
dietary supplements for medical purposes consisting of amino acids; amino acids for medical use; dietary supplements 
consisting of proteins; veterinary products and substances; dietetic substances for veterinary use; nutritional 
supplements; products for destroying vermin, fungicides and herbicides; products for veterinary use specially adapted 
for attracting pets.
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Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 4020190009841 ;Republic of Korea 

4200821    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470205]
L.U.T. Co.,Ltd.

(Yangjae-dong, Daeyang bldg.) 16 ho, 2F, 76 Gangnam-daero 34 gil, Seocho-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags; leather bags and wallets; parasols for golf; umbrellas; all-purpose bags for sports; tote bags; duffel bags; 
messenger bags; backpacks; school bags for teaching purposes; pouches with drawstring; purses; luggage; waist packs; 
wallets; art portfolios [cases]; travelling bags; trunks [luggage]; school bags; cosmetic cases sold empty.

Cl.25;Footwear; clothing; pants; short trousers; shirts; tee-shirts; pullovers; sweat shirts; sweat pants; under 
garments; brassieres for sports; dresses; skirts; sweaters; jackets; coats; socks; sweatbands; mittens; belts; hosiery; 
headbands; vests; hats; hats (with brim); caps (with no brim); visors; bandanas; hoods; jerseys; scarfs; swimsuits; 
pressure-shirts (clothing for sports); pressure-short trousers (clothing for sports); pressure-pants (clothing for sports); 
pressure-leggings (clothing for sports); pressure-jerseys (clothing for sports); pressure-vests (clothing for sports); spike 
football boots; spike football shoes; spike baseball shoes; spike softball shoes; spike golf shoes; spike cricket shoes; 
gloves [clothing]; winter gloves; sportswear for cycle; shoes for cycle; basketball shoes.
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Priority claimed from 19/07/2018; Application No. : 88044888 ;United States of America 

4200823    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470701]
IMMUNOMEDICS, INC.

300 American Road Morris Plains NJ 07950 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing ongoing information to patients and healthcare providers regarding 
cancer care, cancer treatments, cancer diagnosis via workshops, conferences and online training.

Cl.44;Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness services relating to oncology topics (terms 
considered too vague by the international bureau – [rule 13.2.b] of the common regulations); providing health related 
information in the form of recommended educational resources and treatment information.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016230.0/ ;Germany 

4200858    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469973]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.
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4200862    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470285]
Zhejiang Dongzheng Craft Products Co., Ltd.

No. 466 Donggang St. (N), Jindong Economy Development Zone, Jinhua Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cakes of soap; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; grinding preparations; essential oils; cosmetics; 
dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.8;Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; eyelash curlers; needle files; 
borers; engraving needles; tweezers; scissors; daggers; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons].

Cl.10;Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; massage apparatus; galvanic therapeutic appliances; dental 
apparatus and instruments; air cushions for medical purposes; babies' bottles; condoms; artificial breasts; bandages, 
elastic; thread, surgical.

Cl.11;Steam facial apparatus [saunas]; stills; lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; air conditioning installations; 
hair driers [dryers]; faucets for pipes and pipelines; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purification installations; 
radiators, electric.

Cl.20;Mirrors [looking glasses]; bins, not of metal; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; signboards of wood or 
plastics; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; dowels, not of metal; bamboo arts and 
crafts; resin craftwork; cork craftwork.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils; combs; brushes; kitchen utensils; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta 
or glass; tea services [tableware]; toilet utensils; toothbrushes; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; vacuum bottles.

Cl.23;Yarn; sewing thread and yarn; cotton thread and yarn; embroidery thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; 
worsted; thread; cone of thread; threads of plastic materials for textile use; spun wool.

Cl.26;Haberdashery, except thread; needle cases; sewing boxes; elastic ribbons; decorative articles for the hair; 
buttons; false hair; artificial flowers; shoulder pads for clothing; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles 
[haberdashery].
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Priority claimed from 08/07/2018; Application No. : 306881 ;Israel 

4200873    31/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471141]
Netafim Ltd.

10 Derech Hashalom Tel Aviv Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware, sensors, controllers, control units, downloadable computer software, downloadable cloud-
based software and mobile applications, all for programming, controlling, connecting, operating and remotely managing 
irrigation and fertilization devices in crop fields, and for gathering, monitoring, documenting, processing and analysis of 
data regarding crop, soil and weather over time, and for providing real lime and/or offline analysis and recommendations 
for optimal irrigation or fertilization, and for the planning of optimal irrigation or fertilization.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software and non-downloadable cloud-based software, 
and software as a service (SAAS), all for programming, controlling, connecting, operating and remotely managing 
irrigation and fertilization devices in crop fields, and for gathering, monitoring, documenting, processing and analysis of 
data regarding crop, soil and weather over time, and for providing real lime and/or offline analysis and recommendations 
for optimal irrigation or fertilization, and for the planning of optimal irrigation or fertilization; providing technical support 
and troubleshooting services regarding all the aforementioned services.
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4201585    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469816]
Flexfab Horizons International, Inc.

102 Cook Road Hastings MI 49508 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ventilation ducts, heating ducts, air conditioning ducts, and air ducts.

Cl.17;Hose, coolant, and heater hose, flexible connectors, fire sleeving for hose, and sleeving for hose (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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4201608    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469989]
BASHAR ALHERAKI

Basaksehir Mahallesi Kanuni, Sultan Süleyman Caddesi Birikim, Apt. Sitesi 136 Blok No:1D:11, Basaksehir Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; design for advertising; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of statistics; 
rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; commercial 
consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export agencies; 
temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods, namely, chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, manures and 
soils; unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics, fire extinguishing compositions, adhesives not for medical, 
household and stationery purposes, paints, varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preservatives against 
deterioration of wood, thinners and binders for paints, pigments, preservatives for metals, shoe dyes, printing dyes and 
ink, toners (including filled toner cartridges), colorants for food, pharmaceuticals and beverages, raw natural resins, 
metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, bleaching and cleaning preparations, 
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detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes, laundry bleach, fabric softeners for 
laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher detergents, perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, fragrances, deodorants for 
personal use and animals, soaps, dental care preparations: dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth whitening preparations, 
mouth washes, not for medical purposes, abrasive preparations, emery cloth, sandpaper, pumice stone, abrasive pastes, 
polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, polishes and creams for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, wax for 
polishing, industrial oils and greases, cutting fluids, dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, solid fuels, coal, 
firewood, liquid and gas fuels, petrol, diesel oil, liquified petroleum gas, natural gas, fuel oil and their non-chemical 
additives, candles, wicks, semi-finished wax, wax and paraffin for lighting purposes, electrical energy, dietary 
supplements for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes, dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, medical 
preparations for slimming purposes, food for babies, herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; dental 
preparations and articles: teeth filling material, dental impression material, dental adhesives and material for repairing 
teeth; sanitary preparations for medical use; hygienic pads, hygienic tampons, plasters, materials for dressings, diapers 
made of paper and textiles for babies, adults and pets, preparations for destroying vermin, herbicides, fungicides, 
preparations for destroying rodents, deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals, air purifying preparations, 
air deodorising preparations, disinfectants, antiseptics, detergents for medical purposes, medicated soaps, disinfectant 
soaps, antibacterial hand lotions, ores of non precious metal; common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products 
made of these materials, irons for construction, mats and stirrups of common metals for buildings, common metals in the 
form of plate, billet, stick, profile, sheet and sheeting, goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, 
packaging and sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for 
building, poles of metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, 
guard barriers of metal, metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, 
ladders of metal, goods of common metal for filtering and sifting purposes, doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their 
cases and fittings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal, ironmongery, small hardware of metal, screws of 
metal, nails, bolts of metal, nuts of metal, pegs of metal, flakes of metal, pitons of metal, metal chains, furniture casters of 
metal, fittings of metal for furniture, industrial metal wheels, door handles of metal, window handles of metal, hinges of 
metal, metal latches, metal locks, metal keys for locks, metal rings, metal pulleys, ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, 
pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity 
and air conditioning installations, metal panels or boards (non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for signalling, route 
showing, publicity purposes, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, signaling panels of metal, non-
luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal; pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of 
metal and their metal fittings, valves of metal, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for 
pipes, connectors of metal for pipes; safes (strong boxes) of metal, metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, 
railway switches, bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors; metal moulds for casting, 
other than machine parts; works of art made of common metals or their alloys, trophies of common metal, metal closures, 
bottle caps of metal, metal poles, metal pillars, scaffoling of metal, metal stakes, metal towers, metal pallets and metal 
ropes for lifting, loading and transportation purposes, metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting 
and load- carrying, wheel chocks made primarily of metal, metal profile laths for vehicles for the purposes of decoration; 
machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and minerals, 3D 
printers, construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction: bulldozers, diggers 
(machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, road 
sweeping machines, lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, loading 
and transmission purposes: elevators, escalators and cranes, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in 
agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, vegetables 
and food, machines for preparing and processing beverages; engines and motors, other than for land vehicles, parts and 
fittings therefor: hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for vehicles, brake linings 
for engines, crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, gearboxes, cylinders for engines, pistons for engines, 
turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel fillers for land vehicle engines, exhausts for 
land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine cylinder 
heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion apparatus for land 
vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle engines, pumps for land vehicle 
engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for land vehicle engines, sparking 
plugs for land vehicle engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings, machines for mounting and detaching 
tires; alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar energy, painting 
machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and guns, electric 
adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, electric hand drills, 
electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, compressors (machines), 
vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electric and gas-
operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric soldering apparatus, electric arc cutting apparatus, 
electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions; printing machines; 
packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting machines, industrial robots 
(machines) with the abovementioned functions, electric packing machines for plugging and sealing of plastics, machines 
for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions; pumps other 
than parts of machines or engines, fuel dispensing pumps for service stations, self-regulating fuel pumps; electric kitchen 
machines for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing, and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing 
machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, 
vacuum cleaners and parts thereof; automatic vending machines; galvanizing and electroplating machines; electric door 
openers and closers; gaskets for engines and motors, forks, spoons, knives and non-electric cutlers, slicers, peelers for 
kitchen use, including those made of precious metals; side arms and blades (weapons); tools and apparatus for personal 
beauty care use: tools and apparatus for shaving, epilation, manicure and pedicure, electric hand implements for 
straightening and curling hair, scissors; hand-operated [non-electric] hand tools for the repair of machines, apparatus 
and vehicles and for use in construction, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, none of them being power tools; electric or 
non-electric irons, steam irons, handles for hand-operated hand tools; measurement apparatus and equipment including 
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those for scientific, nautical, topographic, meteorologic, industrial and laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for 
medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, hygrometers, testing apparatus not for medical purposes, 
telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed indicators, laboratory apparatus, microscopes, magnifying 
glasses, stills, binoculars, ovens and furnaces for laboratory experiments, apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, television apparatus, video recorders, CD and DVD 
players and recorders, MP3 players, computers, desktop computers, tablet computers, wearable technological devices 
(smart watches, wristbands, head-mounted devices) microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications 
apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images, computer peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell 
phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, scanners [data processing equipment], photocopiers, magnetic and 
optic data carriers and computer software and programmes recorded thereto, downloadable and recordable electronic 
publications, encoded magnetic and optic cards, movies, tv series and video music clips recorded on magnetic, optical 
and electronic media, antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods, ticket 
dispensers, automatic teller machines (ATM), electronic components used in the electronic parts of machines and 
apparatus, semi-conductors, electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips [integrated circuits], diodes, transistors 
[electronic], magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, electronic locks, photocells, remote control apparatus for opening 
and closing doors, optical sensors; counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption, 
automatic time switches; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, safety vests and life- saving 
apparatus and equipment; eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and components thereof, 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, electric plugs, junction 
boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical circuit 
boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers [electricity], electrical adapters, battery chargers, electric door 
bells, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric accumulators, solar panels for production of electricity, [heating], 
steam, gas and fog generators, steam boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene alarms and anti-theft alarms, other 
than for vehicles, electric bells; signalling apparatus and instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use, fire 
extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire hose and fire hose nozzles; radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and 
instruments, decorative magnets; metronomes surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, 
furniture especially made for medical purposes; artificial limbs and prostheses; medical orthopaedic articles: corsets for 
medical purposes, orthopaedic shoes, elastic bandages and supportive bandages; surgical gowns and surgical sterile 
sheets; adult sexual aids, condoms, babies' bottles, babies' pacifiers, teats, teethers for babies, bracelets and rings for 
medical purposes, anti-rheumatism bracelets, anti-rheumatism rings; lighting installations, lights for vehicles and interior-
exterior spaces; heating installations using solid, liquid or gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for 
heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal 
collectors generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators, installations for air-conditioning and ventilating; cooling 
installations and freezers, electric and gas-powered devices, installations and apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling: 
cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers, hair driers, hand drying 
apparatus; sanitary installations, taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets [water-closets], shower and bathing cubicles, 
bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations], washers for water taps, stuffings (tap 
valves), water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water purification installations, waste water purification 
installations; electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use, electric pillow warmers, electric or non-
electric footwarmers, hot water bottles, electrically heated socks; filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus; 
industrial type installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes; pasteurizers and sterilizers; motor land vehicles, 
motorcycles, mopeds, engines and motors for land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles, transmissions, transmission belts 
and transmission chains for land vehicles, gearing for land vehicles, brakes, brake discs and brake linings for land 
vehicles, vehicle chassis, automobile bonnets, vehicle suspension springs, shock absorbers for automobiles, gearboxes 
for land vehicles, steering wheels for vehicles, rims for vehicle wheels; bicycles and their bodies, handlebars and 
mudguards for bicycles, vehicle bodies, tipping bodies for trucks, trailers for tractors, frigorific bodies for land vehicles, 
trailer hitches for vehicles; vehicle seats, head-rests for vehicle seals, safety seats for children, for vehicles, seat covers 
for vehicles, vehicle covers (shaped), sun-blinds adapted for vehicles; direction signals and arms for direction signals for 
vehicles, windscreen wipers and wiper arms for vehicles; inner and outer tires for vehicle wheels, tubeless tires, tire-
fixing sets comprised of tire patches and tire valves for vehicles, windows for vehicles, safety windows for vehicles, 
rearview mirrors and wing mirrors for vehicles; anti-skid chains for vehicles, luggage carriers for vehicles, bicycle and ski 
carriers for cars, saddles for bicycles or motorcycles; air pumps for vehicles, for inflating tires; anti-theft alarms for 
vehicles, horns for vehicles; safety belts for vehicle seats, air bags (safety devices for automobiles), baby carriages, 
wheelchairs, pushchairs, wheelbarrows, shopping carts, single or multi-wheeled wheelbarrows, shopping trolleys, 
grocery carts, handling carts, rail vehicles: locomotives, trains, trams, waggons, cable cars, chairlifts, vehicles for 
locomotion by water and their parts, other than their motors and engines, vehicles for locomotion by air and their parts, 
other than their motors and engines; firearms, air pistols (weapons), spring-loaded firearms, adapted cases and shoulder 
straps therefor, heavy weapons, mortars and rockets; fireworks, sprays for personal defence purposes, jewellery, 
imitation jewellery, gold, precious stones and jewellery made thereof, cufflinks, tie pins, statuettes and figurines of 
precious metal; clocks, watches and chronometrical instruments, chronometers and their parts, watch straps; trophies 
made of precious metal; rosaries; musical instruments and cases for musical instruments, paper and cardboard, paper 
and cardboard for packaging and wrapping purposes, cardboard boxes, paper towels, toilet paper, paper napkins, plastic 
materials for packaging and wrapping purposes; printing blocks and typesp bookbinding material; printed publications, 
printed matter, books, magazines, newspapers, bill books, printed dispatch notes, printed vouchers, calendars, posters, 
photographs [printed], paintings, stickers [stationery], postage stamps; stationery, office stationery, instructional and 
teaching material [except furniture and apparatus], writing and drawing implements, artists' materials, paper products for 
stationery purposes, adhesives for stationery purposes, pens, pencils, erasers, adhesive tapes for stationery purposes, 
cardboard cartons [artists' materials], writing paper, copying paper, paper rolls for cash registers, drawing materials, 
chalkboards, painting pencils, watercolors [paintings], office requisites, paint rollers and paintbrushes for painting; 
rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and semi- finished synthetic goods made from these materials in the form of 
powder, bars, panels and foils, insulation, stopping and sealing materials: insulation paints, insulation fabrics, insulating 
tape and band, insulation covers for industrial machinery, joint sealant compounds for joints, gaskets, o-rings for sealing 
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purposes (other than gaskets for motors, cylinders and washer for water taps), flexible pipes made from rubber and 
plastic, hoses made of plastic and rubber, including those used for vehicles, junctions for pipes of plastic and rubber, 
pipe jackets of plastic and rubber, hoses of textile material, junctions for pipes, not of metal, pipe jackets, not of metal, 
connecting hose for vehicle radiators, profile laths made of synthetic materials for vehicles for the purposes of 
decoration; unworked or semi-worked leather and animal skins, imitations of leather, stout leather, leather used for 
linings; goods made of leather, imitations of leather or other materials, designed for carrying items, bags, wallets, boxes 
and trunks made of leather or stout leather, keycases, trunks [luggage], suitcases, umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas, 
walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, stirrups, straps of leather (saddlery); sand, gravel, crushed stone, asphalt, 
bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for construction, building materials (as finished products) 
made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' clay, stone, marble, wood, plastics and synthetic materials for building, 
construction, road construction purposes, non- metallic buildings, non-metallic building materials, poles not of metal for 
power lines, barriers not of metal, natural and synthetic coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being building 
materials, bitumen cardboard coatings for roofing, bitumen coating for roofing, doors and windows of wood and synthetic 
materials, traffic signs not of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical, for roads; monuments and statuettes of stone, 
concrete and marble; building glass; prefabricated swimming pools not of metal (structures), aquarium sand, furniture, 
made of any kind of material, mattresses, pillows, air mattresses and cushions, not for medical purposes, water beds, 
mirrors, beehives, artificial honeycombs and sections of wood for honeycombs, bouncing chairs for babies, playpens for 
babies, cradles, infant walkers; display boards, frames for pictures and paintings, identification plates, identification tags, 
nameplates, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials; packaging containers of wood or plastics, casks 
for use in transportation or storage, barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, transportation containers, 
chests, loading pallets and closures for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics, small hardware goods of wood or 
synthetic materials, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, opening and closing mechanisms of wood or 
synthetic materials; ornaments and decorative goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, 
shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum, beeswax, plastic or plaster namely figurines, holiday ornaments for walls, 
sculptures, trophies, baskets, fishing baskets; kennels, nesting boxes and beds for household pets; portable ladders and 
mobile boarding stairs of wood or synthetic materials; bamboo curtains, roller indoor blinds [for interiors], slatted indoor 
blinds, strip curtains, bead curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain tie-backs, curtain rods; non-metal 
wheel chocks; hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, other than paintbrushes, steel 
chips for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, 
non-electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops; toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, 
dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs; non-electric household or kitchen utensils, [other than forks, knives, 
spoons], services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-electric cooking utensils; 
ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying racks for washing, clothes drying hangers; cages for household pets, 
indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums for animals and plant cultivation; ornaments and decorative goods of 
glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay namely statues, figurines, vases and trophies; mouse traps, insect traps, electric 
devices for attracting and killing flies and insects, fly catchers, fly swatters; perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume 
vaporizers, electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, powder puffs, toilet cases nozzles for sprinkler hose, 
nozzles for watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans, unworked or semi-worked glass, except building 
glass, mosaics of glass and powdered glass for decoration, except for building, glass wool other than for insulation or 
textile use; ropes, strings, rope ladders, hammocks, fishing nets; tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, vehicle covers, not 
fitted, bags of textile, for packaging, padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool 
and cotton, textile fibers, raw spun fiber, glass fibers for textile use; yams and threads for textile use, threads and yarns 
for sewing, embroidery and knitting, thread, elastic yarns and threads for textile use, woven or non-woven textile fabrics, 
textile goods for household use, curtains, bed covers, sheets (textile), pillowcases, blankets, quilts, towels; flags, 
pennants, labels of textile; swaddling blankets, sleeping bags for camping, clothing, including underwear and 
outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, mufflers [clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts 
[clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats, caps with visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps; laces 
and embroidery, guipures, festoons, ribbons (haberdashery), ribbons and braid, fastening tapes for clothing, cords for 
clothing, letters and numerals for marking linen, embroidered emblems, badges for wear, not of precious metal, shoulder 
pads for clothing; buttons for clothing, fasteners for clothing, eyelets for clothing, zippers, buckles for shoes and belts, 
fasteners, shoe and belt buckles, pins, other than jewellery, adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles, laces, 
needles, sewing needles, needles for sewing machines, needles for knitting and embroidery, boxes for needles, needle 
cushions; artificial flowers, artificial fruits; hair pins, hair buckles, hair bands, decorative articles for the hair, not made of 
precious metal, wigs, hair extensions, electric or non-electric hair curlers, other than hand implements; carpets, rugs, 
mats; prayer rugs; linoleum, artificial turf, linoleum for covering floors, gymnasium mats, wallpaper, wall hangings not of 
textile; games and toys; arcade video game machines, game apparatus and machines for use with an external display 
screen and monitor, including those coin-operated, toys for animals; toys for outdoor playgrounds, parks and game 
parks; gymnastic and sporting articles, fishing tackle, artificial fishing bait, decoys for hunting and fishing; Christmas 
trees of artificial material, ornaments for Christmas trees, artificial snow for Christmas trees, rattles (playthings), novelties 
for parties, dances (party favors), paper party hats; meat, fish, poultry and game, processed meat products; dried pulses; 
soups, bouillon; processed olives, olive paste; milks of animal origin, milks of herbal origin, milk products, butter; edible 
oils; dried, preserved, frozen, cooked, smoked or salted fruits and vegetables, tomato paste; prepared nuts and dried 
fruits as snacks; hazelnut spreads and peanut butter, tahini (sesame seed paste), eggs and powdered eggs; potato chips; 
coffee, cocoa, coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages; pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles; pastries 
and bakery products based on flour, desserts based on flour and chocolate, bread, simit [Turkish ring-shaped bagel 
covered with sesame seeds], pogaça [Turkish bagel], pita, sandwiches, katmer [Turkish pastry], pies, cakes, baklava 
[Turkish dessert based on dough coated with syrup], kadayif [Turkish dessert based on dough], desserts based on dough 
coated with syrup, puddings, custard, kazandibi [Turkish pudding], rice pudding, keskül [Turkish pudding]; honey, bee 
glue for human consumption, propolis for food purposes; condiments for foodstuff, vanilla (flavoring), spices, sauces 
(condiments), tomato sauce; yeast, baking powder, flour, semolina, starch for food, sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar; 
tea, ice tea, confectionery, chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers; chewing gums; ice-cream, edible ices; salt; cereal-based 
snack food, popcorn, crushed oats, corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, crushed 
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barley for human consumption, processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for human consumption, rice; 
molasses for food; agricultural and horticultural products, seeds; forestry products, live animals, fertilized eggs for 
hatching; plants, dried plants for decoration, fresh garden herbs, dried garden herbs for decoration, animal foodstuffs; 
malt not for human consumption; underlays for pets, cat litters; beers, preparations for making beer; mineral water, 
spring water, table water, soda water, fruit and vegetable juices, fruit and vegetable concentrates and extracts for making 
beverages, non- alcoholic soft drinks, energy drinks, protein-enriched sports beverages; alcoholic beverages (except 
beers), wines, raki [traditional Turkish alcoholic drink], whisky, liqueurs, alcoholic cocktails; tobacco, chewing tobacco, 
cigarettes, cigars; smokers' articles including those made of precious metals: pipes, mouthpieces for cigars and 
cigarettes, ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette paper, tobacco pipes, firestones, 
lighters for smokers, electronic cigarettes and their cartridges; matches; enabling customers to conveniently view and 
purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media 
or through mail order catalogues.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial and monetary affair; real estate brokers; real estate brokers, real estate agencies 
and real estate management; customs brokerage services.
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Priority claimed from 29/11/2018; Application No. : 2018/108665 ;Turkey 

4201795    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470682]
Aksa Akrilik Kimya Sanayii Anonim Sirketi

Denizcali koyu Karamursel yolu 13.km Taskopru 115 Yalova Merkez Yalova Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, thopographic, meteorologic, 
industrial and laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, 
hygrometers, testing apparatus not for medical purposes, telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed 
indicators, laboratory apparatus, microscopes, magnifying glasses, stills, ovens and furnaces for laboratory experiments, 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, television 
apparatus, video recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, MP3 players, computers, desktop computers, tablet 
computers, wearable technological devices (smart watches, wristbands, head-mounted cameras), microphones, 
loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images, computer 
peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, scanners [data 
processing equipment], photocopiers, magnetic and optic data carriers and computer software and programmes recorded 
thereto, downloadable and recordable electronic publications, encoded magnetic and optic cards, movies, tv series and 
video music clips recorded on magnetic, optical and electronic media, antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for 
antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods, ticket dispensers, automatic teller machines (ATM), electronic components 
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used in the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips 
[integrated circuits], diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, electronic locks, 
photocells, remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical sensors, counters and quantity indicators for 
measuring the quantity of consumption, automatic time switches, clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation 
and fire, safety vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment, eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, 
containers, parts and components thereof, apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or 
controlling electricity, electric plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting 
ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers [electricity], 
electrical adapters, battery chargers, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric accumulators, alarms and anti-theft 
alarms, other than for vehicles, electric bells, signalling apparatus and instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for 
traffic use, fire extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire hose and fire hose nozzles, radar apparatus, sonars, night vision 
apparatus and instruments, decorative magnets, metronomes.

Cl.22;Ropes, strings, rope ladders, hammocks, fishing nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, vehicle covers, not fitted, 
bags of textile, for packaging, padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and 
cotton, textile fibers, raw spun fiber, glass fibers for textile use.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use, threads and yarns for sewing, embroidery and knitting, thread, elastic yarns and 
threads for textile use.

Cl.24;Woven or non-woven textile fabrics; textile goods for household use, not included in other classes; curtains, bed 
covers, sheets (textile), pillowcases, blankets, quilts, towels; flags, pennants, labels of textile; swaddling blankets, 
sleeping bags for camping.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats; prayer rugs; linoleum, artificial turf, linoleum for covering floors; gymnasium mats; 
wallpaper, wall hangings not of textile.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016226.2/ ;Germany 

4201801    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469986]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.
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4201820    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470775]
Zhejiang Dongzheng Craft Products Co., Ltd.

No. 466 Donggang St. (N), Jindong Economy Development Zone, Jinhua Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cakes of soap; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; grinding preparations; essential oils; cosmetics; 
dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.8;Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; eyelash curlers; needle files; 
borers; engraving needles; tweezers; scissors; daggers; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons].

Cl.10;Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; massage apparatus; galvanic therapeutic appliances; dental 
apparatus and instruments; air cushions for medical purposes; babies' bottles; condoms; artificial breasts; bandages, 
elastic; thread, surgical.

Cl.11;Steam facial apparatus [saunas]; stills; lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; air conditioning installations; 
hair driers [dryers]; faucets for pipes and pipelines; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purification installations; 
radiators, electric.

Cl.20;Mirrors [looking glasses]; bins, not of metal; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; signboards of wood or 
plastics; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; dowels, not of metal; bamboo arts and 
crafts; resin craftwork; cork craftwork.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils; combs; brushes; kitchen utensils; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta 
or glass; tea services [tableware]; toilet utensils; toothbrushes; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; vacuum bottles.

Cl.23;Yarn; sewing thread and yarn; cotton thread and yarn; embroidery thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; 
worsted; thread; cone of thread; threads of plastic materials for textile use; spun wool.

Cl.26;Haberdashery, except thread; needle cases; sewing boxes; elastic ribbons; decorative articles for the hair; 
buttons; false hair; artificial flowers; shoulder pads for clothing; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles 
[haberdashery].
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 88087413 ;United States of America 

4201965    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469769]
block.one

PO Box 309, Ugland House KY1-1104 Grand Cayman

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Providing asset trading services for cryptocurrencies, blockchain tokens, and other digital assets via an Internet 
platform.

Cl.42;Providing software in the nature of a trading platform for trading of cryptocurrencies, blockchain tokens, and 
other digital assets; none of the foregoing relating to computer operating programs for routers and switches or 
management of networks.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2018; Application No. : 724586 ;Switzerland 

4201978    04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470098]
Peka-Metall AG

Luzernerstrasse 20 CH-6295 Mosen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Spare parts and framing parts of metal for cabinets and furniture; fittings of metal for furniture; guard rails; guiding 
devices, mainly of metal, for furniture and cabinets, drawers and shelves; wire cloth; grilles of metal; bars for metal 
railings; baskets of metal for cupboards and furniture; hooks of metal for clothes rails.

Cl.16;File trays (office requisites); desk baskets for desk accessories; stationery storage units for offices; containers 
for desk accessories; desk sets; office file cabinets; desktop document holders.

Cl.20;Furniture; cupboards; sideboards; drawers; partition and separation devices not of metal as parts of shelves and 
drawers for furniture; furniture fittings not of metal; bolts, not of metal; rivets, not of metal; shelves for storage; non-metal 
storage racks for foodstuffs, beverages and household utensils; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; coat racks; 
bookcases (furniture); bookcase shelves; racks (furniture); metal racks; racks (furniture); non-metal shelf brackets; shoe 
racks; desks; computer keyboard trays; shelves of metal for cabinets and furniture; sheet metal shelves for cabinets and 
furniture; partition and separation devices of metal as parts of shelves and drawers for furniture; metal storage racks for 
foodstuffs, beverages and household utensils.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016225.4/ ;Germany 

4201997    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470527]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.
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4202004    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469995]
Expert Fibres AS

Nautebakken 5 N-3770 Kragerø Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Natural dyes made from plants.

Cl.22;Textile fibres with natural dyes made from plants.
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4202018    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470885]
Theia Group, Incorporated

1600 Market Street, Ste. 1320 Philadelphia PA 19103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Satellite hardware, namely, computer hardware, satellite receivers, satellite dishes, satellite transceivers, electronic 
data sensors, remote sensors for use in measuring and monitoring activity taking place on, above and below the earth's 
surface, and associated software for controlling the aforementioned hardware for collecting, processing, analyzing and 
reporting data, and backhauling data from another orbiting constellation of satellites, which replaces some or all of the 
need for the constellation satellites to downlink directly to earth on their own; modules, namely, computer memory, and 
integrated circuit modules for backhauling data from another orbiting constellation of satellites, where the 
aforementioned replaces some or all of the need for the constellation satellites to downlink directly to earth on their own.

Cl.42;Remote electronic monitoring via operation and use of satellite equipment using computers and sensors for the 
analysis of data via visible and non- visible electromagnetic wavelengths, such that materially all of the available 
wavelengths and/or spectrum necessary to perform subsequent analytics tasks are obtained at once, and/or at a rate 
faster than the underlying activity rate of the industry, activity or process being observed; spectral analysis of data via 
visible and non-visible electromagnetic wavelengths and data analysis for commercial, agricultural, geologic, energy and 
industrial fields, and for monitoring and identifying and differentiating activity, objects and/or living beings, taking place 
on, above and/or below the earth's surface, especially where the quality of the analytics are sufficient to replace human 
decision making.
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4202064    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470751]
H & M Hennes & Mauritz AB

Mäster Samuelsgatan 46A SE-111 57 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Candles; perfumed candles; Christmas tree decorations for illumination [candles]; industrial greases; petrol; 
illuminating grease; fuel; industrial wax; illuminating wax; dust removing preparations; electrical energy.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs; 
sponges; brushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except 
building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware; storage jars; cooking utensils, non-electric; thermally insulated 
containers for food and beverages; hair brushes; toothbrushes; toothbrush holders; toothbrush cases; trivet; vases; 
watering cans; dinnerware; plates; paper plates; napkin holders; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; figurines 
and works of art made of glass, earthenware or porcelain; toilet cases; dishwashing brushes; dish cloths; serving 
platters; gardening gloves; laundry bins; candlesticks; liquid soap holders; soap dispensers; cookie cutters; wastepaper 
baskets; tea pots; soap dishes; bowls [basins]; disposable dinnerware, namely plates and bowls; mugs; salt shakers; 
pepper grinders; pot holders; candle holders; containers for household or kitchen use; plastic storage containers for 
domestic use; glass vials (receptacles); ceramics for household purposes; drinking vessels; tea services (tableware); 
coffee services (tableware); toilet utensils; perfume burners; dental floss; heat insulated containers; cleaning 
instruments, hand-operated; steel wool for cleaning; crystal (glassware); cages for household pets; indoor aquaria; fly 
swatters; brushes; brushes for personal hygiene; make-up brushes; brushes for household purposes; cosmetic utensils; 
containers for cosmetics; applicators for cosmetics; racks for cosmetics; hand tools for the application of cosmetics.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing and promotional services; business analysis services; business research services and 
business information services; business management; retail services related to cosmetics and toiletry preparations, 
perfumery, essential oils, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations, soaps, hair care preparations, toothpaste, nail polish, toiletries, after-shave preparations, facial 
masks, face creams, facial washes, baby oils, bath gel, bath salts, bath preparations, cosmetic cotton balls, cotton sticks 
for cosmetic purposes, eyebrow pencils, eyeliner, hair dyes, false nails, cosmetic wipes, styling gels for the hair, hair 
styling waxes, hand creams, skin care preparations, mouth washes, mouth sprays, body creams, body scrub, powder, lip 
pomades, lip balm, lip gloss, lip liners, lipstick, false eyelashes, mascara, eyelid shadow, scented body spray, hair care 
preparations and treatments, rouges, sunscreen preparations, make up foundations, shower gel, incense, deodorants, air 
fragrancing preparations, shampoo, hair conditioners, air fragrance reed diffusers, scented room sprays, potpourris 
[fragrances], candles, perfumed candles, Christmas tree decorations for illumination [candles], electronic publications, 
downloadable mobile phone applications, selfie sticks, cases adapted for mobile phones, mobile telephone covers, 
chargers for mobile phones, auxiliary speakers for mobile phones, headphones, loudspeakers, eyeglass frames, ski 
goggles, swim goggles, cases for sunglasses, sunglasses, sleeves for laptops, bags adapted for laptops, bags for 
carrying photographic apparatus, eyeglasses, eyeglass cords, eyeglass chains, eyeglass cases, rulers [measuring 
instruments], power packs [batteries], decorative magnets, jewellery, charms [jewellery] of common metals, paste 
jewellery, ornamental pins, diadems, rings [jewellery], ankle bracelets, bracelets, necklaces, chains [jewellery], tie pins, 
clocks, cufflinks, key rings, earrings, jewellery boxes and watch boxes, brooches [jewellery], key chains as jewellery, 
jewellery boxes, jewellery cases (caskets), ornaments (jewellery), paper and cardboard, printed matter, photographs, 
stationery and office requisites, except furniture, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, drawing materials and 
materials for artists, paintbrushes, packaging materials made of cardboard, posters, face towels of paper, books, 
decorative paper centerpieces, table napkins of paper, decoration and art materials and media, staplers, paperweights, 
figures made of paper, works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, and architectural models, charts, cardboard 
boxes, handkerchiefs of paper, mail order catalogues, paper and plastic bags for packaging, paper, cardboard and plastic 
for wrapping and storage, wrapping paper, pens, pen holders, periodicals, printed publications, magazines (periodicals), 
brochures, newsletters, pencil boxes, pen cases, paper boxes, art prints on canvas, Christmas cards, birthday cards, 
correspondence cards, table linen of paper, towels of paper, tissues of paper for removing make-up, tablemats of paper, 
cardboard articles, catalogues, pictures, figurines (statuettes) of papier mâché, packing paper, boxes of cardboard, 
drawing materials, luggage and carrying bags, umbrellas and parasols, clothing for animals, travelling bags, wallets, 
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handbags, evening handbags, work bags, shoulder bags, canvas bags, shopping bags, cases for toiletries, hand bags, 
animal carriers, card wallets, cosmetic purses, courier bags, leather laces, fanny packs, briefcases, rucksacks, athletics 
bags, key wallets, vanity cases, not fitted, credit card holders, gut for making sausages, purses, trunks (luggage), card 
cases (notecases), household or kitchen utensils and containers, cookware and tableware, combs and sponges, brushes, 
except paintbrushes, articles for cleaning purposes, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, storage jars, cooking utensils, 
non-electric, food and beverage containers, combs, sponges, hair brushes, toothbrushes, toothbrush holders, toothbrush 
cases, trivet, vases, watering cans, dinnerware, plates, paper plates, napkin holders, figurines and work of arts of glass, 
earthenware or porcelain, toilet cases, dishwashing brushes, dish cloths, serving platters, laundry bins, candlesticks, 
soap dispensers, cookie cutters, wastepaper baskets, tea pots, soap dishes, bowls, mugs, salt shakers, pepper grinders, 
pot holders, plastic storage containers for domestic use, containers for household or kitchen use, drinking vessels, tea 
services, coffee services, toilet utensils, dental floss, hand-operated cleaning instruments, brushes, make-up brushes, 
brushes for household purposes, cosmetic utensils, clothing, footwear, headgear, suits, bathing drawers, swimsuits, bath 
robes, bikinis, belts, shower caps, sleepmasks, ready-made clothing, waterproof clothing, layettes (clothing), lamps, 
standard lights, mats, yoga mats, flowers, artificial flowers, scissors, chocolate, coffee, tea, spices, furniture, pillows, 
storage drawers, magazine racks, frames, chair pads, clothes hangers, hampers (baskets), mirrors, works of art of wood, 
wax, plaster or plastic, clothes hooks, cushions, boxes of wood or plastic, storage tins, laundry baskets, boxes of glass, 
pots, vases, decanters, mugs, glasses [drinking vessels], glassware for household purposes, decorative china, toilet 
cases, carving boards, salt and pepper shakers, bread baskets for household purposes, sheets [textile], textile 
tablecloths, hand towels, tablemats of textile, shower curtains of textile or plastic, textiles and textile goods, textile 
material, bed clothes, blankets, sheets, pillow cases, duvet covers, bed covers, bed skirts, curtains of textile or plastic, 
household textile articles, games, toys and playthings, video game apparatus, gymnastic and sporting articles, 
decorations for Christmas trees, sporting equipment, lace and embroidery, hair decorations, accessories for apparel, 
sewing articles and decorative textile articles, hair bands, slides (hair grips), badges for wear, novelty buttons, ornamental 
novelty pins, tassels (fringes); marketing services namely marketing analysis and marketing research; promoting the sale 
of goods and services of others through distribution of printed material and promotional contests; sales promotion for 
others; marketing; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
commercial purposes; business management assistance; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for 
businesses; computerized file management; accounting; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; rental of sales 
stands; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 88024085 ;United States of America 

4202067    02/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469999]
Eco Product Group LLC

Suite 455, 5700 Corporate Drive Pittsburgh PA 15237 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Hand towels containing silver.

Cl.28;Manually-operated exercise equipment containing silver for physical fitness purposes.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2018; Application No. : 4467884 ;France 

4202600    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470463]
ELEGANCE GROUPE

47 rue de l'hôtel des Postes F-06000 Nice France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumes; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing products; 
lipstick; beauty masks; shaving products; cosmetic creams; sunblock creams; glitter for cosmetic purposes; make-up 
powder; makeup removing products; make-up products for the face and body; eye make-up products; temporary tattoos 
for cosmetic use; cosmetic preparations for baths; gels for cosmetic use; cakes of toilet soap; beauty soap; cosmetic 
soaps; toilet soaps; deodorants for personal use; nail cosmetics; body creams for cosmetic use; cosmetic face creams; 
hand creams; nail creams; cosmetic oils; essential oils for cosmetic purposes; facial cleansers; false nails; sunscreen 
products; nail care products; nail polish; hair conditioners; hair colorants; hair care creams; hair styling gels; hair sprays; 
hair lotions; shampoos; depilatory wax.

Cl.35;Business management and organization consultancy; business management and organization advice for beauty 
schools, medical beauty and care centers and spas; commercial administration; company administration and 
management; business management assistance; business assistance in the management of beauty schools, medical 
beauty and care centers and spas; commercial or industrial company management assistance; assistance in commercial 
management in the framework of franchise agreements; organizational management of spas, beauty treatment and 
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medicine centers (commercial management); commercial management and administration of spas and beauty treatment 
and medicine centers; commercial business management; business risk assessment services; advisory and consultancy 
services relating to business; retail and wholesale services in relation to massage apparatus, perfumes, essential oils, 
cosmetics, sauna apparatus, whirlpool bath fittings, waterwhirling apparatus, facial sauna apparatus, whirlpool baths, 
portable cabins for Turkish baths, sauna installations, facial saunas, spas [whirlpool baths], facial steamers [saunas], 
steam baths, saunas and spas, sports articles and equipment, gymnastics apparatus, gymnastics and sports articles, 
physical exercise and gymnastics benches, physical exercise bars, manually operated exercise equipment, machines for 
physical exercise.

Cl.37;Advisory services relating to the installation of plumbing hardware; construction of saunas; repair or 
maintenance of machines and apparatus for beauty salons.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; vocational retraining; academies [education]; 
training courses in the field of beauty; teaching; provision of online training; organization of educational conferences; 
organization of training sessions; teaching services; beauty school services; training services in the field of beauty and 
esthetics; training services relating to beauty care.

Cl.42;Interior design; design of decorations for care centers and spas; interior decoration advice; design of interior 
decor; interior design for care centers and spas; design of care centers and spas; architectural services for designing 
care centers and spas; decorative design services for medical beauty and care centers and spas; interior design services 
for medical beauty and care centers and spas.

Cl.44;Medical services; skin care services (beauty and sanitary care); plastic surgery; alternative medicine services; 
beauty salon services; hairdressing salon services; hair styling; depilatory waxing; rental of sanitation facilities; provision 
of information concerning Turkish bath facilities; provision of information relating to beauty salon services; provision of 
sauna facilities; cosmetic services [beauty care]; body art services (tattooing, body piercing); hair removal services; 
beauticians' services; beauty and hairdressing salon services; manicure services; beauty salon services; sauna services; 
beauty care services; beauty treatments for the body; cosmetic treatment services for the body, face and hair.
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4202684    24/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470972]
Trustworthy Accountability Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 5944 Washington DC 20016 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Association and lobbying services for commercial purposes, namely, promoting cross-industry accountability in 
eliminating fraudulent digital advertising traffic, combating malware, fighting ad-supported Internet piracy or the illegal 
dissemination of counterfeit goods to promote brand integrity, and promoting brand safety through greater transparency; 
business administration of certification programs relating to digital advertising and marketing.

Cl.42;Development of certification criteria for voluntary standards with respect to cross-industry accountability in 
eliminating fraudulent digital advertising traffic, combating malware, fighting ad-supported Internet piracy and the illegal 
dissemination of counterfeit goods, and promoting business transparency throughout the digital advertising supply 
chain, all the foregoing for the purpose of certification; development of standards criteria for voluntary standards for 
cross-industry accountability in eliminating fraudulent digital advertising traffic, combating malware, fighting ad-
supported Internet piracy and the illegal dissemination of counterfeit goods, and promoting business transparency 
throughout the digital advertising supply chain.
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Priority claimed from 15/11/2018; Application No. : 017986267 ;European Union 

4202685    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470690]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft

Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Gases and chemicals used in industry and science; gases, in both compressed and liquid or dissolved form, 
namely industrial application gases, in particular nitrogen, oxygen, saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, 
hydrocarbon compounds, helium and other noble gases, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, 
ammonia, halogens, halogen compounds, compounds of boron, silicon and sulphur, and special gases used in industry, 
and mixtures of all the aforesaid gases; solidified gases, in particular carbon dioxide (dry ice), in various preparations 
(blocks, discs, grains, pellets) for use in industry and science; cooling media, in particular refrigerants, for use in cooling 
and air-conditioning apparatus; cold and cryogenic liquid gases, in particular liquefied air gases used in industry and 
science; heat storage and heat transport media, in particular special oils and salts; special chemicals, in particular liquid 
washing preparations for gas scrubbing, solutions and solvents for gas storage, water-purifying, sterilising and softening 
preparations, adsorbents, zeolites and ion exchangers, molecular sieves, separating membranes for gases, catalysts for 
chemical reactions, metallic, non-metallic and biochemical catalysts; high-purity gases and special, high-precision gas 
mixtures.

Cl.5;Gases and gas mixtures for medical and therapeutic purposes, in particular respiratory gas, gases for anaesthetic 
and pain-relieving purposes; gases and gas mixtures for human use, for healing and therapeutic purposes, namely 
gaseous medicines; gases and fluids for improving mental state and for well-being, especially aerosols or aerosol 
components for human use; disinfectants and preparations for destroying vermin and weeds, the latter in particular also 
for use in agriculture and the food industry.
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4202905    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470529]
BEIJING INNOCARE PHARMA TECH CO., LTD.

BLDG.8, COMMUNITY NO.1, NO.8 COURTYARD, LIFE PARK ROAD, ZGC LIFE SCIENCE PARK, CHANGPING DISTRICT 
102206 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs 
for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; nutritional supplements; medicines for veterinary 
purposes; preparations for destroying noxious animals; vaccines; air purifying preparations.

Cl.35;Public relations; professional business consultancy; personnel management consultancy; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
sanitary preparations and medical supplies; advertising; marketing; compilation of information into computer databases; 
import-export agency services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

Cl.40;Refining services; material treatment information; food and drink preservation; bookbinding; decontamination of 
hazardous materials; dyeing services; cryopreservation services; air purification; processing of chemical reagents; 
taxidermy.

Cl.42;Technical research; scientific laboratory services; chemical research; biological research; quality control 
services for certification purposes; clinical trial; material testing; computer programming; cloud computing; conversion 
of data or documents from physical to electronic media.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 017925642 ;European Union 

4205312    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471639]
Perkins Holdings Limited

Eastfield Peterborough PE1 5FQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and 
illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; non-chemical additives to motor fuel; diesel oil; fuel oils and mixtures; engine 
oils; non-chemical additives for engine oils; motor spirits; motor vehicle lubricants; lubricating oil for motor vehicle 
engines; grease for machines; wax; motor fuel; anti-seizure compounds, namely lubricating oils and greases; 
preparations being greases for retaining ball and roller bearings and bushings; petroleum ether.

Cl.7;Machines, namely machines for use in agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, earth conditioning, earth 
contouring, earth moving, forestry, landscaping, lawn care, lifting, marine propulsion, material handling, mining, 
mulching, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, paving, pipelaying, power generation, 
road building and repair, site preparation and remediation, tunnel boring, and vegetation management; machine tools, 
power operated tools; motors and engines, except for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components, 
except for land vehicles; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; incubators for eggs; automatic 
vending machines; diesel engines; gas engines; electrical engines, other than for land vehicles; internal combustion 
engines; marine engines; generators of electricity; current generators; alternators; starting devices for engines and 
motors; exhausts for motors and engines; power transmissions [except for land vehicles]; compressors [superchargers]; 
ignition devices, fueling injection devices and hydraulic and pneumatic controls for internal combustion engines; 
lubricating apparatus; radiators [cooling] for engines and motors; filters [parts of machines or engines]; filters for 
cleaning cooling air, for engines; bearings [parts of machines]; cylinders for motors and engines; cylinder heads for 
engines; camshafts for vehicle engines; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; crank shafts; gaskets for 
internal combustion engines; sealing joints [parts of engines]; gears, other than for land vehicles; gears for machines; 
automotive engine blocks; exhaust manifold for engines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; pistons for engines; 
piston rings; rocker arms for engines; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; timing belt pulleys [parts of 
engines]; valves [parts of machines]; injectors for engines; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; 
crankcases for machines, motors and engines; fuel economisers for motors and engines; igniting devices for internal 
combustion engines; silencers for motors and engines; petrol pumps; welding apparatus; control mechanisms for 
engines; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electrical and electronic apparatus and instruments, namely, electrical 
adaptors, electrical amplifiers, electrical connectors, electrical couplings, electrical fuses and electrical locks; measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments; cable and wire; conduits (electricity-); switches; pressure switches; connectors; 
jump leads; fuses; circuit testers; voltage testers; fuse holders; transformers; battery testing apparatus for sale in kit 
form; thermostats; gauges; levelling apparatus and instruments; tape measures and rulers; microscopes; tachometers; 
diagnostic apparatus and instruments; meters; thermometers; alarms; horns for signalling; optical reflectors; optical 
mirrors; aerials; battery chargers; weighing apparatus and instruments; computers and computer programmes; 
calculating machines; laser pointers; safety clothing for protection against accident or injury; protective headgear; audio 
visual teaching apparatus; video tapes; vehicle warning triangles; audio tapes; compact discs; holders for discs; cards 
bearing magnetic strips; calculators; electric couplings; levels; electric locks; radios; vehicle radios; batteries; battery 
starters; speed checking apparatus and instruments; battery cables; electricity connectors for sale in kit form; electrical 
terminals; water temperature regulators; probes for scientific purposes; ammeters; battery testers; terminals; gas 
detectors; flow meters; ohmmeters; pressure measurement tools; battery ground strap connectors; battery tie down 
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connectors; conduit and wire protectors; emergency jump start apparatus; emergency jump start receptacle assemblies; 
voltage converters; mobile application software; downloadable mobile applications; mobile apps; telematic apparatus; 
global positioning systems (GPS); sensors for engines; starter cables for motors; electronic control systems for 
machines; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, including drones; parts for vehicles; engines and motors 
for land vehicles; power transmissions for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; 
gears for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; axles for land vehicles; brakes for land vehicles; 
cardan shafts for vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; couplings for land vehicles; drive shafts for land vehicles; shaft 
couplings for land vehicles; steering units for land vehicles; suspension systems for land vehicles; universal joints for 
land vehicles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail, wholesale and online retail 
services relating to vehicles, equipment and machines for use in agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, earth 
conditioning, earth contouring, earth moving, forestry, landscaping, lawn care, lifting, marine propulsion, material 
handling, mining, mulching, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, paving, pipelaying, 
power generation, road building and repair, site preparation and remediation, tunnel boring, and vegetation management, 
engines and motors, generators, machine tools, and parts therefor; retail, wholesale and online retail services relating to 
machines and vehicles for use in agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, earth conditioning, earth contouring, 
earth moving, forestry, landscaping, lawn care, lifting, marine propulsion, material handling, mining, mulching, oil and gas 
distribution, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, paving, pipelaying, power generation, road building and 
repair, site preparation and remediation, tunnel boring, and vegetation management; retail, wholesale and online retail 
services relating to diesel engines, gas engines, electrical engines, internal combustion engines, marine engines, 
generators of electricity, current generators, alternators and parts, fittings and components therefor; retail, wholesale and 
online retail services relating to industrial oil and greases, lubricants and engine oils.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair services relating to vehicles, equipment, machines, engines and motors, generators, 
machine tools, and parts therefor; installation services relating to vehicles, equipment, machines, engines and motors, 
generators, machine tools, and parts therefor; repair, installation, maintenance, reconditioning and servicing of vehicles, 
equipment, machines, engines, motors and generators; repair, installation, maintenance and servicing of parts, fittings or 
components for vehicles, equipment, machines, engines, motors and generators; rental of construction machinery and 
engines therefor; reconditioning of industrial machinery and engines; machinery retrofit and conversion services; 
overhaul of engines; tuning of engines; remanufacturing (replacement and refurbishment) of engines; rebuilding engines; 
maintenance, servicing, tuning and repair of motors; advisory services relating to the installation of engines.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2018; Application No. : 4464429 ;France 

4205876    24/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471895]
ACCOR

82 rue Henri Farman F-92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; business administration; business management and assistance services and 
administrative services; commercial company management and development assistance; business management and 
organization consultancy; office functions; advertising; efficiency experts and business information; business 
management and organization consultancy; administrative assistance in managing calls for tender; opinion polling; 
business inquiries; business research; business expertise services; economic forecasting; market research; projects 
(business management assistance); accounting; employment agencies; business data search in computer files for 
others; collection and systematization of data in a central file; computerized file management; creation of a photograph 
library, namely collection, compilation and systematic ordering of images in a central file; advertising in relation to the 
organization and management of hotel establishments; dissemination of advertisements and advertising matter; 
publication of publicity texts; rental of advertising space; market research; sales promotion for others; consultancy in the 
field of marketing, advertising and corporate communication; communication agency (public relations), commercial 
information agency; rental of office machines and equipment; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial purposes; advertising material rental; retail services for clothing, 
lighters, travelling bags of leather, pocket wallets of leather, purses of leather, key cases of leather, umbrellas, glasses, 
bath towels, dressing gowns, golf balls, computer accessories, tableware articles, mattresses, beds, bed linen; business 
management of hotels; business management assistance and consultancy in business management and organization, in 
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the field of environmental protection and sustainable development; studies, information and consultancy in the field of 
improvement of and compliance of working conditions, namely consultancy in relation to personnel management and 
human resources management; administrative services for establishing, promoting, advancing, coordinating and 
supervising community services and for promoting culture, work integration and mutual humanitarian assistance; 
management of real estate affairs and real estate business management, including administrative management of hotels, 
motels, hotel complexes, apartments and hotel residences; business consultancy and providing of business information, 
business promotion in all forms and on all kinds of media, including via a computer communications network (the internet 
or an intranet), and in particular by providing privileged user cards; organization and management of business customer 
loyalty operations in particular by means of loyalty cards; joint purchasing program management services and other 
rebate programs; conducting and administration of affiliate programs allowing participants to access a range of goods, 
services and benefits provided by affiliated suppliers; providing, conducting and managing of affiliate programs, club 
membership programs and conducting client loyalty programs; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional 
and/or advertising purposes, namely frequent traveller programs; business consulting services in the field of travel and 
travel planning; providing airfare and hotel rate comparison information; business management and organization 
consultancy in relation to franchises; marketing and communications (marketing); consultancy and assistance in the 
management and organization of business affairs within a franchise network; services of a franchiser, namely business 
and industrial operation and management assistance; commercial operation of hotel complexes, motels, holiday homes, 
restaurants, cafeterias, tea rooms, bars (except clubs); organization of competitions for commercial or promotional 
purposes and for employee motivation; concierge services intended to meet people's needs, namely intermediation 
services for clients with service providers; implementing on-site company concierge services, via telephone or the 
Internet, namely commercial intermediation services, administrative information and assistance in administrative 
formalities for others; assistance in accomplishing administrative formalities for installation work and subscribing to 
supply contracts, notably for gas, water, electricity, insurances, telephone and the Internet; administrative management of 
offices and of individual or collective work spaces; providing collective and shared workspace equipment (office 
machines and equipment); office machine and equipment rental; commercial intermediation services (concierge 
services); appointment scheduling services (office functions); relocation services for businesses; home personal 
administrative assistance; optimization of Internet sites.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financing services; financial services relating to the 
holding of loyalty cards; loyalty card payment services; financial services relating to the holding of promotional loyalty 
coupons; payment services by promotional loyalty coupons; issuing and financial management of means of payment, in 
particular purchasing vouchers; issuing of travellers' cheques and tokens of value; provident fund services; issuing of 
travellers' cheques or credit cards; financial analysis; mutual funds and capital investments; financial consulting; 
financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund investment services; stock exchange brokerage; mutual funds; 
capital investments to assist in the setting up of new companies; charitable fund raising; managing and monitoring of 
charitable funds; organization of collections; organization of fund raising activities and events; philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations; financial services, namely, providing educational scholarships, fellowships and 
humanitarian grants, providing funding for educational, humanitarian, cultural exchange programs; financing services for 
people in need; cultural patronage, namely financial assistance for the development of know-how and intangible local 
heritage; online charitable fund raising services; charity services, namely providing funds to non-profit entities; arranging 
of payment for providing gifts or goods or services of all kinds by the issuing, distribution and reimbursement of 
vouchers, coupons, counterfoils, prepaid, debit or credit cards or any other means of payment; credit card services, debit 
card services and payment card services; real estate affairs; real estate management; real estate administration; 
management of buildings, apartments and residential properties; apartment house management; management of 
apartments; financial and real estate management of housing and accommodation, such as hotels, motels, hotel 
complexes, apartments, hotel residences, tourist homes and other places of residence for holidays and leisure; real 
estate agency services, namely sale and rental of accommodations, apartments, studios, in-hotel rooms, hotel complexes, 
hotel residences and other places of residence for holidays and leisure, as permanent accommodation; rental and 
management of permanent accommodation for others; rental of shared ownership real estate; organization of shared 
ownership real estate exchanges, namely shared ownership real estate management; real estate services based on 
holiday shared ownership; management and rental services for time-share real estate; consultancy and assistance in the 
field of real estate; rental and provision of commercial properties, offices, office spaces and collective or individual work 
areas; rental and provision of common work areas or of work areas to be shared; rental of equipped offices; rental of real 
estate; management of real estate, commercial properties, offices and collective or individual work areas; real estate 
management services relating to premises or offices; rental of office spaces; rental of offices and collaborative work 
installations; rental of offices for co-working, namely providing collaborative work facilities equipped with private offices, 
office supplies, a mail service, a printing center, a reception office, a kitchen, meeting rooms, telecommunications 
hardware and other office infrastructures.

Cl.39;Travel arrangement; travel guide and traveler escort services; tourism and travel agency services, namely 
booking of stays and tours (except hotel and boarding house reservations); booking of seats for tourism (namely for 
excursions, guided tours, sightseeing tours, cruises, sightseeing travel tours, tourist stays except lodging), transport and 
travel; arranging of sales of tickets for tourism (namely relating to excursions, guided tours, sightseeing tours, cruises, 
sightseeing travel tours, tourist stays except lodging), transport and travel; transport of passengers; car transport; bus 
transport; air transport; railway transport; boat transport; chauffeur services; taxi services; car shuttle services; 
arranging of cruises; pleasure boat transport; arranging of tours and excursions; rental of vehicles and cars, airplanes 
and boats; booking of seats for travel; information on stays, travel, tourism and geographical information, including maps 
and travel itineraries; arranging of stays; vehicle breakdown assistance (towing); repair services (towing).

Cl.43;Hotel services, restaurant services (providing food and drink); temporary accommodation; hotels; cafeteria, tea 
room and bar services (except clubs); travel agency services, namely, reservation of hotel rooms for travelers and 
temporary accommodation; travel agency services, namely reservation of restaurants and meals; provision of information 
relating to hotels, temporary accommodation and restaurant services; butler services; reservation, loan and rental of 
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rooms, halls and spaces for conferences and meetings; reservation, loan and rental of rooms, halls and spaces for 
seminars, banquets, cocktails and receptions; consultancy and advice (non-business) in the fields of hotels and 
restaurants; providing of temporary professional offices; rental of meeting or conference rooms and of other collective 
spaces; rental of chairs, tables, indoor furniture, furniture, drinking fountains, lighting apparatus, tableware and furniture 
for conferences; provision of community centers for social gatherings and meetings; provision of facilities for 
conferences, exhibitions and meetings; rental of facilities and rooms for professional and social events; child care 
services [crèches]; preparation of meals to be delivered at home, temporary or permanent accommodation services for 
the elderly and helpless people, namely retirement home services; nurseries; day-nurseries [crèches]; childcare services 
in an individual or collective mode [crèche].
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4205921    11/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471546]
BUMKINS FINER BABY PRODUCTS, INC.

5454 E WASHINGTON ST, STE 2 Phoenix AZ 85034 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Breast-nursing pads; infant cloth diapers; infant diaper covers; inserts specially adapted for cloth infant diapers 
made of cloth, microfiber, cotton, rayon, and viscose; paper liners for diapers.

Cl.10;Pacifier clips; teething rings.

Cl.11;Hand held shower heads; shower head sprayers.

Cl.16;Trash can liners; plastic bags in the shape of tubes for the storage and disposal of waste, including sanitary 
waste such as diapers and nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products.

Cl.18;Diaper bags; dry bags (terms considered too vague by the international bureau – [rule 13.2.b] of the common 
regulations); travel bags.

Cl.20;Baby changing mats.

Cl.21;Cold packs used to keep food and drink cold; dishware; thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; plastic 
place mats.

Cl.22;Laundry bags; waterproof bags, namely, wet bags for temporary storage of wet and/or soiled cloth diapers.

Cl.24;Burp cloths; diaper changing cloths for babies; diaper changing pads not of paper; place mats, not of paper.

Cl.25;Bibs, not of cloth or paper; bibs, not of paper; body suits; cloth bibs; infant sleepers; pants; plastic baby bibs; 
smocks; t-shirts.
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4205950    28/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472337]
JEUNESSE TV

28 rue François 1er F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;News and information agencies; telecommunications; communication via electronics, radio, telegraph, telephone 
and data transmission and by any remote computing means, by interactive videography, and particularly on terminals, 
computer peripheral devices or electronic and/or digital equipment, and particularly videophones, viewphones and 
videoconference equipment; sending, transmitting dispatches and messages; transmission and dissemination of images, 
sounds, data and information via computer terminals, cable, data communication media and any other telecommunication 
vector; provision of access to a global computer network; interactive communication services; broadcasting of television 
programs and more generally multimedia programs (computer editing of text and/or still or animated images, and/or 
musical or non-musical sounds, for interactive or other use); broadcasting of radio and television programs; television via 
cable and satellite and more generally broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts 
and/or still or animated images, and/or musical or non-musical sounds, for interactive or other use); online audiovisual 
communication with the audience; transmission of telegrams; rental of access time to a database server; information 
transmission services via computer and telematic network and in particular via the Internet, telematic information 
transmission services with a view to obtaining information contained in data banks; public information transmission 
services; information transmission on computer networks in general; services for communicating electronically with the 
general public; provision of access to discussion forums on the Internet; provision of access to chat forums for 
registered users for transmitting messages concerning virtual community and the constitution of a social network; 
audiovisual, video and multimedia information transmission services; transmission services for information contained in 
databases; services for the transmission of texts, sound, images and videos by download from a computer or telephone 
data base intended for mobile telephones and all players/recorders of music, images, texts, video and multimedia data.

Cl.41;Teaching, training, education and general entertainment services on all media and particularly on all electronic 
media (digital or analog), regardless of the mode of consultation and transmission; teaching and training, education and 
entertainment services in all areas of marketing, the Internet and other digital media, in general on any medium and in 
particular on any electronic medium (digital or analogue) regardless of the consultation and transmission mode; sporting 
and cultural activities; services for public entertainment; correspondence courses; editing of texts (other than for 
advertising), illustrations, books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines and publications of all kinds (other than 
for advertising) and in all forms including electronic and digital publications; providing online electronic publications, not 
downloadable; initial and advanced teaching and education in all general subjects; organization and conducting of 
seminars, traineeships and courses; organization of conferences, forums, congresses and colloquiums; arranging and 
conducting of seminars, courses and classes, conferences, forums, conventions and colloquia in all areas of marketing, 
the Internet and other digital media; production and editing of cinematographic, radio and television programs and of 
audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or still or animated images, and/or musical or non-
musical sounds, for interactive or other use); publication of books; organization of competitions, games and lotteries of 
all kinds (education or entertainment); organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; production, 
editing of news programs, radio and television entertainment programs, of multimedia and audiovisual programs 
(computer editing of texts and/or still or animated images, and/or musical or non-musical sounds, for interactive or other 
use); show production, organization and performance; organization of sports competitions; production, editing and rental 
of films and cassettes including video cassettes, and more generally all sound and/or visual media and multimedia data 
carriers (interactive discs, compact and read-only digital audio discs); editing, publishing of any sound and/or visual 
media, of sound and/or image recordings, of multimedia carriers (interactive disks, digital-audio CD-ROMs); editing of 
multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or still or animated images, and/or musical or non-musical sounds, 
for interactive or other use); lending of books and other publications, video library, namely, services for lending or renting 
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videocassettes, games library; services provided by a franchiser, namely, basic staff training; news reporter services, 
photographic reporting; services provided by an amusement and leisure park in the education and entertainment field; 
amusement parks, amusement gardens; theme amusement parks; information with respect to theme parks, amusement 
parks, amusement gardens; assistance (advice, information) provided to third parties for publishing information 
accessible via computer networks and global communication networks, in particular via computer assistance.
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Priority claimed from 13/04/2018; Application No. : 4445846 ;France 

4205957    10/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472138]
NICOMATIC

ZONE INDUSTRIELLE F-74890 BONS EN CHABLAIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Connectors and component parts, in particular, connectors for electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, 
electric cables, electric contacts; protectors for electric contacts, optical fibers, sheaths for electric cables; electric 
connectors enabling the circulation of fluids, electric and electronic components and circuits, optical fiber cables, electric 
cables, sheaths for electric cables; junction boxes, switchboards, computer software; application software for mobile 
telephones, in particular for the configuration of these goods.

Cl.42;Evaluations, estimates and research in the scientific and technological fields provided by engineers; research 
and development of new products for third parties; technical project studies; all these services in the field of connector 
technology and electronics, exclusively for the aeronautical, vehicle, railway, space, naval and mechanical industries, the 
mobile telephony, telecommunications, defense and weapons industries, equipment for processing data and computers, 
household appliances, and the medical and energy sectors.
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4205974    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471455]
"SABO INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL SOCIETE ANONYME OF POTTERY MACHINERY AND INDUSTRIAL 
AUTOMATISM MANIFACTURING", distinctive title “SABO S.A."

VASSILIKO GR-340 02 EVIA Greece

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machinery, equipment and production lines for brick and tile manufacturing factories; machinery, equipment and 
production lines for the transportation, handling, palletizing and packaging of industrial products.

Cl.9;Automation and software systems for the automation of temperature and pressure inside and kilns and dryers of a 
brick and/or tile factory.

Cl.11;Kilns, air dryers for brick and/or tile factories, gas burners, oil burners.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, rebuilding and repair of machinery, production lines and loading/unloading equipment 
in industrial plants.

Cl.42;Research and design of brick and tile industry equipment, industrial design, design of loading/unloading 
equipment, technical research, development and programming of automatic regulation and control systems.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 017958960 ;European Union 

4205977    10/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472326]
Georg Westermann Verlag, Druckerei und Kartographische Anstalt GmbH & Co.

Georg-Westermann-Allee 66 38104 Braunschweig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Image, sound and data carriers of all kinds (included in this class), especially compact discs, DVDs, compact discs 
[read-only memory] and diskettes; computer software for instructional, teaching and entertainment purposes; education 
software; data processing apparatus (including for instructional and teaching purposes); computers and other computer 
hardware and parts and fittings therefor, for instructional and teaching purposes only (included in this class); software for 
mobile phones; software for smartphones; software for tablets; software for computer whiteboards, laptop computers and 
personal computers; mobile apps.

Cl.16;Printed matter and publishing products of all kinds (included in this class), in particular books, binders, folders, 
periodicals, newspapers, calendars, posters, sheets, transparencies, films, picture cards, index cards, maps and wall 
charts, especially for instructional and teaching purposes; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), 
especially in the form of printed matter, terrestrial globes, blackboards and blackboard drawing instruments; photographs 
(printed and originals); posters; stationery and writing instruments, especially fountain pens, ball pens, crayons and 
pencils; office requisites, especially sealing stamps, stamp pads, stamp ink, letter openers, paper knives, letter trays, 
document files, writing tablets, hole punchers, binders and clips for offices; transfers, labels of paper and plastic 
(stationery), the aforementioned products with the exception of those in relation to magazines (periodicals) and 
periodicals in the fields of lifestyle, modernity and design; educational publications, instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus).

Cl.28;Games; toys adapted for educational purposes; electronic educational teaching games; teaching materials 
(except apparatus) in the form of games.

Cl.41;Publishing of electronic publications; providing of online publications; publication of printed matter by electronic 
means; providing of electronic publications; providing of online electronic publications (not downloadable); publishing 
services [except printing], especially the publication of books, binders, folders, periodicals, newspapers, calendars, 
posters, sheets, transparencies, films, picture cards, index cards, maps, playing cards and wall charts, games as well as 
other teaching materials [except apparatus], also electronically via data carriers and via the Internet; electronic desktop 
publishing; preparation of entertainment programmes for broadcasting for educational and teaching purposes [other than 
those provided at an event site]; production, reproduction [presentation], showing and leasing of cinematographic films, 
audio-visual display presentations, multimedia works, radio and television programmes as well as electronically 
reproducible text, graphic, visual and/or audio recordings and information for educational and teaching purposes [other 
than those services which are provided at an event site]; providing of online training seminars; arranging and conducting 
of conferences, conventions, seminars, training courses, symposia and exhibitions for educational and teaching 
purposes; education consultancy; further training consultancy; education information; library services; editorial services; 
services of a lecturer; publication of prospectuses; provision of education information relating to books; arranging and 
conducting of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; educational advisory services; organisation of educational 
events; publication of education, training and media guide books; developing educational and media manuals; organising 
of educational lectures and media training; conducting of instructional seminars; provision of facilities for educational 
and employment skills training; coaching; media training; arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops, 
colloquiums, correspondence courses, exhibitions and symposia; training, especially conducting of trainings and 
assessment centres for continuous training, information and exchange; training in communication techniques and new 
media; provision of facilities for education; education academy services; organisation of symposia relating to education; 
conducting of instructional seminars; organisation of educational congresses; organising of educational games; 
arrangement of conferences for educational purposes; awarding of educational certificates; organising of competitions 
for education; educational services provided by educational institutes; providing facilities for educational purposes; 
conducting of educational events; education, tuition, instruction, entertainment and sport; educational instruction; 
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computer training; publication of instructional literature; publication of education and training guide books; organising of 
educational lectures; arranging of conferences for educational purposes; conducting of conferences for educational 
purposes; providing courses of instruction at different educational level; arranging and conducting of educational events; 
arranging and conducting of meetings in the field of education; educational testing; publication of printed matter relating 
to education; publication of printed educational material; provision of educational examinations; electronic publications, 
not downloadable, for instructional, teaching and entertainment purposes.

Cl.42;IT services, namely, software development, programming and implementation, especially in the field of electronic 
publishing, education, entertainment and logistics; certification of education services; programming of educational 
software; creating, maintaining and hosting of an online educational portal; providing online non-downloadable software 
for game-based distance learning courses.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 017946040 ;European Union 

4205980    20/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471270]
King.com Limited

Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road STJ 3140 ST. JULIANS

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; educational apparatus and 
simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable 
software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games 
software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software downloadable to mobile 
phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic 
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mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; applications 
software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, 
portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; 
eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and news reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the Internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 26/11/2018; Application No. : 2018751700 ;Russian Federation 

4205982    26/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471538]
Joint stock company "Concern "Kalashnikov"

proezd Deryabina, 3 Izhevsk RU-426006 Udmurt Republic Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Alizarine dyes; aluminium paints; aluminium powder for painting; aniline dyes; annatto [dyestuff]; anti-corrosive 
bands; anti-corrosive preparations; anti-fouling paints; anti-rust greases; anti-rust oils; anti-rust preparations; anti-
tarnishing preparations for metals; asbestos paints; auramine; bactericidal paints; badigeon; binding preparations for 
paints; bitumen varnish; black japan; bronze powder for painting; bronzing lacquers; Canada balsam; caramel [food 
colorant]; carbon black [pigment]; carbonyl [wood preservative]; ceramic paints; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; 
coatings [paints]; cobalt oxide [colorant]; cochineal carmine; colophony; colorants; colorants for beer; colorants for 
beverages; colorants for butter; colorants for liqueurs; colorants for the restoration of furniture in the form of markers; 
copal; copal varnish; creosote for wood preservation; distempers; dyes; dyewood; dyewood extracts; edible ink 
cartridges, filled, for printers; edible inks; enamels for painting; enamels [varnishes]; engraving ink; fireproof paints; 
fixatives for watercolors; fixatives [varnishes]; food dyes; gamboge for painting; glazes [paints, lacquers]; gum-lac; gum 
resins; indigo [colorant]; ink for leather; ink for skin-dressing; lacquers; lamp black [pigment]; lime wash; litharge; malt 
caramel [food colorant]; malt colorants; marking ink for animals; mastic [natural resin]; metal foil for use in painting, 
decorating, printing and art; metals in powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; minium; mordants; 
mordants for leather; natural resins, raw; oil paints for use in art; oils for the preservation of wood; paints; paper for 
dyeing Easter eggs; pigments; primers; printers' pastes [ink]; printing ink; protective preparations for metals; 
repositionable paint patches; saffron [colorant]; sandarac; shoe dyes; siccatives [drying agents] for paints; sienna earth; 
silver emulsions [pigments]; silvering powders; silver paste; soot [colorant]; sumac for varnishes; thickeners for paints; 
thinners for lacquers; thinners for paints; titanium dioxide [pigment]; toner cartridges, filled, for printers and 
photocopiers; toner [ink] for photocopiers; turmeric [colorant]; turpentine [thinner for paints]; undercoating for vehicle 
chassis; varnishes; watercolor paints for use in art; white lead; whitewash; wood coatings [paints]; wood mordants; wood 
preservatives; wood stains; yellowwood [colorant]; zinc oxide [pigment].
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Cl.3;Abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; abrasives; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; 
adhesives for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; air fragrance reed diffusers; air fragrancing preparations; almond 
milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil; almond soap; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; alum stones 
[astringents]; amber [perfume]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants [toiletries]; 
antistatic preparations for household purposes; aromatics [essential oils]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; badian 
essence; balms, other than for medical purposes; bases for flower perfumes; bath preparations, not for medical 
purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; beard dyes; beauty masks; bergamot oil; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for household purposes; bleaching salts; 
bleaching soda; breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; 
cake flavorings [essential oils]; cakes of toilet soap; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; carbides 
of metal [abrasives]; chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; cleaning chalk; cleaning preparations; 
cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; cloths impregnated 
with a detergent for cleaning; cobblers' wax; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; colorants for toilet purposes; 
color-brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; color-removing preparations; corundum [abrasive]; 
cosmetic creams; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic kits; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic 
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; 
cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics for children; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; creams for leather; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; degreasers, other than for use in 
manufacturing processes; dental bleaching gels; dentifrices; denture polishes; deodorants for human beings or for 
animals; deodorants for pets; deodorant soap; depilatory preparations; depilatory wax; descaling preparations for 
household purposes; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; diamantine 
[abrasive]; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; dry-cleaning preparations; 
drying agents for dishwashing machines; dry shampoos; eau de Cologne; emery; emery cloth; emery paper; essential 
oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; essential oils of lemon; ethereal essences; extracts of flowers 
[perfumes]; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; fabric softeners for laundry use; 
false eyelashes; false nails; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; floor wax; floor wax removers [scouring 
preparations]; food flavorings [essential oils]; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; furbishing preparations; gaultheria oil; 
geraniol; glass cloth [abrasive cloth]; greases for cosmetic purposes; grinding preparations; hair conditioners; hair dyes; 
hair lotions; hair spray; hair straightening preparations; hair waving preparations; heliotropine; henna [cosmetic dye]; 
herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; incense; ionone [perfumery]; jasmine 
oil; joss sticks; lacquer-removing preparations; laundry bleach; laundry blueing; laundry glaze; laundry preparations; 
laundry soaking preparations; laundry starch; lavender oil; lavender water; leather bleaching preparations; lip glosses; 
lipstick cases; lipsticks; lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up; make-up powder; make-up preparations; make-up 
removing preparations; mascara; massage candles for cosmetic purposes; massage gels, other than for medical 
purposes; mint essence [essential oil]; mint for perfumery; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; musk [perfumery]; 
mustache wax; nail art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish removers; neutralizers for permanent 
waving; non-slipping liquids for floors; non-slipping wax for floors; oil of turpentine for degreasing; oils for cleaning 
purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for toilet purposes; paint stripping preparations; 
pastes for razor strops; perfumery; perfumes; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; phytocosmetic preparations; polish 
for furniture and flooring; polishing creams; polishing paper; polishing preparations; polishing rouge; polishing stones; 
polishing wax; pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; preparations for cleaning dentures; preparations 
for unblocking drain pipes; preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny; preservatives for leather [polishes]; pumice 
stone; quillaia bark for washing; rose oil; rust removing preparations; sachets for perfuming linen; safrol; sandpaper; 
scented water; scented wood; scouring solutions; shampoos; shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming 
preparations]; shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; shaving preparations; shaving soap; shaving 
stones [astringents]; shining preparations [polish]; shoe cream; shoemakers' wax; shoe polish; shoe wax; silicon carbide 
[abrasive]; skin whitening creams; smoothing preparations [starching]; smoothing stones; soap; soap for brightening 
textile; soap for foot perspiration; soda lye; stain removers; starch glaze for laundry purposes; sunscreen preparations; 
sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; tailors' wax; talcum powder, for toilet use; teeth whitening strips; terpenes 
[essential oils]; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; 
toiletry preparations; toilet water; tripoli stone for polishing; turpentine for degreasing; vaginal washes for personal 
sanitary or deodorant purposes; varnish-removing preparations; volcanic ash for cleaning; wallpaper cleaning 
preparations; washing soda, for cleaning; wax for parquet floors; whiting; windshield cleaning liquids.

Cl.4;Additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; alcohol [fuel]; anthracite; beeswax; beeswax for use in the manufacture of 
cosmetics; belting wax; benzene fuel; benzine; biomass fuel; bone oil for industrial purposes; candles; carburants; 
carnauba wax; castor oil for industrial purposes; ceresine; charcoal [fuel]; Christmas tree candles; coal; coal briquettes; 
coal dust [fuel]; coal naphtha; coal tar oil; coke; combustible briquettes; cutting fluids; diesel oil; dust absorbing 
compositions; dust binding compositions for sweeping; dust laying compositions; dust removing preparations; electrical 
energy; ethanol [fuel]; firelighters; firewood; fish oil, not edible; fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; fuel with an alcohol base; gas for 
lighting; gasoline; grease for arms [weapons]; grease for belts; grease for footwear; grease for leather; greases for the 
preservation of leather; illuminating grease; illuminating wax; industrial grease; industrial oil; industrial wax; kerosene; 
lamp wicks; lanolin; lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; lighting fuel; lignite; ligroin; lubricants; lubricating 
graphite; lubricating grease; lubricating oil; mazut; methylated spirit; mineral fuel; moistening oil; motor oil; naphtha; 
nightlights [candles]; non-slipping preparations for belts; oil-gas; oils for paints; oils for releasing form work [building]; 
oils for the preservation of leather; oils for the preservation of masonry; oleine; ozokerite; paper spills for lighting; 
paraffin; peat briquettes [fuel]; peat [fuel]; perfumed candles; petrol; petroleum ether; petroleum jelly for industrial 
purposes; petroleum, raw or refined; producer gas; rape oil for industrial purposes; solidified gases [fuel]; soya bean oil 
preparations for non-stick treatment of cooking utensils; stearine; sunflower oil for industrial purposes; tallow; textile oil; 
tinder; vaporized fuel mixtures; wax for skis; wax [raw material]; wicks for candles; wood briquettes; wood spills for 
lighting; xylene fuel.
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Cl.6;Advertisement columns of metal; alloys of common metal; aluminium; aluminium foil; aluminium wire; anchor 
plates; anchors; angle irons of metal; anti-friction metal; anvils; anvils [portable]; arbours [structures] of metal; armored 
doors of metal; armor-plating of metal; aviaries [structures] of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; bag hangers of metal; 
balls of steel; balustrades of metal; barbed wire; barrel hoops of metal; barrels of metal; bars for metal railings; baskets of 
metal; bathtub grab bars of metal; beacons of metal, non-luminous; beak-irons; beams of metal; bed casters of metal; 
bells; bells for animals; belt stretchers of metal; beryllium [glucinium]; bicycle parking installations of metal; binding 
screws of metal for cables; bindings of metal; binding thread of metal for agricultural purposes; bird baths [structures] of 
metal; blooms [metallurgy]; bolts, flat; bolts of metal; bottle caps of metal; bottle closures of metal; bottles [metal 
containers] for compressed gas or liquid air; boxes of common metal; box fasteners of metal; braces of metal for 
handling loads; brackets of metal for building; brackets of metal for furniture; branching pipes of metal; brass, unwrought 
or semi-wrought; brazing alloys; bright steel bars; bronze; bronzes [works of art]; buckles of common metal [hardware]; 
building materials of metal; building panels of metal; buildings of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; bungs of 
metal; burial vaults of metal; busts of common metal; cabanas of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric; cables of 
metal, non-electric; cadmium; casement windows of metal; cashboxes [metal or non-metal]; casings of metal for oilwells; 
casks of metal; cask stands of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; cast steel; cattle chains; ceilings of metal; 
cermets; chains of metal; chests of metal; chicken-houses of metal; chill-molds [foundry]; chimney cowls of metal; 
chimney pots of metal; chimney shafts of metal; chimneys of metal; chrome iron; chrome ores; chromium; cladding of 
metal for building; clips of metal for cables and pipes; clips of metal for sealing bags; closures of metal for containers; 
clothes hooks of metal; cobalt, raw; collars of metal for fastening pipes; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; 
containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; containers of metal for liquid fuel; containers of metal for storing 
acids; containers of metal [storage, transport]; copper rings; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not 
insulated; cornices of metal; cotter pins of metal; couplings of metal for chains; crampons [climbing irons]; crampons of 
metal [cramps]; crash barriers of metal for roads; crucifixes of common metal, other than jewelry; dispensers for dog 
waste bags, fixed, of metal; diving boards of metal; door bells of metal, non-electric; door bolts of metal; door closers, 
non-electric; door fasteners of metal; door fittings of metal; door frames of metal; door handles of metal; door knockers of 
metal; door openers, non-electric; door panels of metal; doors of metal; door stops of metal; drain pipes of metal; drain 
traps [valves] of metal; drawn and polished metal bars; duckboards of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating 
installations; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; elbows of metal for pipes; enclosures of 
metal for tombs; eye bolts; faucets of metal for casks; fences of metal; ferrules of metal; ferrules of metal for handles; 
ferrules of metal for walking sticks; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; filings of metal; firedogs [andirons]; fireplace 
mantles of metal; fish plates [rails]; fittings of metal for beds; fittings of metal for building; fittings of metal for coffins; 
fittings of metal for compressed air lines; fittings of metal for furniture; fittings of metal for windows; flagpoles 
[structures] of metal; flanges of metal [collars]; flashing of metal for building; floating containers of metal; floating docks 
of metal, for mooring boats; floors of metal; floor tiles of metal; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; folding doors 
of metal; foot scrapers; foundry molds of metal; frames of metal for building; framework of metal for building; furnace 
fireguards of metal; furniture casters of metal; galena [ore]; gates of metal; germanium; gold solder; grave slabs of metal; 
grease nipples; greenhouse frames of metal; greenhouses of metal, transportable; grilles of metal; guard rails of metal for 
railways; gutter pipes of metal; hafnium [celtium]; handcuffs; hand-held flagpoles of metal; handling pallets of metal; 
hardware of metal, small; hinges of metal; hooks [metal hardware]; hooks of metal for clothes rails; hooks of metal for 
roofing slates; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; horseshoe nails; hot-rolled steel bars; house numbers of metal, non-
luminous; ice moulds of metal; identification bracelets of metal; identity plates of metal; indium; ingots of common metal; 
insect screens of metal; iron ores; iron slabs; iron strip; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron wire; ironwork for doors; 
ironwork for windows; jalousies of metal; jerrycans of metal; jets of metal; joists of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; 
keys of metal; knobs of metal; labels of metal; ladders of metal; latch bars of metal; latches of metal; laths of metal; lead 
seals; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; letter boxes of metal; letters and numerals of common metal, except type; 
limonite; linings of metal for building; lintels of metal; loading gauge rods of metal for railway wagons; loading pallets of 
metal; lock bolts; locks of metal for bags; locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal, other than electric; machine belt 
fasteners of metal; magnesium; manganese; manhole covers of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; masts of metal; 
materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways; memorial plates of metal; metal cages for wild animals; metal 
ramps for use with vehicles; metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers; metals in powder form; mobile boarding stairs 
of metal for passengers; moldings of metal for building; moldings of metal for cornices; molybdenum; molybdenum iron; 
monuments of bronze for tombs; monuments of metal; monuments of metal for tombs; mooring bollards of metal; 
mooring buoys of metal; nails; nickel; nickel silver; niobium; nozzles of metal; nuts of metal; oil drainage containers of 
metal; ores of metal; outdoor blinds of metal; packaging containers of metal; padlocks; paint spraying booths of metal; 
palings of metal; pantiles of metal; partitions of metal; paving blocks of metal; paving slabs of metal; peeled metal bars; 
pegs of metal; penstock pipes of metal; pigsties of metal; pillars of metal for building; pins [hardware]; pipe muffs of 
metal; pipes of metal; pipework of metal; pitons of metal; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; poles of metal; poles of metal 
for power lines; porches [structures] of metal; posts of metal; pot hooks of metal; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; 
props of metal; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; pyrophoric metals; railroad ties of metal; rails of metal; railway 
material of metal; railway points; reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; refractory construction materials of 
metal; registration plates of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for building; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; 
reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; rings of metal; rivets of metal; 
road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; rocket launching platforms of metal; rods of metal for brazing; 
rods of metal for brazing and welding; rods of metal for welding; roller blinds of steel; roof coverings of metal; roof 
flashing of metal; roof gutters of metal; roofing of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; roofing tiles of 
metal; ropes of metal; rope thimbles of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; safes, electronic; safes [metal or non-
metal]; safety cashboxes; safety chains of metal; sash fasteners of metal for windows; scaffolding of metal; screws of 
metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; sealing caps of metal; sheaf binders of metal; sheet piles of metal; sheets and 
plates of metal; shims; shoe dowels of metal; shoe pegs of metal; shuttering of metal for concrete; shutters of metal; 
signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; signboards of metal; signs, non-luminous and non-
mechanical, of metal; silicon iron; sills of metal; silos of metal; silver-plated tin alloys; silver solder; skating rinks 
[structures] of metal; slabs of metal for building; sleeves [metal hardware]; slings of metal for handling loads; soldering 
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wire of metal; split rings of common metal for keys; spring locks; springs [metal hardware]; spurs; stables of metal; 
staircases of metal; stair treads [steps] of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; statues of common metal; steel 
alloys; steel buildings; steel masts; steel pipes; steel sheets; steel strip; steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; steel wire; 
steps [ladders] of metal; step stools of metal; stoppers of metal; stops of metal; strap-hinges of metal; straps of metal for 
handling loads; street gutters of metal; stretchers for iron bands [tension links]; stretchers for metal bands [tension 
links]; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; swimming pools [structures] of metal; swing doors of metal; tacks [nails]; 
tanks of metal; tantalum [metal]; telegraph posts of metal; telephone booths of metal; telpher cables; tension links; tent 
pegs of metal; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; tile floorings of metal; tiles of metal for building; tin; tin cans; tinfoil; 
tinplate; tinplate packings; titanium; titanium iron; tombac; tombs of metal; tombstone plaques of metal; tombstone stelae 
of metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool chests of metal, empty; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; transport pallets of 
metal; traps for wild animals; trays of metal; tree protectors of metal; trellis of metal; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; 
tubbing of metal; tungsten; tungsten iron; turnstiles of metal; turntables [railways]; valves of metal, other than parts of 
machines; vanadium; vats of metal; vice claws of metal; wainscotting of metal; wall claddings of metal for building; wall 
linings of metal for building; wall plugs of metal; wall tiles of metal; washers of metal; water-pipes of metal; water-pipe 
valves of metal; weather- or wind-vanes of metal; wheel clamps [boots]; white metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices 
made of metal; winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; window casement bolts; window closers, 
non-electric; window fasteners of metal; window frames of metal; window openers, non-electric; window pulleys; 
windows of metal; window stops of metal; wire cloth; wire of common metal; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse 
wire; wire rope; wire stretchers [tension links]; works of art of common metal; wrapping or binding bands of metal; zinc; 
zirconium.

Cl.7;3D printers; 3D printing pens; acetylene cleaning apparatus; adhesive bands for pulleys; adhesive tape dispensers 
[machines]; aerating pumps for aquaria; aerocondensers; aeronautical engines; aeroplane engines; agitators; agricultural 
elevators; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; agricultural machines; air brushes for applying colour; air 
condensers; air cushion devices for moving loads; air pumps [garage installations]; air suction machines; alternators; 
anti-friction bearings for machines; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; apparatus for aerating beverages; 
apparatus for aerating water; apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure; aprons [parts of machines]; automatic 
grapnels for marine purposes; axles for machines; ball-bearings; ball rings for bearings; basket presses; bearing brackets 
for machines; bearings for transmission shafts; bearings [parts of machines]; beaters, electric; beating machines; beer 
pumps; bellows [parts of machines]; belt conveyors; belts for conveyors; belts for machines; belts for motors and 
engines; bending machines; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; bicycle assembling machines; bicycle 
dynamos; binding apparatus for hay; bitumen making machines; blade holders [parts of machines]; blade sharpening 
[stropping] machines; blades [parts of machines]; blenders, electric, for household purposes; blowing machines; blowing 
machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; blowing machines or fans for the compression, 
sucking and carrying of grain; bobbins for weaving looms; boiler tubes [parts of machines]; bookbinding apparatus and 
machines for industrial purposes; bottle capping machines; bottle filling machines; bottle sealing machines; bottle 
stoppering machines; bottle washing machines; boxes for matrices [printing]; braiding machines; brake linings, other 
than for vehicles; brake pads, other than for vehicles; brake segments, other than for vehicles; brake shoes, other than for 
vehicles; bread cutting machines; brewing machines; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; brushes for 
vacuum cleaners; brushes [parts of machines]; bulldozers; butter machines; calenders; camshafts for vehicle engines; 
can openers, electric; capstans; carbon brushes [electricity]; carburetter feeders; carburetters; card clothing [parts of 
carding machines]; carriages for knitting machines; cartridges for filtering machines; carding machines; catalytic 
converters; central vacuum cleaning installations; centrifugal machines; centrifugal mills; centrifugal pumps; chaff cutter 
blades; chaff cutters; chain saws; chisels for machines; chucks [parts of machines]; churns; cigarette machines for 
industrial purposes; cinder sifters [machines]; clack valves [parts of machines]; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; 
clippers [machines]; clutches, other than for land vehicles; coal-cutting machines; coffee grinders, other than hand-
operated; coin-operated washing machines; compressed air engines; compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics; 
compressed air machines; compressed air pumps; compressors for refrigerators; compressors [machines]; concrete 
mixers [machines]; condensing installations; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; control cables for 
machines, engines or motors; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; converters for steelworks; 
conveyors [machines]; cord making machines; couplings, other than for land vehicles; cowlings [parts of machines]; 
cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; crank shafts; cranks [parts of 
machines]; cream/milk separators; crushers for kitchen use, electric; crushing machines; cultivators [machines]; current 
generators; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; cutters [machines]; cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; cutting 
machines; cylinder heads for engines; cylinders for machines; cylinders for motors and engines; dairy machines; darning 
machines; de-aerators for feedwater; degreasers [machines]; derricks; die-cutting and tapping machines; die-stamping 
machines; diggers [machines]; dishwashers; disintegrators; ditchers [ploughs]; dividing machines; door closers, electric; 
door closers, hydraulic; door closers, pneumatic; door openers, electric; door openers, hydraulic; door openers, 
pneumatic; drainage machines; drill chucks [parts of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; drilling heads [parts of 
machines]; drilling machines; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; driving 
motors, other than for land vehicles; drums [parts of machines]; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust 
removing installations for cleaning purposes; dyeing machines; dynamo belts; dynamo brushes; dynamos; earth moving 
machines; ejectors; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]; electric arc cutting apparatus; electric arc 
welding apparatus; electric hammers; electric hand drills; electric welding apparatus; electrodes for welding machines; 
electromechanical machines for chemical industry; electroplating machines; elevating apparatus; elevator belts; elevator 
chains [parts of machines]; elevator operating apparatus; elevators [lifts]; embossing machines; emergency power 
generators; engine mounts, other than for land vehicles; engines for air cushion vehicles; engines for boats; engraving 
machines; excavators; exhaust manifold for engines; exhausts for motors and engines; expansion tanks [parts of 
machines]; extractors for mines; fan belts for motors and engines; fans for motors and engines; feeders [parts of 
machines]; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; filling machines; filtering machines; filter presses; filters for cleaning 
cooling air, for engines; filters [parts of machines or engines]; finishing machines; fittings for engine boilers; fleshing 
machines; flour mill machines; flues for engine boilers; fodder presses; food preparation machines, electromechanical; 
food processors, electric; forge bellows; foundry machines; freewheels, other than for land vehicles; friezing machines; 
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fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; fuel 
dispensing pumps for service stations; fuel economisers for motors and engines; galvanizing machines; gas-operated 
blow torches; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; gears for weaving looms; gears, other than for land vehicles; 
generators of electricity; glass-working machines; glaziers' diamonds [parts of machines]; glow plugs for Diesel engines; 
glue guns, electric; grain husking machines; grain separators; grating machines for vegetables; grease boxes [parts of 
machines]; grease rings [parts of machines]; grinding machines; grindstones [parts of machines]; guides for machines; 
guns [tools using explosives]; hair clipping machines for animals; hammers [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other 
than hand-operated; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; 
hangers [parts of machines]; harrows; harvesting machines; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; hemming machines; 
high pressure washers; hoists; holding devices for machine tools; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; hosiery looms; 
housings [parts of machines]; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic engines and motors; 
hydraulic turbines; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; igniting magnetos; incubators for eggs; industrial 
robots; injectors for engines; inking apparatus for printing machines; ironing machines; jacks [machines]; jet engines, 
other than for land vehicles; joints [parts of engines]; journal boxes [parts of machines]; journals [parts of machines]; 
joysticks being parts of machines, other than for game machines; juice extractors, electric; kick starters for motorcycles; 
kitchen grinders, electric; kitchen machines, electric; kneading machines; knitting machines; knives, electric; knives for 
mowing machines; knives [parts of machines]; labellers [machines]; lace making machines; lasts for shoes [parts of 
machines]; lathes [machine tools]; lawnmowers [machines]; leather paring machines; leather-working machines; lifting 
apparatus; lifts, other than ski-lifts; loading ramps; looms; loom shafts; lubricating pumps; lubricators [parts of 
machines]; machine fly-wheels; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; machines and apparatus for 
cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; 
machines for making pasta; machines for processing plastics; machines for the production of mineral water; machines 
for the production of sugar; machines for the textile industry; machine tools; machine wheels; machine wheelwork; 
matrices for use in printing; meat choppers [machines]; mechanized livestock feeders; metal drawing machines; 
metalworking machines; milking machines; milling machines; mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated; 
mills [machines]; millstones; mine borers; mineworking machines; mixers [machines]; mixing machines; molding 
machines; molds [parts of machines]; mortising machines; motorized cultivators; motors, electric, other than for land 
vehicles; motors for boats; motors, other than for land vehicles; moving staircases [escalators]; moving walkways; mud 
catchers and collectors [machines]; mufflers for motors and engines; nail pullers, electric; net hauling machines [fishing]; 
notchers [machine tools]; oil refining machines; ore treating machines; packaging machines; packing machines; painting 
machines; paper feeders [printing]; paper machines; papermaking machines; parquet wax-polishers, electric; pedal drives 
for sewing machines; peeling machines; pepper mills, other than hand-operated; pigs for cleaning pipes; piston 
segments; pistons for cylinders; pistons for engines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; planing machines; ploughs; 
ploughshares; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic hammers; pneumatic jacks; pneumatic 
transporters; pneumatic tube conveyors; pneumatic waste oil drainers; potters' wheels; power hammers; presses 
[machines for industrial purposes]; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; 
pressure valves [parts of machines]; printing cylinders; printing machines; printing machines for use on sheet metal; 
printing plates; printing presses; printing rollers for machines; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; 
puddling machines; pulleys; pulleys [parts of machines]; pulverisers [machines]; pump diaphragms; pumps for counter-
current swimming; pumps for heating installations; pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; 
punches for punching machines; punching machines; rack and pinion jacks; racket stringing machines; radiators 
[cooling] for motors and engines; rail-laying machines; railroad constructing machines; railway wagon lifts; rakes for 
raking machines; raking machines; rammers [machines]; rams [machines]; reapers; reapers and binders; reapers and 
threshers; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; reeling apparatus, mechanical; reels, mechanical, for flexible 
hoses; reels [parts of machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; rinsing machines; riveting machines; road making 
machines; road sweeping machines, self-propelled; roller bearings; roller bridges; rolling mill cylinders; rolling mills; 
rotary printing presses; rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural 
machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on construction machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining machines; rubber tracks 
being parts of crawlers on snow ploughs; satinizing machines; sausage making machines; saw benches [parts of 
machines]; saw blades [parts of machines]; saws [machines]; scale collectors for machine boilers; scissors, electric; 
screwdrivers, electric; sealing machines for industrial purposes; self-oiling bearings; self-regulating fuel pumps; sewage 
pulverizers; sewing machines; shaft couplings [machines]; sharpening machines; sheaf-binding machines; shears, 
electric; shock absorber plungers [parts of machines]; shoe polishers, electric; shovels, mechanical; shredders 
[machines] for industrial use; shuttles [parts of machines]; sieves [machines or parts of machines]; sifting installations; 
sifting machines; sizing machines; ski edge sharpening tools, electric; slide rests [parts of machines]; smoothing 
presses; snow ploughs; soldering apparatus, electric; soldering blow pipes, gas-operated; soldering irons, electric; 
soldering irons, gas-operated; soldering lamps; sorting machines for industry; sowers [machines]; sparking plugs for 
internal combustion engines; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; spin driers [not heated]; spinning 
frames; spinning machines; spinning wheels; spray guns for paint; springs [parts of machines]; stalk separators 
[machines]; stamping machines; stands for machines; starters for motors and engines; stators [parts of machines]; 
steam condensers [parts of machines]; steam engine boilers; steam engines; steam/oil separators; steamrollers; steam 
traps; stereotype machines; stitching machines; stone-working machines; stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; suction 
cups for milking machines; suction machines for industrial purposes; suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; 
superchargers; superheaters; swaging machines; tables for machines; tambours for embroidery machines; taps [parts of 
machines, engines or motors]; tarring machines; tedding machines; thermic lances [machines]; threading machines; 
threshing machines; tilling machines for agricultural purposes; tilt hammers; tobacco processing machines; tools [parts 
of machines]; torque converters, other than for land vehicles; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; 
transmissions for machines; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; transmissions, other than for land 
vehicles; trimming machines; trueing machines; turbines, other than for land vehicles; turbocompressors; turf removing 
ploughs; tympans [parts of printing presses]; typecasting machines; type-setting machines [photocomposition]; type-
setting machines [printing]; typographic machines; typographic presses; universal joints [Cardan joints]; vacuum cleaner 
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attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; vacuum cleaner bags; vacuum cleaner hoses; vacuum 
cleaners; vacuum pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; vegetable spiralizers, electric; vending machines; 
vibrators [machines] for industrial use; vulcanization apparatus; washing apparatus; washing installations for vehicles; 
washing machines [laundry]; waste compacting machines; waste disposal units; water heaters [parts of machines]; water 
separators; weeding machines; welding apparatus, gas-operated; welding machines, electric; whisks, electric, for 
household purposes; whitewashing machines; winches; window closers, electric; window closers, hydraulic; window 
closers, pneumatic; window openers, electric; window openers, hydraulic; window openers, pneumatic; wind turbines; 
wine presses; winnowers; woodworking machines; wrapping machines; wringing machines for laundry.

Cl.9;3D spectacles; abacuses; accelerometers; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; acid 
hydrometers; acidimeters for batteries; acoustic alarms; acoustic conduits; acoustic couplers; actinometers; adding 
machines; aerometers; air analysis apparatus; alarm bells, electric; alarms; alcoholmeters; alidades; altimeters; 
ammeters; amplifiers; amplifying tubes; anemometers; animated cartoons; anode batteries; anodes; answering machines; 
antennas; anticathodes; anti-glare glasses; anti-interference devices [electricity]; anti-theft warning apparatus; 
apertometers [optics]; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; apparatus and 
instruments for astronomy; apparatus and instruments for physics; apparatus for changing record player needles; 
apparatus for editing cinematographic film; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; apparatus for measuring 
the thickness of skins; apparatus to check franking; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; armatures 
[electricity]; asbestos clothing for protection against fire; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; asbestos 
screens for firemen; audio- and video-receivers; audio interfaces; audio mixers; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
automated teller machines [ATM]; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; azimuth instruments; baby 
monitors; baby scales; bags adapted for laptops; balances [steelyards]; balancing apparatus; bar code readers; 
barometers; bathroom scales; batteries, electric; batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for lighting; battery boxes; 
battery chargers; battery jars; beacons, luminous; bells [warning devices]; betatrons; binoculars; biochips; black boxes 
[data recorders]; blueprint apparatus; boiler control instruments; branch boxes [electricity]; breathing apparatus, except 
for artificial respiration; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; bullet-proof clothing; bullet-proof waistcoats; 
buzzers; cabinets for loudspeakers; cables, electric; calculating machines; calibrating rings; calipers; calorimeters; 
camcorders; cameras [photography]; capillary tubes; carpenters' rules; carriers for dark plates [photography]; cases 
especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; cases for smartphones; cash registers; cassette players; 
cathodes; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; cell phone straps; cell switches [electricity]; cellular phones; centering 
apparatus for photographic transparencies; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; charging 
stations for electric vehicles; chemistry apparatus and instruments; chips [integrated circuits]; choking coils 
[impedance]; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; cinematographic 
cameras; cinematographic film, exposed; circuit breakers; circuit closers; circular slide rules; cleaning apparatus for 
sound recording discs; close-up lenses; clothing especially made for laboratories; clothing for protection against 
accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; coaxial cables; coils, electric; coin-operated 
mechanisms for television sets; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; collectors, electric; commutators; compact 
disc players; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; comparators; compasses for measuring; 
computer game software; computer hardware; computer keyboards; computer memory devices; computer operating 
programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs, 
recorded; computers; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; condensers 
[capacitors]; conductors, electric; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; connections for electric lines; 
connectors [electricity]; contact lenses; contacts, electric; containers for contact lenses; containers for microscope 
slides; control panels [electricity]; converters, electric; copper wire, insulated; cordless telephones; correcting lenses 
[optics]; cosmographic instruments; counterfeit coin detectors; counters; couplers [data processing equipment]; 
couplings, electric; covers for electric outlets; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for smartphones; 
covers for tablet computers; crash test dummies; crucibles [laboratory]; current rectifiers; cyclotrons; darkroom lamps 
[photography]; darkrooms [photography]; data processing apparatus; decompression chambers; decorative magnets; 
demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; densimeters; densitometers; detectors; diagnostic apparatus, not for 
medical purposes; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; diaphragms [photography]; dictating 
machines; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; digital photo frames; digital signs; digital weather stations; directional 
compasses; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; disk drives for computers; disks, magnetic; distance 
measuring apparatus; distance recording apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; distribution boards 
[electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; distribution consoles [electricity]; divers' masks; diving suits; DNA chips; dog 
whistles; dosage dispensers; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music 
files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; drainers for use in photography; dressmakers' measures; drying 
apparatus for photographic prints; drying racks [photography]; ducts [electricity]; DVD players; dynamometers; ear plugs 
for divers; egg-candlers; egg timers [sandglasses]; electrical adapters; electric and electronic effects units for musical 
instruments; electric apparatus for commutation; electric door bells; electric installations for the remote control of 
industrial operations; electricity conduits; electric loss indicators; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; electrified 
fences; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; 
electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electrolysers; electromagnetic coils; electronic access 
control systems for interlocking doors; electronic agendas; electronic book readers; electronic collars to train animals; 
electronic interactive whiteboards; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; electronic notice boards; 
electronic numeric displays; electronic pens [visual display units]; electronic pocket translators; electronic publications, 
downloadable; electronic sheet music, downloadable; electronic tags for goods; encoded identification bracelets, 
magnetic; encoded key cards; encoded magnetic cards; enlarging apparatus [photography]; epidiascopes; equalizers 
[audio apparatus]; ergometers; exposure meters [light meters]; eyeglass cases; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; 
eyeglasses; eyeglass frames; eyepieces; eyewear; facsimile machines; fiber optic cables; film cutting apparatus; films, 
exposed; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; filters [photography]; finger sizers; fire 
alarms; fire beaters; fire blankets; fire boats; fire engines; fire escapes; fire extinguishers; fire extinguishing apparatus; 
fire hose; fire hose nozzles; fire pumps; flash-bulbs [photography]; flashing lights [luminous signals]; flashlights 
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[photography]; floppy disks; flowmeters; fluorescent screens; fog signals, non-explosive; food analysis apparatus; 
frames for photographic transparencies; frequency meters; furnaces for laboratory use; furniture especially made for 
laboratories; fuses; fuse wire; galena crystals [detectors]; galvanic batteries; galvanic cells; galvanometers; gasoline 
gauges; gasometers [measuring instruments]; gas testing instruments; gauges; glazing apparatus for photographic 
prints; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for 
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; goggles for sports; grids for batteries; hand-held electronic 
dictionaries; hands-free kits for telephones; head cleaning tapes [recording]; head guards for sports; headphones; heat 
regulating apparatus; heliographic apparatus; hemline markers; high-frequency apparatus; holders for electric coils; 
holograms; horns for loudspeakers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; hydrometers; hygrometers; identification 
sheaths for electric wires; identification threads for electric wires; identity cards, magnetic; igniting apparatus, electric, 
for igniting at a distance; incubators for bacteria culture; inductors [electricity]; infrared detectors; instruments 
containing eyepieces; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; integrated circuits; interactive touch screen terminals; 
intercommunication apparatus; interfaces for computers; inverters [electricity]; invoicing machines; ionization apparatus 
not for the treatment of air or water; jigs [measuring instruments]; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video 
games; juke boxes for computers; junction boxes [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; kilometer recorders for 
vehicles; knee-pads for workers; laboratory centrifuges; laboratory robots; laboratory trays; lactodensimeters; 
lactometers; laptop computers; lasers, not for medical purposes; lenses for astrophotography; lens hoods; letter scales; 
levelling instruments; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; life 
belts; life buoys; life jackets; life saving apparatus and equipment; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; life-saving 
rafts; light dimmers [regulators], electric; light-emitting diodes [LED]; light-emitting electronic pointers; lighting ballasts; 
lightning rods; limiters [electricity]; locks, electric; logs [measuring instruments]; loudspeakers; magic lanterns; magnetic 
data media; magnetic encoders; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus, not for medical purposes; magnetic tapes; 
magnetic tape units for computers; magnetic wires; magnets; magnifying glasses [optics]; marine compasses; marine 
depth finders; marking buoys; marking gauges [joinery]; masts for wireless aerials; materials for electricity mains [wires, 
cables]; material testing instruments and machines; mathematical instruments; measures; measuring apparatus; 
measuring devices, electric; measuring glassware; measuring instruments; measuring spoons; mechanical signs; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; megaphones; memory cards for 
video game machines; mercury levels; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; meteorological balloons; 
meteorological instruments; metronomes; micrometers; micrometer screws for optical instruments; microphones; 
microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; mirrors for inspecting work; mirrors [optics]; modems; money counting and 
sorting machines; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors 
[computer programs]; mouse [computer peripheral]; mouse pads; mouth guards for sports; nautical apparatus and 
instruments; naval signalling apparatus; navigational instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; needles for record players; needles for surveying compasses; neon signs; nets for protection against 
accidents; nose clips for divers and swimmers; notebook computers; objectives [lenses] [optics]; observation 
instruments; octants; ohmmeters; optical apparatus and instruments; optical character readers; optical condensers; 
optical data media; optical discs; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; optical glass; optical lamps; optical lenses; 
oscillographs; oxygen transvasing apparatus; ozonisers [ozonators]; parking meters; particle accelerators; pedometers; 
peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; periscopes; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; personal stereos; Petri dishes; 
photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; photometers; phototelegraphy apparatus; photovoltaic cells; pince-
nez; pipettes; Pitot tubes; plane tables [surveying instruments]; planimeters; plates for batteries; plotters; plugs, sockets 
and other contacts [electric connections]; plumb bobs; plumb lines; pocket calculators; polarimeters; portable media 
players; precision balances; precision measuring apparatus; pressure gauges; pressure indicator plugs for valves; 
pressure indicators; pressure measuring apparatus; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; printers for use with 
computers; prisms [optics]; probes for scientific purposes; processors [central processing units]; projection apparatus; 
projection screens; protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; protection devices for personal use 
against accidents; protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; protective 
helmets; protective helmets for sports; protective masks; protective suits for aviators; protractors [measuring 
instruments]; punched card machines for offices; push buttons for bells; pyrometers; quantity indicators; radar 
apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; radiology screens for industrial purposes; radio pagers; radios; 
radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; railway traffic safety appliances; range finders; readers [data processing 
equipment]; rearview cameras for vehicles; record players; reflective articles for wear, for the prevention of accidents; 
reflective safety vests; refractometers; refractors; regulating apparatus, electric; relays, electric; remote control 
apparatus; rescue laser signalling flares; resistances, electric; respirators for filtering air; respiratory masks, other than 
for artificial respiration; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; resuscitation training simulators; retorts; retorts' 
stands; revolution counters; rheostats; riding helmets; ring sizers; road signs, luminous or mechanical; rods for water 
diviners; rulers [measuring instruments]; rules [measuring instruments]; saccharometers; safety nets; safety restraints, 
other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; safety tarpaulins; salinometers; satellite finder meters; satellite 
navigational apparatus; satellites for scientific purposes; scales; scales with body mass analysers; scanners [data 
processing equipment]; screens for photoengraving; screens [photography]; screw-tapping gauges; security surveillance 
robots; security tokens [encryption devices]; selfie lenses; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; semiconductors; 
sextants; sheaths for electric cables; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; shutter releases 
[photography]; shutters [photography]; signal bells; signal lanterns; signalling buoys; signalling panels, luminous or 
mechanical; signalling whistles; signals, luminous or mechanical; signs, luminous; simulators for the steering and 
control of vehicles; sirens; sleeves for laptops; slide calipers; slide projectors; slide-rules; slope indicators; 
smartglasses; smartphones; smart rings; smartwatches; smoke detectors; snorkels; solar batteries; solar panels for the 
production of electricity; solderers' helmets; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; sonars; sounding apparatus and 
machines; sounding leads; sounding lines; sound locating instruments; sound recording apparatus; sound recording 
carriers; sound recording discs; sound recording strips; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; 
spark-guards; speaking tubes; spectacle lenses; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; speed indicators; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; speed regulators for record players; 
spherometers; spirit levels; spools [photography]; sports whistles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; square rulers for 
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measuring; squares for measuring; stage lighting regulators; stands for photographic apparatus; starter cables for 
motors; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; step-up transformers; stereoscopes; stereoscopic apparatus; stills 
for laboratory experiments; stroboscopes; subwoofers; sulfitometers; sunglasses; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
surveying chains; surveying instruments; surveyors' levels; switchboards; switchboxes [electricity]; switches, electric; 
tablet computers; tachometers; tape recorders; taximeters; teaching apparatus; teaching robots; teeth protectors; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; telegraphs [apparatus]; telegraph wires; telephone apparatus; 
telephone receivers; telephone transmitters; telephone wires; teleprinters; teleprompters; telerupters; telescopes; 
telescopic sights for artillery; telescopic sights for firearms; television apparatus; temperature indicator labels, not for 
medical purposes; temperature indicators; terminals [electricity]; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; test tubes; 
theft prevention installations, electric; theodolites; thermal imaging cameras; thermionic tubes; thermo-hygrometers; 
thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; thin client computers; thread counters; 
ticket dispensers; time clocks [time recording devices]; time recording apparatus; time switches, automatic; tone arms for 
record players; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; totalizators; traffic cones; traffic-light apparatus 
[signalling devices]; transformers [electricity]; transistors [electronic]; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters 
[telecommunication]; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; transparencies [photography]; transponders; triodes; 
tripods for cameras; T-squares for measuring; urinometers; USB flash drives; vacuum gauges; vacuum tubes [radio]; 
variometers; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; vehicle radios; verniers; video baby monitors; video cassettes; video 
game cartridges; video recorders; video screens; videotapes; video telephones; viewfinders, photographic; virtual reality 
headsets; viscosimeters; visors for helmets; voltage regulators for vehicles; voltage surge protectors; voltmeters; voting 
machines; wafers for integrated circuits; walkie-talkies; washing trays [photography]; water level indicators; wavemeters; 
wearable activity trackers; wearable computers; wearable video display monitors; weighbridges; weighing apparatus and 
instruments; weighing machines; weights; whistle alarms; wind socks for indicating wind direction; wire connectors 
[electricity]; wires, electric; workmen's protective face-shields; wrist rests for use with computers; X-ray apparatus not for 
medical purposes; X-ray films, exposed; X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; X-ray tubes not for medical 
purposes.

Cl.11;Acetylene burners; acetylene flares; acetylene generators; air conditioners for vehicles; air-conditioning 
apparatus; air-conditioning installations; air cooling apparatus; air deodorizing apparatus; air dryers; air filtering 
installations; air fryers; air purifying apparatus and machines; air reheaters; air sterilizers; air valves for steam heating 
installations; alcohol burners; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; anti-splash tap nozzles; apparatus for 
dehydrating food waste; aquarium filtration apparatus; aquarium heaters; aquarium lights; arc lamps; ash conveyor 
installations, automatic; bakers' ovens; barbecues; bath fittings; bath installations; bath tubs; bath tubs for sitz baths; 
bed warmers; beverage cooling apparatus; bicycle lights; bidets; blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; boiler pipes 
[tubes] for heating installations; boilers, other than parts of machines; book sterilization apparatus; brackets for gas 
burners; bread baking machines; bread-making machines; bread toasters; burners; burners for lamps; candle lanterns; 
carbon for arc lamps; ceiling lights; central heating radiators; chandeliers; chimney blowers; chimney flues; Chinese 
lanterns; chocolate fountains, electric; chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes; clean chambers [sanitary 
installations]; coffee machines, electric; coffee percolators, electric; coffee roasters; coils [parts of distilling, heating or 
cooling installations]; cookers; cooking apparatus and installations; cooking rings; cooking utensils, electric; cool boxes, 
electric; coolers for furnaces; cooling appliances and installations; cooling installations and machines; cooling 
installations for liquids; cooling installations for tobacco; cooling installations for water; curling lamps; dampers 
[heating]; deep fryers, electric; defrosters for vehicles; dental ovens; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; 
desalination plants; desiccating apparatus; directional lights for bicycles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; 
disinfectant apparatus; disinfectant apparatus for medical purposes; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; distillation 
apparatus; distillation columns; diving lights; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; drying apparatus; drying 
apparatus and installations; electrically heated carpets; electrically heated clothing; electric appliances for making 
yogurt; electric cooktops; electric fans for personal use; electric lamps; electric lights for Christmas trees; electric 
torches; evaporators; expansion tanks for central heating installations; extractor hoods for kitchens; fabric steamers; 
fairy lights for festive decoration; fans [air-conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; faucets for pipes 
and pipelines; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; filaments for electric lamps; filters for air conditioning; filters for 
drinking water; fireplaces, domestic; fittings, shaped, for ovens; flaming torches; flare stacks for use in the oil industry; 
flues for heating boilers; flushing tanks; food steamers, electric; footmuffs, electrically heated; footwarmers, electric or 
non-electric; forage drying apparatus; forges, portable; fountains; freezers; friction lighters for igniting gas; fruit roasters; 
fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; furnace ash boxes; furnace grates; furnaces, other than for laboratory 
use; gas boilers; gas burners; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; gas lamps; gas lighters; gas scrubbers 
[parts of gas installations]; gas scrubbing apparatus; germicidal burners; germicidal lamps for purifying air; glue-heating 
appliances; grills [cooking appliances]; hair dryers; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; headlights for automobiles; 
head torches; hearths; heat accumulators; heated display cabinets; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; heaters for 
baths; heaters for heating irons; heaters for vehicles; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; heat guns; heating 
and cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages; heating apparatus; heating apparatus, electric; heating 
apparatus for defrosting vehicle windows; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating boilers; heating 
cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; heating elements; heating filaments, electric; heating installations; heating 
plates; heat pumps; heat regenerators; hot air apparatus; hot air bath fittings; hot air ovens; hot plates; hot water bottles; 
hot water heating installations; humidifiers for central heating radiators; hydrants; hydromassage bath apparatus; ice-
cream making machines; ice machines and apparatus; immersion heaters; incandescent burners; incinerators; 
installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or 
water; kettles, electric; kiln furniture [supports]; kilns; kitchen ranges [ovens]; laboratory burners; laboratory lamps; lamp 
chimneys; lamp glasses; lamp globes; lamp mantles; lamp reflectors; lamps; lampshade holders; lamp shades; lanterns 
for lighting; laundry dryers, electric; laundry room boilers; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; light bulbs; light bulbs, 
electric; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; light diffusers; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; 
lighters; lighting apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; lighting installations for air vehicles; lights 
for automobiles; lights for vehicles; loading apparatus for furnaces; luminous house numbers; luminous tubes for 
lighting; magnesium filaments for lighting; malt roasters; microbubble generators for baths; microwave ovens [cooking 
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apparatus]; microwave ovens for industrial purposes; milk cooling installations; miners' lamps; mixer faucets for water 
pipes; motorcycle lights; multicookers; nail lamps; nuclear reactors; oil burners; oil lamps; oil-scrubbing apparatus; 
ornamental fountains; oven fittings made of fireclay; oxyhydrogen burners; pasteurisers; petrol burners; pipes [parts of 
sanitary installations]; plate warmers; pocket warmers; polymerisation installations; pounded rice cake making machines, 
electric, for household purposes; pressure cookers, electric; pressure water tanks; purification installations for sewage; 
radiator caps; radiators, electric; radiators [heating]; refining towers for distillation; refrigerating apparatus and machines; 
refrigerating appliances and installations; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating chambers; refrigerating containers; 
refrigerating display cabinets; refrigerators; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; regulating and 
safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; regulating and safety accessories 
for water apparatus; roasters; roasting jacks; roasting spits; rotisseries; safety accessories for water or gas apparatus 
and pipes; safety lamps; sanitary apparatus and installations; sauna bath installations; searchlights; shower enclosures; 
showers; sinks; sockets for electric lights; socks, electrically heated; solar furnaces; solar thermal collectors [heating]; 
sous-vide cookers, electric; spa baths [vessels]; steam accumulators; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; steam 
facial apparatus [saunas]; steam generating installations; sterilizers; stills; stoves [heating apparatus]; street lamps; 
structural plates for ovens; swimming pool chlorinating apparatus; tanning apparatus [sun beds]; taps; thermostatic 
valves [parts of heating installations]; tobacco roasters; toilet bowls; toilet seats; toilets, portable; toilets [water-closets]; 
tortilla presses, electric; Turkish bath cabinets, portable; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; urinals [sanitary 
fixtures]; vehicle headlights; vehicle reflectors; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; ventilation [air-
conditioning] installations for vehicles; ventilation hoods; ventilation hoods for laboratories; waffle irons, electric; 
warming pans; washers for water faucets; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; water conduits installations; 
water distribution installations; water filtering apparatus; water flushing installations; water heaters; water heaters 
[apparatus]; watering installations, automatic; watering machines for agricultural purposes; water intake apparatus; water 
purification installations; water purifying apparatus and machines; water softening apparatus and installations; water 
sterilizers; water supply installations; whirlpool-jet apparatus; wicks adapted for oil stoves; wine cellars, electric.

Cl.12;Adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; aerial conveyors; aeronautical apparatus, machines and 
appliances; aeroplanes; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; aircraft; air cushion vehicles; air pumps [vehicle 
accessories]; airships; air vehicles; ambulances; amphibious airplanes; anti-glare devices for vehicles; anti-skid chains; 
anti-theft alarms for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; armored vehicles; ashtrays for automobiles; automobile 
bodies; automobile chains; automobile chassis; automobile hoods; automobile tires; autonomous underwater vehicles 
for seabed inspections; axle journals; axles for vehicles; bags adapted for pushchairs; balance weights for vehicle 
wheels; bands for wheel hubs; barges; baskets adapted for bicycles; bellows for articulated buses; bicycle bells; bicycle 
brakes; bicycle chains; bicycle cranks; bicycle frames; bicycle handlebars; bicycle kickstands; bicycle motors; bicycle 
mudguards; bicycle pedals; bicycles; bicycle saddles; bicycle trailers; bicycle tyres; bicycle wheels; boat hooks; boats; 
bodies for vehicles; bogies for railway cars; brake discs for vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; brake pads for 
automobiles; brake segments for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brake shoes for vehicles; buffers for railway rolling stock; 
bumpers for automobiles; cable transport apparatus and installations; caissons [vehicles]; camera drones; canoes; caps 
for vehicle fuel tanks; caravans; cars; cars for cable transport installations; carts; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; 
casters for trolleys [vehicles]; casting carriages; chairlifts; cigar lighters for automobiles; civilian drones; cleaning 
trolleys; cleats [nautical]; clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; clutches for land vehicles; 
concrete mixing vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; couplings for land 
vehicles; covers for vehicle steering wheels; crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for engines; davits for 
boats; delivery tricycles; dining cars; disengaging gear for boats; doors for vehicles; dredgers [boats]; dress guards for 
bicycles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; driving chains for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; ejector 
seats for aircraft; electric bicycles; electric vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; fenders 
for ships; ferry boats; fishing trolleys; fitted footmuffs for prams; fitted footmuffs for pushchairs; fitted stroller mosquito 
nets; flanges for railway wheel tires; forklift trucks; freewheels for land vehicles; funiculars; funnels for locomotives; 
funnels for ships; gear boxes for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; gears for bicycles; golf carts [vehicles]; 
handling carts; headlight wipers; head-rests for vehicle seats; hoods for vehicle engines; hoods for vehicles; horns for 
vehicles; hose carts; hot air balloons; hub caps; hubs for bicycle wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; hydraulic circuits for 
vehicles; hydroplanes; inclined ways for boats; inner tubes for bicycle tires; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; jet engines 
for land vehicles; kick sledges; launches; locomotives; luggage carriers for vehicles; luggage nets for vehicles; lug nuts 
for vehicle wheels; masts for boats; military drones; military vehicles for transport; mine cars; mine cart wheels; mobility 
scooters; mopeds; motor buses; motor coaches; motorcycle chains; motorcycle engines; motorcycle frames; motorcycle 
handlebars; motorcycle kickstands; motorcycles; motorcycle saddles; motor homes; motor racing cars; motor scooters; 
motors, electric, for land vehicles; mudguards; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; oars; omnibuses; paddles for canoes; 
panniers adapted for bicycles; panniers adapted for motorcycles; parachutes; pneumatic tires; pontoons; portholes; 
prams; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; pumps for bicycle tires; push scooters [vehicles]; railway carriages; 
railway couplings; rearview mirrors; reduction gears for land vehicles; refrigerated railway wagons; refrigerated vehicles; 
remote control vehicles, other than toys; remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections; repair outfits for inner 
tubes; rescue sleds; reversing alarms for vehicles; rims for bicycle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; robotic cars; roll cage 
trolleys; rolling stock for funicular railways; rolling stock for railways; rowlocks; rubbish trucks; rudders; saddlebags 
adapted for bicycles; saddle covers for bicycles; saddle covers for motorcycles; safety belts for vehicle seats; safety 
seats for children, for vehicles; screw-propellers; screw-propellers for boats; screws [propellers] for ships; sculls; 
seaplanes; seat covers for vehicles; security harness for vehicle seats; ship hulls; ships; shock absorbers for 
automobiles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; shopping trolleys; side cars; side view mirrors for vehicles; signal 
arms for vehicles; ski carriers for cars; ski lifts; sleeping berths for vehicles; sleeping cars; sleighs [vehicles]; 
snowmobiles; solid tires for vehicle wheels; space vehicles; spare wheel covers; spars for ships; spikes for tires; spoilers 
for vehicles; spoke clips for wheels; spokes for bicycle wheels; sports cars; sprinkling trucks; steering gears for ships; 
steering wheels for vehicles; stroller covers; stroller hoods; strollers; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; suspension 
shock absorbers for vehicles; tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles]; telpher railways [cable cars]; tilting-carts; tilt trucks; 
timbers [frames] for ships; tipping apparatus [parts of railway wagons]; tipping bodies for trucks; tires for vehicle wheels; 
torque converters for land vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; tow trucks; tractors; trailer hitches for vehicles; trailers for 
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transporting bicycles; trailers [vehicles]; tramcars; transmission chains for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; 
transmission shafts for land vehicles; treads for retreading tires; treads for vehicles [tractor type]; tricycles; trolleys; 
trucks; tubeless tires for bicycles; turbines for land vehicles; two-wheeled trolleys; tyre mousse inserts; undercarriages 
for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; valves for vehicle tires; vans [vehicles]; vehicle bumpers; vehicle chassis; vehicle 
covers [shaped]; vehicle joysticks; vehicle running boards; vehicle seats; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or 
rail; vehicle suspension springs; vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel spokes; water vehicles; wheelbarrows; wheelchairs; 
windows for vehicles; windscreens; windshield wipers; yachts.

Cl.14;Agates; alarm clocks; alloys of precious metal; amulets [jewelry]; anchors [clock- and watchmaking]; atomic 
clocks; badges of precious metal; barrels [clock- and watchmaking]; beads for making jewelry; boxes of precious metal; 
bracelets [jewelry]; bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewellery]; brooches [jewelry]; busts of precious metal; 
cabochons; chains [jewelry]; charms for key rings; chronographs [watches]; chronometers; chronometric instruments; 
chronoscopes; clasps for jewelry; clock cases; clock hands; clocks; clocks and watches, electric; clockworks; cloisonné 
jewellery; coins; control clocks [master clocks]; copper tokens; crucifixes as jewelry; crucifixes of precious metal, other 
than jewelry; cuff links; dials [clock- and watchmaking]; diamonds; earrings; figurines [statuettes] of precious metal; gold 
thread [jewelry]; gold, unwrought or beaten; hat jewelry; ingots of precious metals; iridium; ivory jewelry; jet, unwrought 
or semi-wrought; jewellery charms; jewelry; jewelry boxes; jewelry findings; jewelry of yellow amber; jewelry rolls; key 
rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; lockets [jewelry]; medals; misbaha [prayer beads]; movements for clocks 
and watches; necklaces [jewelry]; olivine [gems]; ornamental pins; ornaments of jet; osmium; palladium; paste jewelry 
[costume jewelry]; pearls [jewelry]; pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]; pendulums [clock- and watchmaking]; pins 
[jewelry]; platinum [metal]; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; precious stones; presentation boxes for jewelry; 
presentation boxes for watches; rhodium; rings [jewelry]; rosaries; ruthenium; semi-precious stones; shoe jewelry; silver 
thread [jewelry]; silver, unwrought or beaten; spinel [precious stones]; split rings of precious metal for keys; spun silver 
[silver wire]; statues of precious metal; stopwatches; sundials; threads of precious metal [jewelry]; tie clips; tie pins; 
watch bands; watch cases [parts of watches]; watch chains; watches; watch glasses; watch hands; watch springs; works 
of art of precious metal; wristwatches.

Cl.21;Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; aerosol dispensers, not for 
medical purposes; animal bristles [brushware]; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; aquarium hoods; baby baths, 
portable; baking mats; basins [receptacles]; baskets for household purposes; basting brushes; basting spoons [cooking 
utensils]; beaters, non-electric; beer mugs; bird baths; birdcages; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; 
bootjacks; boot trees [stretchers]; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; bottles; bowls [basins]; boxes for dispensing 
paper towels; boxes of glass; bread baskets for household purposes; bread bins; bread boards; broom handles; brooms; 
brushes; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; brushes for footwear; brush goods; buckets; buckets made of woven 
fabrics; bulb basters; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; butter-dish covers; butter dishes; 
buttonhooks; cabarets [trays]; cages for household pets; cake decorating tips and tubes; cake moulds; candelabra 
[candlesticks]; candle extinguishers; candle jars [holders]; candle rings; candy boxes; carpet beaters [hand instruments]; 
carpet sweepers; car washing mitts; cauldrons; ceramics for household purposes; chamber pots; chamois leather for 
cleaning; cheese-dish covers; china ornaments; chopsticks; cinder sifters [household utensils]; cleaning instruments, 
hand-operated; cleaning tow; closures for pot lids; clothes-pegs; cloth for washing floors; clothing stretchers; cloths for 
cleaning; coasters, not of paper or textile; cocktail shakers; cocktail stirrers; coffee filters, non-electric; coffee grinders, 
hand-operated; coffee percolators, non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; coffee services [tableware]; coin banks; cold 
packs for chilling food and beverages; comb cases; combs for animals; combs; confectioners' decorating bags [pastry 
bags]; containers for household or kitchen use; cookery moulds; cookie [biscuit] cutters; cookie jars; cooking mesh 
bags, other than for microwaves; cooking pots; cooking pot sets; cooking skewers of metal; cooking utensils, non-
electric; coolers [ice pails]; corkscrews, electric and non-electric; cosmetic spatulas; cosmetic utensils; cotton waste for 
cleaning; covers, not of paper, for flower pots; cruets; cruet sets for oil and vinegar; crumb trays; crushers for kitchen 
use, non-electric; crystal [glassware]; cups; cups of paper or plastic; currycombs; cutting boards for the kitchen; 
decanters; decanter tags; deep fryers, non-electric; demijohns; deodorizing apparatus for personal use; dish covers; 
dishes; dishwashing brushes; disposable table plates; drinking bottles for sports; drinking glasses; drinking horns; 
drinking straws; drinking troughs; drinking vessels; dripping pans; drying racks for laundry; dustbins; dusting apparatus, 
non-electric; dusting cloths [rags]; earthenware; earthenware saucepans; egg cups; egg separators, non-electric, for 
household purposes; electric brushes, except parts of machines; electric combs; electric devices for attracting and killing 
insects; enamelled glass, not for building; epergnes; eyebrow brushes; eyelash brushes; feather-dusters; feeding 
troughs; fiberglass, other than for insulation or textile use; fiberglass thread, other than for textile use; figurines of 
porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; flasks; flat-iron stands; floss 
for dental purposes; flower pots; fly swatters; fly traps; foam toe separators for use in pedicures; food steamers, non-
electric; fruit cups; fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; frying pans; funnels; furniture dusters; fused 
silica [semi-worked product], other than for building; gardening gloves; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; glass bowls; 
glass bulbs [receptacles]; glasses [receptacles]; glass flasks [containers]; glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished 
product]; glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; glass jars [carboys]; glass stoppers; glass, unworked or semi-
worked, except building glass; glass wool, other than for insulation; gloves for household purposes; glove stretchers; 
glue-pots; graters for kitchen use; grills [cooking utensils]; grill supports; hair for brushes; heads for electric 
toothbrushes; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; heat-insulated containers; heat-insulated containers for 
beverages; hip flasks; holders for flowers and plants [flower arranging]; horse brushes; horsehair for brush-making; hot 
pots, not electrically heated; ice cream scoops; ice cube molds; ice tongs; indoor aquaria; indoor terrariums [plant 
cultivation]; indoor terrariums [vivariums]; inflatable bath tubs for babies; insect traps; insulating flasks; ironing board 
covers, shaped; ironing boards; isothermic bags; kettles, non-electric; kitchen containers; kitchen grinders, non-electric; 
kitchen utensils; knife rests for the table; ladles for serving wine; lamp-glass brushes; large-toothed combs for the hair; 
lazy susans; lint removers, electric or non-electric; liqueur sets; litter boxes for pets; lunch boxes; majolica; make-up 
brushes; make-up removing appliances; make-up sponges; mangers for animals; material for brush-making; menu card 
holders; mess-tins; mills for household purposes, hand-operated; mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; molds [kitchen 
utensils]; mops; mop wringer buckets; mop wringers; mortars for kitchen use; mosaics of glass, not for building; mouse 
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traps; mugs; nail brushes; napkin rings; nest eggs, artificial; noodle machines, hand-operated; nozzles for watering cans; 
nozzles for watering hose; nutcrackers; opal glass; opaline glass; oven mitts; painted glassware; paper plates; pastry 
cutters; pepper mills, hand-operated; pepper pots; perfume burners; perfume vaporizers; pestles for kitchen use; pie 
servers; pig bristles for brush-making; piggy banks; pipettes [wine-tasters]; pitchers; place mats, not of paper or textile; 
plate glass [raw material]; plates to prevent milk boiling over; plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; plungers for 
clearing blocked drains; polishing apparatus and machines, for household purposes, non-electric; polishing cloths; 
polishing gloves; polishing leather; polishing materials for making shiny, except preparations, paper and stone; porcelain 
ware; portable cool boxes, non-electric; potholders; pot lids; pots; pottery; poultry rings; pouring spouts; powder 
compacts; powdered glass for decoration; powder puffs; pressure cookers, non-electric; rat traps; refrigerating bottles; 
reusable ice cubes; rings for birds; rolling pins, domestic; rotary washing lines; salad bowls; salad tongs; salt cellars; 
saucepan scourers of metal; saucers; scoops for household purposes; scouring pads; scrubbing brushes; services 
[dishes]; serving ladles; shaving brushes; shaving brush stands; shoe horns; shoe trees [stretchers]; sieves [household 
utensils]; sifters [household utensils]; signboards of porcelain or glass; siphon bottles for carbonated water; ski wax 
brushes; smoke absorbers for household purposes; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; soup bowls; spatulas 
for kitchen use; spice sets; sponge holders; sponges for household purposes; sprinklers; stands for portable baby baths; 
statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; steel wool for cleaning; stew-pans; strainers for 
household purposes; sugar bowls; sugar tongs; syringes for watering flowers and plants; tablemats, not of paper or 
textile; table napkin holders; table plates; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; tankards; tar-brushes, long 
handled; tea bag rests; tea caddies; tea cosies; tea infusers; teapots; tea services [tableware]; tea strainers; thermally 
insulated containers for food; tie presses; toilet brushes; toilet cases; toilet paper dispensers; toilet paper holders; toilet 
sponges; toilet utensils; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; toothpick holders; toothpicks; tortilla presses, non-electric 
[kitchen utensils]; towel rails and rings; trays for household purposes; trays of paper, for household purposes; trivets 
[table utensils]; trouser presses; urns; utensils for household purposes; vases; vegetable dishes; vessels of metal for 
making ices and iced drinks; vitreous silica fibers, other than for textile use; waffle irons, non-electric; washing boards; 
washtubs; waste paper baskets; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; watering cans; watering devices; wax-
polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; window-boxes; wine 
aerators; wool waste for cleaning; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass.

Cl.22;Animal feeding nets; animal hair; awnings of synthetic materials; awnings of textile; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 
textile, for packaging; bindings, not of metal; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; body bags; braces, 
not of metal, for handling loads; brattice cloth; cables, not of metal; camel hair; canvas for sails; carbon fibers for textile 
use; carded wool; car towing ropes; coconut fiber; cocoons; combed wool; cords for hanging pictures; cotton tow; cotton 
waste [flock] for padding and stuffing; covers for camouflage; down [feathers]; dust sheets; eiderdown; esparto grass; 
feathers for bedding; feathers for stuffing upholstery; fibrous gaskets for ships; fishing nets; fleece wool; flock [stuffing]; 
glass fibres for textile use; grasses for upholstering; hammocks; hemp; hemp bands; horsehair; jute; kapok; ladder tapes 
for Venetian blinds; liber; linters; mail bags; mesh bags for washing laundry; net pens for fish farming; nets; nets for 
camouflage; network; outdoor blinds of textile; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or 
cardboard; packing rope; packing string; padding materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; pig bristles; 
plastic fibers for textile use; purse seines; raffia; ramie fiber; raw cotton; raw fibrous textile; raw linen [flax]; raw or treated 
wool; raw silk; rope ladders; ropes; ropes, not of metal; sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; sails; 
sails for ski sailing; sash cords; sawdust; schappe [raw silk waste]; seaweed for stuffing; sheaf-binding yarns; shorn 
wool; silk flock; sisal; slings, not of metal, for handling loads; snares [nets]; straps, not of metal, for handling loads; straw 
for stuffing upholstery; straw wrappers for bottles; string; strips for tying-up vines; tarpaulins; tents; textile fibers; thread, 
not of metal, for wrapping or binding; tow; twine for nets; twine made of paper; upholstery wool [stuffing]; vehicle covers, 
not fitted; vitreous silica fibers for textile use; wadding for filtering; wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery; wax 
ends; whipcord; wood shavings; wood wool; wool flock; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal.

Cl.32;Aerated water; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; barley wine [beer]; beer; beer-based 
cocktails; beer wort; cider, non-alcoholic; cocktails, non-alcoholic; energy drinks; essences for making beverages; 
extracts of hops for making beer; fruit juices; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; ginger beer; grape must, unfermented; isotonic 
beverages; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; lemonades; lithia water; malt beer; malt wort; mineral water [beverages]; 
must; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; 
non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; orgeat; pastilles 
for effervescing beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; preparations for making aerated water; preparations for 
making beverages; preparations for making liqueurs; protein-enriched sports beverages; rice-based beverages, other 
than milk substitutes; sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]; seltzer water; sherbets [beverages]; smoothies; soda water; 
soft drinks; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; syrups for beverages; syrups for lemonade; table waters; 
tomato juice [beverage]; vegetable juices [beverages]; waters [beverages]; whey beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages containing fruit; alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic essences; alcoholic extracts; 
anise [liqueur]; anisette [liqueur]; aperitifs; arrack [arak]; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; bitters; brandy; 
cider; cocktails; curacao; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; distilled beverages; fruit extracts, alcoholic; gin; kirsch; 
liqueurs; mead [hydromel]; nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage]; peppermint liqueurs; perry; piquette; pre-mixed 
alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; rice alcohol; rum; sake; spirits [beverages]; vodka; whisky; wine.

Cl.34;Absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; books of cigarette papers; chewing tobacco; cigar 
cases; cigar cutters; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette holders; cigarette paper; cigarettes; cigarettes containing 
tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarette tips; cigar holders; cigarillos; cigars; electronic cigarettes; 
firestones; flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic 
cigarettes; gas containers for cigar lighters; herbs for smoking; humidors; lighters for smokers; liquid solutions for use in 
electronic cigarettes; matchboxes; matches; match holders; mouthpieces for cigarette holders; oral vaporizers for 
smokers; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; snuff; 
snuff boxes; spittoons for tobacco users; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; tobacco; tobacco jars; 
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tobacco pipes; tobacco pouches.

Cl.38;Cable television broadcasting; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; 
communications by fiber optic networks; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; computer aided 
transmission of messages and images; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; facsimile 
transmission; information about telecommunication; message sending; news agency services; paging services [radio, 
telephone or other means of electronic communication]; providing access to databases; providing internet chatrooms; 
providing online forums; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global computer networks; radio broadcasting; radio 
communications; rental of access time to global computer networks; rental of facsimile apparatus; rental of message 
sending apparatus; rental of modems; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; satellite 
transmission; streaming of data; telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; telegraph 
services; telephone services; television broadcasting; telex services; transmission of digital files; transmission of 
electronic mail; transmission of greeting cards online; transmission of telegrams; videoconferencing services; video-on-
demand transmission; voice mail services; wireless broadcasting.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; aikido instruction; amusement park services; animal training; arranging and conducting 
of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and 
conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of 
seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging of 
beauty contests; boarding school education; booking of seats for shows; calligraphy services; cinema presentations; 
club services [entertainment or education]; coaching [training]; conducting fitness classes; conducting guided climbing 
tours; conducting guided tours; correspondence courses; cultural, educational or entertainment services provided by art 
galleries; disc jockey services; discotheque services; dubbing; educational examination; educational services provided 
by schools; education information; electronic desktop publishing; entertainer services; entertainment information; 
entertainment services; film production, other than advertising films; gambling services; games equipment rental; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; gymnastic instruction; health club services [health and fitness 
training]; holiday camp services [entertainment]; karaoke services; language interpreter services; layout services, other 
than for advertising purposes; lending library services; microfilming; mobile library services; modelling for artists; movie 
studio services; music composition services; news reporters services; nightclub services [entertainment]; nursery 
schools; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; orchestra services; organization of balls; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of cosplay entertainment events; organization of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of lotteries; 
organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of sports competitions; party planning [entertainment]; 
personal trainer services [fitness training]; photographic reporting; photography; physical education; practical training 
[demonstration]; presentation of circus performances; presentation of live performances; presentation of variety shows; 
production of music; production of radio and television programmes; production of shows; providing amusement arcade 
services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; 
providing golf facilities; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; providing on-line electronic publications, 
not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing 
recreation facilities; providing sports facilities; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand 
services; publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; recording studio 
services; recreation information; religious education; rental of artwork; rental of audio equipment; rental of 
cinematographic apparatus; rental of indoor aquaria; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; 
rental of motion pictures; rental of radio and television sets; rental of show scenery; rental of skin diving equipment; 
rental of sound recordings; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of sports grounds; rental of stadium 
facilities; rental of stage scenery; rental of tennis courts; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; 
rental of videotapes; sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction]; screenplay writing; scriptwriting, other than for 
advertising purposes; sign language interpretation; songwriting; sport camp services; subtitling; teaching; television 
entertainment; theatre productions; ticket agency services [entertainment]; timing of sports events; toy rental; training 
services provided via simulators; translation; tutoring; videotape editing; videotaping; vocational guidance [education or 
training advice]; vocational retraining; writing of texts; zoological garden services.

Cl.42;Analysis for oil-field exploitation; architectural consultancy; architectural services; authenticating works of art; 
bacteriological research; biological research; calibration [measuring]; cartography services; chemical analysis; chemical 
research; chemistry services; clinical trials; cloud computing; cloud seeding; computer programming; computer rental; 
computer security consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer software design; computer system analysis; 
computer system design; computer technology consultancy; computer virus protection services; conducting technical 
project studies; construction drafting; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; consultancy in 
the field of energy-saving; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of 
data or documents from physical to electronic media; cosmetic research; creating and designing website-based indexes 
of information for others [information technology services]; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data 
encryption services; data security consultancy; design of interior decor; digitization of documents [scanning]; dress 
designing; duplication of computer programs; electronic data storage; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to 
detect fraud via the internet; electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the 
internet; energy auditing; engineering; geological prospecting; geological research; geological surveys; graphic arts 
design; handwriting analysis [graphology]; hosting computer sites [web sites]; industrial design; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; installation of computer software; interior design; internet security consultancy; land surveying; 
maintenance of computer software; material testing; mechanical research; meteorological information; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; 
monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; off-site data backup; oil-field surveys; oil prospecting; oil-well 
testing; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; packaging design; physics [research]; 
platform as a service [PaaS]; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; providing 
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search engines for the internet; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon 
offsetting; quality control; quality evaluation of standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; recovery of computer data; 
rental of computer software; rental of web servers; research and development of new products for others; research in the 
field of environmental protection; scientific laboratory services; scientific research; server hosting; software as a service 
[SaaS]; software development in the framework of software publishing; styling [industrial design]; surveying; technical 
research; technical writing; technological consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; textile testing; 
underwater exploration; unlocking of mobile phones; updating of computer software; urban planning; vehicle 
roadworthiness testing; water analysis; weather forecasting; web site design consultancy.

Cl.45;Adoption agency services; alternative dispute resolution services; arbitration services; astrology consultancy; 
babysitting; burial services; cartomancy services; clothing rental; conducting funeral ceremonies; conducting religious 
ceremonies; copyright management; crematorium services; dating services; detective agency services; dog walking 
services; embalming services; escorting in society [chaperoning]; evening dress rental; fire-fighting; funerary 
undertaking; genealogical research; guard services; horoscope casting; house sitting; inspection of factories for safety 
purposes; intellectual property consultancy; kimono dressing assistance; leasing of internet domain names; legal 
administration of licences; legal advice in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; legal document preparation 
services; legal research; legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; legal watching services; 
licensing [legal services] in the framework of software publishing; licensing of computer software [legal services]; 
licensing of intellectual property; litigation services; lost property return; marriage agency services; mediation; missing 
person investigations; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; monitoring of burglar and 
security alarms; night guard services; on-line social networking services; opening of security locks; organization of 
religious meetings; personal background investigations; personal body guarding; personal letter writing; personal 
wardrobe styling consultancy; pet sitting; physical security consultancy; planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; 
registration of domain names [legal services]; releasing doves for special occasions; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire 
extinguishers; rental of safes; security screening of baggage; spiritual consultancy; tracking of stolen property.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 99 
 

4206011    20/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471500]
Prologis

Suite 500, 1800 Wazee Street Denver CO 80202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Leasing of real estate; real estate management of commercial and industrial property; management of capital 
investment funds in the areas of commercial real estate and transportation logistics; acquisition of land and real estate 
properties.

Cl.37;Real estate development, namely, renovation and maintenance, and construction of real estate properties.

Cl.39;Providing industrial and commercial storage and warehouse facilities on or near airports, seaports, train stations, 
and other transportation hubs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 302018000018794 ;Italy 

4206021    27/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471839]
BENELLI Paolo

Via Traversa II Crocifisso, 6 I-59100 Prato (PO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Yarns for textile use; polyester spun fibers for textile use; carded threads in natural fibres for textile use; yarns 
made of synthetic material for textile use; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; yarns and threads for textile use; hemp 
yarn; linen yarn; silk yarn; cotton yarn; ramie yarn; viscose yarn.

Cl.24;Fabrics; textiles and substitutes for textiles; fabrics for textile use; hemp fabrics; linen fabrics; silk fabrics; 
viscose fabrics; ramie fabrics; elastic woven material; cotton fabrics; mixed fiber fabrics; fabrics made from synthetic 
threads.
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4206439    09/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471522]
Cybernetic Technologies NETICTECH S.A.

Plac Andersa 7 PL-61-894 Poznan Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer gaming software; video games [computer games] in the form of computer programs recorded on data 
carriers; computer software applications, downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs, recorded; films on magnetic and digital media; 
uploadable films (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
animated films; downloadable films; audio compact discs, video compact discs; e-books; disks, magnetic; electronic 
publications, downloadable; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines; information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; computers; computer equipment, components, parts and accessories; monitors; printers; 
peripherals adapted for use with computers; recorded content.

Cl.16;Books; printed matter; stationery and educational supplies; paper and cardboard.

Cl.28;Toys, games, playthings and novelties; game consoles; gamepads; portable gaming devices; computer game 
apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 13/04/2018; Application No. : 4445842 ;France 

4207076    10/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472095]
NICOMATIC

ZONE INDUSTRIELLE F-74890 BONS EN CHABLAIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Connectors and component parts, in particular, connectors for electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, 
electric cables, electric contacts; protectors for electric contacts, optical fibers, sheaths for electric cables; electric 
connectors enabling the circulation of fluids, electric and electronic components and circuits, optical fiber cables, electric 
cables, sheaths for electric cables; junction boxes, switchboards, computer software; application software for mobile 
telephones, in particular for the configuration of these goods.

Cl.42;Evaluations, estimates and research in the scientific and technological fields provided by engineers; research 
and development of new products for third parties; technical project studies; all these services in the field of connector 
technology and electronics, exclusively for the aeronautical, vehicle, railway, space, naval and mechanical industries, the 
mobile telephony, telecommunications, defense and weapons industries, equipment for processing data and computers, 
household appliances, and the medical and energy sectors.
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Priority claimed from 27/07/2018; Application No. : 017936858 ;European Union 

4207151    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471848]
WABCO Europe BVBA

Chaussée de la Hulpe 166 B-1170 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for wheel brakes for land vehicles, including but not restricted to drum brakes, disk brakes and 
components thereof, antiskid systems (ABS) and parts thereof, antislip systems (ASR) and parts thereof, electromechanic 
and electronic brake systems and parts thereof.

Cl.12;Brakes, servo brake units for land vehicles; wheel brakes for land vehicles, including but not restricted to drum 
brakes, disk brakes and components thereof, antiskid systems (ABS) and parts thereof, antislip systems (ASR) and parts 
thereof, electromechanic and electronic brake systems and parts thereof, including but not limited to electronic control 
units.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2018; Application No. : 302018000017217 ;Italy 

4208157    25/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472187]
MA-FRA S.p.A.

Via Aquileia n. 44/46 I-20021 Baranzate (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; 
non-medicated dentifrices; cleaning preparations for vehicle tires and wheels; preparations for cleaning, protecting and 
preserving vehicle surfaces; automobile wax; detergents for automobiles; automobile polish; rust removing preparations; 
glass cleaning preparations; carpet cleaning preparations; skin cleansers; scented room sprays; windshield cleaning 
liquids; creams for leather; polishes for leather; paint stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; color-
removing preparations; varnish-removing preparations; carpet shampoos; car shampoos; cloths impregnated with a 
detergent for cleaning; cloths impregnated with polishing preparations for cleaning; emery cloth; glass cloth [abrasive 
cloth].

Cl.37;Vehicle cleaning; automobile repair and maintenance; automobile lubrication; vehicle maintenance; vehicle 
polishing; vehicle washing; vehicle battery charging; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; 
repair; installation services; building of fair stalls and shops; repair information; airplane maintenance and repair; leather 
care, cleaning and repair; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; upholstery repair; tyre 
balancing; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; construction services; rental of construction equipment; 
cleaning services; disinfecting; extermination of insects; rental of cleaning machines; land vehicle cleaning services; 
thorough cleaning of interior vehicles; anti-rust treatment for painting and ceramic coatings of land vehicles; sea vehicle 
maintenance and repair services; naval construction services; application of surface coatings, repair and restoration 
services; installation, maintenance and repair services of apparatus and equipment for heating, ventilation and plumbing; 
services for cleaning, maintenance and repair of clothing; installation, maintenance and repair of industrial machinery and 
equipment, office machines and apparatus, communication equipment, electrical and electronic equipment; repair and 
maintenance of lifts; clock and watch repair; mining extraction; repair of shoes, bags and belt; automobile detailing; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of automobiles.
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2018; Application No. : 017875054 ;European Union 

4208177    12/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471515]
Dürr Aktiengesellschaft

Carl-Benz-Str. 34 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;3D printers and printers for additive manufacturing; adjusting stands for driver assistance systems being parts of 
machines; air brushes [paint spraying]; apparatus and installations for filling vehicles with equipment; assembly and 
disassembly apparatus for vehicle components and assemblies; assembly apron conveyors; assembly devices and 
assembly installations for motor vehicles or airplanes; assembly platforms; automated machines for loading materials; 
automatic sprayers for electrostatic painting; chain conveyors; clamping tools for balancing machines and mounting 
apparatus; coating robots; control apparatus for conveyors; control apparatus for paint treatment systems; control 
mechanisms for machinery or engines; conveyor devices and installations; conveyor devices for transporting objects in 
painting installations; conveyor suspension gear; conveyors [machines]; conveyors and conveyors belts; cross belt 
conveyors; devices for the initial filling of motor vehicles with fuel; drilling and milling machines; drives for conveyors; 
drives for machines and motors; dye filters (parts of machines); elevating platforms; equipment for mechanical 
engineering, namely for manufacturing plants, robotics, heating and cooling systems and transport systems for 
processing materials and for manufacturing, which is remotely controlled, tuned, optimized and/or monitored in 
connection with cloud computing, cloud networks or IoT (internet of things) communications; exhaust air purifying 
devices; exhausters being suction ventilators; filling apparatus; fittings for paint-spraying installations; floor conveyors; 
grippers being parts of machines; handling devices (machines); headlamp adjustment stands; hydraulic and pneumatic 
controls for machines; industrial robots; industrial robots for working metal; industrial robots for working wood; 
installations and apparatus for lacquer treatment, lacquer care and/or lacquer distribution; installations and apparatus for 
the application of lacquers, adhesives and/or sealing materials; installations and apparatus for the assembly of vehicle 
components, in particular front ends, discs, cockpits, seats, wheels or doors; installations and equipment for removing 
lacquer from components of all kinds, using high-pressure water or chemical substances; installations and equipment for 
the preservation of components and car bodies using spray and/or flood methods; installations for impregnating 
components of all kinds; installations for processing and storing impregnating resins for impregnating components of all 
kinds, and treatment installations for rinse water; installations for the assembly and disassembly of vehicle components 
and assemblies; installations for the treatment and storage of wax for preserving components and car bodies; lacquering 
robots; lifting and hoisting equipment, elevators and escalators; lifting conveyor apparatus; lifting devices; lifting 
platforms for vehicles; loaders [conveyors]; machine parts, namely cylinders (machine parts), brakes for industrial 
machines, belt drives, belt pulleys, clutch levers, other than for land vehicles, drive mechanisms, industrial process 
controllers (pneumatic), industrial process controllers (hydraulic), pressure regulating apparatus being parts of machines, 
regulators (parts of machines), valves (parts of machines), heat exchangers; machinery for the handling of materials; 
machines and equipment for the processing of cooling lubricants; machines and machine tools; machines and machine 
tools for the preparation of materials and for production; machines and machine tools that are remotely controlled, tuned, 
optimized and/or monitored via cloud computing, cloud networks or IoT (internet-of-things) communications; machines 
for loading; machines for metal processing; machines for the drying and hardening of lacquers and coats on lacquered or 
coated objects, in particular vehicle bodies; machines for the handling of cargo; machines for the processing of 
workpieces; machines for the supply of air; machines for use in assembly; matching machines for wheels and tyres; 
mechanical and/or electric lacquering apparatus and automatic lacquering machines being components for lacquering 
installations; mechanical devices and installations for handling vehicle components; mechanical railed lifting conveyors; 
mechanically-operated lifting trucks and elevators; mounting apparatus for vehicle tires and tire-inflating valves; mufflers 
[parts of exhaust systems]; mufflers [parts of machines]; overhead conveyors; overhead monorail equipment (conveyor 
devices); paint spraying apparatus; paint spraying guns; paint treatment installations and apparatus; painting machines; 
paint-spraying installations; pneumatic tire-inflating apparatus; positioning tables [machines]; process control 
mechanisms for manufacturing installations; production facilities for the manufacture of material production machines 
that are remotely controlled, monitored and/or optimized via cloud computing, cloud networks or IoT (internet-of-things) 
communications; production installations constisting of machines for material treatment and production facilitiesfor the 
manufacture of automobiles; pulleys [parts of machines]; retractable platforms; robotic filling machines; robotic guns for 
compressed air spraying machines; robotic handling apparatus; robotic loaders for diffusion furnaces; robots 
[machines]; robots [machines] that are remotely controlled, tuned, optimized and/or monitored via cloud computing, 
cloud networks or IoT (internet-of-things) communications; robots for applying sealing material; robots for applying glue; 
robots with articulated arms for manipulating workpieces; robots with artificial intelligence; roller channels; roller 
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conveyors; rotary conveyor apparatus; screw conveyors; skid steer loaders; sorting apparatus, appropriate to the 
unbalance or weight, size or designation of the objects being sorted; sorting machines for industry; spray boxes as parts 
of machines; spray cubicles and spraying apparatus as parts of machines, in particular for scouring, disinfecting, 
phosphating, passivating, chromating and/or varnishing; spray guns; spray nozzles as parts of machines; spray tables as 
parts of machines; spraying apparatus for paints and/or lacquers for industrial purposes; spraying machines; stacking 
machines; stirring apparatus for dyes; supply and disposal installations for installations and apparatus using high-
pressure media; tools for machines; track and king pin angle adjusting tools (machine parts); transportation robots; 
transporters [conveyors]; vehicle conveyors; workpiece clamping attachments [machines].

Cl.9;3D spectacles; access points on a local area network (LAN) for connecting network computers; apparatus and 
fittings for balancing machines; apparatus and installations for testing motor vehicles; apparatus and installations for 
testing status-oriented machine maintenance; apparatus and installations for testing vehicle electrics and electronics; 
apparatus and software for testing vehicle electronics and for the programming of, and communication with, vehicle 
control apparatus and installations constructed from the aforesaid apparatus; apparatus for conducting unbalance 
alignment, apparatus for detecting play; apparatus for headlamp adjustment; apparatus for measuring axels; apparatus 
for measuring radial runout; apparatus for measuring relative steering angles; apparatus for measuring the angle of track 
and king-pins; apparatus for separating balancing compositions; apparatus for testing and adjusting vehicle components; 
apparatus for transmitting data and data communication; apparatus for vibration measuring and/or vibration monitoring 
and/or machine monitoring purposes; apparatus to test the function, performance, exhaust gas and brakes of vehicles, 
motors and engines; application software for cloud computing services; application software for the planning and control 
of products, production processes and/or machines by means of a cloud; application software to monitor data in a cloud; 
artificial intelligence apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; audio- and video-recorders; augmented reality software for 
use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments; automation software for test and 
adjustment stands for vehicles and vehicle components, for apparatus for testing vehicle electronics, and for installations 
for the assembly and disassembly of vehicle components and assemblies, including editable process control, process 
visualization, process documentation, job management and communication with master computers; balance and material 
testing machines; balance centering machines; balances; balancing machines [gravitational]; batteries; batteries, electric; 
camcorders; chargeable batteries; chassis testers; cloud network monitoring software; communication interface units; 
communication networks; communication software for connecting computer network users; communication software for 
connecting global computer networks; computer database servers, data entry and data output terminals; computer 
programs and software for data processing, data transmission and data analysis; computer programs for browsing and 
searching online databases; computer programs for data storage; computer programs for operating systems and network 
operating systems; computer software for mobile phones; computer software for the remote controls; computer utility 
programs for data compression, computer programs for accessing online databases; data and image processing software 
for making three dimensional models; data collection devices; data communication software; data compression software; 
data loggers and recorders, data terminals; data networks and networks for data transmission; data storage devices; data 
storage media for smartphones; devices for cloud computing, cloud networks or IOT (Internet of Things) for mechanical 
engineering; devices for computer networks and data communication; devices for network management control; 
diagnostic apparatus and installations constructed thereof; digital data storage media; displays for smartphones; 
downloadable software applications for use with three dimensional printers; downloadable software for the transmission 
of data; dynamometers with and without balances; electric and electronic computers for controlling and regulating 
printers, test desks and remote control apparatus; electric and electronic controls for dryers for drying and hardening 
lacquers and paints on lacquered or painted objects; electricity conduits; electronic navigational and positioning 
apparatus and instruments; electronic sensors and sensor controllers; electronically stored data; electrotechnical and 
electronic apparatus; encryption devices; global positioning systems (GPS); computer hardware, computer equipment 
and computer software programs for database management; hydraulic dynamometric and eddy current brake testing 
apparatus; installations and apparatus for testing electronic components in vehicles; installations and apparatus for 
testing pedal assemblies and hydraulic systems; interface devices; network-attached storage [NAS], local network [LAN 
local area network]; optical sensors; peripheral devices for data duplication; optical apparatus; radio transmission 
devices; recorded content (recorded data); remote control apparatus; remote control receivers; remote control 
transmitters; safety devices, namely light barriers, switches, shielding hoods (within this class) and actuating devices 
therefor; sensors for measurement technology related to cloud computing, cloud networks or IOT (Internet-of-things); 
sensors for measuring technology; smartphones; software; software (interactive) for the exchange of information; 
software [virtual reality]; software and applications for mobile terminals; software for authorizing access to databases; 
software for communication between computers over a local network; software for communication with electronic vehicle 
assemblies; software for computer-aided design (CAD); software for data processing; software for data research; 
software for database management; software for embedded systems within the framework of electronic assemblies for 
testing systems; software for filling, assembly and testing systems; software for generating an augmented reality 
experiences; software for graphical user interfaces; software for host and gateway systems; software for industrial 
applications; software for industrial process control; software for machine tools; software for managing local networks; 
software for manufacturing; software for mechanical engineering; software for numerical control; software for predictive 
maintenance; software for processing data from measuring systems of test and adjustment stands for vehicles, in 
particular for imaging, power measurement, position measurement, exhaust gas measurement and for light intensity 
measurement; software for transport technology applications and for the control of workpiece transport cars; software for 
use in conjunction with industrial production and/or production planning; steering wheel balances; switch cabinets; tablet 
monitors; test apparatus [vibroacustic]; test stands for examining vehicles and vehicle components, in particular brake 
test stands; test stands for testing couplings, gears, drive trains, tension, electric motors and shock absorbers; test 
stands for tires; test stands for vehicle geometry; test stands for vehicles and vehicle components, in particular vehicle 
function test stands and combined roll, brake and ABS test stands; three dimensional viewers; transducers, namely 
displacement, vibration speed and acceleration transducers; virtual reality glasses; virtual reality hardware; smart 
wristbands that communicate data to smartphone; apparatus for testing brakes.

Cl.37;Advisory services in relation to the installation of fire prevention equipment; advisory services relating to building 
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demolition; advisory services relating to the alteration of buildings; application of coatings to tunnels; application of 
protective coatings for buildings; application of protective paint to wood; application of surface coatings; assembling 
[installation] of building framework; automobile painting; beneath ground construction work relating to foundation laying; 
bricklaying; building construction and repair; building construction consultancy; installation of building insulation; 
construction of industrial furnaces; construction of manufacturing and industrial buildings; construction of steel 
fabrications; construction of steel structures for buildings; construction of tunnels; construction of ventilation shafts; 
construction of walls; construction, maintenance, cleaning and repair services; custom construction of factories; 
installation of conveyors; installation of energy-saving apparatus; installation of lighting systems; installation, 
maintenance and repair of compressors, air pumps, vacuum pumps, air blowers, air filters, alternators, pressure 
regulators and oil separators; installation, maintenance and repair of air-conditioning, cooling, drying and ventilation 
installations and systems, and of air treatment installations and ventilation systems; maintenance of water pollution 
control equipment; masonry; pipe installation services; production and installation of automobile production plants; 
production and installation of plants for manufacturing; pump repair; repair or maintenance of conveyors; repair or 
maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and 
apparatus; storage tank cleaning; tunneling.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 02794 ;Denmark 

4208178    02/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472297]
LEO Pharma A/S

Industriparken 55 DK-2750 Ballerup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medical preparations for treatment of skin diseases, atopic dermatitis, autoimmune and 
inflammatory diseases and for treatment of the skin.

Cl.38;Providing online forums for information and communication about skin diseases, atopic dermatitis, autoimmune 
and inflammatory diseases and in relation to treatment of the skin.

Cl.42;Scientific and medical research in the field of skin diseases, atopic dermatitis, autoimmune and inflammatory 
diseases and in relation to treatment of the skin; research, development and scientific, medical research and 
pharmaceutical testing in the field of skin diseases, atopic dermatitis, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases and in 
relation to treatment of the skin; providing information and consulting services in the field of research, development and 
science in relation to skin diseases and treatment of the skin; pharmaceutical testing in the field of skin diseases, atopic 
dermatitis, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases and in relation to treatment of the skin.

Cl.44;Medical services in the field of skin diseases, atopic dermatitis, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases and in 
relation to treatment of the skin; medical, health and pharmaceutical consultation services in the field of skin diseases, 
atopic dermatitis, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases and in relation to treatment of the skin; medical testing in the 
field of skin diseases, atopic dermatitis, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases and in relation to treatment of the skin.
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4208208    06/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471415]
EYESYNTH, S.L.

C/ Ginjols, 1, Edificio CEEI E-12003 Castellón Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound recording disks; DVD; compact disks; digital recording media; 
spectacles; sunglasses; contact lenses; virtual reality glasses; data processing equipment; computers; software; 
software and apps for mobile devices; computer programs; application software for cloud computing services; 
downloadable computer applications; multimedia content; multimedia recordings; videos; discs; audio recordings; 
memory cards; USB flash drives; hard disks; hardware; virtual reality hardware.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; rental of computer hardware and 
software; website hosting services and rental of software; development and design of computer hardware; development, 
programming and implementation of software; maintenance of computer programs; updating of computer programs.
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4208210    21/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471428]
DONGGUAN COUNTRY GARDEN PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

Building 1 Room 206, Dalang Biguiyuan, Langdong Road 18, Dalang Town, Dongguan 528244 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Buildings, transportable, of metal; buildings of metal; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; reinforcing 
materials of metal for building; building materials of metal; shuttering of metal for concrete; refractory construction 
materials of metal; steel sheets; scaffolding fasteners of metal; composite panel made primarily of aluminum; magnesia-
alumina curved board.

Cl.9;Computer programmes [programs], recorded; bar code readers; computer operating programs, recorded; computer 
software, recorded; monitors [computer programs]; electronic tags for goods; electronic publications, downloadable; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable image files; computer software applications, downloadable.

Cl.19;Planks of wood for building; fiberboards; composite plate of resin; wooden floor boards; concrete; sandstone for 
building; plaster; cement; concrete building elements; cement slabs; cement posts; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; 
tiles, not of metal, for building; wall tiles, not of metal; floor tiles, not of metal; tile floorings, not of metal; ceramic tile; 
refractory construction materials, not of metal; bituminous coatings for roofing; roofing and bituminous roofing 
waterproof membranes; plastic tubes for building; buildings, not of metal; window glass for building.

Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; business management 
assistance; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; advertising; personnel management 
consultancy; photocopying services; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search.

Cl.36;Rental of offices [real estate]; rental of apartments; apartment house management; rental of farms; 
accommodation bureau services [apartments]; rental of real estate; real estate agency services; real estate appraisal; real 
estate management; real estate sales.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision; construction information; repair information; plastering; harbour 
construction; furnace installation and repair; factory construction; pipeline construction and maintenance; construction; 
pier breakwater building; rental of construction equipment; building insulating; asphalting; road paving; bricklaying; 
rental of cleaning machines; building of fair stalls and shops; underwater construction; rental of bulldozers; rental of 
excavators; pumicing; masonry; warehouse construction and repair; demolition of buildings; scaffolding; roofing 
services; rental of road sweeping machines; cleaning of buildings [interior]; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; street 
cleaning; painting, interior and exterior; upholstery repair; wallpapering; painting or repair of signs; underwater repair; 
window cleaning; chimney sweeping; upholstering.

Cl.42;Technical research; quality control; biological research; material testing; industrial design; architectural services; 
interior design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; authenticating works of art; graphic arts design.
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Priority claimed from 02/01/2019; Application No. : 88247069 ;United States of America 

4208212    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471698]
IDHG, LLC

800 West El Camino Real, Suite 180-51 Mountain View CA 94040 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Charitable services, namely, promotional services for facilitating charitable giving by others; promoting 
charitable giving that reflects the core values of the donor by providing a method to identify the donor's core values and 
to select charities that foster those values; promoting the charitable giving of others, namely, tracking and publicizing 
charitable donations and acts of kindness; marketing services, namely, promotional services in the field of planned-giving 
for non-profit and charitable organizations; charitable services, namely, providing an online directory of social good 
opportunities and providing an online means for others to contribute money, time, or goods.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services; charitable fundraising services by means of a website where donors search for 
and make monetary donations to specific charities or projects; financial consulting services in the field of planned giving 
for non-profit and charitable organizations; charitable fundraising services, namely, accepting, managing, and disbursing 
charitable contributions from individuals and organizations; administration, management, and investment of donor 
advised funds; providing financial information via on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the 
field of fundraising and monetary donations.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing puzzles, games of skill, and games of chance online and in mobile 
wireless form.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2018; Application No. : 31027691 ;China 

4208214    21/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1471408]
Zhongjiao Yongsheng Southeast Asia Latex Products Stock Co., Ltd,

23rd Floor, Building No. 3, Shanghai ASEAN Business Building, No. 779 Chunrong Street, Chenggong District, Kunming Yunnan 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Insulating tapes; cords of rubber; flexible hoses, not of metal; latex [rubber]; padding materials of rubber or 
plastics; rings of rubber; rubber solutions; insulating gloves; waterproof packings; rubber, raw or semi-worked.

Cl.20;Sofas; pillows; mattresses; office furniture; furniture; latex pillow; statuettes of resin; works of art of wood, wax, 
plaster or plastic; latex mattress; bolsters.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 017 197 ;Germany 

4208220    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471618]
Roeckl Handschuhe & Accessoires GmbH & Co. KG

Isartalstraße 49 80469 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics and beauty care preparations; hair lotions.

Cl.9;Sunglasses; optical glasses; spectacle cases; spectacle frames; safety gloves for protection against accident or 
injury; protective work gloves; covers and cases for smartphones, touchscreens and tablet computers.

Cl.14;Jewellery; gemstones; semi-precious stones; clocks; time instruments; key rings of leather.

Cl.18;Bags; handbags; leather and imitations of leather and goods made of them, namely bags, handbags, travel bags, 
suitcases, travel cases; furniture coverings of leather; small leather goods, namely, purses, wallets; cases, namely for 
cards, credit cards, driving licenses, ties, keys; cosmetic purses; pouches; packaging bags of leather, pouches, of 
leather, for packaging; briefcases; shopping bags; luggage covers; umbrellas; boxes of leather; animal skins; fur; 
luggage; carrying bags; rucksacks; trunks and suitcases; straps, shoulder straps and cords for handbags, rucksacks and 
luggage; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips; harnesses; collars, leads and covers for animals.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage and transport; goods of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, fish bone, tortoiseshell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and their substitutes or of 
plastics, namely boxes, identification bracelets, trays, statues, figures, works of art, ornaments, decorations, packaging 
containers of plastic material, non-metal closures for containers, furniture fittings, not of metal, boxes, of wood or plastic, 
baskets, non-metallic; wickerwork.

Cl.24;Cloths, insofar as included in class 24; woven fabrics and textile goods, insofar as they are included in class 24; 
bed linen; bed blankets; table linen; table cloths of textile; blankets, insofar as included in class 24; pillow covers.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; gloves (not being sportswear), in particular all kinds of gloves made of leather, 
gloves made of textile cloth, gloves made of fur, gloves made of cotton, gloves made of satin, gloves made of lace, gloves 
made of silk, gloves made of natural fibres, gloves made of artificial fibres; gloves, suitable for operating electronic 
devices with touch screen technology; headgear made from fur; muffs [clothing]; collars [clothing], in particular fur 
collars; scarves; stoles; shawls; scarfs; pocket squares; scarves made from textile materials; sashes; mantillas; ponchos; 
pareos; swimwear and beachwear; belts [clothing].

Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons; laces; buttons; hooks and eyes; needles; artificial flowers; buckles [clothing 
accessories]; belt clasps.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services also via the internet, retail services via teleshopping and mail order selling, each 
concerning soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics and beauty care preparations, hair lotions, sunglasses, optical 
glasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, safety gloves for protection against accident or injury, protective work 
gloves, covers and cases for smart phones, touchscreens and tablet computers, jewellery, gemstones, semi-precious 
stones, clocks, time instruments, bags, handbags, leather and imitations of leather and goods made of them, namely 
bags, handbags, travel bags, suitcases, travel cases, furniture coverings of leather, small leather goods, namely, purses, 
wallets, cases, namely for cards, credit cards, driving licenses, ties, keys, cosmetic purses, pouches, packaging bags of 
leather, pouches, of leather, briefcases, shopping bags, luggage covers, umbrellas, boxes of leather, animal skins, fur, 
luggage, carrying bags, rucksacks, trunks and suitcases, straps, shoulder straps and cords for handbags, rucksacks and 
luggage, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harnesses, furs, collars, leads and covers for animals, furniture, 
mirrors, picture frames, containers, not of metal, for storage and transport, goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, fish bone, tortoiseshell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and their substitutes or of plastics, namely 
boxes, identification bracelets, trays, statues, figures, works of art, ornaments, decorations, packaging containers of 
plastic material, non-metal closures for containers, furniture fittings, not of metal, boxes, of wood or plastic, baskets, non-
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metallic, wickerwork, cloths, woven fabrics and textile goods, bed linen, bed blankets, table linen, table cloths of textile, 
blankets, pillow covers, clothing, footwear, headgear, gloves (not being sportswear), in particular all kinds of gloves made 
of leather, gloves made of textile cloth, gloves made of fur, gloves made of cotton, gloves made of satin, gloves made of 
lace, gloves made of silk, gloves made of natural fibres, gloves made of artificial fibres, gloves, suitable for operating 
electronic devices with touch screen technology, headgear made from fur, muffs [clothing], collars [clothing], in particular 
fur collars, scarves, stoles, shawls, scarfs, pocket squares, scarves made from textile materials, sashes, mantillas, 
ponchos, pareos, swimwear and beachwear, belts [clothing], lace, embroidery, ribbons, laces, buttons, hooks and eyes, 
needles, artificial flowers, buckles [clothing accessories], belt clasps.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2018; Application No. : 017933604 ;European Union 

4208297    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471236]
Ingenia Polymers International S.A.

21-25, allée Scheffer, 6th Floor L-2520 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; polymers; chemical polymers; reinforced polymers, chemical additives and ingredients for 
polymers; polymer intermediates, plastics and catalysts; polymeric ingredients, intermediates and additives; chemicals 
used in the manufacture of polymers; polymer resins, powders and dispersions; polymers for industrial use; polymer 
blends.

Cl.2;Dyes, colours and pigments; polymer colours; colouring materials for addition to polymeric materials.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture, of polymers, polymer blends, polymer ingredients and additives and masterbatches.
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2018; Application No. : 302018000037622 ;Italy 

4208391    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471464]
BLUFIN S.p.A.

Via G. Ferraris, 13/15 I-41012 CARPI (MODENA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags; handbags; valises; rucksacks; purses; school bags; trunks [luggage]; pocket wallets; shoulder belts 
[straps] of leather; leatherboard; imitation leather; leather and imitations of leather; parasols; hiking sticks; garment 
carriers.

Cl.24;Fabrics; non-woven fabrics; tapestries of textile; knitted fabric; place mats of textile; bath linen, except clothing; 
terry linen; bath towels; throws; table linen; table napkins of textile; diapered linen; towels of textile; table linen, not of 
paper; bed clothes and blankets; linen (bed -); bed linen; linens.

Cl.25;Casualwear; menswear; ladies' clothing; children's wear; sportswear; beach clothes; underwear; waterproof 
clothing; children's footwear; stockings; tights; undershirts; hosiery; tee-shirts; shirts; women's suits; dresses; scarves; 
foulards [clothing articles]; neck scarves [mufflers]; belts [clothing]; headbands [clothing]; headgear; footwear for men 
and women; boots for sports; beach shoes; casual jackets; skirts; skorts; leggings [trousers]; trousers; underpants; 
teddies [underclothing]; underpants, underwear; slips [underclothing]; knickers.
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Priority claimed from 01/08/2018; Application No. : 4473696 ;France 

4208553    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471720]
VIVENDI

42, avenue de Friedland F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; electronic measuring and checking apparatus, electronic apparatus for sound amplification, electronic signal 
transmitters for motion picture production; transmitters [telecommunication]; equipment for information processing and 
computers, computer peripherals; search engine software enabling access to recommendations and selections of 
customized programs; analysis software for audiovisual and television consumer behavior; software, downloadable or 
not, multimedia or not; downloadable applications for mobile devices; software packages, computer hardware, sound and 
image transmitters and receivers, data acquisition, storage, word processing, information or data processing apparatus 
and instruments, photographic, audiovisual, cinematographic, optical apparatus and instruments; computer programs for 
interactive television; computer applications downloadable or integrated into a television, game console or any mobile 
device enabling access to a range of television channels and/or audiovisual content available live or on demand; software 
and applications enabling users to program, distribute, transmit and receive audio content, video content, images, text 
and other multimedia content via communications networks; apparatus for issuing, reading and recording tickets; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmission, broadcasting, reading, distribution, reproduction, storage, encryption, decryption, transformation, 
processing of information, sound, images or data; apparatus for communications and telecommunications; audiovisual 
and telematic apparatus and instruments; antennas, satellite dishes; satellites for telecommunication and scientific use; 
audio speaker enclosures, amplifiers; computers, computer screens, interactive video apparatus; interactive graphic 
screens; computer keyboards, computer peripheral devices, modems, decoders, encoders; access and access control 
devices (apparatus) for data processing apparatus; authentication apparatus designed for telecommunication networks; 
apparatus for scrambling and descrambling signals and for retransmission; digital terminals, namely digital tablets, 
computers and mobile telephones; monitors for receiving data on a global computer network; storage and memory 
devices; USB flash drives; hub (ethernet concentrator); hdmi key; interfaces [for computers]; video films; downloadable 
music files or images; CD-ROM, audio discs, compact discs, digital video discs (DVDs) and other data media and sound 
or video recordings, digital or not, video and audio discs, digital discs, optical discs, video tapes; encoded texts in the 
form of a film / sheet namely coded programs; media for storage and/or reproduction of data; recording apparatus for 
sound, video images and data; magnetic identity cards; prerecorded or blank video cassettes and video disks, 
prerecorded or blank laser disks and cassettes, magnetic tape cassettes; video digital versatile discs; audio cassettes, 
video cassettes; cards with integrated circuits chip cards, electronic cards; integrated circuits and micro circuits; card 
readers; electronic components; video game cartridges and program memory; recording media containing data, intended 
for computers, mobile telephones, fixed or mobile organizers or video game consoles; apparatus for the recording, 
transmission and reproduction, storage and processing of sound or images; electronic images (downloadable); CD-ROM, 
digital video discs, digital discs, magnetic discs, video and audio discs, digital discs, acoustic or optical discs; apparatus 
and instruments for interactive television; television screens; fiber-optic cables and optical cables; software for providing 
access to a computer network or data transmission network, particularly to a global communication network (the Internet) 
or a private or reserved access network (Intranet); electronic guide for television and radio programs; apparatus and 
instruments for simultaneous programming, or not, and selection of television programs; projection apparatus; audio and 
video apparatus; apparatus for recording and reproducing video; multimedia or non-interactive computer programs, 
interactive or not, and software for games, video games and computer games for download or otherwise, for computers, 
laptops or pocket computers, for mobile phones, for consoles, for stationary organizers or mobile; computer and 
electronic game programs; software for gaming machines; software in nature of applications and sets of applications, 
accessible and/or downloadable software online via global computer networks or Internet websites; software for 
downloading images, sounds and data, software enabling electronic messages to be downloaded; virtual reality gaming 
software; CD-ROM containing games; mobile applications featuring software and virtual reality games; computer software 
and devices intended for streaming of video content; virtual reality headsets; ring tones, sounds, music, MP3 files, 
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games, pictures, images and videos, downloadable or not, computer software, downloadable and recorded on computer 
media; tapes, cassettes for computer and video games; application software for mobile phones, tablets and wireless 
communication devices, namely software for mixing audio, music and sound; downloadable software in the form of an 
application for mobile phones, tablets and wireless communication devices intended to be used for mixing music, audio 
and sounds in the field of music and musical entertainment; cinematographic films; animated cartoons and movies; films 
and programs prepared for television and cinema; video and data recordings and media, including video tapes and DVD; 
video and audio content, images, graphic illustrations and music, all downloadable, provided via a telecommunications 
network, online and via the Internet or other computer or communications networks; wired and wireless networks for 
download on wireless and portable devices and mobile phones; pre-recorded films on discs, DVDs, laser discs, video 
tapes and cassettes; video and sound recordings in electronic form downloadable from the Internet; downloadable music 
files; publications in electronic form supplied online from a computer database, the Internet or from any other 
communications network; interactive software and related computer hardware featuring entertainment; electronic 
publications recorded on computer media or downloadable; downloadable audio and video recordings and files 
containing music, comedies, plays, action, adventure and/ or animations; video and data recording and actuators; ring 
tones (non-downloadable).

Cl.28;Electric and electronic game apparatus; video games adapted for use with television receivers or on a mobile 
telephone; apparatus for games adapted for use with television receivers, computers or computer peripheral devices.

Cl.35;Commercial management and administration; information, assistance and advice in business management and 
organization; data entry, processing, organization and compilation services, especially in computer databases; drawing 
up and analysis of data and statistics, market research and studies; company auditing (commercial analyses); office 
functions; accounting; advertising services, advertising agencies and marketing; advertising publication services; 
drafting of media and advertising concepts; advertising brand creation services (advertising and promotion); advertising 
services for creating brand images; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, 
samples); document reproduction; management of computer files and databases; organization of exhibitions, fairs, 
events, shows, concerts, events for commercial or advertising purposes; publication services for advertising texts; 
dissemination of advertisements; public relations; media relations, namely, setting up of communication tools (public 
relations operations, media relations operations); advertising consultancy; commercial operation of databases; 
advertising management services; search for advertising space, consulting services and providing advertising space, 
advice on purchasing of advertising space, purchasing of advertising space on their own behalf or the behalf of third 
parties (agent), media consulting (on advertising purchasing); rental and promotion of advertising space; rental of 
advertising time on all communication media; conducting, both on their own behalf or the behalf of third parties, of 
advertising placement and distribution services on all media; rental of advertising material; advertising sponsorship; 
services for the sales promotion of goods and/or services; promotional and advertising actions; presentation of products 
and services on all communication media; preparing and placing of advertisements; commercial advice for consumers; 
research, market studies and consulting on marketing targeting; opinion polling; data search in computer files for others; 
web site traffic optimization; commercial intermediation services; organization of competitions for promotional purposes 
with or without distribution of prizes or awarding of incentives; administration of exhibition sites; sales promotion for 
others; presentation and demonstration of goods and services for promotional or advertising purposes; advertising by 
mail order, radio, television; distribution of advertising mail; publication of advertising brochures, placement of personnel 
in the framework of shows and other events via hostess services; advertising or promotional activities in the field of 
sports and cultural events, advice on organizing sports and cultural events, marketing in the field of sport, business 
management on behalf of sportsmen, search for sponsors; research and advertising planning services, advertising and 
marketing consulting and communication, event communication consulting, sales promotion services, sales promotion 
services for third parties of all kinds and on all media; bill-posting; market studies, compilation of statistics; services for 
inputting, editing, compiling and processing data and more generally for recording, transcribing and systematizing 
written communications and sound and/or image recordings; subscription services; arranging subscriptions for third 
parties to printed products and to any media containing information, texts, sounds and/or images and to electronic, non-
electronic or digital publications, audiovisual products or multimedia products (computer editing of texts and/or still or 
animated images, and/or musical or non-musical sounds) for interactive or other use, on the appropriate media (digital 
audio compact discs, digital audio videodisks); subscription to a telematic, telephone or computer (Internet) service; 
advertising by computer terminals, digital or analog television, Internet, mobile phones or PDAs; organization, operation 
and supervision of customer loyalty programs; commercial advice and information intended for consumers relating to the 
selection of audiovisual, telecommunications and computer equipment; subscription to a television channel, audiovisual 
programs, audio and radio programs, newspapers; subscriptions to telecommunication services; subscription to a 
telephone or computer service (the Internet), to an Internet connection offer; tele-promotion with sales offer (sales 
promotion for others); retail sale and wholesale of articles of clothing, leather goods, jewelry, pens, stationery, games, 
toys, sports articles; retail sale and wholesale of audiovisual, computer and telecommunication products, namely, 
videotapes, televisions, video recorders, personal stereos, tape recorders, radios, high-fidelity (Hi-Fi) equipment, 
decoders, mobile telephones, computers, magnetic tapes, disk changers (data processing equipment), printed circuits, 
integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact disks (audio-video), optical compact disks, couplers (data processing 
equipment), floppy disks, magnetic data media, video screens, interfaces (data processing equipment), readers (data 
processing equipment), software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors (hardware), monitors 
(computer programs), computers, computer memories, computer peripherals, recorded computer programs, processors 
(central processing units), recorded operating system programs (for computers), chips (integrated circuits); news 
clipping services; administrative processing of purchase orders; compilation of statistics; commercial information via 
websites; consultations with respect to Internet-based data entry consultancy; employment agencies; providing online 
computer files; organization of auction sales; administrative management of exhibition venues for commercial or 
advertising purposes; retail or wholesale services for musical and non-musical sound recordings and video recordings; 
advertising and promotion services and related consulting services; advertising and promotion services for musicians, 
singers, song composers, performers and artists; administrative processing of online ordering, via computer, of 
consumer products and goods; online ordering services via computer in the field of music; online computer retailing 
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service for music, musical sound recordings and video recordings; organization and conducting of an online exhibition 
for commercial or advertising purposes, in the field of music, musical concerts and videos; retail or wholesale mail order 
catalog services relating to CDs, tapes, DVDs, clothing and licensed products comprising clothing, books and magazines, 
tote bags, backpacks and stickers [articles] stationery]; online retail services of pre-recorded music and audio-visual 
content comprising their download and clothing, books and magazines, tote bags, backpacks and stickers [stationery]; 
organization of promotional campaigns using audiovisual media; preparation of audiovisual presentations for use in 
advertising; organization and conducting of exhibitions and trade shows in the field of music and entertainment; concert 
promotion for third parties; promoting goods and services of others by organizing sponsors with a view to combination of 
their goods and services with concerts, musical and sporting events; promotion of products for third parties by the 
design and distribution of advertisements in an electronic magazine accessible via computer network; provision of 
commercial information about the goods and services of others via a computer network; retail computer and interactive 
television services for CDs, cassettes, DVDs, videocassettes and licensed products comprising clothing, books and 
magazines, tote bags, backpacks and stickers [stationery]; management of performing artists and professional athletes; 
launch agency services; advertising, including promoting the products and services of others through sponsorship 
agreements and licensing agreements relating to international and musical sporting events; business management of 
sports people namely, arranging sports recreation opportunities for individuals wishing to participate in team sports; 
promotion of sporting and musical competitions and events for third parties; promoting the interests of those involved or 
concerned in sports and music; promoting the products and services of others by enabling consumers to produce their 
own personalized pre-recorded telephone messages in the form of music, personalized messages or both for use with 
existing telephone systems to be broadcast when the telephone callers are put on hold; promoting the goods and 
services of others through the production of recorded messages when providing customized decoys are waiting via 
telephone; procurement, namely, purchasing of tickets for entertainment events of others; distribution (sale services) of 
musical and non-musical sound recordings and video recordings; catalog mail order services relating to cassettes, CDs, 
clothing, DVDs and goods under license comprising clothing, books, magazines and bags for packaging, rucksacks and 
stickers [stationery]; promotion and conducting of exhibitions for commercial purposes in the field of music; promoting 
the products and services of others by organizing sponsors to associate their products and services with professional 
sports or music competitions; talent search and selection of performing artists (writing); business administration for 
performing artists; advertising and promotional services, namely development and creation of graphic design; direct mail 
advertising by means of telecommunications; rental of billboards; compilation of television and radio programs; 
compilation of pre-recorded music for broadcasting by others; arranging subscriptions to mobile ring tones, namely 
providing ring tones for mobile telephones that allow users to select from a variety of music and sound reporting 
services; business management for performing artists; negotiation of business transactions for artists; design of 
advertising materials namely banners; consulting services in the field of corporate image.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information on telecommunications; radio communications; telephone, telegraphic, 
videophone, digital, electronic, mobile radiotelephone, computer terminals, optical fiber network, television, television 
broadcasting; provision of user access to global computer networks; provision of on-line forums; provision of access to 
databases; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); provision of online television broadcasting 
platforms for the rating and advisory services of professionals; telephone directory services; connection by 
telecommunications to a global computer network; press agencies; news (information) agencies; transmission (or 
broadcasting) of radio and television programs; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; instant or non-
instant messaging services; telecommunication services via the Internet, Intranet, Internet for and via mobile telephones, 
via digital networks, by satellite, cable and terrestrial means; information transmission by telematic means; wireless 
mobile telephone services, broadcasting and transmission of video games to and from mobile telephones, personal 
digital assistants or fixed, portable or hand-held computers, enabling access to a site or to a portal after connection to the 
Internet network; provision of connection to a telecommunication network for downloading video games; transmission (or 
broadcast) of television programs, broadcasting of programs by satellite, cable, computer networks (including the 
Internet), radio networks, radio networks and over the airs; broadcasting of audio, audiovisual, cinematographic 
programs, multimedia, text and/or (still or animated) images, musical or non-musical sounds, ringtones, for interactive or 
non-interactive use; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); rental of telematic instruments and 
apparatus, namely, telephones, facsimile machines, apparatus for transmitting messages, modems; rental of antennas 
and satellite dishes; rental of devices (apparatus) for access to interactive audiovisual programs; rental of access time to 
telecommunication networks and Internet sites; rental of all apparatus or instruments for telecommunication, telematics; 
services providing access to the downloading of video games and digitized data; communications (transmissions) over a 
global computer network, whether open (the Internet) or closed (intranet); on-line downloading services for films and 
other audio and audiovisual programs; television program transmission and television channel selection services; 
provision of connections to telecommunication services, to Internet services and to databases; providing access to 
search engines enabling access to recommendations and selections of customized programs; routing and interface 
services for telecommunication; transmission and reception of video images via the Internet by means of a computer, 
television, tablet, mobile telephone or mobile device; transfer of video, multimedia or audio content from a mobile 
telephone, a tablet or a mobile device to a television screen or any other mobile device via a wireless communication 
service; transmission of messages, images, emails, digital files, online electronic publications, dispatches, documents, 
podcasts; streaming data transmission; transmission of video-on-demand footage; live or on-demand transmission of 
videos on a computer, television receiver, or on any mobile device; transmission of programs in French or in the original 
version subtitled; secure electronic mail services, services for business communication networking; telegraphic 
communications services as well as by any means of remote computers, interactive videos, and in particular on terminals, 
computer peripherals or electronic and/or digital equipment, by video intercom, videophone and video-conference, 
dispatch, transmission of mails and messages, data transmission services, in particular packet transmission, dispatch, 
transmission of computerized documents; distribution of multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or images, 
still or animated, and/or musical or non-musical sounds) for interactive or other use; transmission (or distribution) of 
television and radio broadcasts and more generally audiovisual and multimedia programs for interactive or other use; 
communication services via computer networks in general; technical consulting and advice in the field of 
telecommunications; online publication of commercial journals or advertising information; streaming of sound and 
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audiovisual recordings via the Internet; digital and electronic transmission of voice, data, sound, images, audio and video 
content and messages; providing online access to chat space, discussion forums and electronic messaging services for 
transmission of messages among users concerning music and entertainment; radio transmission of ring tones, voice, 
music, MP3, illustrations, images, games, videos, information and news for downloading via a worldwide computer 
network to wireless communications apparatus; sending and receiving of voice and text messages between wireless 
communication apparatus; provision of multiple access to a global computer information network; providing access to 
online registration services for musical and for sports competitions; providing access to a website portal containing links 
to music artists' websites and information on music show tickets; distribution (transmission) of educational material for 
third parties in the field of music and entertainment; providing access to an online searchable database containing 
cataloged and indexed recorded sounds and music; providing access to digital music on the network; transmission of 
electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, images, photographs, texts and audio and video files via 
communications networks or the Internet; distribution of multimedia programs, comprising interactive use; 
communications via the Internet; providing access to an online computer website that lists songs and other musical 
selections based on subscriber preferences; transmission of programs via global computer networks; transmission, 
cable and satellite networks; transmitting sound and audio-visual recordings continuously via streaming via the Internet; 
digital and electronic transmission of voice, data, sound, images, audio and video content and messages; sending and 
receiving voice and text messages between wireless communication apparatus; providing wireless communication 
services including transmission of ring tones for mobile telephones and mobile devices; provision of multiple access to a 
global computer information network; communications via fiber-optic networks; videophone communications, via 
television, via personal stereo device, via personal video player, via videophone, via interactive video or via videophone; 
television broadcasting; transmission of messages, telegrams, images, videos, dispatches; transmission of data by 
teleprinter; remote transmission; broadcasting of programs via satellite, cable, via computer networks (especially via the 
Internet), via radio networks, via wireless networks and via radio relay channels; broadcasting of audio, audiovisual, 
cinematographic and multimedia programs, (texts and/or images (still or moving) and/or musical or non-musical sounds, 
ringtones) for interactive or non-interactive use; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); rental of 
remote computer and telematic apparatus and instruments, namely telephones, fax machines, apparatus for the 
transmission of messages, modem, portable music players; rental of devices (apparatus) for access to interactive 
audiovisual programs; services for downloading video games; downloading of video games, of digitized data; on-line 
downloading services for films and other audio and audiovisual programs; television program transmission and 
television channel selection services; routing and interface services for telecommunication; connection by 
telecommunication to a computer network; consultancy regarding telecommunication; professional consultancy in the 
field of telephony; consultancy on video program broadcasting; consultancy relating to Internet data transmission; 
consultancy relating to Internet access provision; transmission and reception of video images via the Internet by means 
of a computer or a mobile telephone; direct mail advertising by means of telecommunications; transmission and 
reception of video images via the Internet by means of a computer or a mobile telephone; radio paging; voice messaging, 
telephone forwarding by means of automatic answering machines and electronic mail services, electronic transmission of 
messages; videoconferencing services; video messaging services; video telephone services; automatic answering 
machine services (telecommunication services); providing access to the Internet (service providers); electronic 
correspondence exchange services, electronic mail services, transmission of information via secure messaging systems; 
providing access to electronic conferences and discussion forums; providing access to Internet web sites containing 
digital music or any audiovisual work; providing access to telecommunication infrastructures; providing access to 
Internet search engines; transmission of computer-aided messages and images, images, photographs, videos, and/or 
sounds via computer terminals, and any other transmission systems, such as waves, cables, satellites, Internet network, 
services for broadcasting images, photographs, videos, and/or sounds, via telecommunication networks, including the 
Internet; providing access to photographs, images, videos, and/or sound; electronic bulletin board services 
(telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to a global computer network; transmission of news, 
transmission by satellite, provision of access, rental and provision of access time to databases (texts, photos, videos, 
graphics) via a global telecommunication network; transmission of moving pictures via the Internet, television, mobile 
telephones and digital networks; radio and television broadcasting of musical programs, shows and other entertainment 
via the Internet and other telecommunication systems, rental of access time to an online chat room and Internet chat 
rooms, digital images and services related to the transmission of sound; transmission of messages, data and content via 
the Internet and other communication networks; providing access to online forums, chat rooms, journals and blogs for 
the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content via the Internet and other communication networks; 
providing access to a portal on the Internet featuring links to the websites of musical artists and containing information 
on tickets for musical performances; providing access to an online searchable database featuring indexed and cataloged 
recorded sounds and music; providing access to databases and directories in the fields of music via communication 
networks.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; leisure services; production of radio 
programs, films on video tapes; rental of motion pictures; rental of sound recordings; videotape editing; photography 
services; booking of seats for shows; game services provided online (from a computer network); organizing and 
conducting colloquiums, conferences, workshops; advice and information relating to entertainment and leisure, in 
particular information and advice to visitors or customers of show venues; ticket agency services (entertainment); 
providing facilities for show or theater venues or cinemas; booking agency services for tickets online or not, and seats for 
shows, entertainment, cinema and theater; live performances; organization of cultural or sports competitions; 
organization of entertainment and cultural events; organizing and conducting shows, festivals, parties, live shows, plays, 
concerts and all events for cultural or educational purposes, in particular in the fields of sport, fitness, well-being, 
physical training, gastronomy, music; providing training in the field of sports, fitness, wellness, physical training, food, 
music; ticketing services, namely booking and holding of entrance fees for nightclubs and nightclub events, theaters, for 
all entertainment, sports and cultural events and provision of pre-purchased tickets; booking agency services for tickets 
for events; distribution (production) of radio programs for others; production and publishing of music; providing online 
entertainment including provision of downloadable and non-downloadable video and sound recordings; fan club services 
(entertainment); development and distribution of educational materials for third parties in the field of music and 
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entertainment; distribution (production) of radio programs and entertainment; sound recording and production; record 
production; videotape production; publication of books and magazines, electronic or not; entertainment in the nature of 
ongoing radio programs in the field of music; entertainment in the form of concerts and live performances by artists and 
music groups; entertainment services including appearances by music groups, musical artists and celebrities; 
entertainment, namely performances transmitted via television and radio channels and recorded on audio and video 
media of concerts, musical performers and well-known singers; entertainment services comprising live performances by 
musical artists and recorded for later broadcast; education and entertainment services, namely, the production and 
presentation of live musical performances and awards evenings broadcast live or recorded for off-air broadcast; 
entertainment services including the provision of access to a website featuring musical performances, music videos, 
photographs and other non-downloadable music and entertainment multimedia content; providing online music videos; 
publication of non-advertising texts, namely music reviews; providing non-downloadable music and provision of 
information relating to music online via a global computer network; representation of professional comic artists on stage 
or broadcast on television; organization of entertainment exhibitions in the form of music festivals; organization of 
exhibitions in the field of music and the arts; organization of exhibitions for entertainment purposes, on the theme of 
music and the arts; online music services including the provision of electronic library services that contain musical and 
non-musical sound recordings via an online computer network; development (editing and production) and distribution of 
educational materials for third parties in the field of music and entertainment; organizing and conducting workshops for 
writing aimed at the development of new artistic processes and design concepts (writing); organization of competitions in 
the field of writing; writing of print and electronic publications regarding current and future artistic and creative trends, 
editorial lines and associated strategic plans; editing of radio and television programs; production, distribution of 
television and radio programs; providing online entertainment, providing non-downloadable video and sound recordings 
in the field of music and musical entertainment; film production and editing; production of subscription television 
programs; entertainment, namely through a continuous show of music and entertainment broadcast on television, 
satellite and audio and video; education and entertainment services, namely production and presentation of television 
shows, sporting events, fashion shows, games, award ceremonies and comedy shows before a live audience for live 
broadcast or recorded for later broadcasting; preparation of entertainment programs for broadcasting; selection of pre-
recorded music for broadcasting by others; entertainment services, namely, provision of on-line magazines featuring 
music, musical artists and music videos; entertainment services, namely, providing pre-recorded non-downloadable 
music, music information and music commentary and articles, all provided online via a global computer network; 
entertainment services, namely live, televised and movie performances by a professional artist; entertainment services, 
namely organization and production of musical films and live entertainment; conducting of recreational exhibitions in the 
form of music festivals; entertainment services, namely conducting exhibitions in the field of music and the arts; 
multimedia entertainment services, namely development of recording services, production and post-production services 
in the field of films and videos; entertainment and education services, namely providing an immersive virtual reality 3D 
experience in the form of non-downloadable movies and cinematic videos; entertainment by providing a computer game 
accessed online via a mobile telephone, PDA, digital or analog television decoders; production, editing and musical 
distribution, namely music distribution for third parties; information, advisory and consultancy services regarding all the 
aforesaid services; publication of non-publicity information bulletins; information, audio, video, illustrations, ext and 
other multimedia content in the field of music via communication networks; publishing of text, graphic, audio and video 
works via communications networks; music services offered online from a data processing network; entertainment 
including live music and entertainment broadcast via satellite and sound and image media; entertainment in the nature of 
ongoing radio programs in the field of music; entertainment services namely concert performances, musical performers 
and well-known singers; education and entertainment services, including the production and presentation of sports 
competitions, fashion shows, game shows, musical performances, award nights and comedy shows in front of the public 
that are the subject of 'live broadcast or recorded for delayed broadcast; entertainment services featuring in-person or 
live appearances by a professional comedian; radio and television entertainment via all media, namely television sets, 
computers, personal stereos, personal video players, personal assistants, mobile telephones, computer networks, the 
Internet; animal training; production of shows, films, television films, televised broadcasts, reporting, discussions, 
debates, video recordings, phonograph recordings; rental of video recordings, films, sound recordings, video tapes; 
rental of motion pictures; rental of cinema projection apparatus, decoders and any audiovisual apparatus and instrument, 
encoders, radio and television sets, audio and video apparatus, cameras, portable music players, video players, theater 
sets and their accessories; presentation of films, television programs, music concerts, personalized recommendations 
with video, audiovisual, radio and multimedia programs; movie studios; editing of audiovisual, radio and multimedia 
programs, texts and/or images, still or animated, and/or sounds musical or not, and/or ringtones, for interactive or other 
use; news reporter services; photography services, namely photographic filming, photographic reporting; videotaping; 
consultancy with respect to video program production; game services offered on line (from a communication network), 
gambling services; casino services (gambling); publication and lending of books and texts (other than advertising texts); 
electronic desktop publishing; rental of decoders and encoders; videotaping; game services provided on-line from a 
computer network; online provision of music, videos, electronic publications; provision of information relating to 
entertainment, films, music, live performances and entertainment events; interactive entertainment services; subtitling; 
entertainment by means of the use of a video game on mobile telephones, personal digital assistants, computers, digital 
or analog television decoders; lotteries, organization of radio and television programs, organization of sports 
competitions, organization of shows (promoter services); recording studio services; editing and publishing of 
illustrations, books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, publications of all kinds and in all forms, including 
electronic and digital publications, sound and / or visual media, multimedia (interactive discs, CD-ROMs), multimedia 
programs; planning, creation, organization and production of events, organization of seminars, organization of 
conferences, organization of forums, congresses and conferences, editing of radio and television programs, audiovisual 
and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or images, still or animated, and/or musical or non-musical 
sounds), for interactive or other use, games and information campaigns and professional and other events, production of 
news programs, radio and television entertainment programs, audiovisual and multimedia programs either for interactive 
use or not; rental of films and cassettes, including video cassettes, and more generally all sound and / or visual media, 
and multimedia supports (interactive discs, audio-digital compact discs with read-only memory); editing of multimedia 
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programs services, either for interactive use or not; provision of entertainment by means of television, radio, cinema, 
cable television, satellite television and the Internet; entertainment by radio and television particularly via national and 
international telecommunication networks (the Internet); production and distribution of films other than advertising films, 
of radio programs and broadcasts, of television films other than advertising films, of short television programs, of 
television programs, of entertainment, of television reports, of television documentaries, of cinematographic films other 
than advertising films; editing, production and rental of films other than advertising films, of videos and television 
programs; editing, production and rental of films other than advertising films on videotapes; editing, production and 
rental of radio programs; cinematographic film projection; recording studio services; microfilming; videotaping; modeling 
agencies for artists; digital imaging services; rental of show scenery; organization and conducting of training workshops; 
scriptwriting services; entertainer services; organizing and conducting sports events, competitions and sports events, 
provision of sports facilities, management and animation of training centers around sports; education services [classes]; 
entertainment in the nature of live television programs, comedy, drama and/or animated content; entertainment services, 
namely, animated and live action theatrical performances; production, preparation, presentation, distribution, and rental 
of radio and television programs and films, animated films, videos, DVDs, computer games and sound and/or visual 
recordings; educational and entertainment services provided via the Internet or other computer or communications 
network including wireless, cable or satellite; information concerning entertainment or education provided online from a 
computer database or from the Internet; organization of live entertainment events indoor and outdoor; entertainment in 
the form of television programs featuring live scenes, comedy, drama and/or animation; animated film productions or with 
real actors; production, preparation, presentation, distribution and rental of television and radio programs as well as 
films, animated films, videos, DVDs, computer games and sound and/or visual recordings; publication and distribution of 
printed media and sound and video recordings; organizing and conducting exhibitions, shows and tours, all for 
entertainment purposes; education and entertainment services provided via the Internet or other computer or 
communications networks, including wireless, cable or satellite; information on education and entertainment provided 
online from a computer database or the Internet; provision of interactive multi-player computer games via the Internet and 
electronic communication networks; amusement parks and theme parks; training services; orchestra services; 
production, organizing and conducting shows, live entertainment, theatrical plays, concerts and improvisation exercises; 
recording and editing of radio and television programs; rental of equipment for simultaneous interpretation, microphones, 
cameras and video cameras; editing of radio and television programs; film editing; cinematographic film projection; 
interpreting services; translation services; movie studios; recording studio services; artistic management of performing 
artists; providing downloadable or streamed music, movies, television programs, games and audio books to online users 
via a communication network; night clubs, discotheques, music halls, cabarets, theater-type bars, karaoke bars, clubs 
(entertainment or education); production, organization and planning of parties, dances and parties; disk jockey services; 
rental of theater and show venues; providing recreation facilities; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets; 
organizing and conducing training workshops and internships and especially organization of workshops and workshops 
of theater and body language; practical training and especially practical training for staging and musical comedy; 
coaching (training); vocational guidance (education or training advice); drama class, including singing, dancing, music, 
drama and body language classes; organization of educational programs; information relating to education, teaching and 
entertainment in the context of shows and other events through hostess services; publication of non-advertising texts, 
namely ratings and opinions on professional services; reservation of tickets for entertainment events; rental of decoders 
and all audiovisual apparatus and instruments; provision of online registration services for sporting or musical 
competitions.

Cl.42;Advisory and consultancy services relating to graphic corporate identity; research, study and design services for 
new products, services and artistic creation (writing) processes for commercial purposes; design and development of 
computer hardware, computer systems and computer software; development (design), installation, maintenance, 
updating or rental of software; research and development of new products for third parties; technical research; expertise 
(engineering work), professional consultancy on computers, creation of video programs; providing search engines on the 
Internet; operation of search engines on the Internet; rental of computer apparatus and instruments, namely screens; 
consultancy with regard to computers and computer rental; design (development) of encryption, decryption and access 
control systems for television and radio programs, particularly mobile ones and all information transmission systems; 
design (development) of interactive programs and apparatus; technical analysis services for the development (design) of 
technical standards for manufactured products and telecommunications services; meteorological information services; 
research and development for third parties of electronic, computer and audiovisual systems, scrambling and access 
control in the field of television, computing, telecommunications, audiovisual rental of computer files; computer 
information relating to telecommunications; authentication of electronic messages (origin search); computer services, 
namely formatting of texts and / or images, fixed or animated, and/or sounds (musical or not), ring tones, for interactive 
use or not; administration of user rights in computer networks; server administration; audits and evaluations in the field 
of quality control; telecommunication technology consultancy services; data backup and recovery; design and 
development of operating software for access to a computer network in the cloud [cloud computing] as well as use 
thereof; software programming for chat rooms [chat] online; provision of search engines enabling access to 
recommendations and selections of customized programs; design (development) of software or applications enabling the 
consultation and the transmission of data and content on electronic devices and screens; computer system analysis; 
cloud computing; hosting of servers; design and hosting of sites for and on the Internet and analog or digital or 
interactive television; programming and design and conducting of games for analog or digital set-top boxes, mobile 
phones, PDAs and computers (organizers); research in design, research in software development, research in the field of 
information technology and design; commercial graphic design and industrial engineering services, creation and 
research of packaging and conditioning materials; graphic design services for the design and creation of audiovisual 
works; graphic design services; design and technical writing for third parties; design, development, testing and 
maintenance of Websites, databases and applications; computing services, namely, design and implementation of 
network websites, electronic commerce software applications and computer network systems using information 
technology for third parties; design, creation, use and maintenance tests of websites, computer applications and data 
bases; design of prototypes and presentations; design furniture sale; design of informative brochures for clients; hosting 
of Web sites; installation of websites, graphic design services; graphic design tips to build a corporate brand; advice in 
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the field of graphic design of brands and brand design; logo design services for designing corporate identity; community 
and environmental research and sociological analysis; design, management and monitoring of chat rooms online; 
provision of space on the Internet for online blogs, blogs and other user-generated content; provision of online support in 
relation to computers and software; computer and computer programming and software consultancy services; advice 
with respect to design of computer systems; computer-aided design of video graphics; graphic design services for the 
creation of advertising banners; advice on the selection and implementation of computer software; conversion of 
computer programs and data; conversion of documents from a physical to an electronic medium; development (design), 
rental of computer systems; technical project study; studies, research and programming for computers; development 
(design) of processing software for computing performances of display devices; design and development of computers 
and software; studies of technical projects unrelated to the conduct of business; consultancy services relating to the 
choice of computer hardware, databases, software; industrial design services namely advice on the selection of industrial 
designs; graphic design and packaging services; information with respect to computing applied to telecommunications; 
services provided by consultants, provision of advice and information relating to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.45;Security services namely entry control in entertainment venues by remote verification of ticket validity upon 
presentation; licensing of musical and non-musical sound recordings.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2018; Application No. : 549917 ;Czech Republic 

4208623    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472285]
Travel a la carte a.s.

Rybalkova 1433/14, Vinohrady CZ-120 00 Praha 2 Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, geodetic, photographic, cinematographic and optical apparatus and instruments, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus, apparatus for recording, transmission, 
reproduction of sound or images, magnetic carriers of sound recordings, computer software, computer hardware, 
computer programs, downloadable computer software, recorded computer software, software applications, recorded 
media, software for computers, software and applications for mobile devices, downloadable mobile applications for data 
management, downloadable mobile applications for data transmission, downloadable mobile applications for information 
transfer, downloadable applications for use with mobile devices, data processing systems, data processing software, data 
processing programs, media software, community software, telecommunication software, downloadable application 
software for smartphones, application software for mobile phones, application software for cloud computing, application 
software for social networking via the internet, recorded media, computer programme equipment, electronic publications 
(downloadable).

Cl.36;Insurance, insurance brokerage, monetary services, real estate services, banking services, investment and 
financial services, collection of finances, provision and arranging of loans, issuing of traveler's checks and letters of 
credit; issuing of tokens of value in the nature of gift vouchers which may be redeemed for travel.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, discussion forums (provision of internet discussion forums), electronic mail, 
mobile telephones (communication), computer communication, providing access to databases, transmission of digital 
files, transmission of messages and images by computers.

Cl.39;Transport services; transport and travel tours provided by travel agency; travel guide and escort services; 
transport of tourists and their luggage; transport brokerage for tourists and their luggage; reservation of air-tickets, 
tickets, seat-reservation for rail, car, air, boat tours; booking of vouchers for international and local transport; organizing 
and arranging of travel tours and travel by means of transport; arranging of air, bus and car transport and transport 
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brokerage; providing information of travel on bus, rail, air and boat; travel guide and escorting services for tourists; 
organizing and arranging of trips; arranging of sightseeing tours and boat cruises; providing transport services related to 
traveling; arranging of transport for tourists to attend recreation and sporting events; providing of cars and buses rental 
services; providing transportation in the nature of boats, buses and cars; arranging for travel visas; itinerary travel advice 
services; travel consultancy in tourism services.
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Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 017997184 ;European Union 

4208694    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471642]
Viond GmbH

Marcel-Breuer-Straße 15 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sound, video and data recording and reproducing apparatus; sound, image and data carriers, in particular sound 
tapes, music and video cassettes, compact discs, recording discs, DAT tapes, video tapes, floppy disks, cd-roms, all the 
aforesaid goods in recorded and unrecorded form, included in this class; magnetic data carriers, compact discs, dvds 
and other digital recording media; data processing equipment, computers; computer software; games software; mobile 
telecommunication apparatus; downloadable application programs (apps); computer and games programs, software, in 
particular for generating 360-degree content and virtual reality content, recorded and downloadable application software 
(apps) for computers, notebook computers, laptop computers, tablet computers, smartphones and mobile terminals.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; broadcasting of film, television, radio, videotext and teletext programmes or transmissions, 
in particular commercials; broadcasting of internet television programmes; sound, image and data transmission by cable, 
satellite, computer (networks), telephone and ISDN lines, and any other transmission media; providing access to 
information stored in databases, including on the internet and in particular including by means of interactive computer 
systems; providing of access to information on the internet, in particular in the television and internet television sector; 
providing access to online portals; broadcasting of subscription television programmes, in particular in the form of pay-tv 
and video-on-demand; providing of access to computer games for retrieval and transmission on the internet and other 
online services; telecommunication services provided via internet platforms and portals; communications by cellular 
phones, in particular providing of access to apps; electronic transmission of data, computer software, and audio, image 
or multimedia content to mobile terminals via local or global communications networks; leasing access time to a 
computer database.

Cl.42;Technical development of electronic television programme guides (software); preparation of data processing 
programmes; storage of data in computer databases; updating of database software, installation and maintenance of 
database software; computer programming and creation of computer games (software), in particular for generating 360-
degree content and virtual reality content; design and rental of computer software; creation of web pages; design and 
updating of homepages and webpages; rental of video and image programs (software); development of multimedia 
content (software) and applications (software) relating thereto; design and development of computer software and 
application programs for mobile computer systems (apps); application service providing (asp), namely providing of 
temporary use of computer software for use via public or private data networks.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software, in particular for generating 360-degree content and virtual reality content.
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Priority claimed from 27/07/2018; Application No. : 017936860 ;European Union 

4209227    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471692]
WABCO Europe BVBA

Chaussée de la Hulpe 166 B-1170 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for wheel brakes for land vehicles, including but not restricted to drum brakes, disk brakes and 
components thereof, antiskid systems (ABS) and parts thereof, antislip systems (ASR) and parts thereof, electromechanic 
and electronic brake systems and parts thereof.

Cl.12;Brakes, servo brake units for land vehicles; wheel brakes for land vehicles, including but not restricted to drum 
brakes, disk brakes and components thereof, antiskid systems (ABS) and parts thereof, antislip systems (ASR) and parts 
thereof, electromechanic and electronic brake systems and parts thereof, including but not limited to electronic control 
units.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1057387 1057387 - (1328-3) GOODS DISCRIPTION READ AS " COFFEE, TEA, SUGAR, TAPIOCA, 
SAGO ,ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY ,ICES, HONEY, 
TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES EXCEPT SALAD 
DRESSING & ICE." 

1512927 1512927 - (1904-0) 
Goods deleted as there was duplicacy of goods in CLASS 9 AND LEGAL STATUS 
UPDATED AS PER TM M. 

2506291 2506291 - (1890-0)APPLICANT ADDRESS READ AS - 7171 , SOUTHWEST PARKWAY, 
BUILDING 400, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78735, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  
 
GOODS DESCRIPTION READ AS - INCLUDES COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR 
ESTABLISHING, RUNNING AND MANAGING FTP SERVERS. 

2915472 2915472 - (1893-0) 
LEGAL STATUS UPDATED AS PER TM 1. 

2937447 2937447 - (1888-0) 
The address of the applicant is updated as per TM-M dated 20/05/2019 

3017320 3017320 - (1899-0) 
CLERICAL ERRORS IN THE GOODS DESCRIPTION CORRECTED AND LEGAL STATUS 
UPDATED AS PER TM 1. 

3469747 3469747 - (1896-0) Change entity from Partnership to Proprietorship firm and delete one 
partner name BHAVANABEN M. SHINGALA as per retirement partnership deed dtd. 
17.04.2017. 

3554174 3554174 - (1892-0)GOODS DESCRIPTION READ AS - MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL 
PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES 
EXCLUDING ALL PRODUCTS RELATED 
TO DENTAL USE. 

3982982 3982982 - (1887-0) 
clerical errors in the goods description corrected. 

4083085 4083085 - (1894-0) The Name and address of the proprietor is amended as per tm-m dated 
06/06/2019 

4139765 4139765 - (1904-0) Applicants name to be read as M/s. EYQUE, 39608 Eureka Drive, 
Newark, California 94560, United States of America. 

4139766 4139766 - (1904-0)Applicants name to be read as M/s. EYQUE, 39608 Eureka Drive, Newark, 
California 94560, United States of America. 

4139767 4139767 - (1904-0)Applicants name to be read as M/s. EYQUE, 39608 Eureka Drive, Newark, 
California 94560, United States of America. 

4139768 4139768 - (1904-0)Applicants name to be read as M/s. EYQUE, 39608 Eureka Drive, Newark, 
California 94560, United States of America. 

4139769 4139769 - (1904-0)Applicants name to be read as M/s. EYQUE, 39608 Eureka Drive, Newark, 
California 94560, United States of America. 

4139770 4139770 - (1904-0)Applicants name to be read as M/s. EYQUE, 39608 Eureka Drive, Newark, 
California 94560, United States of America. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

442353 451801 522743 657875 669267

674363 677270 685556 694548 698188

745375 745552 763729 764306 767628

769776 781886 811299 813267 813269

817450 830184 834663 847804 854477

855761 855921 855940 863468 871573

873376 877273 881309 885063 908424

915976 922316 922508 938277 947614

953897 960561 963974 966763 968228

984043 988368 1017146 1026237 1048876

1072690 1133297 1133298 1133299 1171529

1174936 1175165 1185732 1218900 1250682

1253226 1329109 1329110 1329114 1329115

1359973 1381526 1620333 1692602 1761970

1767838 1818453 1902616 1924513 1927824

1933064 1952582 1964874 1974226 2030017

2067172 2073938 2078039 2102253 2136033

2151688 2151689 2193396 2208400 2217990

2218781 2288373 2304262 2304895 2312689

2334043 2337522 2346719 2361177 2369369

2374439 2376098 2386982 2386985 2388960

2398581 2400203 2400966 2400969 2402735

2405456 2413789 2414333 2427820 2429241

2430334 2431839 2434620 2453783 2454757

2456611 2459109 2468527 2470377 2472080

2475164 2476597 2477446 2478404 2478406

2481959 2482134 2483219 2486973 2487230

2487231 2488834 2490260 2493960 2493974

2497249 2501941 2507721 2508318 2516532

2520185 2523011 2523013 2523358 2525518

2525519 2528745 2529994 2530796 2533197

2535647 2538163 2538165 2538177 2540758

2542054 2542899 2542980 2547250 2548064

2548602 2549700 2549703 2549704 2553392

2554699 2555377 2561521 2563682 2568040

2570739 2573530 2574825 2574826 2575271
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2575571 2577664 2578332 2578477 2582477

2582570 2582571 2583459 2583468 2584266

2584488 2589536 2593202 2596940 2596942

2598623 2598624 2598625 2599204 2602075

2603290 2605164 2607343 2609562 2610713

2612304 2612475 2612480 2612481 2617506

2619619 2625521 2629458 2631005 2635125

2636417 2639652 2639653 2639654 2639655

2639657 2640113 2644262 2646301 2648180

2648435 2648952 2651518 2653239 2653731

2654384 2654406 2654590 2654990 2656258

2656263 2656264 2656709 2659610 2660776

2661158 2661163 2665501 2666189 2669365

2669651 2671206 2671740 2672437 2672654

2673364 2676077 2676079 2676567 2677707

2678624 2679260 2679944 2682893 2682926

2682937 2683000 2683030 2683124 2683129

2683135 2683142 2683147 2683152 2683155

2683164 2683168 2684047 2684136 2684473

2684490 2684730 2689681 2690665 2690784

2691137 2693198 2698142 2699369 2699675

2701243 2701639 2701641 2701706 2708122

2709619 2711502 2712920 2716991 2717756

2718522 2718532 2719193 2719195 2719469

2722810 2723602 2724244 2724488 2725123

2725789 2730650 2730666 2732817 2735972

2742911 2743489 2745149 2748895 2749091

2751025 2753527 2753597 2754307 2755329

2758010 2758805 2761790 2765680 2767106

2768538 2769906 2770974 2774871 2777900

2778507 2783825 2784142 2786896 2787861

2788092 2788120 2788568 2790869 2794487

2794490 2795947 2800839 2801490 2802319

2802726 2804729 2805789 2808466 2808470

2811276 2812217 2813242 2813243 2815637

2816118 2816355 2818655 2819794 2819875
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2820139 2820622 2821317 2824331 2824637

2826528 2826702 2831790 2831796 2832168

2833461 2833758 2833759 2833761 2833833

2833894 2834416 2835096 2835370 2835417

2835501 2835581 2835602 2835628 2835663

2836289 2837078 2837104 2837200 2837350

2837382 2837383 2837385 2837386 2837396

2837424 2837466 2837602 2837677 2837735

2838347 2838361 2838519 2838568 2838580

2838582 2838585 2838586 2838587 2838590

2838706 2838763 2838938 2838940 2839165

2839195 2839233 2839253 2839674 2839778

2839779 2839780 2840385 2840478 2841402

2841409 2841426 2842088 2842158 2842392

2842517 2842534 2842648 2842744 2842796

2842902 2843529 2843701 2843815 2844004

2844136 2844144 2844244 2844416 2844535

2844573 2845034 2845047 2845158 2845163

2845173 2845554 2845591 2846046 2846133

2846231 2846285 2846286 2846345 2846354

2846578 2846943 2846965 2846979 2846981

2846984 2847413 2847417 2847418 2847419

2847420 2847421 2847424 2847425 2847578

2847644 2847646 2847860 2847924 2847936

2848070 2848072 2848126 2848128 2848129

2848130 2848531 2848544 2848767 2848768

2848921 2848931 2848932 2848952 2850272

2850561 2850652 2850997 2851650 2851711

2852019 2853393 2853504 2853515 2853682

2853685 2853688 2853760 2854366 2854433

2854460 2854463 2854486 2854601 2854634

2854638 2854641 2854931 2855768 2856074

2856108 2856109 2856651 2856701 2856702

2856956 2857146 2857149 2857162 2857263

2857456 2857719 2857720 2858495 2858953

2859405 2859686 2859820 2859836 2859981
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2860033 2860137 2860138 2860382 2860767

2860769 2860804 2860989 2861101 2861610

2862166 2862224 2862427 2862455 2862683

2863114 2863716 2863726 2863729 2863932

2864217 2864219 2864399 2864481 2864553

2864667 2865163 2865165 2865304 2865503

2865865 2865866 2866006 2866133 2866158

2866178 2866232 2866257 2866407 2866417

2866419 2866955 2867281 2867286 2867414

2867540 2867595 2867622 2867634 2867651

2867695 2868079 2868197 2868210 2868659

2868902 2869896 2869970 2870323 2870496

2870645 2870874 2870913 2871069 2871541

2871542 2871600 2871832 2871876 2871978

2871979 2872060 2872400 2872442 2872568

2872585 2872586 2872589 2872677 2872698

2872936 2873642 2873643 2873740 2873798

2873804 2873972 2873974 2873977 2875122

2875531 2875549 2875558 2875564 2875918

2876149 2876287 2876291 2876781 2876802

2876806 2876909 2877027 2877182 2877305

2877341 2877407 2878089 2878426 2878483

2878520 2878848 2878849 2878865 2879042

2879595 2879900 2879921 2880779 2880963

2881478 2881600 2881717 2881721 2881740

2881746 2881849 2881852 2881853 2882051

2882155 2882634 2882749 2882750 2882751

2882761 2882763 2882861 2882993 2883070

2883207 2883269 2883323 2883403 2884193

2884242 2884244 2884262 2884265 2884566

2884569 2884628 2884992 2885165 2885521

2886356 2886385 2886458 2886464 2886468

2886477 2887159 2887172 2887176 2887178

2887192 2887203 2887427 2887489 2887618

2887619 2887625 2887628 2887634 2887637

2888146 2888184 2888186 2888198 2888707
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2888967 2888970 2888972 2888988 2889485

2889501 2889579 2889583 2889584 2889586

2889587 2889589 2889617 2889620 2889806

2889848 2890329 2890341 2891302 2891344

2891650 2891905 2892727 2892751 2892772

2892857 2892893 2892979 2893151 2893526

2893550 2893585 2893586 2893770 2893792

2893806 2893857 2893907 2893947 2894024

2894252 2894254 2894256 2894257 2894287

2894347 2894359 2894539 2894579 2894583

2894944 2895628 2896046 2896070 2896216

2896253 2896254 2897282 2897368 2897370

2898143 2898148 2899258 2902333 2902336

2902524 2902526 2902747 2905350 2907061

2907804 2908148 2908524 2911759 2912604

2913211 2913213 2913215 2913855 2913992

2914318 2914507 2914684 2915709 2916366

2916516 2918221 2918222 2918223 2918234

2918445 2920429 2921014 2921016 2921082

2922144 2922149 2922151 2922154 2922175

2922176 2922763 2923818 2924263 2924324

2925892 2926798 2926800 2926802 2927316

2929581 2929585 2929586 2929589 2929590

2929593 2929594 2929832 2931618 2931789

2932786 2933617 2934830 2935460 2936298

2937069 2938570 2938572 2938573 2938675

2938875 2939224 2939229 2939245 2940254

2940641 2940902 2941179 2944091 2944470

2946017 2946019 2946316 2947933 2948154

2949238 2949668 2949669 2949899 2949901

2950092 2950093 2950097 2950105 2950674

2950787 2950899 2951270 2952024 2952196

2952198 2956462 2956465 2956468 2956469

2956482 2956530 2956642 2956932 2957606

2959377 2960390 2960514 2961408 2963934

2964167 2964168 2964276 2964960 2965035
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2966770 2967381 2967382 2974707 2977532

2982122 2983663 2984013 2986340 2988688

2990568 2993746 2996565 2997514 2999781

3001967 3002140 3002142 3002331 3005650

3009521 3010714 3012102 3012104 3013539

3013634 3014429 3014760 3015884 3019833

3021139 3022829 3024058 3025634 3030396

3030747 3031637 3032935 3032972 3037285

3043377 3044252 3044594 3044767 3046131

3046134 3046216 3048711 3048743 3049255

3052263 3052595 3053466 3054570 3055113

3055539 3057154 3057662 3057829 3060566

3061174 3062670 3065184 3069558 3073307

3074611 3076328 3077498 3079543 3080317

3081158 3081421 3082428 3082452 3083966

3085080 3086435 3087162 3087208 3088427

3089362 3089363 3089961 3093201 3097432

3097434 3099590 3100142 3101990 3102201

3103689 3103964 3104163 3104491 3107026

3107297 3108073 3108556 3109049 3109986

3110425 3114997 3115862 3116658 3119346

3122852 3125954 3132904 3136972 3137128

3137785 3138055 3138448 3138543 3142652

3144327 3153135 3155678 3157906 3159762

3164031 3167050 3168702 3169156 3174823

3175240 3175623 3175890 3175891 3175924

3175929 3175937 3176648 3176828 3177341

3179786 3179986 3180703 3180837 3182078

3182491 3183503 3183505 3183511 3185410

3185867 3185892 3186311 3187396 3188869

3189023 3190477 3193193 3194428 3196720

3196723 3197617 3198482 3199444 3199743

3200912 3203681 3204112 3205257 3205449

3206101 3207011 3208141 3209165 3212464

3212738 3212758 3213152 3214677 3214681

3218459 3218746 3219599 3221840 3222063
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3222866 3222946 3223358 3223402 3225288

3226191 3226193 3226194 3226195 3226196

3226197 3226200 3226202 3227015 3227578

3227581 3227583 3227584 3228456 3228457

3228802 3228998 3230348 3230385 3230404

3230405 3230448 3230675 3231020 3231260

3231453 3231463 3231478 3231553 3231916

3233183 3233573 3233612 3233615 3233660

3233662 3233678 3233989 3233991 3234066

3234067 3234653 3234814 3234822 3234829

3234830 3235113 3235115 3235267 3235269

3235348 3235360 3235476 3235860 3236003

3237013 3237103 3237867 3238327 3238337

3238338 3238795 3238864 3239819 3240129

3240626 3241200 3241206 3241223 3241519

3241821 3241876 3242298 3242300 3242727

3242729 3244068 3244353 3244441 3245055

3245067 3246056 3246061 3247059 3247347

3247503 3247507 3247547 3247574 3247859

3248328 3248659 3248661 3248662 3248736

3248874 3248875 3248876 3248877 3248879

3248894 3248895 3248896 3248903 3248913

3248916 3249660 3249688 3249744 3249747

3249781 3249805 3249914 3250023 3250240

3251074 3251928 3253100 3253108 3253241

3254152 3254670 3254990 3255013 3256186

3257026 3257975 3257977 3257978 3258226

3258241 3258313 3258692 3258973 3259275

3259464 3259649 3259822 3259874 3260149

3260196 3260198 3260685 3260687 3260711

3260975 3261322 3261639 3261737 3261838

3261839 3261840 3261844 3261847 3262771

3262772 3262775 3262782 3262783 3263539

3263540 3263550 3264061 3264459 3265234

3265274 3265323 3265325 3265728 3265822

3266522 3266523 3266623 3267255 3267324
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3267425 3267435 3267866 3267985 3267986

3267987 3267994 3268031 3268587 3268596

3268666 3268759 3269255 3269436 3269437

3269438 3269439 3269440 3269445 3269447

3269448 3269449 3269452 3269453 3269550

3270238 3271005 3271359 3272384 3272386

3272389 3273279 3273482 3273859 3274508

3275508 3275533 3275539 3275542 3275544

3275560 3275561 3276153 3276154 3276155

3278426 3278438 3279011 3279194 3279243

3279244 3279247 3279486 3279487 3279839

3280140 3281214 3281960 3281965 3281966

3282290 3283490 3283687 3284241 3284242

3284250 3284361 3284682 3284685 3284690

3284865 3284888 3285274 3285276 3285277

3287840 3287842 3287844 3288707 3289888

3290047 3290048 3290049 3290206 3291486

3292782 3294140 3294141 3294879 3295724

3295727 3295911 3297385 3297623 3298120

3301536 3303403 3304160 3304948 3305152

3305372 3305373 3305767 3306794 3306795

3307643 3309487 3310357 3312706 3313152

3315170 3315280 3315283 3317438 3317752

3318663 3319816 3320447 3320964 3320983

3320984 3320987 3323864 3323875 3324580

3324581 3325238 3325301 3326410 3328970

3329120 3329121 3329314 3329424 3329425

3329430 3330128 3330615 3330634 3330673

3330730 3330739 3330870 3330878 3331205

3331209 3331213 3331214 3331216 3331218

3331712 3331947 3331960 3332027 3332104

3332604 3332709 3332874 3332876 3333184

3333246 3333255 3333256 3333283 3333472

3333727 3333730 3333904 3334179 3334667

3334683 3334820 3334866 3335060 3335143

3335144 3335145 3335557 3335779 3335946
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3336029 3336158 3336230 3336232 3336393

3336439 3336775 3336776 3337134 3337178

3337183 3337193 3337247 3337351 3337353

3337354 3337714 3337726 3337775 3338199

3338251 3338263 3339030 3339336 3339355

3339535 3339785 3339934 3339936 3340445

3340621 3340681 3340687 3340984 3340986

3341079 3341096 3341245 3341284 3341291

3341298 3341300 3341430 3341559 3341592

3342180 3342227 3342230 3342358 3342404

3342405 3342898 3343269 3343433 3343708

3343881 3343894 3343897 3343971 3343973

3343976 3344034 3344038 3344706 3344707

3346086 3346357 3346703 3346864 3347049

3347130 3347479 3347514 3348145 3348191

3348200 3348407 3348409 3348646 3348685

3348787 3348822 3348823 3348825 3349062

3349173 3349424 3349425 3349739 3350270

3350273 3350293 3350297 3350348 3350353

3350478 3350628 3350629 3350759 3350764

3350768 3350769 3351249 3351467 3351602

3351713 3352624 3352625 3353026 3353405

3353601 3354461 3354707 3354752 3354756

3354760 3355234 3355237 3355277 3355330

3355336 3355339 3355343 3355709 3355711

3355736 3355848 3355850 3356269 3357048

3357096 3357160 3357331 3357552 3357553

3357775 3358046 3358136 3358893 3359098

3359499 3359637 3359639 3359818 3360164

3360381 3361005 3361040 3361219 3362084

3362086 3362092 3362413 3362414 3362441

3362442 3362575 3362631 3362969 3362972

3362973 3362974 3362980 3362982 3363911

3364089 3364139 3364158 3364172 3364523

3364636 3364637 3364640 3364724 3364916

3365189 3365191 3365207 3365510 3365515
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3365721 3365864 3365868 3366636 3366948

3367175 3367610 3367611 3367659 3367873

3368066 3368253 3368363 3368593 3368624

3368999 3369477 3369997 3370031 3370834

3370840 3370844 3370845 3370848 3371091

3371560 3371892 3371903 3371918 3371954

3371991 3372187 3372188 3372259 3372300

3372309 3372749 3372890 3373177 3373178

3373179 3373187 3373252 3373756 3373822

3374224 3375081 3375082 3375925 3376267

3376271 3376804 3376805 3376806 3376807

3376808 3376809 3376810 3376814 3376817

3376818 3377061 3377120 3377310 3377312

3377347 3377412 3378219 3378670 3378739

3378743 3378754 3378768 3378826 3378829

3379361 3379422 3379423 3379761 3380030

3380078 3380122 3380246 3381371 3381484

3381493 3381584 3381758 3381833 3382068

3382174 3382441 3382445 3382557 3382563

3382652 3382761 3383304 3383350 3383691

3383780 3383876 3383978 3384150 3384769

3384816 3384818 3384820 3384824 3384861

3385106 3385117 3385595 3385660 3385983

3386365 3386407 3386596 3386703 3386765

3386870 3386872 3386878 3386900 3386906

3386979 3386981 3386984 3386985 3387673

3387677 3387683 3387691 3387818 3388274

3388303 3388304 3388484 3388677 3389180

3389245 3389384 3389394 3389395 3389430

3389452 3389621 3389622 3389746 3389753

3389754 3389861 3390063 3390396 3390398

3390579 3390585 3390890 3391074 3391078

3391188 3391691 3391758 3391903 3392003

3392183 3392232 3392252 3392254 3392265

3392402 3392497 3392500 3392503 3392509

3392510 3392578 3392618 3392621 3392626
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3392631 3392633 3392641 3392645 3392799

3393084 3393198 3393218 3393323 3393516

3393527 3393621 3393902 3394020 3394745

3394761 3394762 3394780 3394870 3394993

3394994 3395004 3395033 3395107 3395246

3395546 3396117 3396190 3396509 3396553

3396807 3396972 3397051 3397073 3397112

3397495 3397497 3397500 3397502 3397534

3397630 3397631 3397632 3397633 3397665

3397822 3397902 3398263 3398634 3398638

3398639 3398642 3398772 3398826 3399469

3399551 3399553 3399588 3399661 3399665

3399755 3399756 3399758 3399795 3399836

3399841 3399847 3400151 3400167 3400168

3400169 3400180 3400181 3400182 3400185

3400189 3400335 3400338 3400459 3400626

3400628 3400925 3400935 3401144 3401195

3401381 3401397 3402154 3402184 3402369

3402519 3402594 3403225 3403229 3403230

3403236 3403252 3403253 3403254 3403256

3403257 3403260 3403262 3403279 3403281

3403284 3403287 3403294 3403296 3403301

3403302 3403308 3403321 3403617 3403703

3403704 3403706 3403833 3403954 3404029

3404137 3404138 3404139 3404140 3404258

3404259 3404261 3404966 3404969 3405589

3405907 3406180 3406219 3406243 3406248

3406250 3406345 3406368 3406862 3406866

3406900 3407169 3407171 3407233 3407628

3407755 3407758 3407762 3407886 3408066

3408071 3408074 3408537 3408545 3408546

3408550 3408556 3408607 3408610 3408638

3408650 3408653 3408704 3408733 3408968

3408969 3409052 3409074 3409075 3409076

3409079 3409116 3409197 3409304 3409344

3409351 3409463 3409561 3409724 3409727
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3409997 3410046 3410156 3410157 3410161

3410323 3410489 3410490 3410679 3410680

3410767 3410802 3410810 3410941 3411162

3411340 3411343 3411346 3411349 3411352

3411357 3411599 3411738 3411849 3411959

3411966 3412160 3412162 3412214 3412220

3412342 3412356 3412358 3412924 3412928

3412936 3412942 3412945 3412948 3412950

3412953 3412954 3412956 3412960 3413221

3413223 3413225 3413227 3413229 3413234

3413236 3413255 3413283 3413307 3413309

3413310 3413311 3413317 3413524 3413583

3414126 3414176 3414339 3414548 3414550

3414554 3414681 3414824 3414826 3414993

3415120 3415121 3415132 3415233 3415248

3415321 3415531 3415650 3416011 3416096

3416142 3416194 3416197 3416203 3416304

3416509 3416721 3416894 3416973 3417011

3417016 3417024 3417034 3417038 3417043

3417303 3417304 3417605 3417663 3417680

3417750 3417785 3418253 3418319 3418476

3418477 3418480 3418511 3418553 3418737

3418836 3418837 3418883 3418963 3419171

3419303 3419304 3419385 3419422 3419528

3419604 3419632 3419649 3419653 3419660

3419743 3419882 3419954 3419985 3419990

3420058 3420060 3420061 3420062 3420119

3420137 3420144 3420309 3420411 3421068

3421229 3421288 3421357 3421362 3421751

3422080 3422081 3422083 3422084 3422135

3422140 3422215 3422253 3422302 3422370

3422385 3422387 3422462 3422467 3422661

3422729 3423004 3423013 3423088 3423089

3423097 3423098 3423099 3423119 3423123

3423662 3423757 3423832 3423905 3424221

3424263 3424279 3424395 3424578 3424709
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3424812 3424992 3425030 3425033 3425158

3425768 3426323 3426519 3426520 3426835

3426836 3426837 3426849 3426991 3427010

3427030 3427033 3427283 3427284 3427285

3427290 3427453 3427845 3428060 3428063

3428206 3428300 3428319 3428322 3428323

3428610 3428657 3428679 3428686 3428697

3428806 3428807 3428960 3429019 3429067

3429164 3429307 3429312 3429341 3429342

3429368 3430101 3430156 3430268 3430269

3430296 3430391 3430535 3430538 3430877

3431062 3431186 3431189 3431190 3431202

3431268 3431460 3431493 3431527 3431529

3431530 3431552 3431612 3431614 3431616

3431618 3432005 3432044 3432067 3432071

3432089 3432205 3432208 3432209 3432211

3432214 3432584 3432750 3432793 3432798

3432801 3432893 3432905 3432924 3432928

3432931 3432932 3433177 3433485 3433512

3433514 3433519 3433520 3433594 3433746

3434027 3434270 3434271 3434273 3434320

3434429 3434442 3434476 3434481 3434498

3434509 3434561 3434576 3434611 3434777

3434780 3434783 3434983 3435174 3435185

3435194 3435196 3435197 3435276 3435808

3435810 3435814 3435888 3435907 3435916

3435920 3436294 3436354 3436439 3436449

3436454 3436455 3436456 3436457 3436459

3436532 3436536 3436562 3436602 3436672

3436720 3436783 3436785 3436787 3437168

3437177 3437179 3437183 3437400 3437509

3437786 3437837 3437905 3437913 3438033

3438182 3438401 3438414 3438416 3438889

3438895 3438896 3438897 3438976 3439055

3439056 3439057 3439118 3439124 3439137

3439138 3439534 3439705 3439708 3439789
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3439976 3440209 3440482 3440484 3440637

3440647 3440648 3440649 3440650 3440653

3440654 3440655 3440968 3441064 3441242

3441273 3441274 3441410 3441411 3441419

3441667 3441668 3441669 3441722 3441857

3441862 3441947 3442022 3442024 3442043

3442058 3442061 3442111 3442202 3442319

3442713 3442731 3442732 3442818 3442827

3442828 3442843 3442844 3442848 3442863

3442970 3443240 3443593 3443713 3443829

3443830 3443871 3443936 3444035 3444037

3444038 3444261 3444618 3444620 3444844

3445029 3445150 3445266 3445463 3446151

3446177 3446186 3446235 3446257 3446358

3446365 3446683 3446725 3446726 3447051

3447129 3447161 3447495 3447659 3447662

3447779 3447781 3447947 3447973 3447981

3448459 3448479 3448484 3448498 3448598

3448721 3448723 3448895 3449201 3449399

3449622 3449691 3449723 3450051 3450064

3450085 3450086 3450087 3450252 3450254

3450414 3450718 3450719 3450720 3450925

3450926 3450962 3451028 3451032 3451066

3451068 3451715 3451716 3451835 3451880

3451935 3452103 3452173 3452328 3452444

3452473 3452632 3452812 3452901 3453122

3453236 3453237 3453254 3453270 3453278

3453291 3453292 3453296 3453335 3453340

3453491 3453493 3453661 3454068 3454189

3454191 3454433 3454436 3454802 3454808

3454950 3454952 3454953 3454956 3456185

3456186 3456190 3456224 3456225 3456226

3456228 3456331 3456679 3456683 3456760

3456761 3456769 3456775 3456785 3456787

3456788 3456791 3456792 3456796 3456959

3457022 3457023 3457033 3457069 3457355
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3457440 3457459 3457462 3458100 3458266

3458397 3458398 3458400 3458404 3458405

3458407 3458539 3458544 3458668 3458714

3458716 3458717 3458781 3458826 3458887

3458888 3459284 3459449 3459537 3459552

3459659 3459801 3459804 3459909 3459949

3460142 3460458 3460461 3460706 3461192

3461241 3461895 3462139 3462344 3462890

3463026 3463474 3463644 3463649 3463866

3463906 3463913 3503512 3517145 3517153

3537349 3538203 3549068 3558979 3558980

3564834 3670571 3684080 3707323 3728927

3744768 3750147 3767080 3803510 3815786

3816919 3827929 3838126 3838128 3838129

3839786 3840593 3860410 3867871 3869671

3870606 3872945 3875971 3875972 3878306

3880552 3882602 3886200 3895395 3895885

3896286 3899613 3900576 3901482 3902805

3903068 3903573 3903674 3905873 3906591

3907332 3908408 3910984 3914288 3917114

3918282 3921606 3921945 3922605 3923541

3926903 3927855 3928801 3929781 3929934

3930143 3930147 3930333 3931685 3931802

3931914 3932051 3932258 3932413 3932815

3933209 3934146 3934329 3935513 3935650

3938555 3938911 3939848 3942754 3942938

3942939 3943918 3944175 3945560 3945637

3947833 3949157 3949164 3950295 3950321

3951672 3952305 3952434 3952569 3953270

3953271 3954474 3955284 3955333 3955754

3956138 3956158 3957434 3957496 3957867

3957874 3958224 3958273 3958481 3958925

3959005 3959905 3959910 3959911 3960140

3960432 3960886 3960889 3961022 3961772

3962042 3962425 3962738 3963140 3963477

3963517 3963661 3964838 3965773 3966396
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3966459 3966821 3966936 3967140 3967651

3967653 3967715 3968095 3968108 3968646

3968760 3968771 3968949 3968968 3969342

3969511 3970437 3970653 3970654 3970784

3970871 3970962 3971169 3971193 3971264

3971267 3971310 3971311 3971316 3971317

3971568 3971950 3972043 3972054 3972060

3972274 3972558 3972728 3972919 3972936

3972937 3972969 3973050 3973055 3973271

3973466 3973482 3973503 3973550 3973561

3973563 3973635 3973704 3973718 3973816

3973827 3973951 3974042 3974054 3974119

3974132 3974197 3974314 3974533 3974690

3974849 3974864 3974893 3975028 3975029

3975292 3975298 3975321 3975410 3975566

3975677 3975681 3975685 3975711 3975754

3975833 3976001 3976021 3976068 3976114

3976334 3976604 3976734 3977045 3977079

3977092 3977125 3977191 3977362 3977369

3977859 3977865 3977867 3977868 3977982

3978063 3978247 3978303 3978310 3978313

3978597 3978690 3978733 3978821 3979122

3979123 3979242 3979438 3979526 3979532

3979610 3979650 3979691 3979692 3979896

3979903 3980074 3980222 3980311 3980433

3980434 3981291 3981292 3981435 3981440

3981460 3981946 3981990 3982465 3982620

3982875 3982969 3982982 3983005 3983110

3983131 3983146 3983176 3983210 3983211

3983212 3983267 3983303 3983304 3983442

3983461 3983514 3983535 3983591 3983617

3983626 3983687 3983691 3983701 3983703

3983729 3983746 3983781 3983915 3983945

3983959 3984007 3984025 3984042 3984043

3984064 3984070 3984071 3984072 3984173

3984208 3984209 3984210 3984211 3984312
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3984319 3984345 3984376 3984392 3984421

3984423 3984427 3984428 3984436 3984458

3984521 3984522 3984611 3984613 3984688

3984751 3984752 3984756 3984894 3984942

3985032 3985132 3985136 3985215 3985275

3985285 3985286 3985331 3985373 3985375

3985377 3985381 3985382 3985395 3985411

3985543 3985544 3985546 3985565 3985579

3985580 3985626 3985647 3985927 3986032

3986046 3986068 3986116 3986173 3986180

3986221 3986228 3986244 3986258 3986288

3986290 3986383 3986423 3986433 3986491

3986505 3986569 3986578 3986630 3986643

3986969 3986970 3987001 3987023 3987099

3987108 3987201 3987202 3987203 3987204

3987205 3987222 3987224 3987230 3987243

3987259 3987268 3987325 3987522 3987543

3987581 3987607 3987627 3987688 3987696

3987787 3987794 3987878 3987885 3987902

3987905 3987909 3988233 3988437 3988443

3988625 3988633 3988634 3988785 3988815

3988988 3989130 3989269 3989284 3989287

3989289 3989290 3989314 3989352 3989372

3989382 3989473 3989507 3989627 3989631

3989651 3989685 3989725 3989762 3989786

3989790 3989801 3989881 3989888 3989892

3989896 3989897 3989899 3989957 3990005

3990025 3990032 3990040 3990047 3990104

3990105 3990123 3990228 3990245 3990248

3990257 3990375 3990416 3990451 3990467

3990509 3990535 3990753 3990832 3990861

3990871 3990872 3990914 3990939 3990941

3990948 3991036 3991063 3991142 3991188

3991225 3991262 3991347 3991403 3991462

3991523 3991542 3991559 3991561 3991570

3991584 3991588 3991599 3991708 3991717
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3991726 3991757 3991772 3991787 3991794

3991807 3991905 3992003 3992029 3992040

3992058 3992064 3992067 3992116 3992121

3992375 3992394 3992396 3992422 3992468

3992472 3992485 3992556 3992560 3992977

3993052 3993108 3993144 3993294 3993361

3993410 3993414 3993415 3993461 3993462

3993463 3993464 3993479 3993486 3993487

3993488 3993565 3993578 3993621 3993658

3993710 3993735 3993737 3993739 3993791

3993813 3993856 3993873 3993888 3993939

3994019 3994034 3994043 3994044 3994045

3994057 3994225 3994230 3994248 3994378

3994555 3994560 3994600 3994601 3994604

3994661 3994784 3994837 3995291 3995520

3995604 3995781 3996027 3996115 3996117

3996134 3996137 3996201 3996404 3996492

3996547 3996761 3996766 3996780 3996788

3996859 3996860 3996877 3996881 3997020

3997025 3997240 3997241 3997242 3997288

3997368 3997431 3997432 3997511 3997807

3997854 3997932 3997945 3997954 3997997

3998162 3998206 3998633 3998634 3998660

3999269 3999410 3999433 3999976 3999978

4001040 4001288 4001756 4002134 4002611

4002843 4004011 4005001 4005019 4005660

4005690 4005754 4006179 4006493 4006521

4006880 4007813 4008041 4008043 4008044

4008560 4008654 4009064 4009453 4009454

4010165 4010240 4010369 4010396 4010681

4010905 4011063 4011064 4011109 4012136

4012185 4012672 4013085 4013086 4013128

4013239 4013309 4013663 4014000 4015126

4015305 4015310 4015333 4015371 4015396

4016080 4016110 4016347 4016362 4017231

4017902 4018045 4018653 4018785 4019324
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4019847 4020072 4020088 4020723 4020724

4021549 4021743 4022156 4023010 4023013

4023597 4024774 4025012 4025179 4025339

4025451 4025452 4025524 4026315 4026361

4026380 4026508 4026598 4026978 4027028

4027103 4027254 4027294 4027351 4027358

4027500 4027502 4027558 4027602 4027883

4028220 4028242 4028690 4028750 4029223

4029564 4029879 4029926 4030027 4030052

4030053 4030227 4030242 4030264 4030441

4030447 4030601 4030629 4030630 4030666

4030682 4030685 4030688 4030689 4030690

4030717 4030726 4030801 4030807 4030813

4030820 4030883 4030885 4030907 4030910

4030913 4030936 4030942 4030943 4030944

4030945 4030954 4030955 4030964 4030966

4030985 4030987 4031002 4031221 4031335

4031350 4031360 4031464 4031465 4031508

4031568 4031572 4031576 4031586 4031587

4031591 4031612 4031614 4031677 4031732

4031903 4031914 4032013 4032017 4032022

4032026 4032101 4032139 4032140 4032141

4032150 4032161 4032186 4032190 4032200

4032231 4032245 4032253 4032259 4032272

4032309 4032330 4032335 4032344 4032345

4032350 4032351 4032362 4032365 4032368

4032371 4032402 4032404 4032409 4032442

4032450 4032463 4032561 4032568 4032599

4032661 4032729 4032810 4032993 4033024

4033036 4033045 4033055 4033066 4033092

4033131 4033134 4033135 4033268 4033327

4033328 4033329 4033338 4033342 4033345

4033349 4033366 4033376 4033378 4033386

4033387 4033400 4033402 4033417 4033432

4033433 4033434 4033435 4033441 4033442

4033443 4033561 4033563 4033596 4033633
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4033636 4033742 4033767 4033768 4033771

4033775 4033847 4033980 4033981 4033990

4033997 4034013 4034142 4034195 4034207

4034233 4034239 4034241 4034249 4034274

4034289 4034296 4034311 4034312 4034342

4034344 4034346 4034357 4034379 4034385

4034387 4034395 4034397 4034415 4034416

4034421 4034423 4034426 4034427 4034438

4034450 4034451 4034452 4034459 4034465

4034472 4034473 4034501 4034507 4034534

4034572 4034573 4034603 4034608 4034616

4034630 4034631 4034634 4034662 4034676

4034678 4034679 4034681 4034682 4034846

4034904 4034930 4034988 4034996 4035043

4035044 4035045 4035063 4035070 4035074

4035168 4035172 4035186 4035200 4035205

4035236 4035309 4035317 4035319 4035323

4035378 4035391 4035393 4035437 4035648

4035713 4035766 4035772 4035773 4035784

4035786 4035808 4035809 4035907 4036003

4036042 4036051 4036087 4036202 4036208

4036209 4036221 4036222 4036224 4036226

4036281 4036288 4036315 4036316 4036413

4036428 4036440 4036511 4036513 4036514

4036526 4036527 4036546 4036573 4036589

4036634 4036893 4036932 4036933 4036942

4036958 4036964 4036983 4037224 4037239

4037369 4037374 4037416 4037445 4037493

4037513 4037533 4037561 4037617 4037621

4037684 4037729 4037739 4037760 4037820

4037859 4037868 4037898 4037900 4037924

4037936 4037960 4038057 4038060 4038068

4038138 4038145 4038234 4038235 4038247

4038248 4038274 4038277 4038411 4038430

4038431 4038432 4038484 4038549 4038618

4038630 4038648 4038667 4038699 4038713
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4038714 4038745 4038747 4038781 4038803

4038804 4038826 4038912 4038979 4038980

4038982 4039008 4039016 4039059 4039064

4039085 4039086 4039104 4039114 4039121

4039150 4039160 4039161 4039163 4039171

4039174 4039177 4039183 4039203 4039223

4039253 4039267 4039287 4039293 4039311

4039312 4039314 4039321 4039326 4039332

4039334 4039456 4039476 4039477 4039478

4039489 4039502 4039533 4039540 4039574

4039575 4039601 4039643 4039644 4039645

4039646 4039647 4039650 4039651 4039654

4039655 4039663 4039672 4039674 4039675

4039676 4039677 4039678 4039679 4039684

4039717 4039718 4039720 4039725 4039726

4039727 4039758 4039798 4039799 4039804

4039813 4039834 4039835 4039836 4039839

4039841 4039844 4039869 4039870 4039873

4039874 4039875 4039907 4039908 4039910

4039955 4040006 4040022 4040023 4040024

4040031 4040032 4040033 4040036 4040037

4040039 4040040 4040041 4040073 4040074

4040077 4040107 4040112 4040160 4040278

4040352 4040369 4040370 4040371 4040407

4040416 4040417 4040496 4040504 4040516

4040517 4040530 4040533 4040539 4040575

4040588 4040610 4040611 4040615 4040617

4040618 4040675 4040682 4040714 4040747

4040750 4040753 4040780 4040782 4040784

4040786 4040787 4040789 4040790 4040791

4040792 4040795 4040810 4040836 4040849

4040851 4040897 4040968 4040977 4040978

4041012 4041014 4041017 4041027 4041028

4041029 4041031 4041032 4041035 4041042

4041044 4041045 4041046 4041047 4041048

4041059 4041060 4041065 4041066 4041070
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4041071 4041074 4041075 4041078 4041080

4041083 4041087 4041092 4041098 4041100

4041120 4041125 4041145 4041158 4041159

4041162 4041164 4041175 4041176 4041220

4041223 4041229 4041237 4041239 4041256

4041259 4041261 4041277 4041278 4041279

4041283 4041315 4041318 4041320 4041322

4041328 4041351 4041368 4041370 4041382

4041383 4041387 4041388 4041389 4041391

4041396 4041419 4041434 4041435 4041439

4041440 4041454 4041460 4041463 4041466

4041467 4041468 4041471 4041472 4041529

4041536 4041563 4041564 4041567 4041578

4041583 4041585 4041597 4041599 4041600

4041601 4041602 4041610 4041616 4041621

4041625 4041628 4041652 4041653 4041655

4041658 4041660 4041690 4041691 4041692

4041693 4041701 4041720 4041721 4041723

4041724 4041725 4041726 4041735 4041736

4041737 4041738 4041739 4041742 4041760

4041761 4041764 4041765 4041766 4041768

4041780 4041789 4041800 4041838 4041839

4041841 4041849 4041858 4041866 4041868

4041869 4041870 4041871 4041872 4041896

4041912 4041914 4041932 4041933 4041934

4041944 4041954 4041973 4041975 4041978

4042021 4042026 4042034 4042036 4042061

4042062 4042063 4042099 4042112 4042116

4042124 4042156 4042161 4042162 4042190

4042221 4042243 4042244 4042250 4042262

4042264 4042276 4042278 4042282 4042283

4042298 4042301 4042304 4042305 4042327

4042333 4042334 4042336 4042337 4042338

4042340 4042346 4042352 4042363 4042374

4042385 4042401 4042402 4042403 4042406

4042407 4042408 4042410 4042431 4042432
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4042433 4042434 4042438 4042443 4042455

4042480 4042481 4042484 4042485 4042486

4042490 4042495 4042497 4042500 4042503

4042504 4042507 4042511 4042515 4042522

4042523 4042525 4042532 4042559 4042569

4042570 4042574 4042576 4042579 4042581

4042582 4042598 4042599 4042631 4042645

4042650 4042655 4042657 4042659 4042660

4042663 4042665 4042673 4042705 4042707

4042713 4042716 4042730 4042736 4042738

4042740 4042743 4042744 4042748 4042749

4042766 4042772 4042777 4042779 4042783

4042794 4042816 4042817 4042818 4042819

4042821 4042823 4042824 4042825 4042829

4042832 4042833 4042835 4042869 4042874

4042920 4042921 4042922 4042954 4042969

4042973 4042974 4042979 4042980 4042981

4043007 4043008 4043010 4043018 4043019

4043021 4043042 4043044 4043053 4043060

4043066 4043068 4043069 4043071 4043073

4043074 4043075 4043076 4043081 4043126

4043141 4043165 4043195 4043202 4043226

4043235 4043256 4043262 4043272 4043276

4043277 4043279 4043280 4043288 4043290

4043292 4043312 4043313 4043314 4043334

4043335 4043337 4043338 4043343 4043364

4043368 4043369 4043370 4043374 4043376

4043377 4043384 4043404 4043405 4043414

4043423 4043434 4043437 4043465 4043466

4043469 4043474 4043476 4043492 4043499

4043509 4043513 4043515 4043516 4043534

4043536 4043540 4043542 4043543 4043544

4043547 4043551 4043554 4043571 4043578

4043595 4043607 4043609 4043610 4043611

4043612 4043613 4043618 4043619 4043623

4043637 4043688 4043701 4043704 4043707
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4043712 4043715 4043728 4043774 4043782

4043784 4043787 4043788 4043793 4043796

4043800 4043805 4043827 4043831 4043838

4043839 4043843 4043844 4043853 4043854

4043855 4043856 4043858 4043859 4043860

4043861 4043863 4043876 4043882 4043892

4043906 4043907 4043910 4043911 4043912

4043918 4043923 4043924 4043926 4043927

4043937 4043941 4043967 4043977 4043997

4043998 4043999 4044008 4044010 4044012

4044017 4044032 4044034 4044047 4044075

4044092 4044093 4044102 4044105 4044125

4044157 4044158 4044165 4044166 4044167

4044189 4044192 4044198 4044200 4044214

4044245 4044247 4044296 4044389 4044393

4044394 4044395 4044438 4044439 4044440

4044458 4044459 4044460 4044461 4044462

4044466 4044467 4044468 4044469 4044473

4044492 4044494 4044509 4044512 4044517

4044518 4044519 4044521 4044522 4044523

4044524 4044525 4044528 4044534 4044536

4044543 4044547 4044553 4044561 4044564

4044565 4044572 4044574 4044575 4044588

4044591 4044597 4044598 4044601 4044602

4044605 4044608 4044628 4044631 4044634

4044635 4044642 4044662 4044702 4044705

4044720 4044721 4044725 4044731 4044741

4044754 4044760 4044761 4044765 4044769

4044808 4044824 4044830 4044838 4044890

4044891 4044892 4044894 4044895 4044901

4044909 4044915 4044918 4044924 4044925

4044931 4044943 4044980 4044996 4044997

4045018 4045023 4045049 4045056 4045066

4045067 4045076 4045119 4045134 4045136

4045192 4045231 4045232 4045234 4045253

4045254 4045257 4045264 4045265 4045266
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4045327 4045365 4045366 4045367 4045373

4045374 4045379 4045380 4045385 4045386

4045387 4045421 4045431 4045437 4045448

4045449 4045465 4045485 4045486 4045487

4045489 4045492 4045498 4045503 4045526

4045528 4045533 4045534 4045535 4045536

4045543 4045544 4045577 4045578 4045585

4045590 4045591 4045593 4045603 4045604

4045605 4045606 4045608 4045623 4045629

4045630 4045636 4045643 4045671 4045685

4045693 4045702 4045705 4045724 4045743

4045744 4045748 4045768 4045770 4045777

4045778 4045780 4045782 4045785 4045786

4045802 4045804 4045811 4045854 4045911

4045915 4045920 4045922 4045940 4045960

4045975 4045976 4045989 4046007 4046024

4046026 4046028 4046040 4046042 4046045

4046046 4046056 4046057 4046080 4046081

4046085 4046106 4046107 4046122 4046135

4046146 4046147 4046150 4046154 4046156

4046158 4046160 4046186 4046187 4046189

4046192 4046226 4046237 4046248 4046249

4046255 4046256 4046257 4046258 4046262

4046263 4046301 4046315 4046344 4046351

4046354 4046380 4046388 4046391 4046396

4046406 4046408 4046411 4046420 4046425

4046426 4046429 4046433 4046469 4046505

4046527 4046529 4046553 4046556 4046569

4046571 4046573 4046576 4046581 4046582

4046584 4046588 4046614 4046616 4046633

4046635 4046670 4046678 4046683 4046686

4046693 4046694 4046698 4046750 4046754

4046755 4046756 4046758 4046759 4046762

4046763 4046768 4046771 4046789 4046790

4046799 4046801 4046804 4046817 4046820

4046821 4046825 4046831 4046849 4046865
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4046866 4046868 4046869 4046870 4046873

4046875 4046878 4046879 4046880 4046881

4046884 4046888 4046890 4046903 4046907

4046921 4046922 4046926 4046928 4046940

4046941 4046942 4046944 4046949 4046950

4046955 4046968 4046971 4046977 4046981

4046982 4046987 4046988 4046989 4046991

4046992 4046993 4046996 4046997 4046998

4047005 4047006 4047025 4047026 4047048

4047052 4047053 4047058 4047060 4047063

4047084 4047085 4047089 4047095 4047096

4047097 4047099 4047134 4047137 4047139

4047140 4047142 4047170 4047189 4047214

4047241 4047247 4047255 4047271 4047311

4047344 4047346 4047347 4047361 4047376

4047385 4047386 4047394 4047422 4047424

4047436 4047437 4047438 4047440 4047444

4047451 4047453 4047455 4047467 4047468

4047469 4047475 4047476 4047500 4047513

4047518 4047519 4047535 4047537 4047538

4047556 4047557 4047558 4047559 4047577

4047590 4047591 4047602 4047609 4047624

4047639 4047657 4047658 4047659 4047661

4047662 4047691 4047697 4047723 4047725

4047727 4047737 4047738 4047739 4047759

4047775 4047794 4047805 4047819 4047856

4047857 4047865 4047887 4047892 4047893

4047897 4047909 4047917 4047949 4047990

4047991 4048004 4048008 4048014 4048018

4048060 4048069 4048087 4048092 4048097

4048111 4048119 4048120 4048121 4048198

4048200 4048205 4048206 4048208 4048209

4048210 4048213 4048216 4048219 4048223

4048226 4048231 4048239 4048242 4048243

4048244 4048254 4048257 4048258 4048259

4048267 4048345 4048346 4048349 4048350
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4048351 4048353 4048356 4048357 4048360

4048379 4048384 4048387 4048391 4048395

4048426 4048427 4048433 4048478 4048481

4048509 4048520 4048521 4048526 4048530

4048533 4048537 4048538 4048551 4048562

4048567 4048570 4048584 4048586 4048661

4048738 4048741 4048768 4048769 4048770

4048771 4048773 4048775 4048777 4048778

4048813 4048833 4048844 4048868 4048872

4048877 4048881 4048922 4048924 4048929

4048931 4048932 4049000 4049001 4049012

4049014 4049015 4049040 4049051 4049055

4049060 4049061 4049074 4049079 4049110

4049185 4049217 4049220 4049286 4049299

4049327 4049335 4049339 4049345 4049349

4049350 4049351 4049352 4049354 4049355

4049369 4049370 4049371 4049442 4049443

4049444 4049498 4049504 4049505 4049506

4049507 4049508 4049538 4049547 4049549

4049553 4049556 4049563 4049587 4049597

4049617 4049649 4049654 4049660 4049666

4049673 4049677 4049681 4049683 4049701

4049705 4049707 4049712 4049713 4049743

4049793 4049800 4049814 4049815 4049839

4049852 4049882 4049886 4049923 4049930

4049937 4049955 4049964 4049988 4050001

4050002 4050004 4050006 4050011 4050013

4050014 4050033 4050040 4050050 4050065

4050068 4050069 4050087 4050088 4050092

4050106 4050119 4050123 4050126 4050127

4050128 4050139 4050140 4050141 4050143

4050146 4050153 4050156 4050157 4050172

4050173 4050184 4050189 4050272 4050273

4050284 4050287 4050288 4050289 4050290

4050396 4050410 4050411 4050414 4050434

4050470 4050471 4050474 4050475 4050477
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4050483 4050490 4050545 4050551 4050563

4050640 4050666 4050667 4050669 4050670

4050671 4050897 4050966 4050967 4050973

4050974 4050981 4050983 4050997 4051004

4051008 4051016 4051045 4051112 4051141

4051161 4051162 4051163 4051164 4051165

4051166 4051167 4051173 4051271 4051275

4051298 4051300 4051302 4051306 4051314

4051321 4051322 4051328 4051334 4051342

4051344 4051345 4051346 4051347 4051356

4051358 4051359 4051361 4051362 4051364

4051368 4051369 4051370 4051376 4051380

4051405 4051408 4051409 4051441 4051446

4051447 4051452 4051458 4051459 4051460

4051461 4051463 4051470 4051480 4051482

4051502 4051509 4051515 4051516 4051517

4051535 4051536 4051542 4051545 4051558

4051567 4051570 4051571 4051572 4051576

4051577 4051588 4051590 4051591 4051596

4051597 4051598 4051599 4051600 4051601

4051609 4051622 4051677 4051678 4051683

4051758 4051798 4051801 4051802 4051803

4051804 4051895 4051904 4051957 4051958

4052014 4052019 4052022 4052023 4052068

4052102 4052103 4052107 4052113 4052119

4052120 4052143 4052149 4052156 4052166

4052174 4052199 4052215 4052216 4052224

4052232 4052295 4052296 4052297 4052302

4052303 4052305 4052353 4052403 4052411

4052412 4052414 4052416 4052444 4052454

4052455 4052458 4052461 4052476 4052478

4052494 4052498 4052504 4052505 4052506

4052649 4052660 4052755 4052768 4052769

4052773 4052774 4052775 4052818 4052819

4052820 4052821 4052836 4052862 4052872

4052876 4052877 4052878 4052879 4052883
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4052885 4052886 4052905 4052907 4052910

4052913 4052914 4052915 4052916 4052936

4052986 4053067 4053068 4053076 4053097

4053122 4053155 4053190 4053191 4053192

4053196 4053224 4053225 4053227 4053228

4053229 4053239 4053252 4053253 4053254

4053282 4053283 4053284 4053285 4053289

4053290 4053291 4053292 4053293 4053355

4053356 4053358 4053361 4053366 4053379

4053382 4053385 4053396 4053469 4053491

4053497 4053507 4053511 4053513 4053514

4053522 4053523 4053527 4053534 4053535

4053544 4053547 4053558 4053561 4053563

4053564 4053565 4053566 4053576 4053577

4053578 4053579 4053592 4053593 4053601

4053602 4053603 4053608 4053609 4053610

4053612 4053613 4053618 4053622 4053623

4053627 4053631 4053710 4053711 4053719

4053740 4053743 4053747 4053752 4053767

4053768 4053942 4053983 4053989 4054003

4054006 4054008 4054023 4054029 4054035

4054036 4054147 4054157 4054311 4054322

4054323 4054411 4054434 4054451 4054455

4054459 4054460 4054486 4054492 4054493

4054494 4054495 4054533 4054549 4054551

4054552 4054554 4054555 4054568 4054569

4054571 4054572 4054573 4054578 4054579

4054580 4054581 4054582 4054583 4054587

4054588 4054589 4054590 4054591 4054593

4054594 4054595 4054598 4054606 4054611

4054613 4054668 4054669 4054681 4054685

4054688 4054692 4054693 4054695 4054696

4054705 4054706 4054707 4054708 4054709

4054710 4054714 4054716 4054720 4054724

4054725 4054731 4054739 4054744 4054746

4054747 4054750 4054755 4054777 4054778
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4054822 4054828 4054830 4054832 4054837

4054852 4054859 4054860 4054862 4054863

4054864 4054866 4054868 4054870 4054872

4054877 4054883 4054904 4054906 4054909

4054910 4054933 4054936 4054938 4054939

4054940 4055026 4055028 4055035 4055036

4055037 4055039 4055048 4055049 4055051

4055052 4055055 4055058 4055065 4055068

4055069 4055070 4055071 4055072 4055073

4055075 4055078 4055079 4055080 4055081

4055100 4055103 4055104 4055110 4055111

4055112 4055113 4055116 4055124 4055128

4055132 4055134 4055135 4055140 4055147

4055281 4055282 4055283 4055284 4055285

4055286 4055287 4055288 4055289 4055290

4055291 4055292 4055293 4055294 4055295

4055296 4055297 4055298 4055299 4055310

4055311 4055312 4055313 4055317 4055318

4055319 4055320 4055321 4055322 4055323

4055324 4055325 4055327 4055329 4055351

4055383 4055406 4055407 4055409 4055410

4055413 4055414 4055416 4055422 4055437

4055438 4055440 4055441 4055519 4055523

4055529 4055530 4055531 4055541 4055651

4055654 4055655 4055668 4055670 4055679

4055683 4055723 4055743 4055744 4055823

4055844 4055848 4055849 4055872 4055961

4055980 4056009 4056011 4056015 4056016

4056029 4056032 4056035 4056038 4056039

4056042 4056043 4056045 4056049 4056053

4056054 4056059 4056071 4056086 4056097

4056105 4056107 4056125 4056133 4056135

4056138 4056139 4056146 4056157 4056162

4056164 4056167 4056168 4056170 4056171

4056184 4056186 4056190 4056192 4056196

4056197 4056198 4056205 4056237 4056259
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4056277 4056279 4056280 4056282 4056284

4056292 4056294 4056295 4056300 4056303

4056323 4056339 4056353 4056358 4056361

4056381 4056389 4056394 4056407 4056408

4056409 4056410 4056411 4056412 4056413

4056414 4056415 4056428 4056429 4056432

4056445 4056450 4056452 4056455 4056478

4056484 4056487 4056490 4056491 4056492

4056493 4056513 4056542 4056545 4056547

4056548 4056555 4056567 4056568 4056569

4056570 4056571 4056572 4056575 4056577

4056579 4056585 4056587 4056606 4056612

4056648 4056650 4056651 4056652 4056655

4056657 4056661 4056668 4056673 4056683

4056685 4056686 4056687 4056689 4056690

4056692 4056702 4056717 4056737 4056750

4056760 4056768 4056770 4056776 4056777

4056872 4056873 4056874 4056875 4056876

4056883 4056884 4056885 4056900 4056949

4056955 4056957 4056959 4056973 4056980

4056987 4056992 4057031 4057035 4057036

4057049 4057061 4057079 4057085 4057094

4057097 4057098 4057101 4057110 4057112

4057117 4057121 4057136 4057137 4057152

4057153 4057156 4057164 4057165 4057166

4057185 4057186 4057187 4057188 4057190

4057205 4057220 4057225 4057250 4057251

4057268 4057269 4057270 4057271 4057272

4057273 4057274 4057275 4057276 4057285

4057297 4057301 4057323 4057333 4057408

4057420 4057429 4057580 4057624 4057626

4057627 4057628 4057629 4057700 4057706

4057724 4057729 4057741 4057747 4057748

4057756 4057841 4057853 4057855 4057865

4057867 4057869 4057896 4057898 4057899

4057906 4057931 4057955 4057978 4057996
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4058003 4058004 4058005 4058007 4058008

4058009 4058010 4058011 4058014 4058024

4058045 4058046 4058048 4058061 4058062

4058075 4058082 4058085 4058086 4058087

4058088 4058119 4058134 4058135 4058136

4058137 4058138 4058139 4058140 4058141

4058161 4058245 4058261 4058270 4058273

4058278 4058304 4058309 4058310 4058313

4058314 4058319 4058320 4058322 4058323

4058357 4058358 4058359 4058360 4058369

4058370 4058372 4058375 4058432 4058442

4058454 4058463 4058467 4058469 4058473

4058474 4058476 4058478 4058481 4058552

4058556 4058564 4058569 4058587 4058591

4058607 4058608 4058702 4058703 4058706

4058707 4058793 4058799 4058830 4058834

4058866 4058877 4058894 4058913 4058953

4058954 4058960 4058961 4058963 4058965

4058982 4058986 4058997 4059016 4059023

4059044 4059049 4059063 4059071 4059076

4059082 4059088 4059095 4059098 4059102

4059115 4059118 4059124 4059136 4059138

4059143 4059287 4059288 4059299 4059303

4059305 4059306 4059308 4059320 4059321

4059333 4059352 4059362 4059375 4059388

4059389 4059390 4059391 4059422 4059424

4059428 4059450 4059480 4059481 4059482

4059483 4059484 4059526 4059530 4059539

4059544 4059649 4059653 4059722 4059741

4059749 4059751 4059821 4059834 4059835

4059836 4059837 4059838 4059854 4059868

4059869 4059903 4059905 4059967 4059986

4059991 4059992 4059993 4059994 4060006

4060048 4060052 4060054 4060074 4060075

4060144 4060147 4060151 4060172 4060195

4060198 4060199 4060200 4060202 4060232
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4060237 4060315 4060358 4060369 4060375

4060379 4060383 4060384 4060462 4060495

4060499 4060500 4060510 4060514 4060528

4060549 4060558 4060565 4060576 4060612

4060617 4060619 4060620 4060621 4060622

4060711 4060723 4060728 4060766 4060794

4060805 4060816 4060817 4060819 4060821

4060824 4060838 4060839 4060840 4060862

4060863 4060959 4060972 4060991 4061010

4061025 4061036 4061038 4061058 4061060

4061061 4061065 4061066 4061070 4061071

4061072 4061073 4061141 4061142 4061143

4061151 4061287 4061288 4061293 4061294

4061295 4061296 4061297 4061302 4061306

4061314 4061315 4061317 4061334 4061361

4061362 4061373 4061374 4061376 4061462

4061469 4061472 4061484 4061493 4061496

4061642 4061679 4061680 4061681 4061709

4061718 4061805 4061806 4061809 4061914

4062081 4062110 4062111 4062115 4062116

4062120 4062126 4062173 4062177 4062183

4062188 4062265 4062272 4062276 4062278

4062574 4062578 4062988 4062989 4062995

4063002 4063003 4063139 4063148 4065047

4065048 4143121
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

131077 3 04/10/2014

136272 3 15/11/2015

153662 34 23/04/2019

155240 33 22/08/2019

155925 7 16/10/2019

160818 12 30/09/2019

160819 17 30/09/2019

160820 12 30/09/2019

160821 17 30/09/2019

160822 12 30/09/2019

160823 17 30/09/2019

161435 11 13/11/2019

196846 6 07/07/2019

196847 7 07/07/2019

196849 12 07/07/2019

197129 3 27/07/2019

197304 30 05/08/2019

197319 12 05/08/2019

197598 33 22/08/2019

197599 33 22/08/2019

198171 9 26/09/2019

200498 28 03/02/2020

219154 7 29/11/2015

219547 5 18/12/2015

242487 12 01/06/2019

242791 7 22/06/2019

244729 6 06/10/2019

244732 6 06/10/2019

249570 5 30/05/2020

249573 3 30/05/2020

267288 1 29/09/2015

267741 32 28/10/2015

268988 1 26/12/2015

292811 5 13/12/2018

293210 23 29/12/2018

294919 34 14/03/2019

295135 6 22/03/2019

296774 5 07/06/2019

296855 6 13/06/2019

296977 6 18/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

297234 6 29/06/2019

297238 6 29/06/2019

297239 6 29/06/2019

297242 6 29/06/2019

297248 6 29/06/2019

297250 6 29/06/2019

297279 7 02/07/2019

297348 33 05/07/2019

297375 12 05/07/2019

297802 30 20/07/2019

299448 34 21/09/2019

303061 5 18/02/2020

330969 5 26/11/2015

331039 33 28/11/2015

331179 9 02/12/2015

331408 34 09/12/2015

332754 34 24/01/2016

334278 29 10/03/2016

335590 6 13/04/2016

362975 5 19/06/2018

363029 3 20/06/2018

376962 11 11/06/2019

377152 3 16/06/2019

377158 11 16/06/2019

377160 21 16/06/2019

377196 15 17/06/2019

377221 6 17/06/2019

377443 3 23/06/2019

377444 3 23/06/2019

378012 5 06/07/2019

378875 5 27/07/2019

379061 5 30/07/2019

379543 12 13/08/2009

381625 7 01/10/2019

383166 3 17/11/2019

383358 6 23/11/2019

383359 6 23/11/2019

383550 6 26/11/2019

383562 30 27/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

384029 30 09/12/2019

384553 12 23/12/2019

384877 3 02/01/2020

385387 5 15/01/2020

386164 25 06/02/2020

386165 28 06/02/2020

416292 9 19/01/2015

428068 30 05/10/2015

429450 5 09/11/2015

429536 5 12/11/2015

429729 29 15/11/2015

429730 30 15/11/2015

430224 34 26/11/2015

430444 16 30/11/2015

430692 3 04/12/2015

431954 16 08/01/2016

432296 25 14/01/2016

433422 1 05/02/2016

433776 7 12/02/2016

436218 34 09/04/2019

489190 12 13/04/2019

493048 5 20/06/2019

493049 5 20/06/2019

493050 5 20/06/2019

493052 5 20/06/2019

493053 5 20/06/2019

493075 5 20/06/2019

493076 5 20/06/2019

493418 31 27/06/2019

493572 3 28/06/2019

494382 16 15/07/2019

494466 5 18/07/2019

494528 9 18/07/2019

494591 6 19/07/2019

494898 6 26/07/2019

495091 21 29/07/2019

495362 12 03/08/2019

496123 16 17/08/2019

496659 9 26/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

497196 12 02/09/2009

499402 14 13/10/2019

499798 7 24/10/2019

499986 30 27/10/2019

502117 8 09/12/2019

502118 8 09/12/2019

502119 8 09/12/2019

502360 24 15/12/2019

502409 22 16/12/2019

502521 12 19/12/2019

502522 12 19/12/2019

502768 10 23/12/2019

503851 5 13/01/2020

505567 29 17/02/2020

508736 19 17/04/2020

511150 7 01/06/2020

511572 34 08/06/2019

511824 6 13/06/2020

512205 7 21/06/2019

514661 7 07/08/2009

515563 30 23/08/2019

528928 30 02/05/2010

529640 5 15/05/2020

531500 1 14/06/2020

531502 8 14/06/2020

531505 11 14/06/2020

531507 18 14/06/2020

539889 25 14/11/2014

540978 3 03/12/2014

554965 30 22/07/2015

558971 30 23/09/2015

559581 7 01/10/2015

559771 7 04/10/2015

559873 1 07/10/2015

561059 9 28/10/2015

561089 7 29/10/2015

561090 8 29/10/2015

561257 5 31/10/2015

561262 5 31/10/2015
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

562090 9 18/11/2015

562093 25 18/11/2015

562165 3 19/11/2015

563797 5 13/12/2015

563907 25 17/12/2015

564139 18 20/12/2015

564493 3 27/12/2015

564702 33 31/12/2015

566402 30 28/01/2016

568198 34 24/02/2012

568198 34 24/02/2012

570120 3 26/03/2012

573824 9 22/05/2002

576252 7 30/06/2002

576301 16 01/07/2019

577589 3 23/07/2019

577590 5 23/07/2019

578343 30 03/08/2019

583274 16 19/10/2019

583276 16 19/10/2019

584111 1 03/11/2019

587464 25 28/12/2019

610860 30 02/11/2013

614327 13 20/12/2013

614327 13 20/12/2013

623698 3 28/03/2014

629597 3 01/06/2014

629597 3 01/06/2014

644449 3 31/10/2014

668966 11 13/06/2019

669003 5 14/06/2019

669014 5 14/06/2019

669127 19 14/06/2019

669358 16 16/06/2019

670737 21 27/06/2019

670738 22 27/06/2019

670739 23 27/06/2019

670740 24 27/06/2019

670741 25 27/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

670746 30 27/06/2019

670747 31 27/06/2019

670750 34 27/06/2019

670784 16 27/06/2019

670789 21 27/06/2019

670791 23 27/06/2019

670792 24 27/06/2019

671093 7 29/06/2019

671094 7 29/06/2019

672293 1 07/07/2019

672294 2 07/07/2019

672295 3 07/07/2019

672296 4 07/07/2019

672303 11 07/07/2019

672305 13 07/07/2019

672307 15 07/07/2019

672308 14 07/07/2019

672309 18 07/07/2019

672311 19 07/07/2019

672312 20 07/07/2019

672313 22 07/07/2019

672314 21 07/07/2019

672315 27 07/07/2019

672316 26 07/07/2019

672317 25 07/07/2019

672319 23 07/07/2019

672323 28 07/07/2019

672324 32 07/07/2019

672325 33 07/07/2019

672326 34 07/07/2019

672613 30 10/07/2019

672766 4 11/07/2019

673108 20 13/07/2019

673674 5 19/07/2019

674185 32 24/07/2019

674186 29 24/07/2019

674187 30 24/07/2019

674830 2 28/07/2019

674909 5 31/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

675005 5 31/07/2019

677152 25 17/08/2019

679932 17 13/09/2015

682305 5 04/10/2015

682470 22 05/10/2015

682490 5 05/10/2015

684108 7 18/10/2015

684293 24 19/10/2015

684362 9 20/10/2015

684526 9 25/10/2015

684723 7 27/10/2015

684724 9 27/10/2015

684736 11 27/10/2015

684975 21 31/10/2015

685749 8 06/11/2015

685750 14 06/11/2015

685753 20 06/11/2015

686990 18 16/11/2012

687048 10 16/11/2015

687517 2 20/11/2015

688308 4 27/11/2015

688320 4 27/11/2015

688885 16 01/12/2015

689463 16 06/12/2015

691475 5 21/12/2005

691609 19 21/12/2015

691615 19 21/12/2015

693912 2 09/01/2016

694545 24 15/01/2006

694730 3 17/01/2020

694886 16 18/01/2016

696251 9 30/01/2016

696254 9 30/01/2016

696255 9 30/01/2016

696257 9 30/01/2016

696258 9 30/01/2016

696259 9 30/01/2016

696260 9 30/01/2016

696261 9 30/01/2016
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

696262 9 30/01/2016

696263 9 30/01/2016

696265 9 30/01/2016

696269 9 30/01/2016

696271 9 30/01/2016

696272 9 30/01/2016

696276 9 30/01/2016

696278 9 30/01/2016

702101 16 18/03/2016

702346 27 20/03/2016

702489 6 21/03/2016

703564 5 28/03/2016

706332 12 23/05/2016

706332 12 23/05/2016

718917 1 09/10/2006

732618 5 10/09/2016

732618 5 10/09/2016

739604 5 21/04/2017

747795 10 10/07/2017

763265 12 20/06/2017

797845 9 06/04/2008

811379 9 22/07/2018

819196 25 15/09/2015

819383 30 16/09/2018

819383 30 16/09/2018

819479 5 16/09/2018

819479 5 16/09/2018

820451 1 22/09/2018

832134 13 14/12/2018

832134 13 14/12/2018

833114 29 21/12/2018

833136 12 21/12/2018

833358 5 21/12/2018

835530 5 07/01/2019

849163 32 01/04/2019

849167 32 01/04/2019

853598 11 28/04/2019

859295 16 03/06/2019

860048 16 08/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

860049 18 08/06/2019

860050 25 08/06/2019

860299 5 09/06/2019

860414 5 10/06/2019

860636 16 11/06/2019

860756 9 11/06/2019

860823 16 14/06/2019

860905 12 14/06/2019

861035 16 15/06/2019

861203 3 16/06/2019

861205 14 16/06/2019

861206 18 16/06/2019

861207 24 16/06/2019

861208 25 16/06/2019

861260 5 16/06/2019

861261 1 16/06/2019

861436 7 17/06/2019

861467 31 17/06/2019

861479 1 17/06/2019

861484 5 17/06/2019

861557 31 17/06/2019

861560 34 17/06/2019

861632 7 18/06/2019

861668 5 18/06/2019

861671 5 18/06/2019

861673 5 18/06/2019

861760 5 21/06/2019

861923 9 21/06/2019

861935 24 21/06/2019

861937 24 21/06/2019

861942 17 21/06/2019

862057 24 22/06/2019

862058 24 22/06/2019

862059 24 22/06/2019

862060 24 22/06/2019

862061 24 22/06/2019

862062 24 22/06/2019

862063 24 22/06/2019

862064 24 22/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

862069 33 22/06/2019

862070 33 22/06/2019

862081 2 22/06/2019

862114 16 22/06/2019

862139 28 22/06/2019

862194 30 23/06/2019

862195 30 23/06/2019

862196 30 23/06/2019

862217 5 23/06/2019

862218 5 23/06/2019

862219 5 23/06/2019

862220 5 23/06/2019

862221 5 23/06/2019

862222 5 23/06/2019

862223 5 23/06/2019

862224 5 23/06/2019

862225 5 23/06/2019

862227 5 23/06/2019

862228 5 23/06/2019

862229 5 23/06/2019

862230 5 23/06/2019

862231 5 23/06/2019

862232 5 23/06/2019

862233 5 23/06/2019

862234 5 23/06/2019

862235 5 23/06/2019

862237 5 23/06/2019

862238 5 23/06/2019

862239 5 23/06/2019

862240 5 23/06/2019

862255 19 23/06/2019

862315 5 23/06/2019

862316 5 23/06/2019

862318 5 23/06/2019

862509 5 24/06/2019

862511 5 24/06/2019

862512 5 24/06/2019

862513 5 24/06/2019

862514 5 24/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

862617 30 24/06/2019

862637 25 25/06/2019

862861 21 28/06/2019

862942 7 28/06/2019

863075 33 29/06/2019

863083 30 29/06/2019

863084 5 29/06/2019

863085 5 29/06/2019

863087 5 29/06/2019

863367 25 30/06/2019

863421 30 01/07/2019

863429 5 01/07/2019

863769 16 02/07/2019

863771 16 02/07/2019

864144 5 06/07/2019

864689 6 08/07/2019

864692 9 08/07/2019

864841 29 09/07/2019

864880 14 09/07/2019

865476 3 13/07/2019

865528 26 13/07/2019

865529 14 13/07/2019

865530 14 13/07/2019

865678 30 14/07/2019

866111 5 15/07/2019

866112 32 15/07/2019

866311 25 16/07/2009

866361 9 16/07/2019

866427 5 19/07/2019

866428 5 19/07/2019

866746 30 19/07/2019

866766 3 19/07/2019

866769 3 19/07/2019

866793 6 19/07/2019

867267 29 21/07/2019

867295 16 21/07/2019

867296 29 21/07/2019

867297 30 21/07/2019

867305 5 22/07/2019
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867306 5 22/07/2019

867307 5 22/07/2019

867452 5 22/07/2019

867473 3 22/07/2019

867980 3 26/07/2019

867981 3 26/07/2019

868517 16 29/07/2019

868601 6 29/07/2019

868901 5 30/07/2019

870334 30 09/08/2019

870337 29 09/08/2019

870668 25 11/08/2019

870919 16 12/08/2019

872137 7 19/08/2019

872513 30 20/08/2019

872833 5 24/08/2019

873716 33 30/08/2019

873719 3 30/08/2019

873749 25 30/08/2019

873877 9 31/08/2019

873881 9 31/08/2019

873882 9 31/08/2019

873890 7 31/08/2019

874009 3 31/08/2019

874331 9 01/09/2019

874333 9 01/09/2019

874334 9 01/09/2019

874335 9 01/09/2019

875945 7 10/09/2019

879631 5 01/10/2009

879915 30 05/10/2019

879915 30 05/10/2019

880166 29 06/10/2019

880167 29 06/10/2019

880512 5 07/10/2019

880612 16 08/10/2019

880613 16 08/10/2019

881433 31 12/10/2019

881896 5 14/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
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881903 5 14/10/2019

881983 9 15/10/2019

882310 8 18/10/2019

882311 9 18/10/2019

882312 10 18/10/2019

882313 11 18/10/2019

882314 12 18/10/2019

882316 14 18/10/2019

882317 15 18/10/2019

882318 16 18/10/2019

882319 17 18/10/2019

882320 18 18/10/2019

882321 19 18/10/2019

882322 20 18/10/2019

882323 21 18/10/2019

882324 22 18/10/2019

882328 28 18/10/2019

882329 29 18/10/2019

882330 30 18/10/2019

882331 31 18/10/2019

882333 33 18/10/2019

882983 3 22/10/2019

882984 3 22/10/2019

883033 34 22/10/2019

883294 25 25/10/2019

883804 24 27/10/2019

883806 24 27/10/2019

884007 7 28/10/2019

884008 7 28/10/2019

886005 11 09/11/2019

886006 11 09/11/2019

886748 5 15/11/2019

887181 7 18/11/2019

887182 12 18/11/2019

887853 16 24/11/2019

889329 28 01/12/2019

889433 2 02/12/2019

890670 16 09/12/2009

890697 29 09/12/2009
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891586 25 14/12/2019

891615 3 14/12/2019

892828 30 20/12/2019

893808 12 23/12/2019

894085 9 24/12/2019

894086 25 24/12/2019

894898 3 29/12/2019

896907 9 10/01/2020

899282 12 21/01/2020

899290 12 21/01/2020

901130 3 02/02/2020

904458 25 18/02/2020

904462 3 18/02/2020

904464 19 18/02/2020

904674 2 18/02/2020

908390 5 08/03/2020

908392 5 08/03/2020

908394 5 08/03/2020

908396 5 08/03/2020

908397 5 08/03/2020

908398 5 08/03/2020

908399 5 08/03/2020

908400 5 08/03/2020

908402 5 08/03/2020

908403 5 08/03/2020

908404 5 08/03/2020

908406 5 08/03/2020

908408 5 08/03/2020

908409 5 08/03/2020

908410 5 08/03/2020

908411 5 08/03/2020

908412 5 08/03/2020

908414 5 08/03/2020

908415 5 08/03/2020

908416 5 08/03/2020

908418 5 08/03/2020

908420 5 08/03/2020

908421 5 08/03/2020

908422 5 08/03/2020
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908423 5 08/03/2020

908425 5 08/03/2020

908426 5 08/03/2020

908427 5 08/03/2020

915747 5 03/04/2020

915748 5 03/04/2020

915749 5 03/04/2020

915750 5 03/04/2020

915751 5 03/04/2020

918357 11 17/04/2020

919362 10 19/04/2020

920357 34 25/04/2020

923962 2 10/05/2020

926047 7 22/05/2020

926208 2 22/05/2020

927100 2 24/05/2020

927114 5 24/05/2020

928012 2 29/05/2020

930113 5 07/06/2020

946791 17 10/08/2010

948512 19 17/08/2010

970298 5 14/11/2010

973160 25 27/11/2010

979358 11 26/12/2010

980165 5 29/12/2010

1008695 7 11/05/2011

1014586 25 06/06/2011

1017096 3 15/06/2011

1017334 5 15/06/2011

1031468 30 27/07/2011

1037467 17 16/08/2011

1037468 6 16/08/2011

1045142 9 17/09/2011

1072082 5 07/01/2012

1094004 7 10/04/2012

1102353 5 06/05/2012

1125225 7 09/08/2012

1174039 9 10/02/2013

1225359 5 22/08/2013
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1259491 3 06/01/2014

1266931 33 13/02/2014

1282350 99 06/05/2014

1282351 99 06/05/2014

1282352 99 06/05/2014

1282353 99 06/05/2014

1319197 42 05/11/2014 14:28:00

1321620 41 23/11/2014

1321622 41 23/11/2014 12:58:00

1325861 5 15/12/2014

1325862 5 15/12/2014

1325863 5 15/12/2014

1325864 5 15/12/2014

1327882 5 24/12/2014

1328313 9 27/12/2014

1349591 5 07/04/2015

1352191 99 20/04/2015

1352680 3 25/04/2015

1375277 41 03/08/2015

1375278 38 03/08/2015

1380330 24 29/08/2015

1383217 99 08/09/2015

1384340 2 13/09/2015

1384341 2 13/09/2015

1384483 6 12/09/2015

1384484 7 12/09/2015

1384485 9 12/09/2015

1384486 17 12/09/2015

1384487 19 12/09/2015

1384587 24 14/09/2015

1387416 11 26/09/2015

1387417 6 26/09/2015

1387418 20 26/09/2015 14:57:00

1387511 16 27/09/2015

1387512 41 27/09/2015

1388006 14 27/09/2015

1388321 35 29/09/2015

1388460 21 30/09/2015

1388749 35 03/10/2015
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1389315 22 04/10/2015 15:53:00

1389316 18 04/10/2015 15:53:00

1389317 27 04/10/2015 15:53:00

1389390 99 04/10/2015

1389681 30 06/10/2015

1390428 9 10/10/2015

1391188 31 14/10/2015

1391228 5 14/10/2015

1391229 5 14/10/2015

1391230 5 14/10/2015

1391898 37 17/10/2015 15:58:00

1391901 36 17/10/2015

1391941 3 17/10/2015

1391977 35 17/10/2015

1393039 19 20/10/2015

1393040 19 20/10/2015

1393041 19 20/10/2015 13:25:00

1393374 5 20/10/2015

1393687 25 21/10/2015

1394274 32 25/10/2015

1394451 34 25/10/2015 15:35:00

1394662 31 26/10/2015

1395097 31 27/10/2015

1395098 31 27/10/2015

1395099 31 27/10/2015

1395120 99 27/10/2015

1395121 99 27/10/2015

1395123 99 27/10/2015

1395124 99 27/10/2015

1395509 6 28/10/2015

1396232 30 31/10/2015

1397180 29 07/11/2015

1397865 3 10/11/2015

1397867 5 10/11/2015 12:26:00

1398836 5 14/11/2015

1399456 99 16/11/2015

1399599 41 17/11/2015

1399600 41 17/11/2015

1399840 12 17/11/2015 14:54:00
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1399849 99 17/11/2015

1400411 12 21/11/2015 14:10:00

1400523 99 21/11/2015

1400644 19 21/11/2015

1401188 9 24/11/2015 14:30:00

1401610 5 25/11/2015

1402225 5 29/11/2015 11:35:00

1404765 41 08/12/2015

1405429 10 12/12/2015 15:27:00

1405430 42 12/12/2015

1407135 7 19/12/2015 15:40:00

1410217 3 30/12/2015

1410248 3 30/12/2015

1410741 19 02/01/2016 16:06:00

1410742 19 02/01/2016 16:06:00

1414486 34 17/01/2016

1417717 2 30/01/2016 14:55:00

1424811 30 29/02/2016 14:32:00

1425094 19 27/02/2016 10:45:00

1430411 9 17/03/2016 15:20:00

1431928 19 20/03/2016

1431932 19 20/03/2016

1431933 19 20/03/2016

1431938 19 20/03/2016

1436386 3 17/03/2016 14:46:00

1441457 9 29/03/2016

1441459 9 29/03/2016

1442483 41 04/04/2016 11:02:00

1443784 2 10/04/2016 15:00:00

1450402 3 09/05/2016 14:31:00

1482516 30 29/08/2016

1503596 7 13/11/2016

1514933 31 19/12/2016

1614865 25 25/10/2017

1614868 25 25/10/2017

1624695 43 26/11/2017

1678893 99 22/04/2018

1698022 5 12/06/2018

1698024 5 12/06/2018
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1698058 11 12/06/2018

1699608 5 17/06/2018

1699610 5 17/06/2018

1699874 42 17/06/2018

1701045 9 19/06/2018

1701046 14 19/06/2018

1701047 18 19/06/2018

1701048 25 19/06/2018

1701049 26 19/06/2018

1701382 5 20/06/2018

1701399 5 20/06/2018

1703081 34 24/06/2018

1703082 34 24/06/2018

1703083 34 24/06/2018

1703084 34 24/06/2018

1703085 34 24/06/2018

1703086 34 24/06/2018

1703088 34 24/06/2018

1703089 34 24/06/2018

1703090 34 24/06/2018

1703091 34 24/06/2018

1703092 34 24/06/2018

1703403 35 25/06/2018

1707598 11 07/07/2018

1708253 34 09/07/2018

1708254 34 09/07/2018

1721882 5 14/08/2018

1726797 30 29/08/2018

1732565 7 16/09/2018

1733429 17 17/09/2018

1735945 5 24/09/2018

1735946 5 24/09/2018

1735948 5 24/09/2018

1735951 5 24/09/2018

1735952 5 24/09/2018

1735954 5 24/09/2018

1735955 5 24/09/2018

1736021 99 24/09/2018

1752808 21 11/11/2018
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1759994 28 04/12/2018

1761528 6 08/12/2018

1763933 25 15/12/2018

1764535 6 17/12/2018

1768961 25 30/12/2018

1773469 5 13/01/2019

1773472 5 13/01/2019

1775655 30 19/01/2019

1781357 41 04/02/2019

1784993 99 13/02/2019

1785644 11 16/02/2019

1786905 25 18/02/2019

1786943 32 18/02/2019

1791065 16 02/03/2019

1791478 34 03/03/2019

1791625 36 03/03/2019

1791626 37 03/03/2019

1792828 6 05/03/2019

1793736 35 09/03/2019

1795352 17 13/03/2019

1795378 34 13/03/2019

1795379 34 13/03/2019

1795380 34 13/03/2019

1795381 34 13/03/2019

1795385 31 13/03/2019

1795386 31 13/03/2019

1795387 31 13/03/2019

1795942 30 16/03/2019

1796819 6 18/03/2019

1798158 35 20/03/2019

1799259 11 24/03/2019

1800822 5 27/03/2019

1803592 9 08/04/2019

1805978 30 14/04/2019

1805979 32 14/04/2019

1805980 29 14/04/2019

1806468 99 15/04/2019

1806920 99 15/04/2019

1807018 36 15/04/2019
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1808633 5 20/04/2019

1811855 3 27/04/2019

1811856 5 27/04/2019

1812118 42 28/04/2019

1812688 6 29/04/2019

1812689 9 29/04/2019

1812690 11 29/04/2019

1812691 6 29/04/2019

1812692 9 29/04/2019

1812693 11 29/04/2019

1813627 4 01/05/2019

1814423 9 04/05/2019

1815375 15 06/05/2019

1816506 11 11/05/2019

1816507 16 11/05/2019

1817659 11 13/05/2019

1817660 6 13/05/2019

1818839 99 15/05/2019

1818914 42 15/05/2019

1819262 25 18/05/2019

1820392 5 21/05/2019

1820532 14 21/05/2019

1821676 19 25/05/2019

1822385 35 26/05/2019

1823057 41 28/05/2019

1823058 39 28/05/2019

1823059 41 28/05/2019

1823319 99 28/05/2019

1824083 9 01/06/2019

1824721 5 02/06/2019

1824722 5 02/06/2019

1824723 5 02/06/2019

1824724 5 02/06/2019

1824725 5 02/06/2019

1824726 5 02/06/2019

1824727 5 02/06/2019

1825280 7 03/06/2019

1825281 8 03/06/2019

1825479 16 04/06/2019
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1825480 35 04/06/2019

1825573 41 04/06/2019

1825670 9 04/06/2019

1825878 99 05/06/2019

1825879 99 05/06/2019

1825976 42 05/06/2019

1826008 3 05/06/2019

1826038 11 05/06/2019

1826171 12 05/06/2019

1826340 17 08/06/2019

1826342 17 08/06/2019

1826343 17 08/06/2019

1826344 17 08/06/2019

1826345 17 08/06/2019

1826346 17 08/06/2019

1826351 17 08/06/2019

1826367 12 08/06/2019

1826406 43 08/06/2019

1826409 44 08/06/2019

1826612 24 08/06/2019

1826679 5 08/06/2019

1826681 5 08/06/2019

1827601 4 10/06/2019

1828078 11 11/06/2019

1828333 42 12/06/2019

1828377 25 12/06/2019

1828452 8 12/06/2019

1828464 5 12/06/2019

1828505 11 12/06/2019

1828506 3 12/06/2019

1828507 3 12/06/2019

1828511 6 12/06/2019

1828526 9 12/06/2019

1828552 31 12/06/2019

1828553 31 12/06/2019

1828568 25 12/06/2019

1828601 99 12/06/2019

1828602 99 12/06/2019

1828619 21 12/06/2019
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1828620 21 12/06/2019

1828653 16 12/06/2019

1828704 5 15/06/2019

1828730 28 15/06/2019

1828731 22 15/06/2019

1828732 22 15/06/2019

1828774 14 15/06/2019

1828775 14 15/06/2019

1828776 14 15/06/2019

1828790 30 15/06/2019

1828791 30 15/06/2019

1828792 11 15/06/2019

1828794 6 15/06/2019

1828795 6 15/06/2019

1828796 6 15/06/2019

1828798 6 15/06/2019

1828799 6 15/06/2019

1828867 9 15/06/2019

1828891 25 15/06/2019

1828922 35 15/06/2019

1828928 41 15/06/2019

1828929 5 15/06/2019

1828931 9 15/06/2019

1828975 42 15/06/2019

1828979 35 15/06/2019

1829083 42 15/06/2019

1829096 3 15/06/2019

1829097 3 15/06/2019

1829100 35 15/06/2019

1829101 41 15/06/2019

1829123 35 15/06/2019

1829135 24 15/06/2019

1829276 16 15/06/2019

1829331 42 15/06/2019

1829335 24 15/06/2019

1829353 12 15/06/2019

1829359 29 15/06/2019

1829377 20 15/06/2019

1829384 35 15/06/2019
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1829430 11 15/06/2019

1829431 6 15/06/2019

1829458 42 15/06/2019

1829515 34 15/06/2019

1829519 41 15/06/2019

1829525 3 15/06/2019

1829538 5 15/06/2019

1829546 17 15/06/2019

1829587 42 16/06/2019

1829623 30 16/06/2019

1829702 30 16/06/2019

1829716 5 16/06/2019

1829718 5 16/06/2019

1829724 5 16/06/2019

1829725 10 16/06/2019

1829726 5 16/06/2019

1829727 10 16/06/2019

1829728 5 16/06/2019

1829729 10 16/06/2019

1829845 5 16/06/2019

1829847 5 16/06/2019

1829860 9 16/06/2019

1829886 3 16/06/2019

1829904 2 16/06/2019

1829905 2 16/06/2019

1829911 9 16/06/2019

1829921 99 16/06/2019

1829939 5 16/06/2019

1829984 99 16/06/2019

1829985 99 16/06/2019

1829990 16 16/06/2019

1829991 16 16/06/2019

1829992 35 16/06/2019

1829993 35 16/06/2019

1830049 25 17/06/2019

1830052 25 17/06/2019

1830073 3 17/06/2019

1830087 17 17/06/2019

1830088 6 17/06/2019
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1830089 9 17/06/2019

1830090 9 17/06/2019

1830108 28 17/06/2019

1830109 28 17/06/2019

1830138 35 17/06/2019

1830172 25 17/06/2019

1830178 9 17/06/2019

1830213 41 17/06/2019

1830216 99 17/06/2019

1830221 7 17/06/2019

1830223 11 17/06/2019

1830232 9 17/06/2019

1830233 9 17/06/2019

1830234 9 17/06/2019

1830252 31 17/06/2019

1830256 3 17/06/2019

1830304 1 18/06/2019

1830307 9 18/06/2019

1830314 1 18/06/2019

1830315 1 18/06/2019

1830411 11 18/06/2019

1830432 31 18/06/2019

1830446 38 18/06/2019

1830448 19 18/06/2019

1830449 20 18/06/2019

1830450 19 18/06/2019

1830451 20 18/06/2019

1830468 5 18/06/2019

1830472 5 18/06/2019

1830475 5 18/06/2019

1830491 5 18/06/2019

1830492 8 18/06/2019

1830536 25 18/06/2019

1830572 9 18/06/2019

1830574 7 18/06/2019

1830575 12 18/06/2019

1830576 25 18/06/2019

1830599 14 18/06/2019

1830603 42 18/06/2019
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1830607 42 18/06/2019

1830616 19 18/06/2019

1830688 16 19/06/2019

1830768 24 19/06/2019

1830769 24 19/06/2019

1830770 21 19/06/2019

1830771 23 19/06/2019

1830785 19 19/06/2019

1830787 24 19/06/2019

1830788 32 19/06/2019

1830793 41 19/06/2019

1830795 35 19/06/2019

1830823 18 19/06/2019

1830824 25 19/06/2019

1830843 1 19/06/2019

1830844 1 19/06/2019

1830848 25 19/06/2019

1830853 9 19/06/2019

1830859 29 19/06/2019

1830870 42 19/06/2019

1830872 1 19/06/2019

1830873 39 19/06/2019

1830876 39 19/06/2019

1830901 7 19/06/2019

1830903 30 19/06/2019

1830927 5 19/06/2019

1830928 5 19/06/2019

1830942 25 19/06/2019

1830981 11 19/06/2019

1830996 42 19/06/2019

1831005 6 19/06/2019

1831027 5 19/06/2019

1831029 5 19/06/2019

1831030 35 19/06/2019

1831031 35 19/06/2019

1831032 35 19/06/2019

1831045 7 19/06/2019

1831046 7 19/06/2019

1831047 5 19/06/2019
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1831051 5 19/06/2019

1831052 5 19/06/2019

1831054 5 19/06/2019

1831068 6 19/06/2019

1831070 5 19/06/2019

1831083 25 19/06/2019

1831084 35 19/06/2019

1831092 35 19/06/2019

1831095 41 19/06/2019

1831096 42 19/06/2019

1831160 11 19/06/2019

1831204 33 19/06/2019

1831300 31 20/06/2019

1831304 31 20/06/2019

1831306 31 20/06/2019

1831307 31 20/06/2019

1831413 24 22/06/2019

1831527 7 22/06/2019

1831528 24 22/06/2019

1831531 35 22/06/2019

1831557 6 22/06/2019

1831612 4 22/06/2019

1831613 4 22/06/2019

1831614 4 22/06/2019

1831634 7 23/06/2019

1831635 35 23/06/2019

1831636 7 23/06/2019

1831637 35 23/06/2019

1831638 7 23/06/2019

1831639 35 23/06/2019

1831738 35 23/06/2019

1831802 5 23/06/2019

1831803 5 23/06/2019

1831804 5 23/06/2019

1831805 5 23/06/2019

1831806 5 23/06/2019

1831807 5 23/06/2019

1831810 5 23/06/2019

1831834 1 23/06/2019
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1831954 25 23/06/2019

1831955 4 23/06/2019

1831957 4 23/06/2019

1832090 41 23/06/2019

1832213 42 23/06/2019

1832306 99 23/06/2019

1832307 99 23/06/2019

1832377 1 24/06/2019

1832434 42 24/06/2019

1832436 41 24/06/2019

1832439 5 24/06/2019

1832440 5 24/06/2019

1832481 32 24/06/2019

1832498 9 24/06/2019

1832580 11 24/06/2019

1832593 5 24/06/2019

1832647 16 24/06/2019

1832648 35 24/06/2019

1832695 99 24/06/2019

1832701 99 25/06/2019

1832782 5 25/06/2019

1832793 3 25/06/2019

1832830 6 25/06/2019

1832831 6 25/06/2019

1832832 6 25/06/2019

1832833 6 25/06/2019

1832834 6 25/06/2019

1832835 9 25/06/2019

1832836 9 25/06/2019

1832837 9 25/06/2019

1832838 9 25/06/2019

1832839 9 25/06/2019

1832967 25 25/06/2019

1833006 5 25/06/2019

1833007 5 25/06/2019

1833008 5 25/06/2019

1833009 5 25/06/2019

1833010 5 25/06/2019

1833011 5 25/06/2019
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1833012 5 25/06/2019

1833014 5 25/06/2019

1833034 5 25/06/2019

1833045 33 25/06/2019

1833067 7 25/06/2019

1833107 37 25/06/2019

1833140 9 25/06/2019

1833141 42 25/06/2019

1833151 24 25/06/2019

1833173 42 25/06/2019

1833174 9 25/06/2019

1833249 30 26/06/2019

1833436 25 26/06/2019

1833497 7 26/06/2019

1833498 9 26/06/2019

1833499 11 26/06/2019

1833577 25 26/06/2019

1833611 4 26/06/2019

1833620 12 26/06/2019

1833625 31 26/06/2019

1833626 31 26/06/2019

1833627 31 26/06/2019

1833759 1 26/06/2019

1833883 25 29/06/2019

1834039 5 29/06/2019

1834040 5 29/06/2019

1834041 5 29/06/2019

1834042 5 29/06/2019

1834115 16 29/06/2019

1834161 25 29/06/2019

1834198 42 29/06/2019

1834199 41 29/06/2019

1834202 3 29/06/2019

1834205 3 29/06/2019

1834206 3 29/06/2019

1834208 3 29/06/2019

1834216 3 29/06/2019

1834223 3 29/06/2019

1834225 3 29/06/2019
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1834228 5 29/06/2019

1834235 24 29/06/2019

1834273 17 29/06/2019

1834287 41 29/06/2019

1834409 1 29/06/2019

1834410 1 29/06/2019

1834411 1 29/06/2019

1834413 1 29/06/2019

1834414 1 29/06/2019

1834426 35 29/06/2019

1834491 29 29/06/2019

1834494 30 29/06/2019

1834537 31 30/06/2019

1834541 31 30/06/2019

1834542 31 30/06/2019

1834579 35 30/06/2019

1834582 9 30/06/2019

1834583 9 30/06/2019

1834718 38 30/06/2019

1834722 38 30/06/2019

1834723 41 30/06/2019

1834724 38 30/06/2019

1834725 41 30/06/2019

1834727 41 30/06/2019

1834763 24 30/06/2019

1834766 24 30/06/2019

1834768 24 30/06/2019

1834775 42 30/06/2019

1834776 7 30/06/2019

1834860 11 30/06/2019

1834867 35 30/06/2019

1834892 5 30/06/2019

1834926 30 30/06/2019

1834928 30 30/06/2019

1834965 7 30/06/2019

1834981 16 30/06/2019

1834999 11 30/06/2019

1835001 18 30/06/2019

1835045 9 30/06/2019
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1835052 12 30/06/2019

1835058 12 30/06/2019

1835203 33 01/07/2019

1835204 33 01/07/2019

1835248 5 01/07/2019

1835253 99 01/07/2019

1835255 35 01/07/2019

1835365 99 01/07/2019

1835433 1 01/07/2019

1835579 5 02/07/2019

1835627 42 02/07/2019

1835632 28 02/07/2019

1835633 28 02/07/2019

1835634 28 02/07/2019

1835635 28 02/07/2019

1835688 45 02/07/2019

1835776 5 02/07/2019

1835777 5 02/07/2019

1835790 6 02/07/2019

1835905 99 02/07/2019

1836317 30 03/07/2019

1836545 99 03/07/2019

1836582 5 06/07/2019

1836583 5 06/07/2019

1836595 30 06/07/2019

1836606 3 06/07/2019

1836685 29 06/07/2019

1836992 99 06/07/2019

1837108 33 07/07/2019

1837138 4 07/07/2019

1837139 35 07/07/2019

1837259 9 07/07/2019

1837293 1 07/07/2019

1837438 30 07/07/2019

1837797 6 08/07/2019

1837913 5 09/07/2019

1837944 5 09/07/2019

1837945 5 09/07/2019

1838300 3 10/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1838302 3 10/07/2019

1838318 42 10/07/2019

1838384 5 10/07/2019

1838437 1 10/07/2019

1838440 99 10/07/2019

1838505 33 10/07/2019

1838510 3 10/07/2019

1838558 43 10/07/2019

1838559 42 10/07/2019

1838713 35 13/07/2019

1838819 5 13/07/2019

1838864 5 13/07/2019

1838901 41 13/07/2019

1838903 29 13/07/2019

1838904 30 13/07/2019

1838981 42 13/07/2019

1839092 5 13/07/2019

1839398 9 14/07/2019

1839433 3 14/07/2019

1839742 6 15/07/2019

1839934 99 15/07/2019

1839980 29 15/07/2019

1840066 6 15/07/2019

1840237 19 16/07/2019

1840318 5 16/07/2019

1840319 5 16/07/2019

1840339 20 16/07/2019

1840340 20 16/07/2019

1840341 19 16/07/2019

1840342 19 16/07/2019

1840351 9 16/07/2019

1840378 39 16/07/2019

1840414 19 16/07/2019

1840415 20 16/07/2019

1840485 7 16/07/2019

1840487 99 16/07/2019

1840488 99 16/07/2019

1840490 99 16/07/2019

1840491 99 16/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1840501 29 16/07/2019

1840502 29 16/07/2019

1840620 39 16/07/2019

1840621 39 16/07/2019

1840767 9 17/07/2019

1840919 30 17/07/2019

1840926 34 17/07/2019

1841295 16 20/07/2019

1841296 35 20/07/2019

1841297 38 20/07/2019

1841298 41 20/07/2019

1841299 42 20/07/2019

1841403 31 20/07/2019

1841404 1 20/07/2019

1841735 12 20/07/2019

1841798 42 20/07/2019

1841799 42 20/07/2019

1841904 23 20/07/2019

1842108 32 21/07/2019

1842163 9 21/07/2019

1842237 5 21/07/2019

1842395 5 22/07/2019

1842396 5 22/07/2019

1842445 35 22/07/2019

1842527 5 22/07/2019

1842659 7 22/07/2019

1842752 2 22/07/2019

1842753 17 22/07/2019

1842762 1 22/07/2019

1842798 32 22/07/2019

1843001 19 23/07/2019

1843014 11 23/07/2019

1843094 99 23/07/2019

1843126 11 23/07/2019

1843129 5 23/07/2019

1843130 34 23/07/2019

1843308 3 24/07/2019

1843309 9 24/07/2019

1843366 36 24/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1843377 5 24/07/2019

1843562 5 24/07/2019

1843663 10 24/07/2019

1843770 5 27/07/2019

1843818 26 27/07/2019

1843822 10 27/07/2019

1843902 16 27/07/2019

1843903 42 27/07/2019

1844074 9 27/07/2019

1844227 35 27/07/2019

1844231 42 27/07/2019

1844269 28 27/07/2019

1844274 41 27/07/2019

1844628 41 28/07/2019

1844631 25 28/07/2019

1844712 1 28/07/2019

1844713 4 28/07/2019

1844714 17 28/07/2019

1844715 19 28/07/2019

1844716 37 28/07/2019

1844717 42 28/07/2019

1844755 99 28/07/2019

1844760 5 28/07/2019

1844797 6 28/07/2019

1844912 11 28/07/2019

1845093 9 29/07/2019

1845120 41 29/07/2019

1845156 30 29/07/2019

1845256 32 29/07/2019

1845470 37 30/07/2019

1845609 37 30/07/2019

1845656 17 30/07/2019

1845699 5 30/07/2019

1845708 99 30/07/2019

1845802 36 30/07/2019

1845880 5 31/07/2019

1846004 37 31/07/2019

1846015 5 31/07/2019

1846203 5 31/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1846220 28 31/07/2019

1846547 33 03/08/2019

1846548 33 03/08/2019

1846549 33 03/08/2019

1846550 33 03/08/2019

1846551 33 03/08/2019

1846552 33 03/08/2019

1846710 3 03/08/2019

1846939 21 03/08/2019

1847096 30 04/08/2019

1847435 99 05/08/2019

1847630 6 05/08/2019

1847698 35 06/08/2019

1847751 5 06/08/2019

1847753 5 06/08/2019

1848167 16 07/08/2019

1848170 16 07/08/2019

1848173 9 07/08/2019

1848174 9 07/08/2019

1848175 9 07/08/2019

1848263 35 07/08/2019

1848264 35 07/08/2019

1848430 99 07/08/2019

1848431 99 07/08/2019

1848434 99 07/08/2019

1848576 41 10/08/2019

1848577 41 10/08/2019

1848578 41 10/08/2019

1848579 99 10/08/2019

1848580 99 10/08/2019

1848581 9 10/08/2019

1848582 42 10/08/2019

1848634 41 10/08/2019

1848710 4 10/08/2019

1848781 7 10/08/2019

1848874 16 10/08/2019

1849084 7 10/08/2019

1849085 7 10/08/2019

1849676 99 11/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1849821 20 11/08/2019

1849834 5 11/08/2019

1850078 16 12/08/2019

1850079 1 12/08/2019

1850080 8 12/08/2019

1850081 5 12/08/2019

1850082 5 12/08/2019

1850247 10 12/08/2019

1850865 31 14/08/2019

1851270 5 17/08/2019

1851611 25 18/08/2019

1851814 5 18/08/2019

1851815 5 18/08/2019

1852194 35 19/08/2019

1852279 10 19/08/2019

1852280 11 19/08/2019

1852727 6 20/08/2019

1852728 6 20/08/2019

1852981 30 21/08/2019

1853192 37 21/08/2019

1853505 1 24/08/2019

1853506 5 24/08/2019

1853507 5 24/08/2019

1853509 5 24/08/2019

1853545 5 24/08/2019

1853794 6 24/08/2019

1853831 16 24/08/2019

1853974 99 24/08/2019

1854307 7 25/08/2019

1854308 11 25/08/2019

1854695 5 25/08/2019

1854696 5 25/08/2019

1854736 16 25/08/2019

1855208 31 26/08/2019

1855241 5 26/08/2019

1855332 25 26/08/2019

1855365 30 26/08/2019

1855800 1 28/08/2019

1855895 30 28/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1855897 29 28/08/2019

1856150 2 28/08/2019

1856541 7 31/08/2019

1856542 7 31/08/2019

1856543 37 31/08/2019

1856544 37 31/08/2019

1856545 37 31/08/2019

1856546 42 31/08/2019

1856547 42 31/08/2019

1856548 42 31/08/2019

1857350 9 01/09/2019

1857351 14 01/09/2019

1857352 21 01/09/2019

1857353 16 01/09/2019

1857354 20 01/09/2019

1857355 25 01/09/2019

1857356 35 01/09/2019

1857357 36 01/09/2019

1857358 37 01/09/2019

1857359 38 01/09/2019

1857360 18 01/09/2019

1857361 41 01/09/2019

1857362 42 01/09/2019

1858131 29 03/09/2019

1858132 30 03/09/2019

1858325 9 03/09/2019

1858326 9 03/09/2019

1858472 19 04/09/2019

1858473 20 04/09/2019

1859322 5 07/09/2019

1859575 33 07/09/2019

1859645 9 07/09/2019

1859646 9 07/09/2019

1860018 5 08/09/2019

1860019 5 08/09/2019

1860782 7 09/09/2019

1861047 5 10/09/2019

1861048 5 10/09/2019

1861106 9 10/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1861180 7 10/09/2019

1861752 5 11/09/2019

1862567 5 15/09/2019

1862943 42 15/09/2019

1863015 43 16/09/2019

1863197 1 16/09/2019

1863536 25 16/09/2019

1864533 11 18/09/2019

1865675 5 22/09/2019

1865828 23 23/09/2019

1865829 23 23/09/2019

1865868 3 23/09/2019

1866049 99 23/09/2019

1866650 99 24/09/2019

1867158 99 25/09/2019

1867159 99 25/09/2019

1867800 5 29/09/2019

1867801 5 29/09/2019

1867960 35 29/09/2019

1868219 9 30/09/2019

1868489 99 30/09/2019

1868490 35 30/09/2019

1869450 5 05/10/2019

1869451 5 05/10/2019

1869715 19 05/10/2019

1869716 19 05/10/2019

1869717 20 05/10/2019

1869718 20 05/10/2019

1869719 20 05/10/2019

1870185 7 06/10/2019

1870536 10 07/10/2019

1871467 30 09/10/2019

1871622 41 09/10/2019

1871659 32 09/10/2019

1872282 29 12/10/2019

1872283 30 12/10/2019

1872284 35 12/10/2019

1872285 43 12/10/2019

1872517 7 12/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1872931 99 13/10/2019

1872934 99 13/10/2019

1873157 30 14/10/2019

1873425 9 14/10/2019

1873426 35 14/10/2019

1873427 42 14/10/2019

1873428 9 14/10/2019

1873429 42 14/10/2019

1873430 9 14/10/2019

1873431 42 14/10/2019

1873432 42 14/10/2019

1873433 9 14/10/2019

1873434 9 14/10/2019

1873435 42 14/10/2019

1874017 3 16/10/2019

1874862 6 20/10/2019

1875858 99 23/10/2019

1876012 99 23/10/2019

1877342 16 28/10/2019

1877343 41 28/10/2019

1877381 7 28/10/2019

1877817 30 29/10/2019

1877845 21 29/10/2019

1878181 99 29/10/2019

1878198 38 29/10/2019

1878543 19 30/10/2019

1878544 19 30/10/2019

1879662 6 03/11/2019

1879663 11 03/11/2019

1879664 12 03/11/2019

1879832 9 04/11/2019

1881446 6 06/11/2019

1881447 6 06/11/2019

1881448 6 06/11/2019

1881780 5 09/11/2019

1883410 30 12/11/2019

1883413 30 12/11/2019

1883529 21 12/11/2019

1883766 28 13/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1883876 35 13/11/2019

1883877 35 13/11/2019

1883878 35 13/11/2019

1883879 35 13/11/2019

1883880 35 13/11/2019

1883881 35 13/11/2019

1883882 35 13/11/2019

1883883 35 13/11/2019

1884066 3 13/11/2019

1884067 3 13/11/2019

1884294 21 16/11/2019

1885361 5 17/11/2019

1885424 35 17/11/2019

1885425 42 17/11/2019

1885426 9 17/11/2019

1885427 42 17/11/2019

1885428 9 17/11/2019

1885429 42 17/11/2019

1885430 9 17/11/2019

1885431 42 17/11/2019

1885432 9 17/11/2019

1885433 42 17/11/2019

1885434 9 17/11/2019

1886490 1 19/11/2019

1886491 99 19/11/2019

1886787 1 20/11/2019

1886924 44 20/11/2019

1887795 7 24/11/2019

1887796 35 24/11/2019

1888022 3 24/11/2019

1888023 5 24/11/2019

1888024 35 24/11/2019

1888025 36 24/11/2019

1888026 41 24/11/2019

1888027 99 24/11/2019

1888320 35 25/11/2019

1888788 3 25/11/2019

1888789 35 25/11/2019

1888791 35 25/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1888912 6 26/11/2019

1889115 99 26/11/2019

1889119 9 26/11/2019

1889122 41 26/11/2019

1889124 41 26/11/2019

1890136 14 30/11/2019

1890507 19 01/12/2019

1890786 12 02/12/2019

1890919 35 02/12/2019

1891075 41 03/12/2019

1891076 41 03/12/2019

1891183 5 03/12/2019

1891722 7 04/12/2019

1892176 42 04/12/2019

1892177 16 04/12/2019

1892397 7 07/12/2019

1892401 5 07/12/2019

1892758 34 07/12/2019

1892924 9 08/12/2019

1893264 20 08/12/2019

1893438 42 08/12/2019

1893510 5 08/12/2019

1893856 35 09/12/2019

1894305 35 10/12/2019

1894370 9 10/12/2019

1895034 5 11/12/2019

1895538 30 14/12/2019

1895848 17 15/12/2019

1895849 17 15/12/2019

1896112 43 15/12/2019

1896135 43 15/12/2019

1896149 20 15/12/2019

1896307 5 16/12/2019

1896579 36 16/12/2019

1896706 99 16/12/2019

1897257 7 17/12/2019

1897258 7 17/12/2019

1897259 7 17/12/2019

1897827 9 18/12/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1899211 7 22/12/2019

1900250 5 23/12/2019

1900251 31 23/12/2019

1901007 6 24/12/2019

1901320 25 24/12/2019

1901327 25 24/12/2019

1901403 25 24/12/2019

1901964 25 29/12/2019

1902152 35 29/12/2019

1902153 25 29/12/2019

1902154 25 29/12/2019

1902276 9 29/12/2019

1902722 43 30/12/2019

1903017 5 30/12/2019

1903018 5 30/12/2019

1903116 35 30/12/2019

1903282 20 31/12/2019

1904204 45 01/01/2020

1904205 45 01/01/2020

1904863 19 04/01/2020

1905555 29 06/01/2020

1905652 20 06/01/2020

1905855 35 06/01/2020

1906841 2 09/01/2020

1908315 5 13/01/2020

1910034 25 18/01/2020

1910175 99 18/01/2020

1911535 39 20/01/2020

1912046 7 21/01/2020

1913509 3 25/01/2020

1913557 37 27/01/2020

1913581 17 27/01/2020

1916160 6 04/02/2020

1918009 99 05/02/2020

1919102 6 08/02/2020

1919691 25 09/02/2020

1920034 35 09/02/2020

1920608 9 10/02/2020

1921024 41 11/02/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1921808 41 12/02/2020

1922028 25 15/02/2020

1922545 5 16/02/2020

1922546 5 16/02/2020

1922547 5 16/02/2020

1922548 5 16/02/2020

1922552 5 16/02/2020

1922573 29 16/02/2020

1923162 12 16/02/2020

1923165 25 16/02/2020

1923676 29 17/02/2020

1923677 30 17/02/2020

1924452 9 18/02/2020

1924803 5 19/02/2020

1924936 7 19/02/2020

1925159 25 22/02/2020

1926193 5 23/02/2020

1927052 9 24/02/2020

1928330 6 26/02/2020

1929201 30 02/03/2020

1930616 25 04/03/2020

1931187 41 05/03/2020

1931219 21 05/03/2020

1931479 1 05/03/2020

1931480 1 05/03/2020

1932313 30 08/03/2020

1932397 24 08/03/2020

1932398 25 08/03/2020

1932767 12 09/03/2020

1934048 25 10/03/2020

1935761 25 15/03/2020

1937780 3 18/03/2020

1937781 35 18/03/2020

1938237 30 18/03/2020

1938384 12 19/03/2020

1938391 5 19/03/2020

1939226 19 22/03/2020

1940885 6 24/03/2020

1941072 5 25/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1942038 5 26/03/2020

1942040 5 26/03/2020

1942042 5 26/03/2020

1942043 5 26/03/2020

1943232 99 29/03/2020

1943367 7 30/03/2020

1943825 42 30/03/2020

1947049 19 07/04/2020

1947955 5 08/04/2020

1947957 9 08/04/2020

1950469 25 15/04/2020

1950818 31 15/04/2020

1950819 31 15/04/2020

1950820 35 15/04/2020

1950821 35 15/04/2020

1952362 9 19/04/2020

1952797 6 20/04/2020

1952873 25 20/04/2020

1952874 35 20/04/2020

1953263 35 20/04/2020

1953321 3 20/04/2020

1955319 3 23/04/2020

1956904 5 28/04/2020

1956907 5 28/04/2020

1956908 5 28/04/2020

1956909 5 28/04/2020

1957192 36 28/04/2020

1962225 42 07/05/2020

1964101 5 12/05/2020

1964102 5 12/05/2020

1965091 6 13/05/2020

1965092 6 13/05/2020

1965460 30 14/05/2020

1969213 9 21/05/2020

1969307 5 21/05/2020

1972682 37 31/05/2020

1972846 3 31/05/2020

1972926 7 31/05/2020

1973061 41 31/05/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1973062 28 31/05/2020

1973096 3 31/05/2020

1973435 5 01/06/2020

1973973 5 02/06/2020

1974427 31 02/06/2020

1974429 35 02/06/2020

1974430 35 02/06/2020

1974811 10 03/06/2020

1975704 7 07/06/2020

1975706 9 07/06/2020

1975707 10 07/06/2020

1975709 12 07/06/2020

1975710 35 07/06/2020

1976530 29 08/06/2020

1977994 3 10/06/2020

1978056 36 10/06/2020

1978057 37 10/06/2020

1978058 38 10/06/2020

1978059 39 10/06/2020

1978060 40 10/06/2020

1978584 33 11/06/2020

1980131 35 15/06/2020

1981408 29 17/06/2020
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

1482552 - 17, 1482553 - 17: Proprietor Altered to SOLUTIA SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. , 101 Thomson 
Road #14-01, United Square, Singapore 
307591  
GMX TRADING PTE LTD.,

1691889 - 30: Proprietor Altered to M/S. JAS BAKERY,ANTHONY SELVADASAN,ANTHONY GNANA 
SELVAN trading as JAS BAKERY , HOUSE NO.8-1-289, KATTARAMPUR, KARIMNAGAR - 505 172 
TELANGANA STATE, INDIA.  
JAS BAKERY

1901031 - 11: Proprietor Altered to M/S. AIRMAX TECHNOLOGIES,ROJAN C MATHEW,SOLGY C 
MATHEW,MARY KUNJU JOHN trading as , 172-B, CHERUKARA, CUSAT P.O., KALAMESSERY, 
ERNAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN - 682 022 
KERAL INDUSTRIES

1075297 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S.IMPEX PVT.LTD , 5601/77,REHGAR PURA,KAROL BAGH,NEW 
DELHI-110005 
POOHA FOOTWEARS

1678448 - 5: Proprietor Altered to B.B. MOHAN KUMAR , No. R.S.No. ao, 2nd CROSS STREET, 
MARAVENAERI, SALEM - 636 007, TAMILNADU, INDIA. 
GLENWELL PHARMA

353868 - 31, 1766982 - 35, 1773348 - 42, 843210 - 31, 1766985 - 42, 1773347 - 35, 843211 - 31, 396097 - 
31, 1766984 - 35, 1773346 - 31, 1766983 - 42, 509344 - 31, 353869 - 31: Proprietor Altered to NANDI 
SEEDS AND AGRI GENETICS PVT. LTD. , Survey No. 95/2 Tagdi Malnke Road, Village Tagdi, Tahsil 
Ghogla, Dist. Bhav nagar 
364 110 . 
NEW NANDI SEEDS CORPORATION, NEW NANDI SEEDS CORPORATION, NEW NANDI SEEDS 
CORPORATION, NANDI SEEDS AND AGRI GENETICS PVT. LTD.

1198309 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED , B/2, MAHALAXMI 
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026. 
VNS PHARMA

1198309 - 5: Proprietor Altered to RAJ GURU , SCO 59, II - FLOOR, SECTOR 20 - C, CHANDIGARH.  
VNS PHARMA

2681469 - 25: Proprietor Altered to PEEK & CLOPPENBURG (KG) , Mönckebergstrasse 8, 20095 
Hamburg, Germany 
NILS SUNDSTROM GMBH

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

1198309 - 5: Address for Service is altered to E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand 
Venice, Greater Noida, 201310,

1462598 - 35: Address for Service is altered to Cyber Crime Chambers, Olympia Tech Park, 3/F, 
ALTIUS, No.1, SIDCO Estate, Guindy, Chennai 600032.,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

124424 12 27/06/2019 08:37:14

124427 25 27/06/2019 08:38:23

163860 25 27/06/2019 08:39:53

165215 24 27/06/2019 08:40:37

165218 24 27/06/2019 08:41:23

165266 16 27/06/2019 08:42:11

165353 19 27/06/2019 08:43:58

165528 3 27/06/2019 08:46:02

165594 10 27/06/2019 08:49:02

203934 30 27/06/2019 08:49:34

204018 34 27/06/2019 08:50:03

204035 14 27/06/2019 08:50:32

204323 24 27/06/2019 08:51:06

204401 6 27/06/2019 08:51:32

250851 14 27/06/2019 08:52:04

250928 3 27/06/2019 08:52:39

250999 12 27/06/2019 08:53:15

251014 29 27/06/2019 08:53:47

251183 5 27/06/2019 08:54:36

251230 7 27/06/2019 08:55:19

251234 34 27/06/2019 08:55:56

251254 5 27/06/2019 08:56:30

307460 16 27/06/2019 08:57:01

307489 7 27/06/2019 08:57:58

307610 7 27/06/2019 08:58:34

307777 1 27/06/2019 08:59:08

307785 6 27/06/2019 08:59:57

307863 3 27/06/2019 09:00:30

307866 3 27/06/2019 09:01:01

307867 3 27/06/2019 09:01:28

307922 3 27/06/2019 09:02:08

307927 25 27/06/2019 09:02:46

307935 10 27/06/2019 09:03:10

312620 7 24/06/2019 14:55:18

365044 14 27/06/2019 09:04:12

393804 7 27/06/2019 09:04:59

393881 25 27/06/2019 09:05:56

393885 30 27/06/2019 09:06:25

393962 1 27/06/2019 09:07:04

393963 1 27/06/2019 09:07:43
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393964 7 27/06/2019 09:08:36

394003 5 27/06/2019 09:09:41

394360 9 27/06/2019 09:10:29

394619 30 27/06/2019 09:11:06

394746 7 27/06/2019 09:11:36

468830 16 27/06/2019 12:00:56

514233 3 27/06/2019 09:12:21

514236 3 27/06/2019 09:12:57

514237 3 27/06/2019 09:13:24

514238 3 27/06/2019 09:13:49

514239 34 27/06/2019 09:14:23

514270 12 27/06/2019 09:14:49

514278 5 27/06/2019 09:15:25

514326 3 27/06/2019 09:16:26

514388 7 27/06/2019 09:16:57

514409 3 27/06/2019 09:17:48

514427 25 27/06/2019 09:21:39

514432 7 27/06/2019 09:22:17

514528 16 27/06/2019 09:23:09

514529 16 27/06/2019 09:23:48

514543 7 27/06/2019 09:24:32

514632 7 27/06/2019 09:25:58

514633 12 27/06/2019 09:26:40

514659 17 27/06/2019 09:27:11

514680 24 27/06/2019 09:29:06

514681 11 27/06/2019 09:29:37

514725 5 27/06/2019 09:30:33

514744 9 27/06/2019 09:31:11

514757 26 27/06/2019 09:31:43

514828 9 27/06/2019 09:32:13

514887 11 27/06/2019 09:32:52

514888 30 27/06/2019 09:33:22

514890 30 27/06/2019 09:35:04

514995 3 27/06/2019 09:35:42

514999 30 27/06/2019 09:36:10

515054 7 27/06/2019 09:38:58

515061 23 27/06/2019 09:40:01

515289 25 27/06/2019 09:42:01

515311 9 27/06/2019 09:43:07
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515394 25 27/06/2019 09:43:40

515516 31 27/06/2019 09:44:40

515520 16 27/06/2019 09:45:37

515580 25 27/06/2019 09:46:20

515582 18 27/06/2019 09:47:06

515583 25 27/06/2019 09:47:34

515590 3 27/06/2019 09:48:11

515591 5 27/06/2019 09:48:58

515592 3 27/06/2019 09:49:42

515594 16 27/06/2019 09:50:23

515596 5 27/06/2019 09:51:07

515696 14 27/06/2019 09:51:44

515730 1 27/06/2019 09:52:19

515731 1 27/06/2019 09:53:00

515788 24 27/06/2019 09:53:37

515808 7 27/06/2019 09:54:16

515814 10 27/06/2019 09:54:51

515889 33 27/06/2019 09:55:33

515919 5 27/06/2019 09:56:46

515923 16 27/06/2019 09:57:21

515935 5 27/06/2019 09:58:52

515943 24 27/06/2019 09:59:26

515945 7 27/06/2019 09:59:55

516007 16 27/06/2019 10:00:27

516442 12 27/06/2019 10:00:59

525566 6 26/06/2019 15:55:33

525820 25 27/06/2019 12:15:52

534732 10 27/06/2019 10:01:35

535114 12 27/06/2019 10:02:05

536007 5 27/06/2019 10:03:09

536092 3 27/06/2019 10:03:47

545879 8 24/06/2019 14:56:23

546086 9 25/06/2019 11:41:42

546631 24 27/06/2019 12:01:32

546632 30 27/06/2019 12:01:59

546738 34 27/06/2019 12:19:21

603228 25 27/06/2019 10:04:14

603346 2 27/06/2019 10:04:52

603866 29 27/06/2019 10:05:27
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604046 25 27/06/2019 10:06:03

604404 5 27/06/2019 10:06:49

604499 10 27/06/2019 10:07:15

605500 32 27/06/2019 10:09:08

620467 10 25/06/2019 11:34:35

620481 9 25/06/2019 11:35:27

620840 25 26/06/2019 11:04:51

620976 11 26/06/2019 12:19:32

620977 11 26/06/2019 12:20:34

620978 11 26/06/2019 12:21:15

621184 25 26/06/2019 15:16:49

621629 5 27/06/2019 14:15:59

635681 25 27/06/2019 10:09:38

677727 30 27/06/2019 10:10:03

711620 17 27/06/2019 10:10:38

712908 34 27/06/2019 10:11:14

713109 25 27/06/2019 10:16:18

713166 6 27/06/2019 10:16:49

713676 16 27/06/2019 10:17:45

713927 9 27/06/2019 10:18:25

713930 9 27/06/2019 10:19:16

715465 5 27/06/2019 10:19:46

715469 5 27/06/2019 10:20:20

715599 12 27/06/2019 10:20:51

724757 9 27/06/2019 10:21:38

728791 9 27/06/2019 10:22:29

735627 3 25/06/2019 14:45:44

753356 12 25/06/2019 11:42:52

933597 5 25/06/2019 10:39:21

933602 9 25/06/2019 10:39:53

933604 11 25/06/2019 10:40:43

935157 34 25/06/2019 10:41:54

935811 30 25/06/2019 09:48:45

935816 25 25/06/2019 09:50:35

935818 25 25/06/2019 09:51:09

935819 16 25/06/2019 09:51:46

935820 25 25/06/2019 09:52:31

935821 25 25/06/2019 09:53:01

935822 25 25/06/2019 09:53:47
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935823 25 25/06/2019 09:54:16

935825 25 25/06/2019 09:54:42

935827 25 25/06/2019 09:55:16

935828 25 25/06/2019 09:55:50

935829 25 25/06/2019 09:56:22

935830 25 25/06/2019 09:57:05

935831 25 25/06/2019 09:57:39

935832 25 25/06/2019 09:58:06

935834 25 25/06/2019 09:58:35

935839 25 25/06/2019 09:59:22

935840 25 25/06/2019 09:59:53

935842 25 25/06/2019 10:00:40

935851 1 25/06/2019 10:01:06

935853 19 25/06/2019 10:01:41

935854 12 25/06/2019 10:02:20

935857 24 25/06/2019 10:02:58

935863 9 25/06/2019 10:03:26

935864 14 25/06/2019 10:03:53

935868 5 25/06/2019 10:04:27

935874 24 25/06/2019 10:05:01

935875 24 25/06/2019 10:05:37

935876 30 25/06/2019 10:06:10

935878 30 25/06/2019 10:06:42

935881 11 25/06/2019 10:07:23

935882 29 25/06/2019 10:07:53

935886 5 25/06/2019 10:08:21

935887 5 25/06/2019 10:08:46

935888 5 25/06/2019 10:09:16

935889 5 25/06/2019 10:09:42

935890 5 25/06/2019 10:10:10

935891 5 25/06/2019 10:11:01

935892 5 25/06/2019 10:11:29

935893 5 25/06/2019 10:12:21

935895 25 25/06/2019 10:12:59

935908 16 25/06/2019 10:13:35

935909 16 25/06/2019 10:14:12

935910 17 25/06/2019 10:14:42

935914 4 25/06/2019 10:15:08

935915 24 25/06/2019 10:15:36
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935916 25 25/06/2019 10:16:08

935918 5 25/06/2019 10:16:49

935919 5 25/06/2019 10:17:32

935920 5 25/06/2019 10:18:07

935921 5 25/06/2019 10:18:35

935922 5 25/06/2019 10:19:09

935923 5 25/06/2019 10:19:53

935924 5 25/06/2019 10:20:23

935925 5 25/06/2019 10:21:01

935926 5 25/06/2019 10:21:43

935927 5 25/06/2019 10:22:28

935936 3 25/06/2019 10:22:59

935941 9 25/06/2019 10:23:24

935942 9 25/06/2019 10:23:55

935953 9 25/06/2019 10:24:44

935954 9 25/06/2019 10:25:17

935957 9 25/06/2019 10:26:46

935958 9 25/06/2019 10:27:20

935961 9 25/06/2019 10:28:12

935962 9 25/06/2019 10:28:41

935963 5 25/06/2019 10:29:08

935969 9 25/06/2019 10:29:36

935970 5 25/06/2019 10:30:03

935972 3 25/06/2019 10:30:35

935973 3 25/06/2019 10:31:04

935974 3 25/06/2019 10:31:34

935975 3 25/06/2019 10:32:12

935976 3 25/06/2019 10:32:54

935977 3 25/06/2019 10:33:19

935978 3 25/06/2019 10:33:55

935979 3 25/06/2019 10:34:28

935980 3 25/06/2019 10:35:10

935981 3 25/06/2019 10:35:46

935982 3 25/06/2019 10:36:22

936001 16 25/06/2019 10:36:59

936069 30 25/06/2019 10:37:37

944054 16 27/06/2019 10:23:35

944055 16 27/06/2019 10:24:20

944080 3 27/06/2019 10:24:55
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944081 8 27/06/2019 10:25:50

944125 29 27/06/2019 10:26:22

944126 25 27/06/2019 10:28:23

944130 9 27/06/2019 10:29:05

944136 5 27/06/2019 10:51:28

944139 1 27/06/2019 10:52:07

944168 3 27/06/2019 10:53:09

944171 12 27/06/2019 10:53:47

944191 16 28/06/2019 08:40:00

944192 26 28/06/2019 08:40:56

944194 25 28/06/2019 08:41:58

944197 21 28/06/2019 08:42:42

944213 25 28/06/2019 08:43:53

944217 9 28/06/2019 08:51:53

944218 16 28/06/2019 08:52:56

944219 9 28/06/2019 08:53:35

944220 16 28/06/2019 08:54:06

944222 25 28/06/2019 08:54:41

944223 25 28/06/2019 08:55:07

944226 24 28/06/2019 08:55:37

944233 7 28/06/2019 08:56:33

944234 11 28/06/2019 08:57:14

944235 25 28/06/2019 08:57:49

944239 12 28/06/2019 08:58:42

944246 25 28/06/2019 08:59:12

944247 16 28/06/2019 08:59:44

944248 21 28/06/2019 09:00:18

944250 9 28/06/2019 09:00:44

944261 31 28/06/2019 09:01:19

944285 21 28/06/2019 09:01:50

944286 21 28/06/2019 09:02:24

944289 21 28/06/2019 09:02:52

944291 21 28/06/2019 09:03:24

944294 21 28/06/2019 09:03:54

944296 9 28/06/2019 09:04:33

944312 11 28/06/2019 09:05:17

944374 12 28/06/2019 09:05:58

944375 30 28/06/2019 09:06:32

944376 32 28/06/2019 09:07:40
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944377 24 28/06/2019 09:08:11

944378 30 28/06/2019 09:08:55

944379 21 28/06/2019 09:09:29

944428 30 28/06/2019 09:10:01

944433 14 28/06/2019 09:10:41

944434 14 28/06/2019 09:11:14

944444 16 28/06/2019 09:11:40

944446 5 28/06/2019 09:12:17

944450 25 28/06/2019 09:12:57

944456 25 28/06/2019 09:13:43

944463 2 28/06/2019 09:14:12

944472 5 28/06/2019 09:14:38

944478 7 28/06/2019 09:15:19

944484 9 28/06/2019 09:15:53

944494 9 28/06/2019 09:16:29

944495 9 28/06/2019 09:16:56

944510 9 28/06/2019 09:17:26

944512 11 28/06/2019 09:17:59

944513 12 28/06/2019 09:18:59

944514 16 28/06/2019 09:19:42

944515 20 28/06/2019 09:20:25

944516 21 28/06/2019 09:20:53

944517 28 28/06/2019 09:22:23

944518 29 28/06/2019 09:23:33

944519 30 28/06/2019 09:24:16

944520 31 28/06/2019 09:24:51

944521 32 28/06/2019 09:25:22

944526 3 28/06/2019 09:26:01

944527 6 28/06/2019 09:26:38

944528 7 28/06/2019 09:27:13

944529 8 28/06/2019 09:27:56

944530 9 28/06/2019 09:28:35

944531 11 28/06/2019 09:29:10

944533 16 28/06/2019 09:29:40

944534 21 28/06/2019 09:32:53

944535 22 28/06/2019 09:33:48

944536 25 28/06/2019 09:34:48

944557 11 28/06/2019 09:35:26

944558 12 28/06/2019 09:36:03
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944560 7 28/06/2019 09:36:40

944565 25 28/06/2019 09:40:28

944567 17 28/06/2019 09:42:49

944580 32 28/06/2019 09:43:28

944612 32 28/06/2019 09:44:38

944617 16 28/06/2019 09:45:21

944631 29 28/06/2019 09:46:04

944632 30 28/06/2019 09:46:33

944633 31 28/06/2019 09:47:17

944635 9 28/06/2019 09:47:44

944636 9 28/06/2019 09:48:16

944637 16 28/06/2019 09:48:50

944638 16 28/06/2019 09:49:26

944639 9 28/06/2019 09:49:57

944640 9 28/06/2019 09:50:25

944643 9 28/06/2019 09:50:53

944644 9 28/06/2019 09:51:26

944645 9 28/06/2019 09:52:08

944646 25 28/06/2019 09:52:51

944647 9 28/06/2019 09:53:21

944648 9 28/06/2019 09:53:52

944649 9 28/06/2019 09:54:21

944650 9 28/06/2019 09:54:47

944651 9 28/06/2019 09:55:14

944652 9 28/06/2019 09:55:48

944653 9 28/06/2019 09:56:25

944654 9 28/06/2019 09:56:55

944655 9 28/06/2019 09:57:27

944657 9 28/06/2019 09:58:10

944658 9 28/06/2019 09:58:49

944659 9 28/06/2019 10:00:44

944660 9 28/06/2019 10:01:15

944661 9 28/06/2019 10:01:46

944663 9 28/06/2019 10:02:25

944664 9 28/06/2019 10:02:57

944665 9 28/06/2019 10:03:29

944666 9 28/06/2019 10:03:59

944682 1 28/06/2019 10:04:47

944717 9 28/06/2019 10:06:39
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944718 7 28/06/2019 10:07:15

944740 16 28/06/2019 10:08:00

944741 9 28/06/2019 10:09:25

944744 25 28/06/2019 10:10:00

944745 29 28/06/2019 10:10:42

944749 5 28/06/2019 10:11:18

944751 25 28/06/2019 10:11:55

944752 6 28/06/2019 10:12:34

944754 30 28/06/2019 10:14:09

944769 3 28/06/2019 10:14:42

944801 5 28/06/2019 10:15:27

944802 5 28/06/2019 10:16:11

944803 5 28/06/2019 10:17:19

944805 5 28/06/2019 10:18:01

944806 5 28/06/2019 10:19:21

961872 16 25/06/2019 10:38:03

991322 5 24/06/2019 12:28:06

991323 5 24/06/2019 12:28:29

991327 30 24/06/2019 12:28:52

991328 5 24/06/2019 12:29:15

991330 5 24/06/2019 12:29:37

991331 5 24/06/2019 12:30:14

991332 7 24/06/2019 12:30:35

991333 25 24/06/2019 12:30:58

991335 16 24/06/2019 12:31:20

991336 29 24/06/2019 12:41:56

991338 19 24/06/2019 12:45:43

991339 25 24/06/2019 12:46:06

991344 3 24/06/2019 12:46:28

991354 16 24/06/2019 12:46:48

991359 16 24/06/2019 14:13:05

991361 9 24/06/2019 14:13:45

991438 3 24/06/2019 14:14:08

991442 9 24/06/2019 14:14:31

991445 11 24/06/2019 14:14:57

991446 6 24/06/2019 14:15:26

991447 7 24/06/2019 14:15:47

991449 12 24/06/2019 14:16:07

991460 25 24/06/2019 14:16:32
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991461 25 24/06/2019 14:16:56

991468 3 24/06/2019 14:17:29

991469 18 24/06/2019 14:17:55

991470 14 24/06/2019 14:18:19

991471 24 24/06/2019 14:21:27

991476 14 24/06/2019 14:22:03

991480 14 24/06/2019 14:22:53

991493 5 24/06/2019 14:23:19

991505 12 24/06/2019 14:23:52

991506 23 24/06/2019 14:24:33

991507 22 24/06/2019 14:24:58

991516 29 24/06/2019 14:25:43

991520 3 24/06/2019 14:26:05

991521 30 24/06/2019 14:26:41

991523 9 24/06/2019 14:27:32

991530 5 24/06/2019 14:28:13

991588 9 24/06/2019 14:39:33

991591 24 24/06/2019 14:40:00

991593 24 24/06/2019 14:40:21

991595 24 24/06/2019 14:40:46

991599 5 24/06/2019 14:41:16

991622 9 24/06/2019 14:41:38

991623 3 24/06/2019 14:42:01

991624 2 24/06/2019 14:42:24

991626 4 24/06/2019 14:42:51

991631 16 24/06/2019 14:43:17

991672 9 24/06/2019 14:56:50

991673 30 25/06/2019 10:22:29

991717 9 24/06/2019 14:57:18

991752 25 24/06/2019 14:57:41

991761 5 24/06/2019 14:58:01

991767 10 25/06/2019 10:21:09

991769 9 24/06/2019 14:58:33

991770 16 24/06/2019 14:58:56

991771 3 25/06/2019 10:24:54

991772 3 24/06/2019 14:59:23

991784 9 24/06/2019 15:01:53

991823 30 24/06/2019 15:02:24

991842 14 24/06/2019 15:02:52
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991862 5 24/06/2019 15:03:18

991863 3 24/06/2019 15:04:23

991890 3 25/06/2019 10:22:05

991913 1 24/06/2019 15:07:08

991914 1 24/06/2019 15:07:30

991917 5 24/06/2019 15:08:03

991924 30 24/06/2019 15:08:28

991943 28 24/06/2019 15:08:52

991946 5 24/06/2019 15:09:13

991947 5 24/06/2019 15:09:35

991951 25 24/06/2019 15:21:03

991956 7 24/06/2019 15:21:29

991957 9 24/06/2019 15:21:52

991958 11 24/06/2019 15:22:17

991961 19 24/06/2019 15:22:39

991962 16 24/06/2019 15:23:06

991963 21 24/06/2019 15:23:31

991966 16 24/06/2019 15:23:55

991967 16 24/06/2019 15:24:19

991968 5 24/06/2019 15:24:47

991969 5 24/06/2019 15:25:22

991977 9 24/06/2019 15:27:50

991978 31 24/06/2019 15:28:14

991989 5 24/06/2019 15:52:58

991995 30 24/06/2019 15:53:25

992001 32 24/06/2019 15:53:49

992002 5 24/06/2019 15:54:12

992005 24 24/06/2019 15:56:54

992006 33 24/06/2019 15:57:18

992007 9 24/06/2019 15:57:39

992008 21 24/06/2019 15:58:00

992009 9 24/06/2019 15:58:21

992010 16 24/06/2019 15:58:45

992088 16 24/06/2019 15:59:07

992089 10 24/06/2019 15:59:29

992098 30 24/06/2019 15:59:52

992099 30 24/06/2019 16:00:19

992150 25 25/06/2019 10:31:31

992151 25 25/06/2019 10:31:57
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

992159 21 25/06/2019 10:32:26

992224 9 25/06/2019 11:36:51

992236 16 25/06/2019 10:32:58

992246 5 25/06/2019 10:33:20

992248 9 25/06/2019 11:37:41

992253 3 25/06/2019 10:33:45

992254 3 25/06/2019 10:34:05

992255 16 25/06/2019 10:34:34

992256 9 25/06/2019 10:35:11

992257 9 25/06/2019 10:38:40

992258 5 25/06/2019 10:39:01

992267 32 25/06/2019 10:39:44

992281 9 25/06/2019 10:40:18

992282 12 25/06/2019 10:41:08

992291 1 25/06/2019 11:40:16

992333 9 25/06/2019 10:41:39

992344 16 25/06/2019 11:43:32

992372 5 25/06/2019 10:42:07

992373 5 25/06/2019 11:43:57

992374 5 25/06/2019 10:42:36

992382 30 25/06/2019 10:43:01

992404 6 25/06/2019 11:00:14

992406 7 25/06/2019 11:00:39

992407 7 25/06/2019 11:01:02

992409 7 25/06/2019 11:01:31

992414 12 25/06/2019 11:02:02

992568 24 25/06/2019 11:39:51

992574 29 25/06/2019 11:03:00

992578 2 25/06/2019 11:05:58

992580 30 25/06/2019 11:08:39

992581 30 25/06/2019 11:21:49

992582 30 25/06/2019 11:22:11

992584 5 25/06/2019 11:22:35

992586 5 25/06/2019 11:23:00

992589 5 25/06/2019 11:23:29

992590 5 25/06/2019 11:24:51

992596 7 25/06/2019 11:27:04

992597 25 25/06/2019 11:27:38

992606 5 25/06/2019 11:29:06
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

992607 5 25/06/2019 11:29:44

992628 30 25/06/2019 11:49:36

992664 3 25/06/2019 14:46:40

992673 12 25/06/2019 11:50:26

992674 12 25/06/2019 11:51:08

992694 30 25/06/2019 11:51:30

992698 7 25/06/2019 11:51:56

992702 9 25/06/2019 12:08:46

992704 25 25/06/2019 12:13:43

992707 29 25/06/2019 12:14:03

992711 25 25/06/2019 12:14:33

992713 5 25/06/2019 12:15:04

992719 5 25/06/2019 12:15:25

992720 5 25/06/2019 12:17:05

992729 9 25/06/2019 12:17:29

992730 9 25/06/2019 12:17:51

992767 9 25/06/2019 12:18:11

992774 5 25/06/2019 12:18:39

992775 3 25/06/2019 12:19:09

992776 1 25/06/2019 12:19:32

992798 34 25/06/2019 12:20:02

992799 34 25/06/2019 12:22:50

992803 11 25/06/2019 12:23:36

992804 30 25/06/2019 12:24:00

992819 9 25/06/2019 14:47:20

992827 9 25/06/2019 12:24:41

992842 25 25/06/2019 12:25:51

992843 24 25/06/2019 12:26:20

992844 27 25/06/2019 12:27:12

992845 21 25/06/2019 14:47:47

992846 16 25/06/2019 12:27:44

992847 20 25/06/2019 12:28:07

992850 12 25/06/2019 14:48:11

992851 7 25/06/2019 12:33:51

992858 25 25/06/2019 12:34:35

992859 29 25/06/2019 12:35:01

992862 30 25/06/2019 14:48:47

992863 7 25/06/2019 12:38:46

992864 30 25/06/2019 12:39:25
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

992865 30 25/06/2019 12:39:50

992877 9 25/06/2019 12:40:23

992891 3 25/06/2019 12:40:46

992893 12 25/06/2019 14:28:49

992895 16 25/06/2019 14:29:28

992906 6 25/06/2019 14:29:56

992907 7 25/06/2019 14:30:23

992908 19 25/06/2019 14:31:09

992909 7 25/06/2019 14:31:45

992914 12 25/06/2019 14:32:08

992915 6 25/06/2019 14:32:34

992920 19 25/06/2019 14:33:02

992921 19 25/06/2019 14:34:13

992923 7 25/06/2019 14:34:39

992930 7 25/06/2019 14:35:43

992931 12 25/06/2019 14:36:09

992933 9 25/06/2019 14:36:39

992934 12 25/06/2019 14:38:11

992941 25 25/06/2019 14:50:04

992950 33 25/06/2019 14:41:37

992951 29 25/06/2019 14:42:01

992952 32 25/06/2019 14:50:43

992953 16 25/06/2019 14:42:30

992954 30 25/06/2019 14:42:54

992966 28 25/06/2019 14:43:18

992967 9 25/06/2019 14:51:15

993008 9 25/06/2019 14:54:42

993019 8 26/06/2019 11:06:29

993020 12 25/06/2019 14:55:10

993021 11 25/06/2019 14:55:33

993028 7 25/06/2019 14:55:54

993029 11 25/06/2019 14:56:18

993030 8 25/06/2019 14:56:43

993034 11 25/06/2019 14:57:14

993035 8 25/06/2019 14:57:37

993036 12 25/06/2019 14:58:01

993038 9 25/06/2019 14:58:33

993052 17 25/06/2019 14:59:00

993053 24 25/06/2019 14:59:26
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1908 ,   01/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

993117 16 25/06/2019 15:06:55

993118 16 25/06/2019 15:07:19

993120 8 25/06/2019 15:07:40

993122 11 25/06/2019 15:08:04

993123 16 25/06/2019 15:08:26

993124 25 25/06/2019 15:08:49

993126 9 25/06/2019 15:09:08

993133 5 25/06/2019 15:19:05

993134 10 25/06/2019 15:19:32

993143 2 25/06/2019 15:19:53

993144 2 25/06/2019 15:20:18

993145 2 25/06/2019 15:20:42

993146 2 25/06/2019 15:21:07

993150 25 25/06/2019 15:21:29

993152 18 25/06/2019 15:23:12

993154 9 25/06/2019 15:23:58

993156 12 25/06/2019 15:24:22

993157 25 25/06/2019 15:25:21

993159 8 25/06/2019 15:25:45

993160 6 25/06/2019 15:26:12

993161 12 25/06/2019 15:56:10

993162 7 25/06/2019 15:56:37

993163 5 25/06/2019 15:56:57

993165 6 25/06/2019 15:57:17

993166 28 25/06/2019 15:57:38

993167 16 25/06/2019 15:57:59

993168 9 25/06/2019 15:58:18

993169 8 25/06/2019 15:58:39

993172 7 25/06/2019 15:58:59

993174 25 25/06/2019 16:01:30

993175 25 25/06/2019 16:01:50

993176 25 25/06/2019 16:02:12

993182 3 25/06/2019 16:02:33

993197 3 25/06/2019 16:02:53

993199 32 25/06/2019 16:03:18

993206 12 26/06/2019 11:07:22

993208 11 25/06/2019 16:03:51

993209 3 25/06/2019 16:04:17

993210 5 25/06/2019 16:04:41
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

993215 1 25/06/2019 16:05:03

993216 2 25/06/2019 16:08:06

993232 16 25/06/2019 16:08:29

993233 30 25/06/2019 16:08:49

993235 9 26/06/2019 11:08:13

993248 11 26/06/2019 11:09:05

993269 9 26/06/2019 11:09:41

993273 16 25/06/2019 16:09:22

993288 29 25/06/2019 16:09:43

993289 3 25/06/2019 16:10:05

993301 30 25/06/2019 16:10:25

993305 32 25/06/2019 16:10:47

993306 14 25/06/2019 16:11:15

993312 19 25/06/2019 16:11:43

993315 10 25/06/2019 16:13:20

993336 3 26/06/2019 11:15:41

993337 21 26/06/2019 11:16:08

993346 16 26/06/2019 11:16:29

993348 16 26/06/2019 11:16:48

993353 20 26/06/2019 11:17:10

993356 9 26/06/2019 11:17:35

993358 3 26/06/2019 11:17:57

993359 3 26/06/2019 11:18:24

993369 12 26/06/2019 11:18:57

993399 1 26/06/2019 11:19:35

993406 5 26/06/2019 11:20:03

993407 5 26/06/2019 11:20:32

993409 16 26/06/2019 11:20:58

993410 25 26/06/2019 11:21:23

993415 3 26/06/2019 11:22:38

993417 3 26/06/2019 11:23:05

993430 20 26/06/2019 11:23:32

993431 17 26/06/2019 11:23:56

993432 17 26/06/2019 11:24:56

993439 9 26/06/2019 11:27:53

993441 9 26/06/2019 11:29:58

993449 24 26/06/2019 11:30:28

993451 24 26/06/2019 11:30:54

993452 9 26/06/2019 11:31:18
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

993453 24 26/06/2019 11:31:39

993454 24 26/06/2019 11:32:00

993455 25 26/06/2019 11:35:27

993459 7 26/06/2019 11:35:50

993463 16 26/06/2019 11:36:13

993464 16 26/06/2019 11:36:36

993471 16 26/06/2019 11:36:59

993474 29 26/06/2019 11:37:25

993475 16 26/06/2019 11:37:52

993477 11 26/06/2019 11:38:19

993483 5 26/06/2019 11:39:03

993495 9 26/06/2019 11:39:27

993498 16 26/06/2019 11:39:53

993499 16 26/06/2019 11:40:17

993501 28 26/06/2019 11:43:52

993502 28 26/06/2019 11:44:17

993509 27 26/06/2019 11:44:37

993512 10 26/06/2019 11:45:01

993513 16 26/06/2019 11:45:27

993553 25 26/06/2019 11:45:52

993558 30 26/06/2019 11:46:20

993570 7 26/06/2019 11:46:48

993575 19 26/06/2019 11:47:22

993580 7 26/06/2019 11:47:52

993582 7 26/06/2019 11:48:13

993586 5 26/06/2019 11:48:34

993637 25 26/06/2019 12:40:43

993656 9 26/06/2019 12:21:55

993657 9 26/06/2019 12:22:34

993665 6 26/06/2019 12:23:06

993667 16 26/06/2019 12:23:40

993668 30 26/06/2019 12:24:25

993675 11 26/06/2019 12:27:20

993676 12 26/06/2019 12:27:52

993679 8 26/06/2019 12:28:19

993680 8 26/06/2019 12:28:43

993683 16 26/06/2019 12:29:07

993688 11 26/06/2019 12:29:35

993690 9 26/06/2019 12:29:59
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

993717 9 26/06/2019 12:32:42

993718 9 26/06/2019 12:33:28

993719 5 26/06/2019 12:33:53

993738 1 26/06/2019 12:34:17

993758 28 26/06/2019 12:34:39

993790 3 26/06/2019 12:35:03

993791 3 26/06/2019 12:35:30

993794 2 26/06/2019 12:35:54

993795 24 26/06/2019 12:36:16

993798 33 26/06/2019 12:36:39

993819 7 26/06/2019 12:38:15

993821 11 26/06/2019 12:38:46

993845 9 26/06/2019 15:17:45

993858 19 26/06/2019 12:44:05

993859 7 26/06/2019 12:44:40

993866 11 26/06/2019 12:45:04

993896 9 26/06/2019 12:45:31

993897 9 26/06/2019 12:45:57

993898 9 26/06/2019 12:46:35

993899 11 26/06/2019 12:46:58

993900 12 26/06/2019 12:47:19

993902 12 26/06/2019 14:18:32

993904 16 26/06/2019 14:19:07

993905 9 26/06/2019 14:19:33

993908 25 26/06/2019 14:19:57

993911 25 26/06/2019 14:20:25

993926 32 26/06/2019 14:20:50

993948 3 26/06/2019 14:21:14

993949 3 26/06/2019 14:21:43

993950 3 26/06/2019 14:22:06

993952 11 26/06/2019 14:22:28

993961 30 26/06/2019 14:22:54

993966 11 26/06/2019 14:25:05

993967 11 26/06/2019 14:25:29

993968 21 26/06/2019 14:25:56

993969 7 26/06/2019 14:26:20

993970 9 26/06/2019 14:26:47

993972 7 26/06/2019 14:27:17

993973 9 26/06/2019 14:27:51
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

993974 12 26/06/2019 14:28:20

993975 7 26/06/2019 14:28:46

993980 16 26/06/2019 14:29:39

993998 9 26/06/2019 14:30:23

994001 3 26/06/2019 14:30:54

994027 11 26/06/2019 14:31:43

994028 16 26/06/2019 14:32:10

994034 9 26/06/2019 14:32:40

994036 9 26/06/2019 14:53:01

994037 9 26/06/2019 14:53:28

994038 9 26/06/2019 14:53:51

994039 9 26/06/2019 14:54:14

994040 9 26/06/2019 14:54:38

994042 9 26/06/2019 14:55:03

994046 2 26/06/2019 14:55:27

994052 2 26/06/2019 14:55:57

994054 9 26/06/2019 15:18:22

994061 9 26/06/2019 15:04:31

994062 7 26/06/2019 15:18:56

994063 9 26/06/2019 15:05:05

994064 16 26/06/2019 15:05:35

994067 24 26/06/2019 15:05:57

994068 25 26/06/2019 15:06:25

994086 12 26/06/2019 15:07:08

994112 5 26/06/2019 15:09:55

994115 9 26/06/2019 15:11:06

994116 9 26/06/2019 15:11:35

994156 7 26/06/2019 15:12:07

994158 32 26/06/2019 15:13:01

994159 32 26/06/2019 15:13:24

994160 32 26/06/2019 15:13:50

994164 3 26/06/2019 15:14:17

994169 32 26/06/2019 15:14:38

994200 16 26/06/2019 16:02:57

994222 5 26/06/2019 16:03:21

994223 31 26/06/2019 16:03:44

994224 5 27/06/2019 12:04:16

994229 25 26/06/2019 16:04:31

994251 11 26/06/2019 16:05:01
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

994255 9 26/06/2019 16:05:23

994257 9 26/06/2019 16:05:46

994259 5 26/06/2019 16:06:10

994263 7 27/06/2019 12:04:50

994268 21 26/06/2019 16:06:40

994269 17 26/06/2019 16:07:08

994270 9 26/06/2019 16:07:33

994273 5 27/06/2019 10:40:47

994282 25 27/06/2019 10:41:35

994283 34 27/06/2019 10:43:44

994284 29 27/06/2019 10:44:12

994285 30 27/06/2019 10:47:00

994291 9 27/06/2019 12:11:33

994294 31 27/06/2019 12:05:43

994302 11 27/06/2019 10:50:53

994308 7 27/06/2019 10:51:38

994311 9 27/06/2019 10:52:17

994334 34 27/06/2019 10:52:51

994336 7 27/06/2019 10:53:19

994337 7 27/06/2019 10:53:49

994338 7 27/06/2019 11:01:23

994342 30 27/06/2019 11:02:02

994345 30 27/06/2019 11:02:43

994353 9 27/06/2019 11:03:08

994362 16 27/06/2019 11:03:49

994363 16 27/06/2019 11:04:23

994395 11 27/06/2019 12:06:20

994399 6 27/06/2019 11:06:21

994400 6 27/06/2019 11:07:15

994401 6 27/06/2019 11:07:40

994409 5 27/06/2019 11:08:13

994411 5 27/06/2019 11:08:37

994413 5 27/06/2019 11:09:28

994426 25 27/06/2019 11:10:59

994428 17 27/06/2019 11:23:29

994437 11 27/06/2019 11:28:32

994440 17 27/06/2019 12:07:12

994441 17 27/06/2019 12:10:47

994442 9 27/06/2019 11:30:06
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

994506 20 27/06/2019 11:30:38

994507 9 27/06/2019 11:31:01

994509 3 27/06/2019 11:31:23

994514 16 27/06/2019 11:32:21

994522 5 27/06/2019 11:33:07

994523 14 27/06/2019 11:33:31

994524 7 27/06/2019 11:33:53

994529 5 27/06/2019 11:34:17

994540 29 27/06/2019 11:40:03

994542 30 27/06/2019 11:40:28

994544 5 27/06/2019 11:41:25

994546 3 27/06/2019 11:41:55

994547 24 27/06/2019 11:42:21

994561 7 27/06/2019 11:42:48

994563 5 27/06/2019 11:43:12

994564 5 27/06/2019 11:43:38

994565 31 27/06/2019 11:44:02

994570 16 27/06/2019 11:44:34

994571 16 27/06/2019 12:13:07

994575 5 27/06/2019 11:45:37

994577 30 27/06/2019 11:46:46

994616 16 27/06/2019 14:16:56

994631 30 27/06/2019 12:25:28

994663 7 27/06/2019 12:26:02

994692 29 27/06/2019 12:26:49

994700 3 27/06/2019 12:27:32

994701 3 27/06/2019 12:28:06

994735 7 27/06/2019 12:33:07

994736 9 27/06/2019 12:33:37

994752 9 27/06/2019 14:17:30

994756 16 27/06/2019 12:34:05

994760 5 27/06/2019 12:35:51

994777 16 27/06/2019 12:36:55

994794 9 27/06/2019 12:37:25

994796 3 27/06/2019 12:37:51

994797 5 27/06/2019 12:38:16

994804 16 27/06/2019 12:38:42

994845 8 27/06/2019 12:39:18

994863 2 27/06/2019 12:39:46
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

994864 3 27/06/2019 12:40:09

994874 18 27/06/2019 12:40:38

994883 32 27/06/2019 12:41:40

994898 16 27/06/2019 12:42:43

994913 9 27/06/2019 12:43:11

994917 9 27/06/2019 12:45:28

994918 9 27/06/2019 12:45:52

994934 28 27/06/2019 12:46:20

994947 10 27/06/2019 14:20:23

994981 16 27/06/2019 14:20:55

995017 5 27/06/2019 14:21:30

995018 5 27/06/2019 14:27:45

995019 5 27/06/2019 14:28:19

995020 5 27/06/2019 14:44:24

995021 13 27/06/2019 14:44:52

995022 32 27/06/2019 14:45:26

995023 12 27/06/2019 14:46:03

995115 5 27/06/2019 14:50:58

995135 12 27/06/2019 14:51:24

995136 12 27/06/2019 14:51:47

995137 12 27/06/2019 14:52:11

995147 16 27/06/2019 14:52:35

995160 16 27/06/2019 14:52:57

995161 9 27/06/2019 14:53:25

995163 16 27/06/2019 14:53:53

995164 9 27/06/2019 14:54:21

995193 3 27/06/2019 15:00:16

995222 29 27/06/2019 14:57:54

995233 20 27/06/2019 14:59:21

995244 34 27/06/2019 14:55:16

995259 9 27/06/2019 14:55:46

995266 5 27/06/2019 14:56:19

995342 21 27/06/2019 15:03:49

995384 7 27/06/2019 15:04:16

995387 30 27/06/2019 15:04:40

995389 21 27/06/2019 15:05:05

995390 14 27/06/2019 15:05:32

995391 8 28/06/2019 11:23:36

995392 8 27/06/2019 15:06:00
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
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995393 21 27/06/2019 15:06:25

995394 14 27/06/2019 15:06:55

995395 8 27/06/2019 15:07:26

995396 14 27/06/2019 15:07:49

995397 21 27/06/2019 15:13:27

995398 14 27/06/2019 15:14:10

995399 21 27/06/2019 15:15:38

995400 8 27/06/2019 15:16:33

995404 9 27/06/2019 15:17:01

995407 16 27/06/2019 15:17:40

995408 9 27/06/2019 15:18:13

995414 11 27/06/2019 15:37:02

995431 16 27/06/2019 15:59:05

995443 28 27/06/2019 16:03:51

995444 25 27/06/2019 16:04:43

995447 25 27/06/2019 16:05:41

995451 12 27/06/2019 16:06:21

995452 25 28/06/2019 10:42:39

995453 19 28/06/2019 10:43:54

995455 6 28/06/2019 10:46:18

995459 7 28/06/2019 10:46:42

995464 5 28/06/2019 10:47:15

995483 7 28/06/2019 10:47:49

995484 32 28/06/2019 10:48:37

995511 5 28/06/2019 11:24:06

995523 23 28/06/2019 10:49:05

995524 23 28/06/2019 10:49:26

995529 3 28/06/2019 10:49:47

995530 16 28/06/2019 10:50:11

995535 25 28/06/2019 10:50:44

995537 3 28/06/2019 11:07:56

995538 30 28/06/2019 11:09:53

995539 5 28/06/2019 11:10:17

995540 5 28/06/2019 11:11:37

995542 5 28/06/2019 11:14:06

995543 5 28/06/2019 11:14:38

995545 5 28/06/2019 11:15:41

995546 5 28/06/2019 11:16:14

995547 5 28/06/2019 11:16:37
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

995549 5 28/06/2019 11:17:06

995550 23 28/06/2019 11:17:30

995551 23 28/06/2019 11:18:09

995552 23 28/06/2019 11:18:31

995553 23 28/06/2019 11:18:53

995564 5 28/06/2019 11:20:32

995568 5 28/06/2019 11:20:57

995569 5 28/06/2019 11:21:15

995612 9 28/06/2019 11:21:41

995690 5 28/06/2019 11:38:43

995691 5 28/06/2019 11:40:44

995694 20 28/06/2019 11:45:15

995695 25 28/06/2019 11:47:50

995701 16 28/06/2019 11:48:19

995702 12 28/06/2019 11:48:52

995704 12 28/06/2019 11:49:18

995705 12 28/06/2019 11:49:45

995706 12 28/06/2019 11:50:52

995707 5 28/06/2019 11:51:43

995708 5 28/06/2019 11:52:13

995709 5 28/06/2019 11:52:36

995712 9 28/06/2019 11:53:47

995714 16 28/06/2019 11:54:24

995715 12 28/06/2019 11:54:53

995716 3 28/06/2019 11:55:19

995719 5 28/06/2019 11:55:44

995746 5 28/06/2019 11:57:38

995748 5 28/06/2019 11:58:03

995750 5 28/06/2019 11:58:28

995754 5 28/06/2019 11:58:56

995760 5 28/06/2019 11:59:21

995765 9 28/06/2019 11:59:50

995767 3 28/06/2019 12:00:19

995774 1 28/06/2019 12:01:34

995775 5 28/06/2019 12:01:58

995779 9 28/06/2019 12:10:02

995780 7 28/06/2019 12:10:32

995781 9 28/06/2019 12:11:16

995782 11 28/06/2019 12:11:48
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

995827 25 28/06/2019 12:12:15

995831 9 28/06/2019 14:59:02

995837 5 28/06/2019 12:12:47

995844 7 28/06/2019 12:15:02

995848 30 28/06/2019 12:15:57

995850 25 28/06/2019 12:16:19

995852 21 28/06/2019 12:16:42

995855 21 28/06/2019 12:17:08

995856 21 28/06/2019 14:59:32

995860 21 28/06/2019 12:17:33

995861 21 28/06/2019 12:19:00

995862 21 28/06/2019 12:19:22

995863 6 28/06/2019 12:19:43

995864 9 28/06/2019 12:20:40

995865 5 28/06/2019 12:21:12

995881 3 28/06/2019 12:29:07

995882 5 28/06/2019 12:29:33

995885 34 28/06/2019 12:29:56

995889 6 28/06/2019 12:30:21

995932 3 28/06/2019 15:00:19

995956 2 28/06/2019 12:30:56

995957 3 28/06/2019 12:31:27

995958 4 28/06/2019 12:31:52

995959 5 28/06/2019 12:32:17

995960 6 28/06/2019 12:32:40

995961 7 28/06/2019 12:35:00

995962 8 28/06/2019 12:35:27

995963 9 28/06/2019 12:35:52

995964 10 28/06/2019 12:36:19

995965 11 28/06/2019 12:36:45

995966 12 28/06/2019 12:37:13

995967 13 28/06/2019 12:37:57

995968 14 28/06/2019 12:38:27

995969 15 28/06/2019 12:38:50

995970 16 28/06/2019 14:31:41

995971 17 28/06/2019 14:32:28

995972 18 28/06/2019 14:32:53

995973 19 28/06/2019 14:33:15

995974 20 28/06/2019 14:33:37
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

995975 21 28/06/2019 14:34:04

995976 22 28/06/2019 14:34:24

995977 23 28/06/2019 14:34:51

995978 27 28/06/2019 14:35:17

995979 28 28/06/2019 14:35:42

995980 29 28/06/2019 14:36:05

995981 30 28/06/2019 14:37:42

995982 31 28/06/2019 14:38:06

995983 32 28/06/2019 14:38:33

995984 33 28/06/2019 14:39:00

995985 34 28/06/2019 14:39:24

995990 3 28/06/2019 14:39:54

995991 3 28/06/2019 14:40:29

996006 16 28/06/2019 15:01:36

996007 16 28/06/2019 14:45:03

996019 14 28/06/2019 14:45:37

996022 9 28/06/2019 14:46:14

996032 24 28/06/2019 14:46:37

996033 25 28/06/2019 14:47:19

996063 5 28/06/2019 14:47:54

996066 5 28/06/2019 14:48:21

996075 5 28/06/2019 14:48:44

996076 5 28/06/2019 15:04:59

996077 5 28/06/2019 14:49:16

996078 5 28/06/2019 14:49:45

996080 5 28/06/2019 14:50:33

996081 5 28/06/2019 14:57:37

996082 5 28/06/2019 14:53:18

996087 5 28/06/2019 15:06:05

996089 5 28/06/2019 15:07:02

996106 5 28/06/2019 14:54:10

996136 32 28/06/2019 15:41:33

996157 16 28/06/2019 15:42:00

996204 16 28/06/2019 15:42:25

996207 12 28/06/2019 15:44:30

996211 5 28/06/2019 15:44:54

996214 9 28/06/2019 15:45:15

996217 18 28/06/2019 15:45:36

996223 31 28/06/2019 15:47:49
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

996251 5 28/06/2019 15:48:12

996253 5 28/06/2019 15:48:39

996263 31 28/06/2019 15:49:01

996265 31 28/06/2019 15:49:26

996266 31 28/06/2019 15:49:55

996267 31 28/06/2019 15:56:08

996268 31 28/06/2019 15:56:37

996269 31 28/06/2019 15:57:02

996271 31 28/06/2019 16:03:17

996272 31 28/06/2019 16:03:46

996273 29 28/06/2019 16:04:13

996289 16 28/06/2019 16:08:01

996294 30 28/06/2019 16:08:47

996299 2 28/06/2019 16:09:26

996301 9 28/06/2019 16:09:51

996332 1 28/06/2019 16:10:16

996333 16 28/06/2019 16:10:40

996334 16 28/06/2019 16:11:05

996347 5 28/06/2019 16:12:10

996364 7 28/06/2019 16:12:33

1018194 12 25/06/2019 10:38:31

1064120 3 28/06/2019 14:56:13

1064654 14 28/06/2019 14:56:43

1536991 99 27/06/2019 11:58:21
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1908,   01/07/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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